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Comments to the OECD Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4
“Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments”
The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), as the world business organization speaking
with authority on behalf of enterprises from all sectors in every part of the world, welcomes the
opportunity to provide comments on the Public Discussion Draft BEPS Action 4 “Interest
Deductions and Other Financial Payments”.
ICC is concerned that the arm’s length test has been discarded, without a detailed technical
justification. Furthermore, while claiming to tackle tax avoidance (via profit shifting), there is no
consideration of the substance of financing structures; any commercial motive, including
overarching business aims to generate profits as a result of the associated investment. Even
more concerning is the assumption from the outset that payment of interest is a tax avoidance
device, which for the vast majority of taxpayers is simply not the case. ICC would therefore
recommend that:
• Any changes to interest deductibility should be focused on tackling actual avoidance
entered into by the minority, and not impede genuine commercial transactions of the
vast majority of taxpayers, which contribute to growing global, and local, economies.
• The arm’s length approach should not be discarded, since this, fundamentally, is the
best method for judging the appropriate level of debt and interest expense of an entity on
a standalone basis. In essence, this is what the rules provide for a single entity. At the
more complex level of a domestic group, the allocation method starts to create distortion
and for a Multinational Enterprise (MNE), the impact can be significant. The corporate
structure (single entity, domestic group or MNE) does not, by itself, have any bearing on
the purpose of the relevant financing arrangements.
If the real concern of the OECD is a situation where interest is deductible at a high rate of tax,
and the income is subject to a low rate of tax, then that situation is better addressed under CFC
rules, Harmful Tax Practices, and transfer pricing. Creating a blanket interest disallowance for
all activities will impede genuine commercial transactions.
A. The choice of capital instruments in investment decisions
The choice of capital instruments takes many commercial factors into account, including ease of
access; cost of capital; flexibility, ease of repayment, etc., and is not fundamentally driven by tax
avoidance or base erosion purposes.
In particular, it facilitates global cash and risk management, optimising the capital structure of
the group and centralizing execution of market interfaces. These activities reduce external costs
and are not structured for tax avoidance purposes.
Capital is a constrained resource and is often allocated to projects with optimum risk-reward
balance. Tax does not direct these decisions, but is part of the economics when deciding where
to invest in long term capital projects. In order to encourage investment and economic growth
the cost of capital must remain affordable. A partial or complete disallowance of interest
expense will impact the cash flow needed to fund an investment, increasing the cost of such
investments, and negatively impacting the overall investment climate of certain jurisdictions.
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This in turn will destroy their ability to attract foreign direct investment – which is aimed at
generating profits, and increasing employment, and consequently employment and profit taxes.
Guiding Principles
As the OECD discusses options for Action 4, ICC recommends a principled approached to
address whether and how to limit interest expense deductions based on the principles outlined
below:
1) Tax Avoidance – Intra-group interest should not be deemed to be prima facie “base
eroding.” This is not a valid assumption for the vast majority of taxpayers. The starting
point may well be that, due to the actions of a minority of taxpayers, intragroup interest
may be considered higher risk. However, ultimately that risk should not alter the
technical analysis of whether an interest deduction should be available. This should be
based on the commercial, economic and legal reality of what would be available
between unrelated parties.
2) Debt and Interest should both be tested and respected based on the arm’s length
standard – Any interest limitation rule should be based on the use of the arm’s length
standard in order to reflect the economic and commercial reality of the transaction and
thereby creating a level playing field between MNEs and domestic groups. However,
world-wide level tests would ignore these realities and instead apply an artificial test to
determine interest deductibility. ICC’s concern is that such a move away from the arm’s
length standard is really just a step towards formulary apportionment which would
irreparably damage the arm’s length standard.
To the extent that the OECD seeks to deviate from the arm’s length standard, it should
clearly articulate the mandate for such deviation, together with situations and rationale
for doing so. Summarily dismissing the standard as too complex or burdensome is not
an acceptable rationale.
3) An interest limitation rule must not result in double taxation – Any disallowed interest
expense, should not be taxed on the income side. Therefore, further guidance would be
needed on the application of measures that provide for corresponding (non-) taxation.
4) An interest limitation rule should ensure financing costs remain predictable –
Mechanistic approaches (such as interest deductions based on an allocation of group
debt), ignore the underlying commercial realities and are often complex and difficult to
administer. Any interest limitation rule should also be simple to understand and comply
with. It should provide certainty by being easy to predict the outcome from inception; and
avoid unintended consequences. Finally, the target of any proposed rules needs to be
made clear, and factual patterns and scenarios should be articulated to give taxpayers a
clear understanding of when proposed rules would apply.
5) An interest limitation rule must not favour one group of taxpayers or sectors over another
– Any proposed rule should be neutral to inbound and outbound companies. Proposed
rules should also consider the differences in industries and sectors such that any new
rule is not discriminatory or more favourable to any group of taxpayers.
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6) Any interest limitation rules should provide transitional rules to allow for a smooth
transition with minimal compliance costs – Transition rules are needed to provide relief
to all pre-existing debt in order to preserve the economics of such debt which were
known to all parties at the time of making the investment. Further, any new interest
limitation rule should be phased in over time to avoid disruption to financial markets and
planned capital projects.
B. Conclusion - Comments on Discussion Draft Proposals
1) Proposals do not target avoidance – As currently envisaged, the group-wide test (as
highlighted in paragraph 61) results in entities within a group with higher external
interest, being able to deduct greater interest costs in a subsidiary rather than an
identical MNE with lower external interest. This different treatment does not reflect any
commercial realities of the entity level debt, nor does it seek to target any avoidance
motive. Therefore, whilst it may be a convenient way to raise taxes, it does not address
the underlying issue of tax avoidance.
2) Arm’s length test is abandoned – The OECD has completely dismissed the use of the
arm’s length standard without any detailed reasoning for such move.
3) Proposals will lead to double taxation – The group wide approach will inevitably lead to
double taxation since matching of the allocation of third party net interest expenses with
the legal situation within an MNE (via intra-group loan agreements) will in practice be
impossible. This will lead to an overall interest deduction within the MNE that will be
lower than the total third-party net interest expense. Also fluctuations in the allocation
measures around the world will lead to a change in the amount of interest that is
deductible with an individual entity – even if there have been no changes at all in its legal
and economic position.
Such double taxation is an impediment to the proper functioning of the capital markets
and the proposal to carry forward interest deductions may only partly provide relief
(depending upon future uncertain circumstances). The instances of double taxation will
also increase business costs and could result in unintended business decisions/
consequences.
4) Proposals create complexity and uncertainty – The group-wide allocation mechanisms in
the report are presented by the OECD as relatively simple whilst in ICC’s view this is not
the case. For example, the reliance on accounting rules that differ significantly
internationally will lead to significant complexities.
In addition, the group wide allocation rules proposed will lead to unpredictable and
volatile outcomes as allocation keys, such as earning and/or asset values will fluctuate
each year. The world-wide allocation rules will create administrative challenges such as:
(1) pushing interest allocations around operating companies within a group; (2)
managing foreign exchange issues in volatile currency countries; (3) accurately
forecasting group operating companies’ profits and correctly calculating the interest
allocation on an on-going basis; and (4) imposing higher withholding taxes on interest
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payments. At the same time, some countries’ tax administrations will not accept the
world-wide interest allocation rules for MNEs, and this will cause double taxation.
ICC also notes that a system which allows a greater interest deduction in one year
compared to another, with no change in avoidance motive, cannot be tackling an
underlying avoidance in a focused manner.
5) Proposals seem to favour domestic groups over MNEs – The group wide allocation rules
seem to favour domestic groups over MNEs, potentially creating an uneven playing field.
For example, a domestic group acquiring an entity in its own country using external
financing would generally not be restricted due to the group wide rule, while an MNE
using an acquisition vehicle in that country generally would, depending on the profit
geomix.
6) No transitional rules are discussed – The Discussion Draft fails to mention the
development of transition rules. Any significant changes like those contemplated in the
Discussion Draft must include broad transition relief that would grandfather pre-existing
obligations and would be implemented over time for new debt. The economic bargain in
a pre-existing debt instrument should be preserved, as the lender and borrower have
expectations, set by the State benefiting from the investment, as to the cost of that
investment. As any new limitation rule will affect both related and unrelated party debt,
transition relief is necessary to provide certainty and stability in financial markets.
7) Industry specific concerns – Currently, industries which require heavy upfront capital
investment, with delays before profits are realised, can obtain interest deductions for the
investment. This is a genuine commercial activity, with the aim of creating employment
and generating profits, both of which contribute to the tax revenues of the State receiving
the investment. This commercially driven structure should not be deemed to be tax
avoidance in any way. Doing so will only increase the cost of capital, and cause
investments to be re-evaluated, in order to re-optimise the use of scarce capital
resources.
8) Methods of tackling avoidance using interest – Any method applied should continue to
allow deductions for genuine structures. Furthermore, using current or historic profits as
a basis for limiting deductions will not encourage future investment in capital intensive
industries, where the profit streams are often generated a number of years after the
capital investment. This in particular applies to industries such as mining, and oil and
gas, but also to other industries. Any changes should tackle avoidance, and not result in
a blanket disallowance for all interest.
Some industries will be faced with many jurisdictions that do not allow a deduction of
interest for the industry concerned. The group wide allocation rule will still require the
allocation of net external interest to such jurisdictions, with the result of double taxation
and a disturbance of the level playing field.
9) Fixed Ratio – While fixed ratios do not reflect actual arm’s length commercial situations,
they can be a useful tool to provide certainty and clarity as a means of providing a safe
harbour sensible level of deduction that is deemed acceptable (ICC would suggest a
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minimum of 30%, which is already at the lower end of the spectrum highlighted in the
Discussion Document). However, there would need to be a route to rebut the fixed ratio
for certain industries or commercial situations, in order to reflect genuine business
circumstances, which are not for tax avoidance purposes.
10) Combined approach – ICC does not recommend using a combined approach. Not only

does this add to the complexity, but it would incorporate a group allocation methodology
which has significant practical difficulties and would distort genuine commercial activity.
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The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
Commission on Taxation
ICC is the world business organization, whose mission is to promote open trade and investment and help
business meet the challenges and opportunities of an increasingly integrated world economy.
Founded in 1919, and with interests spanning every sector of private enterprise, ICC’s global network
comprises over 6 million companies, chambers of commerce and business associations in more than 130
countries. ICC members work through national committees in their countries to address business
concerns and convey ICC views to their respective governments.
The fundamental mission of ICC is to promote open international trade and investment and help business
meet the challenges and opportunities of globalization. ICC conveys international business views and
priorities through active engagement with the United Nations, the World Trade Organization, the
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD), the G20 and other
intergovernmental forums.
The ICC Commission on Taxation promotes transparent and non-discriminatory treatment of foreign
investment and earnings that eliminates tax obstacles to cross-border trade and investment. The
Commission is composed of more than 150 tax experts from companies and business associations in
approximately 40 countries from different regions of the world and all economic sectors. It analyses
developments in international fiscal policy and legislation and puts forward business views on government
and intergovernmental projects affecting taxation. Observers include representatives of the International
Fiscal Association (IFA), International Bar Association (IBA), Business and Industry Advisory Committee
to the OECD (BIAC), Business Europe and the United Nations Committee of Experts on International
Cooperation in Tax Matters.
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6th February 2015
Achim Pross,
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division,
OECD/CTPA,
Paris
For e-mail transmission to: interestdeductions@oecd.org
Dear Mr Pross,
BEPS Action 4: Discussion Draft on interest deductions and other financial payments
Thank you for inviting comments on the above Discussion Draft, issued on 18th December
2014.
The International Underwriting Association of London (IUA) represents international and
wholesale insurance and reinsurance companies operating in or through London. Its
purpose is to promote and enhance the business environment for its members. We estimate
that premium income for the London company market in 2013 was some £24bn. Further
details about the IUA membership can be found here.
Our main thoughts are outlined in the executive summary, which is followed by our
comments on specific chapters of the Draft.
Executive summary
•

We accept and fully support the principle behind the BEPS Actions and agree with the
principles outlined in chapter 2 (Policy Considerations). However, many of the matters
identified in Action 4 appear to go further than BEPS, as, in the majority of cases, the
structure of debt and equity in a group is not usually chosen in order to ensure that
interest income or deductions are taken in a particular jurisdiction. Again, we explain
more fully below, but fundamentally, we consider that the concerns raised in this Action
are more appropriately dealt with elsewhere in the BEPS Action Plan, particularly in the
Actions on CFC’s, Hybrids and Treaty Abuse, and do not merit a separate workstream.

•

The document comments, in its introduction, that debt and equity are fungible and easy
to change within a corporate structure. For insurance groups in particular, but also
reaching far more widely, that is not necessarily the case and we take the opportunity to
explain why below. This is a fundamental point of principle which we urge the OECD to
acknowledge fully.

•

The changes proposed are potentially detrimental to the insurance industry, in particular
if an interest cap based on earnings or assets or fixed ratio is introduced on a group wide
basis. These difficulties have been acknowledged in Chapter XIII, and we are most
grateful that the financial services sector is being considered separately. In considering
the implications for insurers the role of regulation needs to be understood as this is one
of the key drivers which govern the issue, quantum, structure and location of debt.

•

A particular issue across all sectors is the constant challenge of financing a business

and the proposals do not clearly distinguish between the BEPS concerns of using
debt as a planning tool to shift profits around a group and the day-to-day funding
requirements of a business to manage the needs of its trading activities which are
constantly changing.
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•

It is not clear, therefore, why there should be an objection on policy grounds for a cashrich group not to borrow externally.

•

The number of different approaches taken on interest in different countries is an
excellent demonstration of the fact that many jurisdictions choose to implement different
rules for interest deductibility and the classification of debt and equity. They have
developed not in isolation, but by way of scoping a country’s overall tax system, e.g.
development of CFC rules, whether or not a dividend exemption is appropriate (partly or
fully), whether certain types of investment should be encouraged or discouraged
according to the business opportunities desired to be created for the country’s workforce.
We are concerned that trying to find a single solution or a single set of rules for interest
across all OECD countries will be anti-competitive and discourage economic growth,
which would be contrary to the policy aspirations of Chapter 2.

•

The academic studies noted on pages 14 and 15 have been cited as one of the key
drivers for creating Action 4 work as a separate workstream. There is concern that,
unless the authors of those studies have given an equal focus to the financial services
industry, they will not have fully acknowledged or perhaps even understood the
restrictions on those companies arising from regulation when they reached their
conclusions and have not, therefore, undertaken a fully comprehensive overview of the
options.

•

As stated above, we believe that the Financial Services Sector needs to be considered
separately, but if the general proposals were to apply to this sector then we believe that
the proposals are unnecessarily prescriptive in laying out how the stated objectives of
Action 2 should be applied in practice. For example, a group should be able to choose
between an interest allocation or fixed ratio approach and also the method by which
economic activity is assessed. That would allow flexibility for different businesses and,
provided that it is applied consistently year on year, should not present any concern.

•

We continue to believe that in the majority of cases, allocation of net expense between
entities within the same group, calculated in accordance with transfer pricing principles,
should be reasonable and appropriate and we would urge the OECD to reconsider its
view on this. We understand the concerns that same revenue authorities and the OECD
have concerns around the application of the arm’s length principle to interest
deductibility but we believe that best practice should be flexible enough to allow
territories to use such a rule along, perhaps, with other targeted provisions.

•

We would encourage the use of gateways or safe harbours in the development of the
rules, in order that the stated objectives of BEPS can remain focused on those things it is
really intending to capture and correct, and not create unnecessary levels of restriction
for normal commercial activities. In particular, there is concern that the proposals as set
out go further than the intention of the paper and in some cases limit the level of interest
deductions beyond the level of the third party interest expense.

Comments on specific chapters
Chapter IV – What is interest and what are payments economically equivalent to
interest?
•

Paragraph 35 refers to three things that should be included as interest payments for this
purpose. We question the need to provide a definition specifically, when this is a well
utilised and acknowledged term and also one that is universally understood and applied.
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•

The list of items that are considered to be includable give rise to some concerns. In
particular, we do not consider it correct to include foreign exchange gains and losses,
guarantee fees and arrangement fees as ‘interest’ and we would suggest it is more
appropriate to exclude them here.

Chapter V – Who should a rule apply to?
•
•
•

Scenario 1 would seem the most appropriate and also the most practical of the four to be
able to apply in practice and is our preferred option.
Scenario 2 goes further than the usual definition of connected party (certainly for UK
legislation).
Scenario 3: we consider that a 25% base line test will be very difficult to apply in
practice and it is not clear why it would be necessary. The paragraph states that the
definition of related party here is intended to mirror that of Action 2 and, while that could
be applauded on the one hand, it also demonstrates that there is no acknowledgement
of the differences in policy or taxpayer approach in relation to the reasons why hybrid
financing may be implemented as opposed to those for the funding requirements of
business support. It is not necessarily appropriate to try to mirror the two in this
instance. We would therefore suggest that a higher level of control is appropriate.

Chapter VI – What should a rule apply to?
•

See comments under Chapter XIII

Chapter VII – should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
•

We agree that it would be appropriate to make an initial exclusion for smaller businesses
which are not, in any event, seen as the main participators in BEPS. However, perhaps
the introduction of any changes in rules could be deferred rather than excluded for small
businesses to ensure a level playing field and to ensure that economic growth is
encouraged.

Chapter VIII – Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the
position of an entity’s group
•
•

•

The use of consolidated financial statements should provide the necessary information
on the group interest expense.
As already noted, we are concerned that restrictions on a group allocation basis will
unduly penalise insurance groups, where the location of debt is largely driven by
regulatory requirements, e.g. there are restrictions on the levels of debt that are allowed
in a particular jurisdiction, which may be contrary to that determined under an allocation
model.
See additional points under Chapter XIII

Chapter IX – Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed
ratio
•
•

While we welcome the simplicity that this proposal may bring, we do not believe it is a
helpful measure of acceptable interest in all instances. However, there may be a role for
this approach in relation to the solutions for the insurance sector.
A particular issue to note is that linking interest deductibility to earnings introduces
unnecessary volatility, which can be damaging in a broader sense to business and we do
not see this as a preferred approach.
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Chapter X – Whether a combined approach could be applied
•

•

•

This is likely to give the most appropriate response to the concerns in that it allows for
the creation of a general rule, but then offers a carve-out for those for whom BEPS is not
a target. However, it will be difficult to set the limits for carve out at an acceptable level
for side application to many different businesses.
However, the inclusion within the general rule and the carve-out of a group allocation
remains of deep concern to us, as it is not an appropriate option for insurance groups
owing to regulatory restrictions. It is suggested, therefore, that a third approach may
need to be scoped in which will allow for differences which have been acknowledged for
financial sector groups, but which can still achieve the desired objectives.
Perhaps the inclusion of a purpose test would be appropriate.

Chapter XI – The role of targeted rules
•

•

Targeted rules may be seen as an effective tool to target specific areas of mischief
without causing undue burdens on those businesses which are not acting abusively. We
would welcome a targeted approach overall as the preferable response. That also helps
to drive out the real BEPS.
Limitation of interest deduction may also serve to increase the cost of capital and so
there is a secondary impact to the denial of interest expense and it is again a negative
impact on companies, which are simply seeking to expand their commercial operations.

Chapter XII – the treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
•
•

•
•

A change in approach may deny tax relief, or cause double taxation, for interest
payments on funding of normal commercial transactions, which again are not the stated
target of BEPS.
We are pleased to note the discussion on carry-forward of restricted interest expense, so
that the restriction is a deferral rather than a denial of interest overall and we would
support carry forward on a territorial basis rather than on an entity level basis. Some
countries, including the UK, currently have restrictions on the availability of offset and
many countries may therefore need to adjust their domestic legislation to accommodate
changes.
The carry-forward proposals are essential in our view and also accommodate economic
growth, for example, in start-up situations, where profits and capital may be low in early
years, but borrowings are high.
We are strongly opposed to the proposal to reclassify disallowed interest as a dividend.
That is contrary to the well understood principles of the differences between those items
and will serve to introduce unnecessary complexity for company law purposes and
financial statement classification. We recommend that this not be considered further.
We urge the OECD not to pursue the proposal?

Chapter XIII – Considerations for groups in specific sectors
•
•

Our comments below focus on the matters affecting the general insurance industry.
The issuance, quantum, structure and location of debt for an insurance group will be
driven largely by regulators and not merely at the choosing of the business. Local
regulators set a minimum level of capital which must be held by an insurer in order to
cover its liabilities. This is the insurers solvency requirement and it ensures that the
company can meet the policyholder claims. Solvency regimes vary but from 2016,
Solvency II were govern the regulation of European insurers and other regimes are
changing their own rules to fall in line with the broad concepts of Solvency II. However,
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some regimes operate differently and will have different requirements regarding capital.
Therefore, the capital structure will not be consistent across all regulated entities.
Under Solvency II (as under Solvency I) limits are set around the level of non equity Tier 1,
Tier 2 and Tier 3 capital which can be held in order to meet the Solvency requirements. Tier
1 capital is equity and certain types of debt which have defined characteristics of equity
including a degree of permanence. Tier 2 and 3 are debt and factors such as loss
absorbency, duration and interest terms determine within which Tier a certain debt issue
falls.
•

From the Regulators’ point of view as much capital as possible should be held in the
form of Tier 1, but this type of capital is expensive and less flexible. Therefore, an
insurer might prefer to hold cheaper and more flexible Tier 2 and Tier 3 capital. These
considerations will create an optimal capital structure that an insurer will seek to operate.
However, insurers do tend to hold a much higher proportion of equity compared to other
businesses. It is for that reason that we believe that the insurance industry poses a very
low risk from a BEPS perspective.

•

It is important to note that Solvency II is not yet in force and is bound to evolve once
implemented. Therefore any proposed solution needs to be flexible enough to evolve
with the Solvency II rules.

•

Debt may take a different form in the insurance company than that in the company that
has borrowed externally in order to meet local regulatory requirements.
Additionally,
there may not be any external borrowing where there is a cash rich group. This, as for
other sectors, would mean that the borrowing company is effectively penalised for the
fact that the group has successfully managed its cash flows and forecasts – we cannot
see that this is an intended target of BEPS.

•

It may not always be efficient to borrow in certain territories, owing to forex restrictions
and currency volatility or other factors. There may also be restrictions on unwind, ie
getting cash back out of the country. Groups may also wish to have corporate
arrangements group wide to allow for currency or interest rate hedging to access
efficiencies available for cash flow.

•

Different debt instruments may have a different rate of interest according to its level of
return, its life, its currency etc. So a longer term debt may have a higher interest rate
than a short term debt, but typically the longer term debt is what is required to satisfy
regulatory requirements.

•

Debt and equity are not easily interchangeable, despite assertions to the contrary in the
document. Equity does not allow for flexibility as the needs of group change over time.
It also tends to be more formal and bureaucratic both in its issuance and unwind. That
gives protection for shareholders, but does not accommodate change easily, and
particularly where the needs of a business may change quickly, or will only need to be
made for a short period of time to address a particular issue.

•

The use of debt therefore is preferable for commercial reasons as a preferred way in
which to finance a business in certain circumstances which are not driven by BEPS.
Most multinational groups will have a centralised treasury function which allows for daily
investment transactions and cash flow analysis that ensures the group can gain
maximum efficiencies from the use of the cash borrowed. Many businesses have
seasonal requirements for additional cash at certain times of the year as part of their
business cycle, and debt funding can ease the volatility of these requirements.
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•

The proposed solution outlined in para 211 could be a useful starting point but the ratio
should not focus on the interest expense on that debt paid to third parties. That is
because, within insurance groups the debt is typically raised by another company in the
group that is not an insurance company, and typically a company higher up in the group
structure. The debt is then passed down by way of debt or equity to wherever it is
needed in the group. There is not always a single debt stream which is used for one
single purpose. It may, therefore, be difficult to trace that debt through where it has been
fragmented. It may also be the case that the insurance entity itself is borrowing for
working capital and not solely to support its balance sheet for its insurance business.
Limiting the interest in respect of regulatory capital to the amount paid to third parties
could distort the capitalisation of insurance groups to the extent that it could start to have
an impact on the competitiveness of the industry and particular groups within the
industry.
In addition, this proposal would require further examination as regulatory
requirements in different territories continue to evolve.

•

The solution in paragraph 212 would be appropriate owing to existing regulatory
requirements which limit the amount of debt. Targeted rules which address specific
behaviours that are contrary to the BEPS project would be appropriate and ensure that
insurers remain able to meet their regulatory requirements in a manner that is suitable
without being constrained by rules relating to interest deductibility.

We hope you will find this submission helpful and would be keen to engage further with
you in this area.

Yours sincerely

Nick Lowe
Director of Government Affairs
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Sent to:
interestdeductions@oecd.org

6 January 2015

Dear Sir/Madam

BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments
The Investment Property Forum (IPF) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the OECD’s Public
Discussion Draft regarding the prevention of base erosion and profit shifting using interest and
financial payments that are economically equivalent to interest.
About the IPF
The IPF is the leading UK property investment organisation for individual members,
comprising a network of over 2,000 senior professionals drawn from across the property
investment and finance market. The IPF is not a lobby organisation. Rather, its mission
is to enhance the understanding and efficiency of property investment in all its forms (i.e.
public, private, equity, debt and synthetic exposure), by both its members and other
interested parties, including Government. We do this through undertaking research,
running seminars/workshops and providing a forum for discussion and debate around
the current topics affecting the market.
The IPF’s focus is primarily on large-scale commercial property assets but its scope has
widened over the last few years to include residential provision by institutional/REIT
investors and alternative ‘real’ investments such as nursing homes, student
accommodation and, most recently, infrastructure. The broadening of our remit reflects
mirrors the growing interest amongst our members and their respective organisations in
developing and investing in more than just the traditional commercial property sectors,
being offices, retail and industrial.
General comments
Large-scale commercial property development and investment is very capital intensive
and nearly all has to be funded with an element of debt finance because of the large
sums of money required. The viability of any development or investment is dependent
on a comparison of its income from rents/capital receipts and the total costs incurred.
Should the net cost increase, e.g. due to a restriction on tax deductibility on debt, the
developer or investor will need to increase income or capital receipts. Subsequently, this
is likely to lead to an increase in rents for the businesses occupying the respective
property or scheme. However, where existing leases exist, it is possible that the landlord
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may suffer cash flow difficulties as a result of funding the additional tax; this could lead
to lock up or default.
Major capital expenditure is not limited to the original development or purchase of
property. Maintenance and refurbishment costs can be considerable, particularly given
the increasing level of energy efficiency required under national and international
regulation. Research a couple of years ago by the IPF 1 looked at the cost of upgrading
existing business premises to improve their energy performance certificate (EPC) rating.
By way of example, to upgrade an office built in the early 2000s to a ‘C’ rated building
would cost in the region of £850 per sq. metre (as at 2012 prices) excluding professional
fees so for a 5,000 sq. metre the total cost would be more than £5 million, at least part of
which would be debt financed. It should also be borne in mind that the frequency with
which buildings in the UK commercial market are refurbished is likely to increase as the
lease terms shorten.
The comments above also apply to the provision and maintenance of infrastructure. For
the past 20 years, the UK government has improved public services for the country in
partnership with the private sector. Not only have new assets been provided (schools,
roads, hospitals etc.) but these projects also require that those assets are properly
maintained and upgraded in accordance with an agreed life cycle programme. The
limitation on tax relief for finance costs could lead such projects to go into lock up or
default which may not only undermine the quality of the infrastructure but also reduce
their value at a time when pension funds are being encouraged to invest in infrastructure
portfolios.
BEPS Action 4 proposals
The IPF has had sight of the submission from the British Property Federation (BPF) and is
supportive of the arguments made by the BPF in support of using the arm’s length principle
in preference to a fixed ratio or worldwide restriction.
The IPF does not wish to be represented at the public consultation meeting on Action 4 that
is scheduled to be held in Paris at the OECD Conference Centre on 17 February 2015.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss anything further.
Yours faithfully

Sue Forster
Chief Executive, Investment Property Forum

1

Costing Energy Efficiency Improvements in Existing Commercial Buildings, published by IPF Research
Programme 2011-2015 in October 2012
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6 February 2015
By email to: interestdeductions@oecd.org

Dear Sir, Madam
Re:

BEPS Action 4 – Interest deductions and other financial payments.

The Irish Debt Securities Association (“IDSA”) is an industry organisation established with the aim of
promoting and developing the environment and infrastructure in Ireland to support the global
structured finance, debt securities and the specialist securities industries. IDSA promotes a
responsible, sustainable and effective environment within which debt securities and other specialist
securities can be used to facilitate transactions, to create investment products and to raise capital
funding.
IDSA aims to achieve its mission by representing all industry participants, promoting high standards
of professional conduct among industry service providers and leading the industry activity to develop
and provide a world-leading environment for structured finance transactions and for the issuance of
debt securities and other specialist securities.
A membership organisation, the membership of IDSA includes the corporate administrators, trustees,
audit firms, legal advisors, listing agents, and other parties involved in the structuring and
management of Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) in the industry in Ireland.
As a network, IDSA welcomes the opportunity to comment on this BEPS Action 4 Discussion Draft.
We consider it to be a pivotal paper within the BEPS project. The proposals in the consultation
document are far-reaching and, if agreed to in their current form by the G20/OECD, would likely
have far-reaching implications for the Debt Security industry.
Below, we offer our specific comments on the proposals set out in the Discussion Draft.
Background
Structured finance involves the pooling of assets and the subsequent sale to investors of debt
securities backed by the cash flows arising from these pools.
According to the Bank for International Settlements, structured finance instruments can be defined
through three key characteristics:
1. Pooling of assets (either cash-based or synthetically created);
2. Tranching of liabilities that are backed by the asset pool;
3. De-linking of the credit risk of the collateral asset pool from the credit risk of the originator,
usually through use of a finite-lived, standalone special purpose vehicle (SPV).

The market is beginning to grow again, driven by the impact of regulatory changes such as Basel III
on the banking sector and Solvency II on insurance companies, as they look to use securitisation and
structured finance techniques as part of their risk management strategies. In the first half of 2012, a
total of €126.9 billion of securitised debt products were issued in Europe, while it has been estimated
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by Bloomberg that an additional €1.5 – €1.9 trillion of funding will be needed to power any growth
for European banks and sovereign states.
Possible Impact of the Discussion Draft on the Debt Securities Industry
Most of the tax systems of the countries that have securitisation regimes work in fundamentally the
same way. The securitisation company is subject to corporation tax on its income but obtains a
deduction for its funding (often profit participating) leaving behind a small profit spread in the
company. This Discussion Draft proposes that limitations would apply to various forms of interest
payments, and payments equivalent to interest, including interest on profit participating debt.
Paragraph 49 of the Paper recommends that the restriction apply to net interest (i.e. after offset of
interest income) rather than on a gross basis. Securitisation companies investing in assets which
generate interest income would thus be largely unaffected, but SPV’s are used to hold a very wide
range of financial assets. The aviation leasing sector for example, uses SPVs to finance and own
aircraft and engines, while the investment fund sector uses them to hold equities which would
generate dividend income and capital gains not interest. The insurance sector uses SPVs to issue
insurance related debt securities. In all these cases an interest limitation could potentially apply, thus
eroding the tax neutrality on which such SPVs rely on.
Our submission last month on Tax Treaty Abuse went into some detail on the economic benefits
derived from securitisation and on the fact that they are not tax abusive by nature. The IDSA therefore
would submit that any securitisation effected for bona fide commercial purposes, and complying with
the rules of the territory securitisation tax regime should be exempt from any Action 4 limitations
Detailed Comments on the Discussion Draft
Section IV –
Section V –
Section VI –
Section VII –

What is Interest?
Who should a rule apply to?
What should the rule apply to?
Should a small entity exception/threshold apply?

On the face of it structured finance arrangements are clearly within scope of the Action Paper 4
Discussion Draft as the SPV will invariably be paying interest (usually under a profit participating
loan arrangement) to the funding entity which may, or may not be, under common ownership or
control. In addition, the standard feature of the structure is that the entity will usually be fully debt
funded and its “interest expense” will equate to the majority of its profits.
Action Paper 4 identifies as potential best practice rules:
1. A group-wide interest allocation or ratio approach (group-wide tests). This would either limit
net interest deductions to a proportion of the group’s actual net third party interest expense,
based on a measure of economic activity such as earnings or asset value (interest allocation)
or limit interest deductions based on applying a group-wide ratio (such as net interest as a
proportion of earnings).
2. A fixed ratio test operating to restrict interest expense to a specified proportion of earnings,
assets or equity of a company.

The proposed combination of fixed ratio and group-wide ratio tests seems to be the preferred
approach of the Discussion Draft with one test being used as the “default rule” and the alternative
being applied where the first test leads to non-deductible interest.
The proposal to set the fixed ratio ‘deliberately low’ in order to only permit full interest deductions for
entities which pose little risk of BEPS is overly simplistic. Indeed, the use of the list of the ‘Global
Top 100 Companies by market capitalization’ from a March 2014 update to calculated interest to
EBITDA ratios based on consolidated figures seems to be inherently flawed.
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The Action Paper 4 Discussion Draft appears to centre on the assumption that the primary objective in
sourcing debt is to reduce tax costs. We do not believe that this is reflective of the multiple
commercially legitimate reasons for doing same.
We believe that the potential areas of abuse raised in paragraph 33 of the paper would appear to be
best tackled by the proposals raised in other BEPS Action Points such as the Hybrids paper and the
proposals surrounding CFC and Transfer Pricing amendments.
We would therefore question the reasoning behind the requirement of this Paper if the proposals in
other Actions will be implemented and prove effective. Those other Action Points seek to address
potential abusive situations; the proposals of this paper seek to deny a deduction for the economic cost
of doing business. As a result, we regard the suggested means of achieving the objectives set out in
the paper as being, at best, questionable in principle.
It is our view that the application of the proposed rules could result in significant quantum of
disallowed interest, resulting in double taxation. The avoidance of double taxation of income is a
corner stone of the work of the OECD and we would regard any proposal which results in the double
taxation of income as being contrary to the ideals and stated aims of the OECD.

Section VIII – Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of
an entity’s group
Group wide test
We would regard the practical problems which the group wide test will present as being understated
in the Discussion Draft.
Clearly, the application of a group wide rule will result in an increased tax burden by apportioning
“allowable interest” deductions across territories with the expectation that the net interest expense in
each territory reflects the “appropriate” interest amount allocated. We are of the view that this
approach is not reflective of the economic realities of such debt funding arrangements, will result in
double taxation and that the practical difficulties and compliance costs in trying to ascertain the
appropriate available deduction are significantly understated in the proposals.
The difficulties of other industries that operate in countries with a group wide test within their thin cap
rules are well documented in terms of the practicalities of ascertaining the level of group debt from a
logistical perspective. We would welcome further clarification of what constitutes a group under the
proposals and whether the multiple definitions of the various potential contracting territories will
influence this definition. In addition, further detail as to the definition of interest for the purposes of
these tests is required which is primarily driven by the requirement to describe the treatment of
complex funding techniques for the purposes of these tests.
In relation to structured finance arrangements, the primary aim of the use of such a structure is to
provide flexibility of investment platforms combined with avoiding double taxation; it should be
stressed that these structures are not used to avoid tax.
However, due to the large amount of debt often used in structured finance arrangements, they are
likely to be particularly adversely impacted by the group wide proposals as drafted and it is unclear
how the apportionment of deductible interest will be implemented in such a structure. The potential
impact of annual movements in figures which drive the allocation of interest across a group could also
create uncertainty regarding the level of deductible interest annually in each territory. This could
make it difficult for groups to forecast their tax position, thereby impacting strategic decision making
in financing future investments.
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Section IX –

Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio

Fixed ratio test
We do not regard the fixed ratio test as proposed in the Discussion Draft as appropriate from either a
global or local country basis. The proposed net interest to EBITDA ratio of 10%, which the draft
bases on a review of the Global Top 100 companies, does not adequately take into account different
business sectors, the availability of third party investment and the different policy considerations that
various countries may have in determining what threshold ratios should be used. We would regard a
fixed ratio that does not exceed 10% (which is based on data which is not representative of the true
wider economy) as far too low. Such a proposal is excessively broad in its approach and potentially
damaging to economic growth.
The debt ratio of a particular company is a product of its investor base and its risk and market profile.
The paper should not equate the presence of high debt to equity ratio as being in place for purely
aggressive tax planning as it is clear that there are multiple reasons for a high debt equity ratio which
include commercial, economic, and legal reasons. In addition, the imposition of a low, fixed ratio
does not recognise the need for flexibility of certain businesses to have access to obtain funding from
multiple sources which are not in a view to reduce its tax base.
From the review of instances where fixed ratios have been applied, they are usually tailored for
specific industries which we would regard as imperative in this instance in order to avoid negative
impact to economic growth.
In relation to structured finance arrangements, as stated earlier, such a platform provides investment
flexibility and avoids double taxation. However, due to the highly leveraged nature of such structured
finance arrangements, they are likely to be particularly adversely impacted by the fixed ratio
proposals. As drafted, there is a real risk that the introduction of a cap based on a fixed debt to equity
ratio will lead to structured finance arrangements not being able to deduct for tax purposes the full
amount of their external interest expense.
Conclusion
We believe that the primary result of the implementation of either the group allocation test or the
fixed ratio approach or a combination of the two could seriously threaten the viability of and inherent
economic benefits of structured finance arrangements.
We believe that the fixed ratio test is excessively restrictive and does not adequately take into account
different sectors, sizes of business and different policy considerations that countries may have in
determining what threshold ratios should be used; the suggestion that the fixed ratio selected should
not exceed 10% is based on data which is not representative of the true economy and is far too low.
For structured finance arrangements, we believe that this will result in double taxation with doubt as
to whether such arrangements will ever be in a position to deduct interest due to the highly leveraged
features of such investment vehicles by being in a regular state of disallowance.
As a foundation of the OECD BEPS process we believe that the use of the arm’s length test should be
reconsidered. We believe that the issues of the group wide test or a ratio test using excessively
restrictive ratios that are not sensitive to different industries, render it inappropriate for countries to
abandon the arm’s length standard. The proposed abandonment of the arm's length standard for the
purposes of this paper contradicts the approach in other Action Papers where that concept is defended
and preserved.
The facility to carry forward disallowed deductions as a mechanism to avoid double taxation will not
give adequate protection from double taxation. In addition, no proposals are put forward to exempt
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interest income in the recipient country where the corresponding expense is treated as non-deductible
in the paying country.
In summary, we would recommend that an exemption from the limitation of interest deductibility be
provided for structured finance arrangements. These arrangements are not entered into to avoid
taxation. They are valuable methods to efficiently invest capital that stimulates economic activity
which avoids double taxation and helps provide investors with tax treatment that is comparable to that
received by an investment in securities.

Yours faithfully,

GARY PALMER
Chief Executive
Irish Debt Securities Association
36 Upper Fitzwilliam St.
Dublin 2
Ireland
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About the Irish Tax Institute
The Irish Tax Institute is the leading representative and educational body for Ireland’s AITI Chartered
Tax Advisers (CTA) and is the only professional body exclusively dedicated to tax. Our members
provide tax expertise to thousands of businesses and individuals in Ireland and internationally. In
addition many hold senior roles within professional service firms, global companies, Government,
Revenue and state bodies.
The Institute is the leading provider of tax qualifications in Ireland, educating the finest minds in tax
and business for over thirty years. Our AITI Chartered Tax Adviser (CTA) qualification is the gold
standard in tax and the international mark of excellence in tax advice.
A respected body on tax policy and administration, the Institute engages at the most senior levels
across Government, business and state organisations. Representing the views and expertise of its
members, it plays an important role in the fiscal and tax administrative discussions and decisions in
Ireland and in the EU.
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Summary of the Institute’s observations
Action 4 of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project is entitled “Interest
Deductions and other Financial Payments”.
Broadly, the Discussion Draft suggests that some form of general rule limiting the availability of tax
deductions for interest expense should be recommended by the OECD as ‘best practice’. This
recommended rule would be either:
•
•
•

Based on a group’s worldwide level of external debt, or
A fixed ratio rule based on an entity’s earnings, assets or equity, or
A combination of both approaches.

The Discussion Draft also suggests that, depending on the final design of any general rule included in
a best practice recommendation, some targeted rules may also be required.
The Irish Tax Institute fully appreciates the work of the OECD in tackling base erosion and we have
participated actively in the BEPS consultations to date. We have made 8 formal submissions, have
met OECD officials on a number of occasions to discuss the Action Plan and have worked extensively
in Ireland to raise awareness of the issues. Where we believe that positive changes can be made to
deal with base erosion issues we have provided detailed and constructive input.
However, we have a number of concerns with the issues raised in this Discussion Draft which, if
implemented, could have significant and far-reaching consequences for all parties.
1. The base erosion activity that is being targeted by the OECD will be very effectively dealt
with through a number of other BEPS Actions, in particular Action 2 and Action 3. The
combination of targeted anti-avoidance measures and the option of a supplementary fixed
ratio rule would be a more appropriate response to any remaining BEPS concerns.
A number of the other OECDs BEPS Actions will target the BEPS concerns outlined in this
Discussion Draft, particularly the proposed actions targeting hybrids and CFCs and the proposals to
change transfer pricing guidelines to target abusive transactions.
Given the difficulties with a group-wide rule or an overarching fixed ratio rule identified below, we
suggest that a more appropriate solution to addressing any remaining BEPS concerns would be the use
of specific targeted measures with the option for countries to apply a fixed ratio test as a
supplementary measure, rather than as a primary mandatory limitation rule. This measure would be
available to countries which consider that specific measures do not target base erosion from interest
deductions sufficiently. We discuss this suggestion in further detail in Section D.
2.

The introduction of a group-wide rule, in particular, would have very damaging
consequences for genuine business funding.

We are not in favour of such a measure, which we believe amounts to formulary apportionment and
runs contrary to core arm’s length principles. We outline our concerns with this proposal in further
detail below in Section A.
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3.

The changes being suggested have the potential to fundamentally change the way multinational companies transact their business, which could inhibit growth and global trade.
The changes that would result are based on a number of assumptions that are simply
invalid, in particular the assumption that businesses use debt primarily for tax purposes

The Discussion Draft suggests in its introduction that debt and equity is fungible and easy to change
within a corporate structure. In reality this is not the case, and the proposals fail to reflect the reality
that capital structure in a group is determined by a range of factors, of which tax is only one. We
appreciate that the OECD would be knowledgeable about these reasons but in the interest of
completeness we have highlighted some of these reasons below.
A group may prefer to use debt in many circumstances and for a number of commercial, legal and
regulatory reasons. Equity financing may not allow for flexibility as the needs of a group change over
time (e.g. as a result of markets or political environments changing). Equity also tends to be more
formal and is bureaucratic to issue and unwind. This can be of concern particularly where the needs of
a business may change quickly, or where funding is only needed for a short period of time to address
a particular issue. For example, many countries have local capital maintenance rules or other
restrictions on the repatriation of equity or capital that require formal legal procedures, court
approvals, or a winding-up before equity can be returned. Debt funding typically provides much
greater repayment flexibility and is therefore often preferred from a global liquidity management
perspective. Flexibility in the management of global cash and liquidity is important in any group, even
for groups that have no or very little net external borrowings. Opportunities, risks and markets change
rapidly in the current global environment necessitating swift capital redeployment. Groups investing
for the first time in an emerging market are especially likely to rely more heavily on debt than equity
due to the potential riskiness of the market and difficulties in repatriating capital.
In addition to the inflexibility that equity funding can cause, it should be borne in mind that the return
on equity is dividends. Many countries have strict legal restrictions on the payment of dividends (e.g.
sufficient distributable profits are often required, or restrictions may apply to the distribution of preacquisition reserves) which typically do not apply to the payment of interest.
Debt funding, however, may not be preferable in all circumstances and there are obstacles that would
prevent groups from simply placing debt in certain jurisdictions as appears to be suggested by
Example 3 at paragraph 243 of the Discussion Draft. As acknowledged in the Discussion Draft, local
exchange control restrictions may inhibit the desirability of debt funding in certain markets. Also,
foreign exchange risk, the cost of debt, and other local legal and / or regulatory factors can make it
undesirable to have excessive levels of debt in certain jurisdictions.
In other words, there are a number of reasons (entirely unrelated to tax) that heavily influence a
group’s decision to fund subsidiaries with either equity, debt or an optimal combination thereof. We
would have a concern that the tax law changes being suggested would make tax a disproportionately
important factor in deciding on the manner in which global operations should be funded, which
ultimately could inhibit investment into certain jurisdictions for the wrong reasons.
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4.

We are concerned that the proposals would lead to:
•
•
•

uncertainty and volatility both in terms of group wide tax liabilities and Earnings per
Share,
significant additional compliance costs for business, and
further levels of double taxation.

Double taxation is likely to arise if these proposals are implemented, particularly if the rules are
implemented inconsistently worldwide. The Discussion Draft expressly recognises this concern noting
that “Rules to limit relief for interest deductions may result in double taxation where (i) the entity
remains taxable on income funded by the interest, or (ii) the recipient of the interest remains taxable
on the corresponding receipt”. This is highly likely to occur in many situations. In some cases, the
interaction of a general interest rule with CFC rules may even result in triple taxation on intra-group
interest (tax arising for the creditor on receipt of the interest, a denial of an interest deduction for the
debtor and tax in the parent company under CFC rules). At a minimum, significant compliance costs
may be incurred by businesses seeking to prevent this triple taxation from arising.
A business which prefers to use debt finance for certain investments could undoubtedly be denied tax
deductions for their legitimate economic cost of doing business. It could be faced with higher costs of
capital and a knock on impact on Earnings Per Share, even though the financing decisions were not
tax motivated nor the cause of BEPS concerns. We elaborate on these issues further below in the
context of both group-wide and fixed ratio rules.
The proposals would also make it very difficult for businesses to forecast tax liabilities and the
associated in-year tax payments required. Not only would this prove to be problematic but it is likely
to add to the cost of compliance. The overall complexities with the rules would also add considerable
cost to businesses.
The Discussion Draft recognises that “Rules to limit interest deductions could increase the cost of
capital of groups which exceed any limit. This could result in groups reducing their level of debt
funding (either overall or in particular entities)”. The additional targeting of interest deductions in the
wide manner suggested in the Discussion Draft would likely cause businesses to adopt less efficient
funding models and have consequences for activities far beyond BEPS. For example, inefficiencies
and costs would likely be introduced through groups replacing intercompany debt with external debt
in overseas local entities, where currently debt can be raised more efficiently centrally.
The Discussion Draft makes a number of references to restrictions being placed on the carry forward
of interest. Any such restrictions would likely result in double taxation. Restrictions would also cause
significant issues for businesses in terms of recognising deferred tax assets and could significantly
impact a business’s Effective Tax Rate if deductions are ultimately time barred. It is important to note
that equity analysts and investors pay particular attention to the stability of the Effective Tax Rate of a
group and such restrictions could lead to volatility in the Effective Tax Rate.

5. The publication of general limitation rules on interest in the form of “best practice
guidance” would lead to the layering of these rules on top of current domestic
restrictions. Inconsistent application by countries would lead to huge uncertainty and
cost for businesses and tax administrations as disputes arise. The potential inconsistent
application of any general rule can be seen from the huge diversity in thin capitalisation
rules in existence today.
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This submission also addresses the need for carve-outs for specific sectors from any general limitation
rule (at Section C) and the need for foreign exchange movements and derivative instruments related to
foreign currency to be excluded from the measure of interest subject to any general limitation on
deductions rule in (Section E) below.
The Discussion Draft proposes very fundamental reforms to tax principles that have existed for
decades, with complex consequences for commercial activity. Yet these far reaching proposals are
being published for consideration at a time when many multi-national companies are dealing with
their year-end work and also trying to deal with the other BEPS consultations on hand right now.
Measures as fundamental as these need time to be fully thought through and debated or the
consequences will be far reaching and costly for everyone.
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Section A

Group-wide rules

The Discussion Draft proposes that countries introduce group-wide rules which would limit the
availability of interest deductions within a group as a whole to the worldwide third party interest
expense incurred by the group. Different methods are suggested as to how the deductible expense
would be split among group members.
The practicality of administering a worldwide group rule is of concern given the reality that many
countries currently adopt differing approaches to limiting interest deductions. Attempts to introduce
such rules would likely lead to many approaches applying worldwide, and significant confusion and
uncertainty would arise as a result. The suggestion in the Discussion Draft that the OECD’s ultimate
recommendations will constitute a ‘best practice’ may mean that some countries will not amend their
rules.
The Institute has significant concerns with the proposals to introduce such group-wide rules.
1. Double taxation is likely to arise
The introduction of group-wide rules would result in double taxation, particularly in circumstances
where the rules are not introduced and applied consistently in every country.
As a rule of thumb, it is cheaper to raise debt at the group parent level than for individual subsidiaries.
Allocating group debt on a formula basis to subsidiaries within the group will always mean a
mismatch and a disallowance of entity level third party interest on debt which is borrowed on an
entirely commercial basis with no reference to BEPS.
Groups would likely not be able to deduct the full amount of their external interest expense due to a
number of other factors including:
•
•

•

Existing interest restriction rules that are likely to remain in place in many countries.
Apportionment of interest expense across a group is likely, as the Discussion Draft
recognises, to result in interest deductions being allocated to entities which are unable to
utilise them in the current year (or even in future years). For example, if a group takes on
debt for an acquisition, group-wide rules could apportion the revised interest burden over the
expanded group but some of the group entities may have no actual debt on their balance
sheets or earnings capacity to support that level of debt. While the group bears the full cost of
the debt, full relief may not be available. For highly acquisitive groups, it is not practicable to
expect remaining group members to continually restructure their capital and debt funding
flows to replicate the revised and adjusted debt levels of the combined group post
acquisition.
Depending on the allocation basis applied, the level of interest apportioned to different
entities may vary each year resulting in interest becoming attributable to different entities in
different years. This would make it difficult for groups to manage their capital structure to
avoid double taxation arising.

Additionally, seeking to allocate expense based on a net income approach means that even in
circumstances where there are equivalent tax rates for a group lender and borrower (so that it is
unlikely that BEPS is at issue) a group which has no external debt but manages intra group cash flows
efficiently may bear tax on intercompany interest in one country but be denied a tax deduction in the
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payor country due to the lack of any external interest expense. This is despite the tax neutral outcome
within the group for the intra group debt financing flows.
The Discussion Draft suggests that allowing the carry forward of excess interest or the unused
capacity to deduct interest would alleviate this problem. Such measures, however, are likely to only
partially reduce double taxation. There will be many circumstances where a deduction carried forward
is ultimately not usable by the business – such as if the group performance or economy subsequently
deteriorates.
2. Significant volatility would arise and there would be a knock-on impact on business
performance
Significant volatility and uncertainty will arise for businesses as to what tax deductions are available
to which entities. The potential impact of annual changes in how the allocation of interest across a
group is determined would create uncertainty regarding the level of interest deductible in each entity
each year. This significant uncertainty and volatility would be reflected in the stability of key
accounting ratios such as Earnings Per Share.
The proposal would also likely lead to an increase in the effective cost of capital for business –
through reduced tax deductions for debt financing, a change in where and how debt is located or a
move to more costly equity finance.
3. Impact on business decision making and international trade
A key question posed by the Discussion Draft is the potential impact the proposals would have on
business investment decisions. As noted above, the proposal would also likely lead to an increase in
the effective cost of capital for businesses. As well as decreasing profitability of a business, this
would also impact business investment decisions by raising the level of returns required on
investments.
It also appears possible that the proposed group-wide test could create an uneven playing field
between multinational and purely domestic groups in relation to debt financing an acquisition in the
same country. This uneven playing field would operate in favour of purely domestic businesses. For
example, purely domestic operations would not face the possibility of interest deductions being
attributed by group-wide rules to operations in a country where sufficient profits do not arise to use
the deduction.
This inherently favours business based in larger economies where businesses of a certain scale might
reasonably operate within a single jurisdiction. Business of that size based in a smaller economy will
need to expand beyond their local market in order to reach an equivalent size. It is also more likely
that businesses based in smaller economies with a smaller pool of capital available from banks and
more limited capacity available in local debt markets will need to raise finance from foreign lenders.
This means, in practice, they are more likely to face an additional barrier to engaging in cross border
trade in the form of the complexity of the proposed measures.
4. Increase in compliance costs for business
Compliance costs will undoubtedly increase for businesses which would have to apply the new rules,
particularly if a consistent approach is not adopted worldwide. The compliance burden associated
with any best practice rule will vary depending on how it is implemented.
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The additional relative cost of compliance with additional measures is likely to fall heaviest on groups
that operate internationally but on a smaller scale of profitability. To increase further the cost burden
associated with raising debt finance would further disadvantage those companies already
disadvantaged by their relative size in raising third party debt in a cost effective manner.
There is a little clarity on issues such as how a worldwide test would interact with transfer pricing
rules where intercompany interest expenses get disregarded and how the interest should be
documented/supported for transfer pricing documentation purposes.
5. Rejection of arms-length principle
The use of such a worldwide test is akin to formulary apportionment, which has been rejected
repeatedly by OECD throughout the BEPS process. This disregard of the arm’s length approach runs
contrary to all of the other BEPS proposals to date.
6. Groups engaged in different sectors
Commercial lending arrangements are sector specific and look both to earnings and asset based ratios,
depending on the sector. This is explored in more detail below. It would be very difficult for a
manufacturing group with an in-house ‘bank’ or asset financing division (providing sales aid finance
to customers for the group’s products) to apply a common ratio to these separate although intertwined
parts of its group. A group-wide approach will always result in a blended, and therefore meaningless,
result which would not address BEPS. It would also make it difficult for groups to understand the tax
treatment of financing arrangements. A preferred approach would be to allow such groups to take an
entity based and sector specific approach using ratios appropriate to each sector.
7. Rearranging intra group loans so that net interest expense is mapped with economic activity
It will not always be possible to move equity/and or debt to where assets or earnings capacity is
located. Even when lending to large groups, lenders and investors in debt markets will choose
particular asset classes and cash flows to provide the security over the borrower’s obligations for the
debt. In many cases, loans will be advanced to the entity which holds the assets so as to perfect the
security of the lender over those assets. In many cases, this cannot be moved, so the debt must remain
there, but monies borrowed (which are surplus to the borrower’s requirements), can be advanced and
used by other members of the group.
Commercial lenders to large diversified groups can take additional comfort from diversity afforded by
those groups in repaying debt cash flows and often take security over, and lend to, specific sub groups
within an overall group. The credit risk associated with these loans is evaluated by different lenders
based on their understanding of the business factors and risks associated with that sub group.
Multinational groups will seek to maintain a range of relationships with international banks and will
use different classes of assets and related cash flows to support the borrowings advanced by different
banks - matching the capacity of the lender to lend with those parts of the business most attractive to
specific lenders.
It must also be borne in mind that subsidiaries within multinational groups may have to meet local
exchange control and currency control as well as regulatory requirements on borrowing. This can
mean that, in practice, third party debt financing is not available to the local subsidiary but must be
drawn down from within the group and within approved limits set by local authorities, so as to obtain
the relevant approvals to advance and repay the debt in local currency. These procedures can be found
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in countries such as South Africa, Brazil, India, China, etc. At a group-wide level, debt can be raised
in markets which have a deep capital base e.g. the US, with a view to advancing those monies to meet
the funding requirements of subsidiaries based in countries which have a complex web of foreign
currency controls and ceilings already imposed so as to limit the debt levels and interest rates borne
by the local entity.
The political environment in a country may mean that groups will be reluctant to provide funding in
the form of equity to local subsidiaries which require denomination in local currency and is subject to
the tightest capital controls. There is greater inflexibility in recovering equity in circumstances where
the possibility of sudden currency depreciations, change of local government, etc. create a greater risk
of non recovery on the group’s investment in the local subsidiary.
In more developed economies and economies without currency controls or fear of sudden break up of
a currency bloc, it may well be possible to put in place equity instead of debt funding for longer term
capital investment. However, for working capital investment it is not practicable or desirable to
equity fund the subsidiary. This is due to the complexity typically associated with legal protections
on equity. In many countries, in order to repay equity, a company must have available a set of audited
financial statements for the most recent accounting period, obtain local court approval for capital
reductions or proceed with complex solvency analyses to justify a repayment of capital. In contrast,
where finance is required to meet working capital requirements of payroll, debtors etc, fluctuating
debt facilities represent a much sounder and flexible mechanism to fund the local entity.
Lenders at group level will seek assurance that there are no obstacles to the free movement of cash
flows intra group which are anticipated to service the debt. In many circumstances, the group will
only be in a position to meet lender requirements where monies are advanced intra group in the form
of debt.
8. Potential wider impact of group-wide limitation rules
The level of third party interest could be increased by a group issuing debt instruments rather than
equity to investors. Where this is implemented across jurisdictions a possible (but surely unintended)
result of the introduction of such tax rules is that groups could move to borrow more at a consolidated
level. This is likely to have a wider market impact for the group and its shareholders as it would give
rise to the need to service debt which is likely to reduce dividends or suspend dividends to existing
equity investors.
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Section B.

Fixed Ratio rules

The Discussion Draft suggests recommending a fixed ratio test operating to restrict an entity’s interest
expense to a specified proportion of earnings, assets or equity of a company, as an alternative to
group-wide interest rules. While perhaps of slightly less concern to the Institute than the proposals to
introduce group-wide rules, the proposed fixed ratio rules also raise significant concerns:
1. ‘One ratio fits all approach’ is inappropriate
The ratio approach is a very blunt instrument that fails to take into account significant differences
among businesses in terms of their scale, their credit ratings, the industries and countries in which
they operate, etc. Differing levels of leverage will clearly be appropriate for different businesses. The
approach also does not adequately take into account different policy considerations that countries may
have in determining what threshold ratios should be used.
A methodology that looks to economic ratios as a means of determining interest deductibility is likely
to be more ‘workable’ in practice that a group-wide allocation approach and has been tested in
practice by a number of country regimes. However, we consider that a single fixed ratio approach set
by each jurisdiction is likely to be too simplistic and is unlikely to address sector specific debt levels.
Take for example sectors that are very capital intensive and require a significant level of debt. These
include energy, transport, waste management, water and other infrastructure such as schools and
hospitals. These sectors require long-term capital funding and debt has the lowest cost of financing. It
is common for these projects to involve both private sector and public sector investment and to have
government backing e.g. revenue flows guaranteed or supported by government counterparties. These
projects do not give rise to base erosion concerns as the debt is serviced from the specific project
cash-flows and so, by definition, is not excessive. Costs are kept low by public and competitive
tenders for these projects. They typically also involve regulatory oversight to provide value for money
in the end use of the assets by members of the public.
If at the time of arranging finance there is uncertainty as to whether tax relief will be available for any
element of the debt finance, then no relief can be assumed. This will increase the after tax cost of
borrowing to fund these projects and will impact on the eventual price charged to governments and
the end consumer. Investment in infrastructure is an important platform for growth. Caution should be
exercised to ensure that general debt limitation provisions do not operate so as to increase the
uncertainty of the costs of funding infrastructure assets - both for future projects and for existing
projects. This might be avoided by adopting a mix of asset ratios and interest cover tests that are
appropriately benchmarked to these sectors.
Similar concerns arise for the general property construction sector where market practice is also to
fund projects/properties by reference to project/property specific cash flows. A single fixed ratio test
does not take account of the role that asset specific security arrangements play in these financing
arrangements where a lender appraises the asset value and its recoverability when setting appropriate
loan to asset value covenants for financing. The analysis of a lender providing finance which is
secured on defined property assets and their cash flows where the underlying assets have a
determinable market value upon sale is very different to the position of a lender to a corporate group
where the monies are to be deployed within the borrower group for “general corporate purposes”.
The latter seems to be the starting point which is implicit in the approach set out in the OECD
proposals but does not reflect the reality of many of the financing arrangements that exist in today’s
market.
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The suggestion in the Discussion Draft that the 30% ratio adopted in many countries is too high is
based on data which is not representative of the true economy. Suggestions in the referenced report
that “the vast majority have a net interest to EBITDA ratio of below 10 per cent and many do not
have any net interest expense” is based on a narrow subset of companies and is not indicative of all
businesses. A ratio based on the referenced report would be far too low and not reflect the real debt
levels required by most groups. Many organisations would not have as much flexibility as others in
the manner in which they raise funds or have as easy access to equity markets as others.
2. Double taxation would be likely to arise
Double taxation would be likely to arise if these proposals are implemented. Similar to the comments
above regarding group limitation rules, the operation of a ratio cap would create a real risk of groups
not being able to achieve a full deduction for their external interest expense. The Discussion Draft
acknowledges the difficulty in setting an appropriate benchmark ratio that is low enough to address
BEPS concerns without giving rise to significant double taxation risk.
3. Fixed ratios may not reflect changes to the economic environment over time
There is a danger that ratios would be fixed at a level that reflects the current historically low interest
rate environment. At a minimum, the interest component of a fixed ratio percentage would need to be
benchmarked across a period of time taking account of cyclical movements so as to ensure they
balance and reflect market conditions but do not require perpetual revision. Additionally, even in the
current low interest environment, many businesses still face higher debt finance costs in order to
access sufficient finance. This highlights the unsuitably of one overarching fixed ratio that applies to
all businesses.
A ratio set at a local country level should also take into account the realities of access to banking and
debt markets available to business in that country. Market perceptions of political and geographic risk
play a part in driving measures of credit risk and the higher costs of finance for business based in
smaller economies.
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Section C

Carve-outs for specific sectors

The Discussion Draft notes that some sectors with specific characteristics need to be considered
separately. It is undoubtedly true that significant carve-outs would be required for any general rule
and these carve outs would need to be applied consistently globally. A one-size fits all approach for
all sectors would simply not be appropriate and would result in significant double taxation arising
The level of debt raised, for example, by companies in the asset finance sector can vary considerably.
New assets leased to strong credits will typically attract higher advance rates from lenders compared
with older assets to weaker credits. The rate of interest charged also varies. A 30% EBITDA ratio
would be breached in many circumstances. Placing such a low cap on the level of interest that is
deductible would be detrimental to the efficient functioning of this market. Given the volatility in an
EBITDA ratio within this market, a general carve-out from the rule would be most appropriate. If a
limit was to be imposed, it should be at least 50% of EBITDA.
The securitisation industry is another financing market that should have a general carve-out from the
proposed rules. This industry requires tax neutrality in order to operate efficiently in the packaging of
assets for financing. For example, the securitisation industry employs securitisation vehicles that are
predominantly debt financed and the Action 4 report could have a significant effect thereon. Further
clarification is also needed on what constitutes a “group” for the purposes of the group wide test and
in particular how it would apply in the context of a share investment held by a private equity or other
fund. On the basis that the rules proposed as part of the OECD BEPS project will be sufficient in
preventing base erosion and profit-shifting occurring within a multi-national group, there should be no
reason to extend such rules to the level of the investors in such groups.
There is limited detail in the Discussion Draft which suggests significant consideration has not yet
been given to this important area. While the Discussion Draft suggests fairly major carve outs,
significantly more carve-outs (and more detail) would be required to address all of the sectors and
scenarios where higher leverage would be necessary and appropriate for business before any general
rules are recommended.
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Section D

Specific targeted measures

The theory might suggest that a group-wide rule provides good protection from base erosion.
However, for the reasons outlined above, we are not in favour of the implementation of group-wide
measures which are fundamentally extremely complex to operate in practice and will have such
negative implications on the commercial activities of businesses.
When the effect of BEPS measures arising from Action 2 (hybrid mismatches) and Action 3 (CFC
rules) are taken into account together with revised transfer pricing guidelines which should result in
the better alignment of profits and substance, the scope for undue base erosion from interest
deductions should be reduced. Our concern is that, in this context, the adoption of a single fixed ratio
approach as an overarching mandatory general limitation rule represents too blunt an instrument and
is likely to result in denial of legitimate interest expense deductions.
Given the expected outturns from other BEPS actions which should significantly reduce the scope in
future for base erosion from interest deductions, a fixed ratio rule would be preferable, which could be
adopted to supplement domestic rules which target BEPS specifically. This measure would be
available to countries which consider that their existing specific measures do not target base erosion
from interest deductions sufficiently. Many countries, including Ireland have a comprehensive suite of
targeted domestic measures which:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not permit offset of financial expense against exempt income or gains.
Do not allow deductions for borrowing on group debt used to acquire existing group
subsidiaries or where there are group circular arrangements for third party debt flows.
Confine tax deductions for interest on debt borrowed intra group to interest on borrowings
deployed wholly and exclusively for the purposes of active trading activities
Apply withholding tax on interest advanced by non tax treaty counterparties.
Have a general anti avoidance rule which denies a tax relief which represents an abuse or
misuse of a relief.
Deny tax deductions for interest where the sole or main benefit of a debt arrangement is to
obtain a tax deduction.

When the existence of existing specific targeted measures are taken into account, it is questionable
whether the applicability of an overarching fixed ratio rule would achieve further protection from base
erosion without the cost of denial of deduction for legitimately incurred interest expense on debt.
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Section E

Financial payments economically equivalent to interest

We suggest that foreign exchange movements and derivative instruments related to foreign currency
should be excluded from the measure of interest subject to any general limitation on deductions rule.
In the current global environment, there is not a straightforward link between the value of a currency
and interest rates applying on debt denominated in that currency. The affect of the policies adopted by
Central Banks and policies adopted by the governments of major economies seeking to stimulate
economic growth has seen significant volatility in exchanges rates between major currencies which
has had a knock on impact and caused volatility in earnings for business operating in multicurrency
environments. Introducing additional general limitation rules on deductions for foreign currency
movements on debt would only exacerbate that volatility and the risk and uncertainty it creates for
business operating in a multicurrency environment.
There are also considerable practical complexities in identifying foreign currency movements
associated with debt liabilities and separating those from currency movements related to assets
whether at a group-wide or single entity level. In addition, foreign currency movements may arise at a
consolidated level which do not arise in the local currency accounts of a subsidiary and, vice versa,
where the subsidiary recognises a foreign currency movement in local currency accounts but this
movement is not recognised in the consolidated accounts which have a different functional currency
for accounting purposes. The practical challenge of identifying and allocating any such movements is
made more difficult by the use of derivative instruments which can convert third party debt raised in
one currency at a parent level to a currency which matches the currency of denomination of the
revenue and expenditure flows of a subsidiary.
Different accounting standards recognise the close interrelationship between derivatives which hedge
foreign currency exposure for business and the underlying asset or liability that is hedged by that
derivative instrument. This can mean that under many accounting standards, the impact of derivatives
is not seen separately from cash flows on the underlying asset or liability. Even where the effect is
recorded separately, the impact can ‘net off’ in the income statement of the company so as to result in
a nil net result. This can prove impossible to disaggregate both of the level of the company and the
consolidated group accounts.
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Document No. 335
February 6, 2015
Mr. Achim Pross,
Head of International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
Accounting & Tax Committee
Japan Foreign Trade Council, Inc.
Comments on the Discussion Draft on Action 4
(Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments) of the BEPS Action Plan
The following are the comments of the Accounting & Tax Committee of the Japan
Foreign Trade Council, Inc. (JFTC) in response to the invitation to public
comments by the OECD regarding the “BEPS Action 4: Discussion Draft on
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments” released on December 18,
2014.
The JFTC is a trade-industry association with Japanese trading companies and
trading organizations as its core members. One of the main activities of JFTC’s
Accounting & Tax Committee is to submit specific policy proposals and requests
concerning tax matters. Member companies of the JFTC Accounting & Tax
Committee are listed at the end of this document.
General Comments
The use of excessive deductions for interest and other financial payments on debt
with the intent of double non-taxation leads to the erosion of the taxable base of
related countries and undermine fair business competition among enterprises.
Therefore, we support OECD initiatives related to “preventing BEPS through the
use of excessive interest expenses.”
However, in examining this Action for BEPS prevention, it is necessary to bear in
mind that enterprises are debt-financed by loans from financial institutions or
financial subsidiaries and bonds (as a result of which interest and other payments
are made) as part of their financial strategy to improve profitability by making
the most of borrowed capital (so-called “leverage effect”). In addition, borrowed
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capital is also utilized for other business purposes, such as for regulatory reasons
and balance sheet hedging. Moreover, it is necessary to understand that in many
instances, such strategies are not intended to erode the taxable base and shift
profits. Accordingly, we request that due attention be paid to the balance between
the usefulness of preventive measures against BEPS and the additional
compliance costs for taxpayers.
If the primary objective of this Action is to prevent artificially structured
excessive debt that creates high probability of BEPS, we believe that from the
perspective of the balance between usefulness and additional administrative
burden, the first line of action should be to formulate specific or targeted
anti-avoidance rules. In addition, to comprehensively prevent BEPS through the
use of excessive interest expenses, in recent years, various countries have
introduced “rules which limit the level of interest deduction of an entity (and not
the entire group) on loans from associated enterprises in case of exceeding a fixed
ratio of EBITDA.” We believe that this approach should be adopted and
supplemented with arm’s length tests.
We cannot support the adoption of the group-wide rules as proposed in this
Discussion Draft for the following reasons.
 In the first place, based on the arm’s length principle, debt-to-equity ratio
(thereafter, D/E ratio) and interest expense levels are determined by such
factors as the functions performed by the enterprise, the risks it bears, and its
asset holdings or the operating cash flow generated by these assets. If this
principle was to be completely ignored, and limitation rules on interest
deductions based on a mechanical formulary apportionment as contained in the
group-wide rule were to be comprehensively introduced, this would be totally
incompatible with transfer pricing taxation, AOA and other aspects of the
international taxation framework that have been applied to over the years. We
are very deeply concerned that enterprises completely unrelated to BEPS would
face serious double taxation problems and that, as a result, sound business
activities would be obstructed and the global economy and financial markets
would be gravely impacted.
 Excessive limits on interest deduction that do not take the arm’s length
principle into account would generate unfairness in the treatment of
multinational groups compared to enterprises that are essentially focused on
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domestic operations. We also fear this approach may make matters worse by
infringing upon the rules of non-discrimination, and may also cause difficulty to
maintain compatibility with a system that supports an appropriate level of free
capital movement.
 Moreover, in calculating safe harbor of limits on interest deduction based on
application of the group-wide rule, taxpayers would be required to collect a
broad scope of accounting and/or tax information and to process the data, which
would remarkably increase taxpayers’ compliance burden.
Finally, as proposed in Chapter VII of this Discussion Draft, the following
exemption rule (safe harbor rule) should be adopted to reduce compliance costs for
taxpayers and administrative costs for tax authorities. That is, the interest
limitation rule should not apply to an entity (1) whose ratio of outstanding
liabilities to capital is below a certain threshold level for the current fiscal year, or
(2) whose net annual interest expense is below a certain threshold level.

Specific Comments
Paragraph 20
With reference to the application of the fixed ratio rule under a general thin
capitalization rule, this paragraph points to the problem of “significant flexibility
in terms of rate of interest that an entity may pay on that debt.” The analysis is
not correct because this problem can be dealt with under transfer pricing
taxation.
The paragraph also points to the problem that a “group manipulates the outcome
of a test by increasing the level of equity in a particular entity.” In this regard, it
is improper to view appropriate corporate capital policies as constituting
“manipulation.” Any country that suspects that this form of manipulation is
occurring should address the problem by formulating specific or targeted
anti-avoidance rules. Moreover, when implementing such measures, steps should
be taken to ensure predictability for taxpayers, including the presentation of
numerous concrete guidelines and the introduction of an effective advance tax
ruling system on interest deduction.
Paragraph 22
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Arm’s length tests have certain disadvantages such as being resource intensive
and time consuming. However, avoidance of these disadvantages cannot justify
the adoption of rules that ignore the arm’s length principle. The disadvantages
that have been pointed out should be resolved in the following manner. Safe
harbor rules based on fixed ratio rules that tax authorities can support should be
formulated and numerous concrete guidelines should be presented. To avoid futile
arguments between taxpayers and tax authorities, an effective advance tax ruling
system on appropriate interest deduction levels should be introduced.
Paragraph 40
Scenario 4 extends the application of interest limitation rules to cases where no
capital relationship exists between the interest payer (taxpayer) and the payee.
This would increase the risk of double taxation that is inconsistent with the arm’s
length principle, and seriously undermine predictability. Therefore, no room
should be left for involving Scenario 4.
Paragraph 63
As stated in paragraph 63, volatility in earnings and asset balances in specific
entities may impact the taxable incomes of all other group entities under the
group-wide rule. In addition to increasing compliance burdens, we are concerned
that this may undermine the predictability of amount of payable tax (cash flow of
individual members of the group as well as the entire group), which could have a
major impact on group management. These are problems that cannot be resolved
by merely allowing an entity to carry forward disallowed interest expense (or
unused capacity to deduct interest) into future periods.
Paragraph 65
In applying a group-wide rule, adjusting the difference between the accounting
treatment of interest payments for the entire group and the treatment of interest
expense allowable under the tax laws of each country will entail an enormous
administrative burden. Premising the introduction of the group-wide rule with
this type of adjustment would be undesirable for both taxpayers and tax
authorities.
Paragraph 138
From the point of view of efficient use of funds, reduction of the cost of borrowing
and balance sheet hedging, multinational enterprises may organize financial
subsidiaries in countries where they perform significant business operations or
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where financial markets are fully established. Such financial subsidiaries and the
use of intragroup loans involving multiple localities yield very significant
advantages and can be essential for the entire group. Substantial intragroup
loans with such economic rationalities are not performed to intentionally erode
the taxable base and shift profits. Accordingly, the introduction of interest
limitation rules that would force changes to be made in the structure of these
transactions not aimed at tax avoidance would obstruct economic activities and
should therefore be avoided.
Questions 1 and 2
If interest expenses subject to interest limitation rules were to be determined
based on accounting rules, accounting treatment would differ widely depending on
differences in accounting standards in use or differences in accounting policies
implemented under the same accounting standards. We are concerned that this
could seriously undermine predictability for taxpayers. Therefore, in order to
improve predictability for taxpayers, it is desirable to clarify the definition of
interest (limitative listing, etc.)
Questions 4
Related parties are defined to include shareholders who hold directly or indirectly
“a 25 per cent or more investment in the other party”. However, where there is a
controlling shareholder other than a 25 per cent shareholder, it is unrealistic to
think that the 25 per cent shareholder can affect any decision on the interest rate
between entities. Accordingly, the definition of related party described in the
Discussion Draft is too broad, and the threshold should be raised to at least “above
50 per cent.”
We presume the primary purpose of this Action is to prevent the transfer of
income to low tax-rate jurisdictions that are not participating in the Action Plan of
BEPS. If interest paid on funds borrowed from an enterprise resident in such a
country is not taxed in the country of residence, and if this interest income is not
taxed under the CFC rules of other countries, then we believe that the idea of
treating such a resident entity as “related parties” would be highly effective in
preventing BEPS.
Questions 29 and 30
As stated under our General Comments, we do not support that group-wide rules
would be recommended as best practice approach from the perspective of taxpayer
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predictability, legal stability of the system and administrative costs. For the same
reasons, we cannot support the application of any combined approach.
Questions 32
Unlimited carry forward should be allowed if disallowed interest and unused
capacity to deduct interest are calculated using a method that is not based on the
arm’s length principle.
Questions 35
The member companies of JFTC (so-called ”Sogo Shosha” in Japan) provide such
functions as logistics, finance, insurance, integrated risk management in
cross-border transactions and investments in a broad range of international
business projects covering such industries as mineral resources, infrastructure
business, foods and food products, chemicals, information and communication
field, and finance. Various forms of recapitalization and fund procurement
through borrowing are absolutely essential in the execution of such business
projects. The functions performed, risks borne, assets held and the operating cash
flow generated by these assets differ significantly among the subsidiaries
participating in these projects. Similarly, there are significant regional differences
in accessibility to financial and capital markets, and also to financial regulations.
Therefore, borrowing is appropriately implemented (determination of interest
rate and amount of borrowing) while taking into account the financial
environment of each entity, the purpose of the business project and the accurate
application of the arm’s length principle. Ignoring such specific circumstances and
establishing limits on interest deduction using a mechanical formulary
apportionment based on a group-wide test that is not consistent with the arm’s
length principle will result in a system that is extreme in its excessiveness. The
application of such an approach would result in disallowed interest regardless of
any intent of BEPS and would cause extreme difficulty in business continuity.
Enterprises which are engaged in infrastructure sectors, including the member
companies of JFTC, are involved in massive infrastructure projects in countries
throughout the world. Project finance structures based on non-recourse or limited
recourse loans, which are secured by the project assets and paid entirely from
project cash flow, are absolutely essential for engagement in such considerable
financial projects. In structuring such project finance, the D/E ratio or the
debt-service-coverage-ratio (DSCR: ratio of principal and interest payments on a
loan to operating cash flow prior to settlement of principal and interest to the
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project finance lender) comes under the strict control of the project finance lender
based on the loan contract. That is, it is practically impossible for the borrower to
control these ratios. The project finance lender assesses a proposed project based
on the estimated risks and returns endogenous to the collateral assets and the
capacity of the borrower to carry out the project, and thereby determines the
amount of financing that it will provide. In certain limited instances, the project
finance lender may also require a loan guarantee or additional capital injection
from the parent company. Consequently, the computed D/E ratio or DSCR is
purely the result of an arm’s length transaction. Therefore, interest expenses
generated from projects based on structured project finance should generally not
be subject to interest limitation rules.
Paragraph 215 is focused solely on public projects. However, it should be noted
that with ongoing economic development in many countries, regulations are
gradually being eased and privatization is becoming more common in such
industries as electric power generation, oil and gas, railways, port facilities,
telecommunication and real estate development. While it may be the private
sector that is in the center of these infrastructure projects, the same kind of
project finance structuring as in public projects is absolutely essential in many
instances. Consequently, there is no difference in that borrowers are placed under
the strict control and supervision of their lenders. Therefore, where exceptions are
being considered for infrastructure projects of a highly public nature, the project
should not be distinguished as being either public or private.
Furthermore, the final decision by an enterprise of whether or not to structure
project finance will depend on a comparative analysis between the various costs of
structuring project finance and the costs of alternative funding methods. As a
result, the enterprise might choose effective utilization of intragroup finance in
some cases. In such case, interest deductions should not be limited if the loan
conditions pass the arm’s length tests.
We agree with the statement in paragraph 216 that special consideration should
be given to financial sector businesses. Moreover, we believe that such special
consideration should be given to any entity engaged in a financial sector business
regardless of whether or not the entity belongs to a bank or insurance company
that is engaged as a group in banking and insurance businesses. While
commercial transactions such as buy-sell constitute the core business of the
member companies of JFTC, we frequently provide our supplier and/or customer
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with banking and insurance functions related to commercial transaction and, as a
result, are placed in a position of competition with banks and insurance
companies in certain instances. In order to promote fair international competition
among enterprises, treatment should not differ according to the industry category
of the group to which the entity belongs.
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February 6, 2015
Secretariat
Committee on Fiscal Affairs
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Comments on the Public Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4
(Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments)

Keidanren hereby submits its comments on the OECD public discussion draft “BEPS
Action 4: Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments” published on December
18, 2014.

1. Introduction
Keidanren generally supports the OECD’s initiatives to prevent base erosion and profit
shifting (“BEPS”). We are aware that, although many developed countries have taken
measures of some kind against the problem of BEPS using interest and other financial
payments that this public discussion draft addresses, further discussions and actions are
needed to stop the prevalence of BEPS. From that standpoint, we endorse the proactive
analysis and review made by the OECD for the public discussion draft.
However, most companies make financing naturally in an economically most
reasonable way, according to the needs for business activities. Most companies make
financing for the purpose neither of tax avoidance nor tax merit. Therefore, when
translating this and other BEPS Actions into concrete rules, it is absolutely imperative
to ensure that measures to be instituted to prevent tax avoidance will neither hamper
ordinary business activities nor create an excessive administrative burden. The OECD’s
proposals for group-wide rules in this public discussion draft appear innovative on
paper by incorporating the latest theories; but they seem to be insufficiently targeted,
and too mechanical and impractical to be adopted in the real world. Should such widely
applicable rules be established, taxpayers and tax administrations that have had nothing
to do with BEPS will be affected by and need to address those rules. In addition,
compliance with group-wide rules will dramatically increase the administrative burdens
on taxpayers and tax administrations.
In view of these points, we propose the following: countries that have no existing rules
for BEPS using interest should start with considering the introduction of a fixed ratio
rule; and countries with such rules already in place should first review whether those
existing rules work effectively, and then, if there are still needs for introducing a
group-wide rule, it should be cautiously designed with due attention to linkage and
consistency with the existing ones.
From this perspective, we submit the following comments:
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2. Problems of Group-Wide Rules
Although group-wide rules may be theoretically clear, their application in the real world
requires the following problems to be solved; otherwise, the rules can hardly be deemed
the best practice.


Even within the same corporate group, financing methods taken by individual
companies vary. If a group-wide rule is applied mechanically, individual companies
will lose some latitude in financing, which may affect sound business activities and
financial markets as well. Careful consideration should be given to whether
group-wide rules are an excessive measure that may have an adverse impact on
corporate activities and financial markets, going beyond the purpose of preventing
base erosion.



Suppose a corporate group makes a concerted effort to grow without debt, by
utilizing shareholders’ equity effectively or with financial subsidiaries in a group.
Under group-wide rules, due to the group’s third party interest expense being small,
a limit on interest deductions for each group company is reduced. This treatment is
inappropriate as it may induce companies to issue bonds that would be otherwise
unnecessary, to external investors.



It remains unclear whether group-wide rules are compatible with cash management
systems. In reference to this point, Paragraph 138 in Section G of Chapter VIII of
the public discussion draft states, “The application of a group-wide rule should not
impact the ability of a group to manage its third party balances through cash
pooling.” However, with what considerations rules should be applied and their
other details are not specified. More specific details would be needed for further
consideration.



How group-wide rules are linked with transfer pricing taxation should be clarified.
In some cases, a company that is not allowed to claim interest deductions under
group-wide rules may still have to pay interest to another group company according
to the arm's length principle from the perspective of complying with transfer pricing
tax rules. Such a treatment which limits interest payments is particularly
unreasonable.



If REITs and other pass-through entities that are permitted in a wide range of
countries become subject to taxation under group-wide rules, it is highly likely that
their interest payments will be severely restricted. Furthermore, once interest
deductions are restricted, funds for dividend payments decrease correspondingly.
We are gravely concerned that this may undermine the benefits of pass-through
entities and deteriorate the liquidity of REITs and other financial instruments in
markets.



Even in a corporate group in which local subsidiaries make financing decisions on
their own, a limit on each company’s interest deductions is determined on a
group-wide basis. This may result in the narrower discretion and weaker financial
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management function of local subsidiaries. For example, even though local
subsidiaries autonomously make financing from external debt for the purpose of
capital investments, their limit of interest deduction is determined by a relation to
other group entities. Therefore, it may lead to narrow options to raise funding.
Consequently, companies are forced to choose equity financing. Eventually it runs
counter to helping nurture and build the capacity of management and finance
personnel in other countries especially in developing countries.


If foreign exchange gains and losses on borrowings are included within the scope of
interest expense as stated in paragraph 35 of the public discussion draft, the amount
of interest will vary depending on the taxpayer’s reporting currency, making unified
measurement difficult. Also, preparers will be unable to reflect in tax returns the
borrowings and other financing made in multiple currencies without the
harmonization among countries of specific rules, especially those regulating in
which currency measurement should be made and which exchange rate should be
used in that case.



If data on interest expense for accounting purposes or EBITDA is used, the
convergence of accounting standards will also be required. Especially, the treatment
of derivatives will demand detailed rules.



As the amount and extent of interest may vary depending on the treatment and
interpretation of interest in each country, group-wide rules will lead to an unstable
system and drastically increase the administrative burden. Specifically, companies
will be required to track the basis for interest allocation while making adjustments
for consolidated reporting, taxation periods, accounting standards, and differences
between accounting and tax figures. The administrative burden and difficulties of
calculation demanded by these tasks will virtually make it impossible for
companies to cope with them.

3. Support for Fixed ratio rule but Need to Modify
As a result of above, we suppose that a fixed ratio approach on a
jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis is preferable to group-wide tests.
(1) Benchmark ratio
With regard to a benchmark ratio underlying a fixed ratio rule, the public discussion
draft states that the ratios of 30 to 50 percent currently applied by various countries may
be too high to be effective in preventing BEPS. However, in light of the purpose of
addressing risk posed by BEPS that deviates from the substance of corporate activities,
it is not appropriate to recommend such a low benchmark ratio as to affect numerous
multinational enterprises doing business in compliance with rules and regulations.
The best approach would be for each country to set the most appropriate ratio on its
own after careful and thorough discussions taking into account the state of domestic
companies, such as the use of BEPS, management and financial conditions, and
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possibility of using BEPS. Particularly, setting a benchmark ratio at below 30 percent
may cause disruption, as 30 percent or so is now adopted in many countries. Also,
attention should be paid to the possibility that setting low benchmark ratios globally
may have an especially negative impact on the growth of developing countries with
high interest rates.
(2) Basis for measurement
As a basis for measuring economic activity under a fixed ratio rule, the public
discussion draft refers to two possibilities: assets and earnings including EBITDA. In
this respect, it is preferable that taxpayers should be given a choice to use either assets
or earnings.
Choosing assets, however, entails a challenge because the calculations will be difficult
if intangibles are included in the basis. In particular, the treatment of self-created
intangible assets and self-created goodwill will require careful consideration. On the
other hand, if choosing earnings as the basis, the company will be greatly affected by
fluctuations in business performance and other factors, but this problem will be resolved
by instituting a system whereby disallowed interest expense can be carried forward into
future periods. Earnings reflect the substance of the company’s business activities more
accurately, and are currently adopted as the basis for a fixed ratio rule more widely, than
assets. In view of these, each country should be allowed to design its own rule. In
addition, if choosing earnings, it should be taken into consideration that choosing
earnings may deepen a recession because a reduction in the ability to report an interest
deduction due to a decrease in earnings could lead to a decrease in the incentive to
borrow in steep recession periods.

4. Evaluation for mixed approaches
Approach 1 that is centered on group-wide rules has a number of problems as explained
in Section 2. Therefore, it might be said that influences of economic activities and the
administrative burden of taxpayers could be less damaged in Approach 2 which is
centered on the fixed ratio rule.
However, although approach 2 adopts a fixed ratio rule as the general rule, and applies a
group ratio rule as a carve-out from the general rule, room for application of a group
ratio rule should be limited to the extent possible, and it would be important to set the
fixed ratio in a practical level, given especially the problems involved in group-wide
rules as described above. From the perspective of ensuring stability in rules and
transactions, it is also desirable to introduce a targeted rule that clarifies the mutual
targets based on the existing and widely-used tax system in each country, for the
purpose of addressing the kinds of transactions conducted with the clear intention of
BEPS.

5. Other Issues
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(1) The Treatment of Non-deductible Interest Expense and Double Taxation
(Chapter XII)
The public discussion draft proposes that non-deductible interest expense be allowed to
be carried forward. We support this proposal, and request that the carryforward period
be determined by each country. When designing this system, each country should allow
a sufficient period of time, bearing in mind that theoretically, non-deductible interest
can be carried forward indefinitely and considering a balance with the ledger retention
period under domestic law. It is desirable that such a system also permits a carryback of
disallowed interest expense into earlier periods and a carryforward of unused capacity
to deduct interest into future periods.
(2) Who Should a Rule Apply to? (Chapter V)
The public discussion draft states that interest limitation rules should also apply to a
related party that directly or indirectly holds a 25 percent or greater investment in the
company concerned. However, in many cases, a related party holding a 25 percent or
more stake in a company cannot be said to substantially control the company. Another
concern is that it is not easy to garner information on interest and other financial
transactions from a company that the taxpayer does not directly control or oversee
regarding business and other activities. The related party threshold should, at least, be
set at more than 50 percent ownership.
In case of Scenario 4, where no capital relationship exists between the interest payer and
the payee, it should be clarified that there is no room for interest limitation rules to be
applied.
(3) Should a Small Entity Exception or Threshold Apply? (Chapter VII)
It is desirable to apply a small-entity exception in order not to increase the
administrative burden on those entities. At the very least, it is not appropriate to take the
policy of not recommending the application of a small-entity exception at a national
level.
(4) Considerations for Groups in Specific Sectors (Chapter XIII)
(a) Financial sector
It is necessary to recognize that the capital structure of banks and other financial
institutions is subject to financial regulations in each country and financial markets'
discipline. Therefore, while the existing regulatory requirements for financial
institutions act as an effective general interest limitation rule, we do not believe it
appropriate to apply the group-wide rule to the group's interest expense other than that
on its regulatory capital. Rather, it is desirable to carefully discuss whether or not to
introduce the targeted rules to address specific issues or transactions to be dealt with.
If a group controls financial business companies, Paragraph 213 of Chapter XIII states
"special provisions may be required". It is predicted that applying a group-wide rule to a
group controlling financial business companies confronts a big problem. If applying a
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group-wide rule, different rules should be separately applied to financial business
entities and non-financial business entities. Instead, it is also suggested that financial
business entities are exempt from application of a group-wide rule.
(b) Infrastructure projects
Project finance structures based on non-recourse or limited recourse loans are
absolutely essential for engagement in projects which need massive funds. In
structuring such project finance, the D/E ratio or the debt-service-coverage-ratio,
which deserves a standard, is prescribed by contracts, thus it is not appropriate to limit
deductions for interest expense according to a group-wide rule. Based on the fact that
the D/E ratio or the debt-service-coverage-ratio deserves a standard for the arm's
length principle, infrastructure projects should be exempt comprehensively from a
general interest limitation rule.
In addition, the project should not be distinguished as being either public or private.
Sincerely,
Subcomittee on Taxation
KEIDANREN
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Dear Sirs,
In the context of the OECD project ‘Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting’, the CFA invited
interested parties to send written comments on the consultation document: ‘Public Discussion Draft
BEPS Action 4: Interest Deductions and other Financial Payments’.
Herewith, I send you my suggestions to change the treatment of interest under double tax conventions
and to align domestic tax laws with this the suggested change in allocation of tax jurisdiction on
interest. The suggested change is to allocate tax jurisdiction on interest to the state or origin instead of
the state of residence of the recipient/beneficial owner (creditor). Below, I refer to specific pages my
PhD study: ‘Principle of Origin in Tax Conventions, A Rethinking of Models, PhD thesis Tilburg
University, Eric C.C.M. Kemmeren/Pijnenburg vormgevers•uitgevers, The Netherlands, Dongen 2001,
pp. 1-625, of which a digital version in whole available on:
http://www.tilburguniversity.edu/webwijs/show/kemmeren-2.htm, under the tab “CV”, button “Andere
publicaties PDF”. The study is also relevant in respect of other actions of the BEPS project (e.g. Action
1 (digital economy), Action 2 (hybrid mismatch arrangements), Action 3 (CFC rules), Action 5 (harmful
tax practices), Action 6 (treaty abuse), Action 7 PEs), and Action 8 (Intangibles)). The most relevant
pages of the PhD study in respect of Action 4 are: 33-45, 52-55, 69-83, 110-113, 222-227, 231-237,
429-468, and 485-504.
In the context of BEPS Action 4, the main conclusions that can be drawn from this study are:
1. Under corporate income tax systems, the problem is not the deduction of interest payments,
but the non-taxation of interest receipts in the state of origin. Therefore, (complex) systems
which focus on limitation of interest deductions, such as thin capitalization rules and earnings
stripping rules, do not tackle the real cause of the problem of base erosion and profit shifting in
respect of interest.
2. The debtor is the originator of the interest income and capital gains on debt claims, the creditor
is not.
3. The state of origin of interest is the state in which the debtor produces the income.
4. Taxation of the interest in the hands of the creditor by the state of origin, independent of
whether the creditor is a resident or a non-resident of that state, enhances the ability-to-pay
principle, the direct benefit principle, the territoriality principle, and inter-nation equity.
5. The result of an origin-based allocation of tax jurisdiction on interest is that the effective tax
rate on interest will be the same as effective tax rate on (distributed) profits. An origin-based
taxation of interest contributes to a more efficient allocation of the production factors labor and
capital, because this system enforces capital and labor import neutrality. Tax neutrality
between debt and equity financing will be realized. As a result, tax driven debt financing will be
tackled and economic considerations other than tax reason will determine more the decisionmaking processes of how to finance investments. An origin-based system reduces tax driven
overloaded debt financing (hedge funds, private equity funds, mergers & acquisitions, group
financing). Consequently, companies will have more flesh on the bones, i.e., equity, which
strengthens the companies’ position in case of economic head winds. Companies will be
financially less vulnerable in such situations, i.e., the number of companies that will go into
bankruptcy will reduce. As a result, the overall the economic infrastructure of the countries
involved, i.e. the states or origin, will be strengthened as well.
6. Taxation of the interest in the hands of the creditor by the state of origin reduces international
juridical and economic double taxation, hybrid mismatch arrangements, (abusive) treaty
shopping, (abusive) rule shopping and tax fraud.
1
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7. In short, taxation of the interest in the hands of the creditor by the state of origin reduces tax
arbitrage and enhances a fair share taxation.
I hope that this untraditional perspective on the taxation of interest may contribute to the realization of
a better tax system around the globe and therefore to more justice.
Best wishes,
Prof. Dr Eric C.C.M. Kemmeren
Fiscal Institute Tilburg/European Tax College
Tilburg University
Montesquieu Building, room M 828
postal address: P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands
visiting address: Warandelaan 2, 5037 AB Tilburg, The Netherlands
phone (university): +31.13.466.8129/2412
fax (university): +31.13.466.3073
e-mail: kemmeren@tilburguniversity.edu
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75008 Paris
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Memorandum

To

OECD, Centre for Tax Policy and Administration, International Cooperation and Tax
Administration Division

From

Anne Quenedey

Date

6 February 2015

Subject

Comments on the Public Discussion Draft entitled “BEPS Action 4: Interest
deductions and other financial payments”

Dear Sir,
We are pleased to respond to the OECD request to send comments on the Public Discussion Draft entitled
“BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments” dated 18 December 2014 (hereafter
referred to as the “Draft“).
We agree that abusive excess interest deductions are a source of BEPS concerns and we are thankful to the
OECD for initiating an international and public discussion on ways to design rules to prevent base erosion
and profit shifting using interest and set different options for approaches to tackling these issues. However,
we are concerned by the way the discussion is taking, which is defining best practises rules for interest
deduction, and not only tackling abusive situations.
1

Introduction and policy considerations
Non deductibility of interest, or too strict rules, may be a real threat to the economic development of
private sector companies. We should not forget that BEPS aims at ensuring fiscal sustainability of
States, and that this goes through the development and growth of the business activities in each
State. There are indeed some examples of situations in which the interest deduction is used as a
tool to artificially decrease the global tax burden, but the first goal of financial flows and structures
is doing business, not escaping taxes.

2

Existing approaches
Our practical return on experience is that it is currently very difficult for an international group of
companies to be compliant in each country where it operates, just because each country has
invented different rules on that topics, and because in some countries like France there are 5 or 6
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different rules which apply at the same time (thin capitalisation rules, maximum interest rate, lump
sum general limitation on net interest expenses, etc.). This is completely abnormal. The Action 4
should therefore recommend to simplify the rules in order that it is not a burden and a threat to
local investment. Financing is a tool, a development for the economy, and we should all be
conscious that it is particularly important and that it remains as such.
3

What is interest and what are payments economically equivalent to interest
The definitions proposed in the Draft are much too wide. Interest is the remuneration of money
lending, but not more. The Draft (paragraph 35) includes much more than that, like for example
foreign exchange gains and losses, guarantee fees or arrangement fees, which remunerate clearly
something different. As such, the Draft leads not only to limit the deductibility of interest, but also to
limit the deductibility of the products of a whole sector of the economy. It clearly goes far beyond
the objectives. There is no reason to discriminate the finance activity by putting so restrictive rules.
We suggest therefore that the definition of interest be restrictively given.

4

Who should a rule apply to
Connected parties: we are happy to see that investment vehicles under the control of the same
investment manager should not be treated as connected parties if there is no other connection
between them. The same rule should apply when two groups are under the control of a same
individual shareholder.
Related parties: Tackling relationships without control is not a good idea. It creates a grey area
where relations are tainted because related, even though it is acknowledged that there is no
control, i.e. no possibility to manage and manipulate the remuneration.
The 25% stake to defined the concept of “related party” is not a reasonable rule to address BEPS
using interest. It is clear, and it is even written in the Draft (paragraph 38) that 25 % is enough to
establish relationship but not control.

5

What should a rule apply to? (A) The level of debt or interest expense and (B) an entity's
gross or net position
This chapter in the Draft demonstrates that both the level of interest and the level of debt are bad
criteria. In each case, it may lead to unfair limitations. Level of interest badly reflects the variability
of the cost of money, and level of debt does not take into account the specific aspects of a
business. The level of debt vary a lot from one business to another one e.g.: distribution to final
customers (low debt) versus industry or consulting work for a slow-paying client like a State or
Governmental entity.
These criteria may be used only if they are fixed in a manner that they tackle only abusive
situations (and not the so-called normal situations).

6

Should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
We consider that it is necessary to introduce a threshold to exclude entities who pose the lowest
risk of BEPS using interest, either through a monetary threshold linked to net interest expense or
through existing thresholds applicable to SME (see for example the definition of SME according to
Commission Regulation of the EU n°800/2008).
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7

Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an entity's
group
Interest allocation rules seems to be much too complicated to implement, compared to existing
mechanisms. In particular, this would require for an entity to have access to certain information on
the position of its worldwide group and would suppose that each P&L of each local subsidiary
should be taken into account to compute at the level of a company member of the group the
amount of deductible interest on the basis of such group-wide figures. The same comments apply
for group ratio rules.
Group-wide rules should be used only as a tolerance like in France, in the situation when the group
ratio enable to deduct more interest than interest allowed on entity-by-entity basis.
Consolidated financial statements do not appear as a good referential. Tax results are computed
on an entity-by-entity basis based on local GAAP. The superposition of two referentials in the
application of tax rules (local GAAP and IFRS) could raise important issues. Local GAAP may vary
also within the group depending on the country of incorporation of the subsidiary.
Measuring economic activity between an entity and its group should be based on tax figures of the
country of the subsidiary only. Moreover this is the only way, to avoid mismatch between
accounting and tax rules or between deadlines for filing financial statements in the different
countries where the companies of a group are incorporated.

8

Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio
Fixed ratio rules should only have an anti-abusive dimension. The idea that such a ratio could
create an opportunity for significant debt financing if it is fixed at a too high level should not be a
problem.

9

The treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
We fully support the concern of OECD, while tackling BEPS using interest, regarding the risk of
economic double taxation if the recipient of the interest payment continues to be taxed on its
income.
In that respect, OECD should keep pushing countries to give up the idea that disallowed interest
should be re characterised as dividend as it may create double taxation issues in both the source
state with withholding tax and in the residence state of the recipient.
Countries should focus to unlimited carry-forward mechanisms.

***

We are at the disposal of the International Cooperation and Tax Administration Division of the
OECD in order to contribute further.
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15 Canada Square
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London E14 5GL
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Tel +44 (0) 20 7311 6693
Fax +44 (0) 20 7311 6439
DX 157460 Canary Wharf 5
margaret.stephens@kpmg.co.uk
Mobile 07715 704816

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL
interestdeductions@oecd.org
06 February 2015
Mr. Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Committee on Fiscal Affairs
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Paris, France
Dear Mr. Pross,
Please find enclosed our comments on the Public Discussion Draft on Action 4 (Interest deductions
and other financial payments).
We would like to speak in support of our comments at the public consultation on 17 February 2015
and will be represented by one of our partners, Naz Klendjian, who has registered on your site.
We hope that you find our comments helpful.
Yours faithfully,

KPMG LLP
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BEPS – Action 4
INTRODUCTION
















KPMG is pleased to comment on OECD’s, “Public Discussion Draft on Action 4: Interest
deductions and other financial payments,” published on 18 December 2014, which forms part of
the OECD’s Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (“BEPS”).
KPMG LLP is a professional services firm providing audit, tax and advisory services. It is a
limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”). We provide
services to public and private sector organisations ranging from FTSE100 companies to local
owner managed businesses based in UK and other countries.
We are wholly supportive of the BEPS project objectives but we are concerned that the proposals
presented in the Discussion Draft would eliminate or put at risk tax relief for interest to an extent
beyond addressing opportunities for BEPS.
The Discussion Draft proposes two methods for addressing concerns over interest deductions: an
interest allocation rule and a fixed ratio rule. However, it appears to us that these two methods do
not achieve the same fundamental objectives. It would be easier to build a consensus on
proposals to be adopted if the precise nature of the abuse to be targeted agreed upon.
The proposals in the Discussion Draft have very broad application and would cover debt which is
entirely commercial. For example, they target cross-border on lending by Groups which is a
“norm” commercially. This is because debt is more flexible and is repayable. Debt is used for
legal, regulatory and commercial reasons to fund new ventures and acquisitions. Certain
jurisdictions may provide an opportunity for BEPS but many others do not (and countries have
freedom to set their own tax rates). In our experience debt is generally preferred for non tax
reasons. Tax rules which operate to penalise the use of debt at all risk being a drag on cross border
investment.
The group-wide interest allocation rule sets out to achieve the following two objectives: (a) to
limit total tax relief in respect of interest expense for entities within a group to the total net third
party interest expense of the group and (b) to limit tax relief in respect of interest expense for each
entity within a group based on an allocation of the total net third party interest expense of the
group such allocation being based on a measure of economic activity (earnings or asset values).
Based on our experience and discussions with a wide range of businesses we believe this proposal
is unworkable and would likely be damaging to cross border investment. It would distort
competition and introduce uncertainty into third party financing. We consider that there should be
an impact assessment on the latter before such a radical and untried global experiment is
undertaken.
In contrast, the fixed ratio rule would only limit tax relief in respect of interest expense for each
entity within a group based on a measure of economic activity (earnings or asset values). In
particular, there is no restriction by reference to net third party interest expense including
scenarios where there is none. This proposal is workable on the basis of the experience of a
number of countries. However, set at lower than say 30% EBITDA, and without carve outs to
enable financing of capital intensive businesses, this policy risks increasing the cost of capital for
investment. It would result in restriction of interest on third party borrowings where there is no
BEPS risk.
We believe the OECD best practice guidance should allow countries the freedom to address the
risks of BEPS through interest deductions in a way which is proportionate to their country’s risk
2
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and its requirement to attract foreign investment to fund growth and investment. We believe it is
possible for this approach to satisfy the remit of BEPS action item 4 without damaging
availability of funds for investment.
Much more work is needed to ensure that recommended proposals do not inadvertently capture
non-BEPS motivated lending. The goal should be to exclude pure commercial debt (i.e. not
created or structured to push tax deductions into higher tax territories) from the rules, irrespective
of the borrowing entity’s current or future ownership situation. This will satisfy the remit of BEPS
Action item 4 without damaging availability of funds for investment.
We are also concerned that best practice guidance to introduce the proposals may disadvantage
smaller and developing countries which are not open to or able to engage with major global
investors on detailed implementation of the proposals. Many countries which have forms of
structural interest restrictions do have careful carve outs and exemptions which are beneficial for
particular investors.
Guidance should recommend that since groups operating in only one country, with net group third
party debt that matches their cumulative group entity level net debt, have no BEPS risk they
should not be subject to restrictions.
The proposals in the Discussion Draft are so far reaching and disruptive to existing financing
arrangements that recommendation should be included for countries seeking to apply them to
engage with their investment communities and regulated and unregulated infrastructure providers
on transitional measures. These measures should seek to mitigate the most damaging
consequences such as defaults and loss of investor confidence.
We set out below our detailed responses to the questions in Appendix 1 of the Discussion Draft.
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ANNEX 1 – Responses to SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS FOR CONSULTATION

What is the interest and what are financial payments economically equivalent to interest?
1. Do any particular difficulties arise from applying a best practice rule to the items set out in
this chapter, such as the inclusion of amounts incurred with respect to Islamic finance? If
so, what are these difficulties and how do they arise?
The Discussion Draft indicates that foreign exchange gains and losses (together FX) on
borrowings and instruments connected with the raising of finance should be included (para
35).
It is not clear precisely what this is meant to include. We have set out below our thoughts in
relation to both third party borrowings and intra-group borrowings.
i)

Third party borrowings

We consider that FX in respect of third party borrowings should not be included. For
example, if a UK plc (with GBP functional currency) has USD borrowings FX arising from
the retranslation of USD to GBP should not be included that is, the amount brought in
should be the actual interest paid on the USD loan. Our reasoning is as follows:


It is reasonable to suppose that the rationaleon for having borrowings in the non-local
currency of the borrower is to match the currency position (in a broad sense) associated
with economic activities undertaken by its subsidiaries operating in the country which has
the relevant currency.
Using the example above it is likely that UK plc has US
subsidiaries. Accordingly, it is not appropriate to include FX because there is an effective
matching of USD interest expense with USD income. Putting it another way, the
‘natural’ location of USD borrowings would be such US subsidiary in which case no FX
would arise.



If FX is included it would force groups to locate third party debt in the relevant countries
such that the denomination of borrowings matched the currency of such countries in order
to avoid the inclusion of FX differences. This might impose additional costs and could
also be inconsistent with a group’s preferred treasury strategy as regards the management
of credit risk. For example, UK plc might wish to borrow from third parties itself in order
to reduce borrowing costs by effectively making all of the group’s assets available to
creditors; if it were forced to borrow in local subsidiaries this would not be possible
without additional complexities such as the provision of guarantees.

Related to this issue is the scenario where companies borrow in one currency but then swap it
into a different currency via a derivative e.g. UK plc borrows in GBP and enters into a
USD/GBP cross currency swap in order to generate a synthetic USD borrowing. This is quite
common because it can often be cheaper to raise funds by accessing debt from capital markets
where there is a deeper pool of investors. In this case we consider it is appropriate to measure
interest by reference to the implied USD interest expense. There should be no difference
between an actual USD borrowing and a synthetic USD borrowing; if there is then the rule
would potentially be open to manipulation.
ii) Intra-group borrowings
4
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FX can also arise in connection with intra-group borrowings between entities with different
local currencies e.g. if a UK parent (which has a GBP local currency) makes a USD loan to its
US subsidiary (which has a USD local currency) FX might arise for UK parent.
In practice, such FX might or might not be recognised for tax purposes depending upon the
relevant country tax rules. Nonetheless, we consider that such FX should be excluded from
the meaning of interest where it would otherwise be recognised for tax purposes for the
following reasons:



Such FX amounts do not reflect a real economic profit/loss for the group as a whole, and
To include such FX amounts would introduce an asymmetry within the group’s measure
of interest income and interest expense which would have a distortive effect when
comparing actual net interest expense with the deductible amount as determined by either
the interest allocation rule of the fixed ratio rule.

2. Are there any specific items which should be covered by a best practice rule which would
not be covered by the approach set out in this chapter? What are these and how could they
be included within a definition of interest and other financial payments that are
economically equivalent to interest?


In designing a system which relies on identification of net interest expense for a groupwide allocation and/or a fixed ratio rule based on EBITDA, it is also necessary to
consider whether certain types of interest income as disclosed in financial statements
should be included when determining net interest expense or EBITDA.

‘Finance debtor’ interest income in PPP projects








Groups who invest in private public partnership (‘PPP’) infrastructure projects in some
cases are required to account for these projects as ‘finance debtors’ pursuant to IFRIC12 –
the effect of this is that, even though the underlying revenue represents a service fee
stream from government counterparties, the particular accounting standards sometimes
disclose the amounts as interest income, even though they are not sums that are
‘economically equivalent to interest’ for tax purposes.
The effect of this is that the actual net interest expense in the consolidated financial
statements (and in the individual project entities) of a corporate group which invests in
PPPs across the world may be a lot lower than its true net interest expense due to the
appearance of PPP project revenue as interest income in its accounts.
Under a fixed ratio approach, it may be necessary to ensure such amounts are treated as
interest income, so that corresponding interest expense can be applied against the interest
income in full without restriction. However, further detailed consideration is required, as,
depending on varying local tax and accounting regimes, it may also be necessary to allow
the inclusion of such amounts within EBITDA to minimise disallowances.
Under a group-wide allocation approach, the position is similarly complex and will
require closer consideration if such a rule were implemented to determine how finance
debtor interest income should be treated. For example, if such amounts were netted off
when arriving at a consolidated group’s net interest expense (thereby reducing the overall
amount available for allocation), it would be necessary to ensure it is also netted off in
each of the companies when determining the amount of expense subject to the cap.
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Who should a rule apply to?
3. Are there any other scenarios you see that pose base erosion or profit shifting risk? If so,
please give a description of these scenarios along with examples of how they might arise.
3rd party lending to a subsidiary of a corporate group – no BEPS risk
The Discussion Draft proposed that an approach to tackling BEPS using interest should not
apply to interest paid by B Co to a third party lender in Scenario 4. Paragraph 40 infers that
Scenario 1 is prone to BEPS and requires an interest limitation rule.

3rd party
lender

Interest

However, if B Co in Scenario 1 were to have an identical loan from a third party lender,
secured over the assets and cashflows of B Co with no recourse to the A Co group (i.e. a
‘standalone’ financing structure irrespective of the fact that B Co is part of the A Co group), it
is not consistent that BEPS limitations should apply to B Co in that case.
For example, it is a common feature of the infrastructure industry (where different investor
types such as subsidiaries of corporate group, institutional investors and funds etc.) compete
standalone and/or in consortium structures for the same assets to deliver the most cost
effective bid for the benefit of consumers and government. If both companies were bidding
for the same contract/asset, B Co in Scenario 1 would be at a competitive disadvantage to B
Co in Scenario 4 because B Co’s interest relief assumptions would become uncertain and
sensitive to other activities of A Co and its wider group beyond B Co’s control.
Therefore, care needs to be taken that rules aimed to target BEPS (for which the stated
objective is to minimise competitive distortions) do not themselves create competitive
distortions between companies, particularly in the infrastructure sector which is highly reliant
on a range of investor types participating and competing for the same projects. In a situation
such as that illustrated above, a solution would be to carve B Co and/or the 3rd party debt in
Scenario 1 out of the rules on the basis that there is no scope for BEPS ‘mischief’.
4. Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether entities
are related?
It is not clear in the Discussion Draft how the 25% test would be applied in designing rules to
counter BEPS. The discussion in Chapter VIII is based around a group wide test (based on
control) and the discussion in Chapter IX would seek to limit interest expense regardless of
the level of ownership. As such it is not clear when a 25% connected party test would be
relevant, other than through the discussion at section VIII.H which considers treating them as
part of the interest limitation group or applying targeted measures.
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Arbitrary threshold which would drive tax-motivated behaviour
At whatever percentage this threshold is set, it provides a motivation to structure to obtain a
tax advantage or avoid a disadvantage. A 25% interest does carry minority protection rights
but commercially being one of 5 x 20% shareholders is not really different to being one of 4 x
25% shareholders, yet the difference between having tax relief or not on related party interest
may make a significant difference to the price at which a consortium can bid for a contract.
An arbitrary cut off creates an incentive for tax structuring which may have an undesirable
commercial outcome. It may be, however, that consortia (say) bidding for a contract could be
treated as acting together to provide finance and so ‘connected’ in any case.
Distortive effect on infrastructure investment which has a wide range of ownership structures
In a sector such as infrastructure, the OECD itself has stated that US$50trillion+ of
investment is needed to meet transport, water and energy demands over the coming decades,
and acknowledge its importance in driving competitiveness, boosting trade and promoting
economic growth. The OECD is acutely aware that the fallout from the financial crisis has
exposed the limitations of relying on traditional sources of long-term investment finance such
as banks and that Governments are looking for other sources of funds to support long-term
infrastructure projects essential to sustaining a dynamic economy, including in particular from
institutional investors such as pension funds and sovereign wealth funds who are increasingly
looking to deploy much needed long-term capital into the sector.
As each countries’ investment needs and infrastructure projects grow larger, the type of
consortia bidding to fund and acquire such projects continually evolves – it is common to see
a competition to invest in / acquire an important infrastructure asset contended by, say, 3 or
more bidders – one may be bidding alone for a 100% stake, one may be bidding on a 50:50
basis with a partner and one may comprise a range of investors in ratios such as 40:30:20:10.
By making interest deductibility assumptions in a bid a function of the investors’ percentage
ownership, such a rule could in fact distort competition and in this example may even make it
impossible for the first 2 consortia to bid as the 3rd consortia may already have a tax
advantage even if it would not otherwise have the strongest bid. The impact would be that tax
rules would narrow the flow of much needed capital into the sector, or encourage consortia
formation to be tax driven – either way a barrier to investment.
Distortive effect on infrastructure businesses whose ownership changes hands over their life
Similarly, given infrastructure businesses and their financing arrangements are long-term and
straddle multiple changes of ownership (e.g. corporate developers selling majority and
minority stakes to different investor types etc.) an arbitrary cut off such as a 25% test would
make a business’ tax relief on interest sensitive to changes of ownership and therefore very
difficult to obtain certainty on at the time of originally financing the project.
For such projects, a best practice approach would result in consistent outcomes across
different bidder and ownership profiles to make such projects resilient to change and
‘bankable’ upfront – this would involve having access to entity-based and sector-specific ratio
testing (such that genuine 3rd party debt raised at the level of the entity based on its standalone
economics will always be deductible) supported by targeted rules.
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What should a rule apply to? (A) the level of debt or interest expense and (B) an entity’s gross or
net position
5. What are the problems that may arise if a rule applies to net interest expense? Are there
any situations in which gross interest expense or the level of debt would be more
appropriate?
Please see response to question 2 concerning infrastructure projects accounted for as financial
assets under IFRIC 12, which could give rise to problems particularly when applying a groupwide allocation rule.
As indicated elsewhere, there are certain sectors where the key lending ratio relates to the
level of debt compared with asset value or a ratio based on debt and a measure of earnings.
Accordingly, we recommend that a fixed ratio rule should take into consideration such
matters as are appropriate to relevant sectors.
Should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
6. Are there any other approaches that could be used to exclude low risk entities? What are
these and what advantages would they have?
A ‘gateway’ test could operate to exclude groups operating only in one country with no BEPS
risk; for example if a group, wholly tax resident in one country, has net group third party debt
which matches with cumulative group entity level net debt (which it should), it should be
clear there is no BEPS. This would reduce tax compliance burden for the tax authority and the
taxpayer.
Other indicators of low or no BEPS risk
Other situations indicative of low or no BEPS risk would include companies in groups that do
not have cross-border transactions, and, as described further below, specific industry sectors
such as infrastructure, energy and PPP projects which have entered into long-term supply
contracts, and where public regulation applies (e.g. economic regulation or regulation of
price/services in the case of PPP projects).
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an entity’s group
Overview – misalignment with commercial reality
We are concerned that a ‘top down’ group-wide approach to interest deductibility is based on
an overly simplified theoretical concept akin to ‘global tax consolidation’ and fails to
recognise the commercial realities that exist both within group entities’ dealings with each
other and with their lenders.
Commercial lenders to worldwide groups do not always view them as a single entity and
often lend to distinct entities or parts within that group without recourse or regard to the wider
group – and lenders themselves require certainty over the post-tax cash flows to the entities
they are lending to. Similarly, entities within groups seek to ensure their capital structures are
fit for purpose having regard to multiple local statutory, commercial, tax and regulatory
requirements.
The group-wide test as outlined in the Discussion Draft is tantamount to a piercing of the
corporate veil for a group’s external and internal debt arrangements – in effect it is a rule that
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automatically disregards both the economic substance and form of funding transactions
between a group, its lenders, and its subsidiaries. It is a significant departure from the
OECD’s own arm’s length approach to cross-border dealings – in our view it should only be
considered as a last resort where arrangements have clearly been shown to be abusive and
should not have any place within a best practice rule.
Uncertainty / inability to project when or where tax relief will arise
The uncertainty arising from groups being unable to project when or where they will receive
interest deductions and incur tax liabilities as a result of a ‘top down’ group-wide approach
far outweighs the perceived difficulty of groups applying an entity-based / bottom up
approach which takes into account their actual external and internal debt arrangements.
Group-wide tests (for example, UK debt cap rules, the Australian worldwide gearing test etc.)
already exist to address BEPS by providing ceilings and caps on what a local subsidiary can
deduct to ensure it is not excessively geared with reference to its worldwide group. Best
practice in our view would be for these (and existing, or refined, anti-abuse rules) to support
ratio-based tests which are both flexible in recognising the sectors in which the group
operates and in allowing groups to ‘drill down’ to undertake the tests at an entity level where
3rd party and/or related party financing exists at that level.
Rationale for debt and impact on cross-border investment
At this stage no work has been done on the impact of this new international tax policy on
cross border investment in particular into developing countries. Multi-national entities or
“MNEs” (Box 4 page 50 supports this), and pension funds and sovereign wealth funds (both
of which may have no net third party debt) make investments for commercial reasons using
debt.
Debt is different legally, commercially and for accounting purposes, for example it is
repayable, ranks above equity and has a predetermined return. Tax is one feature which is
taken into account in deciding whether an investment is made using debt but in many cases
will not be the determining factor.
For example pension funds will often choose debt instruments with a stable yield and low risk
to match their obligations to pensioners. Debt will often be used in developing countries. It
will remain the case that debt is used and so tax rules will be set in conflict with commercial
reality with unpredictable results, risk of unexpected tax liabilities or windfall gains and a
large and complex compliance burden globally for all investors. Loss of tax relief for interest
will as the draft guidance suggests increase the cost of capital.
The German studies mentioned at Para 31 are not good evidence, being based on just one
country (where the rules don’t apply in many circumstances e.g. through de-minimis rules and
in relation to consortium structures / joint venture structures where neither party has outright
control), and moreover, Germany is not a country that is heavily dependent on inbound
investment.
Wider adverse consequences
This policy if implemented would eliminate or put at risk tax relief for interest to an extent
beyond addressing opportunities for BEPs. It would increase cost of capital and would be
9
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likely to impact the availability of long term capital for international investment which is
itself an OECD project.
As discussed elsewhere in our response we consider that there is a very high risk that groups
would end up in a position in which they would not be able to claim tax relief for all of their
net interest expense under the interest cap rule because, in practice, it is very unlikely that
intra-group finances could be so well managed as to avoid any mismatch as between the
actual interest expense and the allocated interest expense.
If this methodology is to be pursued then at the very least we would suggest that there should
be a rule which (a) enables taxpayers to choose which interest expense amounts are to be
disallowed (in particular as between third party interest and intra-group interest) and (b)
exempts intra-group interest income when the corresponding interest expense has been
disallowed.
This should alleviate the risk of double taxation in scenarios where entities have actual
interest expense exceeding allocated interest expense.
The Discussion Draft states that an ‘interest cap’ rule is preferred to a ‘deemed interest’ rule
(para 75) due to potential risks of manipulation (see example 4 in Annex 3). However, we
consider that the particular risk illustrated could be addressed by simply limiting the rule to
entities in those countries which apply an interest allocation rule. Furthermore, a deemed
interest rule could circumvent the requirement to match actual interest expense with the
deductible interest; this is a major issue with the interest cap rule as discussed re Question 17
below.
An alternative would be for there to be a mechanism which allowed entities within the group
to transfer surplus actual interest expense (i.e. where actual interest exceeds the allocated
interest) to entities where the actual interest is less than the allocated interest in accordance
with the interest allocation rule.
7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation rules or
(b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
Distortions of commercial outcomes which would act as barriers to investment
There are major global investors who are important sources of long-term capital; for example
pension and government reserve and wealth funds. Many countries which are developing, for
example new or replacement infrastructure, benefit from their long-term investment.
These investors would generally not have net third party debt at the parent entity level and so
direct, controlled investments would not receive tax relief for any borrowings whatever the
allocation method. This can also be true of some MNE’s, for example, which raise new
capital on the equity markets or say hold cash deposits temporarily having sold a business.
All these investors do, and will continue to, invest debt in group entities for commercial
reasons. These reasons include flexibility in timing of return of capital through loan
repayments, predictable cash yield and avoiding trapped cash.
Group entities would have borrowed third party debt or received internal loans for entirely
commercial reasons but would not receive tax relief even though there is no BEPS.
Some examples of the practical difficulties which follow from this are:
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The cost of long-term third party borrowing would increase and/or costs to consumers
even if there is no loss of tax relief.
Example: a group entity raises bank debt to finance the building of a new power station.
Bank debt is cheaper than raising equity. The debt is non-recourse and secured over
shares in the group entity. Various financial covenants must be met for the duration of the
debt. A financial model is the basis for calculating how much the bank will lend on the
basis of the revenues and expenditure of the power station. It cannot be assumed in
advance that all of the interest will be tax deductible in future years under the Group wide
allocation rule. This is because it is part of a large and complex group which may hold
large cash deposits in any year.
Therefore either less can be borrowed from the bank and more expensive capital must be
raised to build the power station or perhaps the revenues which must be earned by the
power station (and hence cost of energy to consumers) must increase. In due course, it
may be the case that some tax deductions are available because the group entity receives
an allocation of the group’s third party net interest. So decisions have been based on
prudent assumptions which turn out to be incorrect and perhaps energy costs more than it
should have done and the company has the tax relief anyway.
This is an example of how lack of predictability of the tax outcome itself is a cost and
distorts a commercial outcome (even where there is no risk of BEPS as lenders to a nonrecourse structure like this have sized the debt to be fully serviceable from the project’s
cashflows alone and, as such, cannot by definition be excessive).



The international investment market which releases capital for new development is
discouraged
Example: a consortium of international contractors has built a toll road. They have raised
long term third party bond finance. Tax relief on the latter is not restricted under the
group wide rules. Once built and operational, they appoint an operator/manager, and need
to release their own capital to finance the building of new transport infrastructure in
different countries.
They seek the highest bid from “passive” institutional investors. A pension fund with no
net third party debt can only bid for a minority stake as part of a consortium as otherwise
the bond interest might not be deductible. However the transaction is too small at that
level so it does not bid. Larger, controlling stakes command higher values because
transaction costs are better value. The selling consortium receives lower proceeds to
invest risk capital in future new developments.



Some investors will realise a windfall gain through structuring.
Example: Two contractors build a road for a public authority under a 30 year build,
finance and operate concession. They raise third party debt and also invest themselves
through a mixture of equity and debt. They are not caught by the group rules because
neither has control but as connected parties, while they are taxed on interest received, the
entity itself receives no tax relief for interest paid to its contractor investors. This tax
profile has been assumed in the pricing agreed with the local authority.
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Once it has been built they sell the road concession business. The highest bidder for the
debt and equity is a ‘collective investment fund’ i.e. a vehicle which pools funds from
multiple partners/investors, which is neither caught by group interest allocation nor
connected party rules. The entity now has tax relief on both the third party and investor
debt and so has a windfall additional tax relief. Consortia (including corporate investors)
and Institutional Funds which could be caught by the Group allocation and connected
party interest restrictions are not able to bid such a competitive price.


Costs to the public sector increase
Live current example: in the case of a hospital built by contractors under a 30 year
concession, financed by bank debt of £1.1bn and investor debt of £200m, if no interest is
tax relievable, the concession is terminated under the bank debt terms. This means the
public sector takes ownership and must pay out the bank. The investors lose their loans
and investment and the contract for works. If interest relief is limited to 38% EBITDA the
project become financially unstable. If the contract price had been negotiated with the
public sector on the basis of this interest relief restriction, it would have increased by 6%.

Specialist tax regimes and oil and gas companies
The approach in the Discussion Draft does not take any account of Government intervention
(e.g. in the power generation sector) where individual countries have policies which de-risk
and incentivise investments through tax credits or provide certainty over revenue streams
which result in investments being able to be funded directly with external debt. Neither does
the approach take account of the sector in which the subsidiary operates. For example, a
lender would usually be more comfortable lending to an oil company with proven oil reserves
than an as yet unestablished business.
In some industries many territories and tax regimes do not allow interest to be deducted
against income under domestic law. For example, for oil and gas companies who are party to
a Production Sharing Contract (PSC). PSC regimes will not allow any financing cost to be
deducted under domestic law and hence any allocation policy that assumes external interest
will be shared will disproportionately affect those companies that operate in such regimes.
Entity by entity allocations
As a practical matter, complications will arise with any method of interest allocation or using
group ratio rules where they are applied on an entity by entity basis. A potentially more
practical approach would be to do the allocation on a jurisdiction by jurisdiction basis with
groups being given the discretion as to how that allocation is applied between each entity
within the jurisdiction.
This approach should also ensure that countries which impose tax on an entity-by-entity basis
are not disadvantaged when compared with countries which adopt a consolidation system of
taxation.
Finally, we consider that a group allocation rule could distort M&A activity. For example, if
a group has a ‘bad’ interest deductibility profile which could be improved if acquired by a
different type of group then the former group could become a more attractive target for the
latter type of group.
12
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8. Where group-wide rules are already applied by countries, what practical difficulties do they
give rise to and how could these be overcome?
There is no current example of a country which uses a group wide interest allocation method
as a general limitation on interest. This is an untried measure.
In UK, the World Wide Debt Cap (“WWDC”) rules have some similarity to what is proposed.
Under WWDC, tax relief for interest is only limited to a Group’s total external debt, not an
allocation of the total as proposed here. The WWDC also rely on accounting rules for
determining the group and third party interest expense of the group.
Recent accounting changes for investment entities have created unforeseen consequences
which create uncertainty for tax payers. The rules only apply to corporate groups and not
groups owned by investment partnerships which leads to certain funds being at a competitive
advantage to others.
New Zealand applies a group ratio test in determining whether to limit interest deductibility.
There were issues applying this test as it was not easy to determine what entities fell within
the group and again there were competitive differences caused by an entity’s ownership
structure.
Mechanism to mitigate double tax through corresponding adjustments of income
Given the UK does not operate a tax consolidation regime, the WWDC rules contain
provisions to mitigate unintended double taxation arising on intra-group loan balances, from
the denial of interest in one entity in the UK group and the taxation of the corresponding
amount in another entity in the UK group. In these cases, where an amount is denied under
the WWDC rules, the corresponding amount of income in other members of the UK group
can be exempted to prevent double taxation.
When applying a group-wide rule on a global basis which caps deductions to allocated
amounts, the risk of double taxation on intra-group balances will be high unless the
corresponding income amounts are exempted. This will require countries to accept the nontaxation of income where another country has restricted a deduction otherwise double
taxation will arise (which in practical terms means that the overall tax result will be that the
net deduction claimable by the group as a whole will be less than their actual net interest
expense).
Collation of information
Finally, there are practical difficulties for UK group entities of foreign groups in obtaining the
relevant information and some groups may not disclose their group financial statements under
their rules of constitution.
These difficulties could be overcome to a large extent if all countries adopt the same rules and
practices regarding information requirements and allocation of interest / exemption of income
corresponding to denied expenses. It would also be necessary that existing country rules
would be amended as otherwise the combination of all rules could lead to uncertainty and
even greater restriction of tax relief than intended.
13
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What entities should be included in an interest limitation group?
The Discussion Draft proposes that a group should be determined by reference to the
accounting requirement to prepare consolidated financial statements (paragraph 94). We
would suggest that it might be appropriate to exclude entities (and entities controlled by such
excluded entities) which are themselves publicly listed. For example, if US parent owns 55%
of UK subsidiary and the remaining 45% of the shares in UK subsidiary are listed on the
London stock exchange then UK subsidiary (and its subsidiaries) would not form part of the
US parent group.
9. Do any difficulties arise from basing a group-wide rule on numbers contained in a group’s
consolidated financial statements and, if so, what are they?
Pension funds and government-related / sovereign wealth funds
As noted earlier in our response to question 4, pension funds and government-related /
sovereign wealth funds (collectively, “Institutional Funds”) play a crucial role in the global
economy1, supporting various sectors of the economy in OECD countries, in particular
through their investments into infrastructure assets. They act as a barrier to systemic risk and
contribute to the economic development of OECD countries by broadening the depth of their
financial systems and providing long-term patient capital.
The allocation approach based on a group’s worldwide financial position is an issue of
particular concern to Institutional Funds. By their nature they have a low amount (or no)
external debt ‘at parent level’. In some instances they are not permitted to incur debt by
regulation or statute. However, they will often choose to invest via debt instruments in
infrastructure projects with a stable yield to match their obligations to pensioners, provided
the stable yield is supported by a low level of risk.
Additionally, International Financial Reporting Standards typically require Institutional Funds
to record all investments (including majority-owned investments) on a mark-to-market basis2.
As such, these organisations do not consolidate the accounts of their majority-owned
investments and, therefore, their consolidated financial statements would not reflect any of
the underlying external debt owing by majority-owned investments.
If deductible interest of the group was determined (as outlined in the Discussion Draft) based
on the third party net interest expense of the Institutional Fund as reported in its consolidated
financial statements, in many situations, no amount of interest would be deductible, including
interest on third party debt payable by their majority-owned investments (and potentially their
minority owned investments depending on how the 25% control test in the Discussion Draft is
eventually applied). This complete absence of tax relief for majority-owned and related entity
investments would put the Institutional Funds (and the companies they own) at a significant
competitive disadvantage compared to other investors.
A mechanical application of a methodology limiting interest deductions with reference to the
position of an entity’s group would therefore result in an investment by an Institutional Fund
facing a restriction with respect to gearing that would not apply to other categories of
investors. As illustrated in our response to question 4, this is especially problematic given the
nature of some of the investments made by these organisations, most notably infrastructure
projects, and these rules would create new barriers to investment.
1
2

In 2012, total assets held by pension funds and SWFs amounted to USD 26.8 trillion.
For example, IFRS 10
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Further, not all organisations which are groups are able to disclose their financial statements,
e.g. some SWFs. To illustrate the potential impact of the proposed rules in this situation, take
an example of a Sovereign Wealth Fund which owns a controlling stake in a listed global
transport facility owner and operator where a significant percentage is widely held by
independent investors. The transport operator raises long term bank debt to build a new
facility in another country. The financial model on which its debt terms have been agreed
assumes the bank interest has tax relief. It has difficulties demonstrating its global net third
party debt position because the SWF is constitutionally unable to disclose its consolidated
financial statements and so no tax relief is given on the interest. The entity over which the
bank has taken security is unable to meet the debt and so defaults.
Examples of other difficulties which would arise should Institutional Funds be deemed by
these rules to be consolidated with their investments for the purposes of applying the group
allocation approach and/or required for tax purposes to prepare consolidated financial
statements include:








Various asset classes that are invested in (for example typical alternative investment
classes of real estate, private equity and infrastructure) have different debt profiles and the
‘blended rate’ and consolidation level is unlikely to be representative;
The ownership level varies greatly and so there will be a number of assets that are held
via consortia vehicles where ownership falls just below or above any chosen ‘control’ /
‘related’ threshold, so the results of any ‘group’ level tests are essentially a function of
chance (and leading potentially to behaviour of carefully sizing investments so as to fall
outside any ‘group’ definition as described above);
Ownership levels may fluctuate year on year as there may be changes in the investment
consortia that invests in an infrastructure project which may result in additional or
reduced debt capacity in relation to completely unrelated projects and jurisdictions; and
Any allocation method that includes in the denominator the assets/income of the public
markets portfolio of Institutional Funds could swamp an allocation of third party debt
against private investments (generally, the public markets portion of growing global
Institutional Funds will typically be significantly larger than the amount invested in its
private investments which could lead to large skews in allocations).

Paragraph 215 of the Discussion Draft acknowledges that special provisions may be required
for groups engaged in infrastructure projects: our view is that the Committee should consider
the unique aspects of Institutional Funds’ financial reporting in framing its guidance on crossborder interest deductibility. The result of applying a methodology that limits interest
deductions with reference to the position of an entity’s group financial indebtedness is not
appropriate for Institutional Funds as it may in many instances prohibit interest deductibility
by their major investments with regard to their external debts as well as and any debts owing
by that investment to the Fund. This could cause significant market distortions and could
result in certain countries and important sectors finding it harder or more expensive to attract
long-term investment capital.
Corporate groups
We would emphasise that the difficulties above are not limited to Institutional Funds, there
are various corporate parent headed groups who invest globally into infrastructure, energy and
‘PPP’ projects, who prepare their consolidated financial statements the same way under
IFRS10 (which exempts many funds and similar corporate investing entities from
consolidating controlled investees). That is, the consolidated accounts reflect their
subsidiaries as investments on the balance sheet recorded at fair value, and the underlying
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project level debt in the subsidiaries owned by the group do not appear in the consolidated
financial statements.
Since the Discussion Draft was issued on 18 December 2014, some of these groups have
spent a number of weeks attempting to ‘road-test’ the application in practice of the groupwide allocation principle using the information available from their historic consolidated
financial statements and subsidiary-level interest expense data. Various difficulties arose:
Which set of accounting information to use?
In practice, there are a number of permutations on what financial information can / will be
used for these purposes:






Should the allocation be based on the IFRS10 consolidated accounts alone (which do not
contain the quantum of underlying consolidated net interest expense)?
Should the allocation be based on the ‘fair value’ group alone (for which a separate set of
consolidated financial statements may not necessarily be prepared)?
Should the allocation be based on consolidation of the financial information of the IFRS
10 entities and the ‘fair value’ group (requiring a set of financial statements to be
prepared for nothing other than implementation of these tax rules, creating additional
administrative burden)?
How should FX and goodwill items in the consolidated accounts be dealt with?

Challenges in determining net interest expense from the accounts






Groups who invest in private public partnership (‘PPP’) projects in some cases are
required to account for these projects as ‘finance debtors’ pursuant to IFRIC12 – the
effect of this is that, even though the underlying revenue represents a service fee stream
from government counterparties, the particular accounting standards sometimes disclose
the amounts as interest income, even though they are not sums that are ‘economically
equivalent to interest’ for tax (and BEPS) purposes.
The consequence is that the actual net interest expense in the consolidated financial
statements of a corporate group which invests in PPPs across the world may be a lot
lower than its true net interest expense due to the appearance of PPP project revenue as
interest income in its accounts.
As outlined in our response to question 2, if such amounts were netted off when arriving
at a group’s net interest expense, this would immediately result in the group suffering a
material tax disallowance on its true net interest expense when undertaking the groupwide allocation. Care must therefore be taken when determining what amounts are
economically equivalent to interest payments to also consider what amounts of
accounting interest income are in fact not equivalent to interest receipts in case they need
to be carved out to achieve a meaningful result if applying an allocation/cap principle.

Groups containing 3rd party funded subsidiaries at varying points of maturity


Groups who invest in a variety of infrastructure / energy and PPP projects own vehicles
which are at multiple different points within their ‘lifecycle’ (e.g. early stage
construction, late stage construction, early stage operations, mature stage operations etc.).
Although these projects have typically been financed with 3rd party debt at the outset
(based on their long-term projected cashflows), the annual earnings and annual asset
positions fluctuate depending on where each project is at in its lifecycle (e.g. interest
cover typically rises over time, gearing ratio and cashflow cover typically fall over time).
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When considering a group which had ~60+ projects at varied points in the lifecycle, it
was found that some projects at an early stage had high levels of interest expense and low
earnings/assets (sometimes negative EBITDA), whereas some projects at a later stage had
lower levels of interest expense but high earnings/assets.
The effect of applying an allocation mechanically across all these 60+ projects was that
almost all of the interest expense was allocated to the projects with the higher measures
but which had less interest expense and very little of the expense allocated to those
projects in their earlier stages (due also to accounting timing rules).
For a long-term project which follows a pre-ordained build and operate strategy, this
deeming of where economic activity is occurring through a single annual snapshot of
where the EBITDA within the group is sitting is of absurd/meaningless, as the debt
economically belongs in the special purpose project to which the 3rd party has lent it for
the term of the debt / the project life.

Outcomes of applying the group-wide and ratio tests to these organisations






The scenarios that were run under these various accounting group, earnings and assets
permutations showed that in the most recent year, the rules would have resulted in a
disallowance of up to 95.5% of the group’s 3rd party interest expense in the entities
containing that 3rd party expense.
The group would therefore need to rely on being able to push down/transfer an equivalent
amount of interest expense into the other projects with apparent capacity under this
allocation. For the various commercial and legal reasons outlined in our response to
question 17 (e.g. existence of security structures, actual 3rd party project finance,
covenants, minority holders, consent processes, public profile nature of affected
stakeholders etc.), the concept of moving interest expense to match the ‘tax allocation’
will simply be unworkable for most, if not all, groups.
Similarly, in applying the ratio tests, one group found that an EBITDA ratio of 30%
would have resulted in a disallowance of 52% of the group’s commercially negotiated 3rd
party project finance debt. A ratio of 20% would have increased the disallowance to 65%
and a ratio of 10% would have increased the disallowance to 82% of the group’s 3rd party
interest expense.

As can be seen from these examples, there is significant concern amongst groups and
Institutional Funds, particularly those investing in infrastructure, around the impracticality of
these rules and the highly likely outcome of material disallowance on genuine 3rd party debt
which is inconsistent with the objectives of action item 4.
As these are the results based on analysis of previous historic data, this raises the question of
how a transition to new rules would be achieved and the need for grandfathering rules to
prevent historic bona fide financing arrangements not going into immediate default under
their covenants.
Going forward, the only approach such organisations could take is to assume zero tax relief
upfront when bidding for new infrastructure projects, which as previously described would
have a significant adverse impact on the economy, consumers and further shake investor
confidence.
10. In what ways could the level of net third party interest expense in a group’s consolidated
financial statements be manipulated, and how could a rule address these risks?
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The level of third party interest expense could be increased by groups issuing debt
instruments rather than equity to investors. This is not manipulation as such but new tax rules
driving changes in commercial behaviour. The group would then have some financial
constraints because it would need to service debt whereas a dividend can be reduced or
suspended.
Perhaps some major institutional investors may split their funds into a separate bank to make
loans to investments made by the fund.
Groups may also revisit the risk allocation between the private and public sector on bids and
push more risk back to the public sector which may drive different accounting incomes and
hence different tax results.
11. What approach to measuring earnings or asset values would give the most accurate picture
of economic activity across a group? Do any particular difficulties arise from this approach
and how could these be addressed?
Neither measure would lead to a perfect match with entity level third party interest. This is
because different commercial considerations drive different types and pricing of debt at
different levels in groups. Overall it is likely that total entity level interest tax relief, in
practice, would be less than total net group third party debt.
This problem could be partly addressed by including a rule that entity level third party debt
(particularly where that debt has been lent on a non-recourse basis) is always deductible or is
a first allocation of group net third party debt, before the earnings or asset measures are
applied.
A formulaic approach whether earnings or asset based would lead to mismatches over time
because both assets and earnings fluctuate according to a wider range of variables than
interest costs. This means interest could potentially be allocated to entities which have
incurred no interest or not allocated to entities which have. Overall the result would inevitably
be a loss of tax relief for third party interest.
Groups engaged in multiple sectors
This problem is exacerbated in the case of groups engaged in different sectors or covering an
asset lifecycle. The problem is they may include capital intensive businesses with high
borrowings (since borrowings represent the lowest cost of capital) and for example service
based businesses. An earnings based ratio would allocate some interest expense to the latter
but there may be no interest incurred.
The oil and gas and mining industries operate historic cost accounting so that their balance
sheets do not usually represent their value (e.g. oil reserves are not recognised) and hence any
balance sheet basis for calculating their ability to support financing will most often be
understated.
In addition, any balance sheet approach would seemingly give inconsistent answers
depending on how businesses acquired their interests with a company that has come in late to
a project (and therefore had to fair value their investment) being able to deduct more interest
than a company that has been in the project since inception and has not fair valued their
investment.
12. Are there any other difficulties in applying (a) an earnings-based or (b) an asset valuebased approach? If so, what are they and how could these difficulties be dealt with?
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The practical difficulties of dealing with a large number of entities would be very significant.
As illustrated in our answers to questions 9 and 11, infrastructure businesses span long-term
lifecycles where both earnings-based and asset value-based ratios fluctuate significantly,
albeit following a predictable trend that is taken into account from the outset of these projects
when establishing a commercially negotiated 3rd party financing structure.
Applying a unilateral fixed ratio on an annual basis throughout the life of the project will
result in meaningless results on an annual basis as to what can and cannot be claimed despite
the fact that the actual interest paid by the project year on year and over its life will be entirely
consistent with the project’s economic position at any point in time.
Additionally, group ratio rules that rely on EBITDA and/or asset value metrics will create
disproportionate burdens on struggling businesses as for a struggling business their EBITDA
and/or asset values will be in decline, increasing their tax payable through a group ratio test
and potentially pushing them to insolvency.
On a systematic basis these tax rules would tend to reinforce the peaks and troughs of the
business cycle which cannot be consistent with prudent economic policy as advocated by
OECD.
13. What categories of tax exempt or deferred income should be excluded from the definition
of earnings? How could these be identified by entities?
We do not see that using debt to fund equity investments is in itself abusive. It can create an
opportunity for BEPS in certain circumstances but this is not a norm. Debt is preferred to
equity commercially because it is repayable and flexible. For example, it can avoid cash being
trapped where there are no distributable reserves to allow dividends to be paid.
In normal course where debt is used, interest payable has tax relief and interest receivable is
taxed. Using debt in itself is not abusive even if cross-border. Dividends received as tax
exempt income are generally not deductible for the payee. New rules introducing asymmetry
in non abuse situations creates risks of double taxation. The Hybrids Action is already
targeted at abuses from asymmetric treatment where dividends and interest are treated
differently in different countries..
14. Do any particular difficulties arise from asking groups to identify entities with positive and
negative earnings balances? What other approaches could be taken to address issues raised
by groups with loss making entities under an earnings-based approach?
15. Where an entity’s earnings or asset values need to be converted into the currency used in
the group’s consolidated financial statements, what exchange rate should be used for this
conversion?
This is a difficult issue requiring closer consideration. Any conversion of net assets including
period earnings is a consolidation/accounting adjustment and does not reflect the underlying
trading performance of individual entities in the group.
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16. What specific issues or problems would be faced in applying a group-wide rule to a group
engaged in several different sectors? Would an assets or earnings-based approach be more
suitable for this kind of group?
The problem is a group may include capital intensive businesses with high borrowings (since
borrowings represent the lowest cost of capital) and for example service based businesses. An
earnings based ratio would allocate some interest expense to the latter but there may be no
interest incurred.
As described in our response to question 9, Institutional Funds own a broad range of
‘alternative investment’ classes such as real estate, private equity and infrastructure which
have different debt, asset and earnings profiles. For these and other similar investors who
have a diversified investment portfolio, it is not possible to choose just an earnings-based or
assets approach as the reality is that commercial lending arrangements are sector-specific and
look to both earnings and asset based ratios depending on the sector.
A group-wide approach relying on one or the other would always result in a blended (and
meaningless) result which would not address BEPS and would make it incredibly difficult for
such groups to understand the tax treatment of any of their financing arrangements. A
preferred approach would be to allow such groups to take an entity-based and sector-specific
approach (but on a ratio-based approach rather than a group-wide approach), at least, where
there is 3rd party financing in place at an entity-level.
In sectors that have long term investments with long lead times the uncertainty that result
from the proposals would be a concern. Some of these industries are seeking to attract
investors that are looking for as close to guaranteed returns as possible and are therefore very
sensitive to any risks. The risk of the lack of tax relief could reduce the attraction of
investments in infrastructure, real estate and oil and gas companies as they have long term
projects that can often endure for several decades.
17. What barriers exist which could prevent a group from arranging its intragroup loans so
that net interest expense is matched with economic activity, as measured using earnings or
asset values? How could this issue be addressed?
Commercial, legal and accounting barriers
The first point to make here is that groups will deploy third party funds raised to those entities
which actually require the funds. To the extent that the resultant actual interest expense is not
aligned with the allocated interest under an interest allocation rule it would then become
necessary to reconfigure funding arrangements. In principle, this could be achieved by
introducing new intra-group loans to create actual interest expense and actual interest income.
However, this, itself, would result in cash being moved between entities contrary to the
commercial requirements. In order to neutralise this effect a cash flow would need to be
introduced in the opposite direction but without creating adverse tax or other impacts. One
possibility might be a dividend or an equity injection assuming a parent/subsidiary
relationship but even this could create tax problems e.g. capital duty on the issue of shares or
withholding tax on dividends (assuming there are reserves). In the case of a loan between
companies which do not have a parent/subsidiary relationship the possibility of
dividends/equity injections would not be feasible without introducing cross shareholdings
which could create additional difficulties (e.g. degrouping). In this case it is likely that either
(a) dividends/equity injections would need to be undertaken through a chain of companies up
to the level of common control or (b) some sort of gift would need to be made which could
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give rise to an asymmetrical tax outcome. Furthermore, it would not be feasible to change the
capital funding structure of companies where there is more than one shareholder.
It would not be possible to address all issues with tax rules because the barriers arise from
commercial, accounting and legal causes. For example, entity level third party debt is usually
secured over the shares or assets in the entity to obtain the lowest cost of finance. Such debt
cannot be moved from the entity. Internal debt often cannot be repaid because there is
insufficient cash available or not distributable reserves to waive debt. Consents of 3rd party
financiers, bondholders, minority investors, government counterparties etc. may all be
required meaning it would become impossible to drive such a ‘tax-driven’ set of steps through
multiple stakeholders.
In practice, attempts to ‘match’ the formulaic tax outcome of the group-wide rule by
‘cascading’ it through a group’s myriad of internal entity-level capital structures would in the
case of most groups entail multiple (ongoing) prohibitive international re-organisation
exercises, which themselves would carry inherent tax risk and potentially have an air of
artificiality which could result in other anti-abuse rules being invoked (e.g. tests such as the
UK’s ‘unallowable purpose’ test may need to be suspended if the only reason a reorganisation is made is to allow an entity a deduction up to its formulaic cap).
Also international tax and legal rules treat reorganisations of debt differently and depending
on, for example, market value of debt there may be tax costs or capital adequacy rules.
Examples
To illustrate the complications that arise when considering re-organisations of capital
structures to utilise unused caps, such re-organisations would typically require the
introduction of debt via a loan from the parent company which is then returned to the parent
through a dividend or repayment of capital. The examples below illustrate the difficulties of
achieving this with two countries, China and India:
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Finally, many oil and gas companies operate in different currency environments – for
example revenues will often be in USD (as the global market for oil is traded in USD) while
costs often in local currency. A mechanism to ensure any currency differences do not
influence the amount of interest to be deducted will need to be considered to ensure such
businesses are not adversely impacted by changes in foreign exchange rates – see our
discussion of exchange differences in our response to Question 1 above.
18. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of a group-wide allocation rule to
groups with centralised treasury functions? If so, what are these difficulties and do they
vary depending upon how the treasury function is structured and operates?
The rule could impact on otherwise commercial decisions to optimise returns on surplus cash
deposits and manage group-wide FX exposures – whereby better returns are driven through
the pooling of resources via intra-group arrangements.
Given than many large Institutional Funds have AAA credit rating, they are able to borrow at
the parent entity level at a low cost of capital (if permitted under their regulatory regime). If
this debt financing is then used to fund investments by structuring the capital of investee
companies with both debt and equity, this should not be seen as base erosion. The preferred
method should allow for the transfer of the cost of third-party financing to specific
investments through ‘on-lending’. Tax rules should not incentivise Institutional Funds to seek
a higher cost of external financing in order to ensure the deductibility of interest.
19. If practical difficulties arise under an earnings or assets-based approach, would these
difficulties be reduced if a rule used a combination of earnings and asset values (and
possibly other measures of economic activity)? If so, what could this combined approach
look like? What further practical difficulties could arise from such an approach?
No, see answer to 11, above.
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20. In what situations could significant permanent or timing mismatches arise if an entity’s
interest cap or group ratio is calculated using accounting rules while its taxable net interest
expense is calculated using tax rules?
Different countries apply different rules for accounting from tax based rules. In some
countries, tax follows accounts and in others tax contains multiple timing and permanent
differences from the accounts. Coupled with whether the country has a particular tax regime
applicable to PPP or infrastructure, there will be a wide range of different book/tax timing
profiles within a large international group.
The interaction of the proposed rules with local country tax timing regimes and cross-border
mismatches in tax profile will undoubtedly generate unforeseen/unintended permanent
mismatches unless all country tax regimes are homogenised.
As explained in our response to question 9, consolidated accounts prepared under IFRS10 do
not reflect the tax basis of the group’s underlying subsidiaries, and fair value accounting can
impact accounting profits but not necessarily the level of earnings for tax.
21. Could all types of timing mismatch be addressed through carry forward provisions
(covering disallowed interest expense and/or unused capacity to deduct interest expense)?
What other approaches could be taken to address timing mismatches?
Many scenarios where permanent mismatches would arise
Some mismatches may be permanent and carried forward interest expense/unused capacity
never used. For example:


A group which includes different sectors includes an entity which has borrowed third
party debt to build a power station. Once built it sells its power on a long-term, fixed
contract. Its earnings over the life of the power station are stable but low and are expected
to cover its interest costs. The group allocates net interest on an earnings basis and so the
power station company is never allocated sufficient interest to match its actual interest
expense and so pays more tax. The unused interest expense is carried forward. In later
years when debt is repaid and interest expense reduced, its earnings increase and so it
receives a greater allocation of interest expense which means it never uses the carry
forward.



Alternatively the group allocates net interest on an assets basis. However, the debt
amortises to nil whereas the asset amortises slowly and there is a substantial asset value
remaining when the debt has been repaid. Group net interest is allocated in excess of that
incurred especially in later years. The unused capacity is never used because actual
interest costs reduce eventually to nil.

Material loss of tax relief for long-term projects
For infrastructure projects, funding may be taken out (and interest accrued) to fund capital
investments but ‘economic activity’ (identified through EBITDA type measures) may only
arise several years later. While provisions with respect to the ability to carry forward
disallowed interest expense or unused capacity to deduct interest into future periods are
considered in the Discussion Draft as a method to address these concerns (albeit with some
form of limit to the carry forward e.g. 5 years), for long term construction based projects this
does not provide a viable solution.
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Large infrastructure projects typically can take a lot longer than 5 years to construct, and it
may be even longer before an income stream is generated, which would effectively result in a
permanent disallowance of interest (and associated risk of lock up and likely default –
(concepts explained further in our response to question 27).
Carry forward rules and changes of ownership
Any carry forward of interest expense/unused capacity should also be able to survive a
change of ownership to prevent permanent disallowances arising.
As indicated earlier in this paper we recommend that there should be a rule which provides
for the non-taxation of interest income where interest expense has been disallowed.
22. It is proposed that any group-wide rule included in a best practice recommendation should
apply to the entities included in a group’s consolidated financial statements. This could
introduce competition concerns where a group-wide rule applies to entities held under a
parent company (which typically would prepare consolidated financial statements) but does
not apply to those held under a trust, fund or individual (which may not prepare
consolidated financial statements). Would these concerns be more effectively addressed by
including connected parties within an interest limitation group, or through targeted rules?
For a sector such as infrastructure which receives capital from multiple investor types
(corporate groups, funds, pension and sovereign investors) in varying proportions, and whose
ownership profile changes over the life of the asset and its 3rd party financing arrangements, it
is important that an interest limitation rule applies consistently throughout the asset’s life and
its financing arrangements and is not sensitive to / disturbed by changes in the shareholder
base.
Accordingly we believe that the best way to address BEPS in these situations is to apply
targeted rules which directly seek to address the mischief rather than group-wide or
connected/related party-specific rules which result in the interest relief outcomes within a
business being recast unpredictably each time there is a change in shareholder composition, as
this would act as a barrier to investment and in fact distort the flow of capital and competition
by introducing tax advantages and disadvantages into the ownership profile of such assets
over time.
Please also see our response to question 9.
23. Payments to connected parties may be disguised through back to back arrangements, where
the payment is effectively routed via a related party (such as a bank under a structured
arrangement). In applying a group-wide rule, how might payments made through such
arrangements be detected?
We believe that such arrangements would be relatively easy to detect through targeted rules
which identify where such banks have received guarantees or other forms of credit support
from related parties – transfer pricing mechanisms already do this.
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Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio
24. What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or earnings?
Precedent for ratio-based testing
Generally, a methodology that looks to economic ratios as a means of determining interest
deductibility is workable, and is already a feature of many countries’ tax regimes.
The UK in particular has a robust methodology for determining whether both an entity’s 3rd
party and related party interest expense is excessive or not through assessing that entity’s
ability to service its debt through ratios such as interest:EBITDA, debt:EBITDA, debt service
cover ratios, interest cover ratios etc. These rules are supported by other group wide rules
(such as UK’s debt cap rules and wide range of targeted anti-abuse rules), which, on a
combined basis, address BEPS.
Critically, this approach looks both to earnings and asset values depending on the type of
sector which the entity is involved in, and applies the relevant ratio applicable to that sector,
rather than a fixed one, to determine whether the entity’s total debt position is excessive or
not.
As this is an approach that has been widely used for years we do not see obvious practical
issues from the concept of using ratio rules, but we do see practical issues arising from (a)
setting ‘fixed’ ratios that are not sector-sensitive and (b) mandating a group-wide / ‘top-down’
approach rather than allowing taxpayers who have the means and inclination to apply these
rules on an entity-based / ‘bottom-up’ basis.
A further issue to consider relates to the accounting treatment of public private partnership
(‘PPP’) infrastructure projects, which in some cases are accounted for under IFRIC 12 as
financial assets, where the service revenues from the government counterparty are accounted
for as financial income in the P&L against a financial asset in the balance sheet – please see
our response to question 2 for further details.
25. What would be the appropriate measure of asset values or earnings under a fixed ratio
rule?
There is no one size fits all due the complexity and variety of activities within a global
organisation. Parts of a group may sell energy, others trade energy and others build energy
assets. Commercially these are very different activities with completely different debt
requirements, balance sheets and earnings.
However, for infrastructure and capital-intensive business, EBITDA (rather than EBIT)
would be a much more appropriate measure of earnings as it is closer to the concept of cash
available for debt servicing which is more relevant to a lender than EBIT.
Even within the infrastructure sector, accounting rules can require assets to be held at market
value and others at amortised cost, and in some entities assets are accounted for as fixed
assets while others are financial assets. These permutations result in different amortisation
(and EBITDA) profiles over the life of an infrastructure asset meaning that a single fixed ratio
limitation rule would result in increased distortion between time periods if applied.
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26. For what reasons would the interest to earnings or interest to asset value ratios of an
individual entity significantly exceed the equivalent ratios of its worldwide group?
A group which has a subsidiary involved in a 3rd party entity-level financed infrastructure
project is likely to have a higher ratio than its blended group ratio, if the group is also
involved in other activities that require less gearing than the infrastructure project undertaken
by its subsidiary. It would be the norm that groups would find themselves in this situation
because in practice the acquisition and disposal by a group of assets and businesses happens
over time in different economic conditions, according to different debt markets, country legal
and commercial restrictions and opportunities. Most groups do not constantly reorganise to
rationalise their arrangements unless there is some benefit because of the costs and trouble of
doing so. Net third party debt at a group level will depend on the timing and opportunity for
capital raising.
One option may be to allow an entity-based with ratios determinable with reference to what is
suitable for that particular sector, and to overlay a targeted rule which seeks to compare an
entity’s outcome to its group-wide ratio and consider applying a restriction only if it is clear
that the difference arises from abusive arrangements.
27. Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems for entities in certain sectors? If so,
which sectors would be affected and how could this be addressed?
Sectors such as infrastructure rely on much higher 3rd party leverage than most sectors
As explained in para 149 a fixed ratio set low to reduce opportunities for BEPS will not take
account of sectors which require high leverage. Such sectors are capital intensive and include
energy, transport, waste management, water and other infrastructure. These businesses require
large amounts of long-term financing and debt has the lowest cost of financing. These
businesses are very low risk, often with government backed revenues or providing essential
public services and so support very high levels of debt sometimes in excess of 95% loan to
value – importantly, it is the cashflows of the project on a standalone basis that support the
servicing and repayment of debt, so by definition it is not excessive and does not give rise to
BEPS.
Revenues are set to cover costs plus a small profit for investors and costs are kept low through
competition and value for money or regulatory pressures to protect consumers from high
charges for essential services. Moreover, as outlined in our response to question 9, an
infrastructure project’s annual interest to earnings ratio can fluctuate over time (a typical
transport infrastructure business may swing between 40% to 80% of interest:EBITDA).
Impact of uncertainty on investment
If at the time of arranging finance in advance, there is uncertainty about whether tax relief
will be available, even on the third party debt, then no tax relief on interest can be assumed.
Therefore the amount and cost of borrowing will be increased. It is likely this will feed back
to consumers of energy, transport services etc in the price agreed for provision of the
infrastructure or services and hamper the wider OECD objectives of economic growth
through removal of investment and financing barriers to infrastructure investment.
Solutions
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To address this problem a fixed ratio test would need to be sophisticated to flex for different
sectors and not be sensitive to ownership changes over the asset’s life or the term of its
financings, but it is thought possible that guidance could be written such that acceptable
ratio’s for entities which have certain characteristics would be identified as supporting
different levels of debt on a commercial basis. For capital intensive businesses, asset ratios
and benchmarked standard interest cover ratios could be used as a basis for developing
standard tests to be included in guidance issued by each country.
There could be carve outs for example for non recourse third party financing secured on
shares in an entity which, as noted above, presents no opportunity for BEPS as debt is
determined as a function of what that entity can service based on its cashflows alone. This
would secure tax relief for third party finance and would enable third party finance to be
raised taking account of tax relief on interest costs.
It is expected that sector specific carve outs would be state aid and so would not be possible.
Worked examples illustrating problems caused by a fixed ratio to the infrastructure sector:
Two organisations who own various infrastructure / public private partnership ‘PPP’ projects
undertook some testing to determine the impact of applying a fixed ratio of 25% of EBITDA
to those 3rd party debt funded projects, in particular, what additional disallowance it would
create and its consequential impact under the senior debt covenants of the projects. The
testing assumed that EBITDA includes finance debtor interest (as explained in our responses
to questions 2 and 24).
Typically, lenders to infrastructure/PPP projects monitor the ability for a project to meet its
ongoing debt obligations with reference to forward-looking ratios such as annual debt service
cover ratios (ADSCR) which are sensitive to unforeseen changes in cash flows arising for
example, from withdrawal of previously assumed tax relief in the project.


5 PPP projects (accommodation, hospitals and a prison) and an offshore energy
transmission (“OFTO”) project in the UK, Netherlands, Italy and France were tested.
It was found that across the 6 projects, an average of 49% of the 3rd party debt expense
was denied as a result of adjusting the tax assumptions to only allow interest up to a fixed
25% EBITDA ratio:

The effect on the project economics was significant enough on 4 of those projects that
they would enter a ‘lock up’ period, some lasting for up to 12 years. ‘Lock up’ means
that the projected cash flows available to the project to service its senior debt on an
ongoing basis would become so reduced after the change in the tax rules (compared to the
lenders’ original covenants which were determined on the basis of originally assumed
available cash flows) that the 3rd party lenders would exercise their rights to lock up (i.e.
prevent) further distributions to equity investors.
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Of these 4 projects, the impact of the denial of interest expense was material enough on
one of them that it would also enter into ‘default’, which in turn triggers the risk of that
entire project being terminated.
This in turn would result in numerous complicated consequences, amongst other things
including large compensation payments potentially becoming payable by the public sector
to the lenders (i.e. a real cost for government).
Practically the impact on projects would be to make them potentially dysfunctional and
from the perspective of governments/the public sector, materially increase the amount of
time and resources they would need to spend directing and managing the project which
they may not be equipped to do).
Projects defaulting (or entering ‘lock up’ which makes them far more vulnerable to
default) in turn wipes out investor returns, which already reflect the relatively low return
that was bid in order to win the contract, the pricing of which is fixed thereafter and not
adjustable for the remainder of its life. Across the 4 projects entering lock up / default,
the value destruction ranged from 11% up to potentially 100% for the owners.


10 PPP projects were tested (accommodation, transport, health and education projects)
It was found that across the 10 projects, an average of 60% of the 3rd party debt expense
was denied as a result of adjusting the tax assumptions to only allow interest up to a fixed
25% EBITDA ratio.
The effect on the project economics was significant enough on 4 of those projects that
they would enter a ‘lock up’ period in 2016 in most cases, preventing further distributions
to equity investors. Of these 4 projects, one of them would also enter into ‘default’ in
2016, in turn triggering the risk of that entire project being terminated with the same
consequences as outlined above regarding potential termination compensation payable by
government to lender and funding/resourcing concerns for the public sector.
Across the 10 projects tested, there was an average 18.3% reduction in value to the
investors. The value reduction was closer to 25% for the 4 projects that would go into
lock up and 30%+ for the one that would go into default.

Conclusions drawn from the illustrations
The near-term effect of even the possibility of numerous ‘low-risk’ investments defaulting
would, in addition to the public sector concerns outlined above, be to create immediate
concern amongst the investor community of shock risks reducing returns and potentially lack
of interest in bidding for projects / investing in the sector and/or the requirement for higher
returns looking forward, all of which act as significant barriers to investment/efficiently
priced infrastructure for governments and consumers.
As a result, it is vital to the ongoing confidence of the global community investing capital into
and bidding for long-term infrastructure projects and their affordability to governments and
consumers that any form of ratio-based approach allows projects that can support higher
levels of gearing based entirely on their standalone economic circumstances to apply the
ratios that are specific to that sector.
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As illustrated above, application of a homogenous fixed ratio that is set at a level too low for
the sector is too inflexible, goes well beyond targeting BEPS motivated financing, and could
prompt material destruction of value to lenders, governments and owners in the immediate
near-term and act as a huge disincentive to future investment,
We maintain that the aim of BEPS is to tackle profit shifting through interest, and the above
examples illustrate that structures with 3rd party debt secured at the level of the borrowing
entity by definition have a matching between borrowings and economic activity. These
structures should be seen as no risk from a BEPS perspective and not penalised.
28. What objective information is available to evidence the actual interest to EBITDA ratios of
entities and groups across different countries and sectors?
What is clear from the evidence incorporated into the discussion draft (the “Global top 100
companies by market capitalisation” published by PricewaterhouseCoopers in March 2014) is
that this is an unsuitable document on which to base any potential ‘fixed ratios’. This paper
focuses on the largest 100 global companies by market capitalisation which, by definition, are
at the very extreme of the business spectrum and therefore cannot be used as suitable
comparables for the vast majority of global business.
Under accepted transfer pricing practices it is appropriate to always consider a range of
outcomes and limiting the evidence in the discussion draft to the ‘elite’ of the business world
is not in keeping with this core principle. To any informed businessman or advisor it would be
expected that the top 100 largest listed companies in the world would have a relatively low
level of gearing and therefore a low net interest expense/EBITDA position.
However, these businesses are the largest in the world because they are successful businesses
that generate cash and are attractive to investors. The size and reputation of these businesses
mean that they have access to a wider range of funding options than would not be available to
other businesses and the need to access the debt markets may not be as important.
A far more meaningful analysis would be to consider the position for a range of different size
businesses from different sectors and also different countries in order to identify the range of
positions for each. It is not feasible to brand all businesses under one category and apply a
one size fits all approach.
This level of information is readily available in the form of databases such as the Standard
and Poors Capital IQ database which allows analyses to be carried out based on a broad range
of factors. A very limited amount of time spent interrogating this database has shown that for
smaller businesses that are outside the Top 100, the position is very different.
For these entities a significantly greater proportion of companies (20% of those with a
turnover less than £1bn, compared to 1% of the global top 100) have a net interest expense to
EBITDA ratio in excess of 20% (equivalent to 5 times interest cover).
As such, if a fixed ratio test is preferred we would strongly advocate that a more thorough
analysis is carried out to determine the appropriate level at which these should be set
according to their sectors.
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The use of a very limited and narrow comparison to the position for ‘elite’ businesses and a
referral to ‘anecdotal’ evidence is, in our view, not sufficiently robust to challenge the
existing levels of fixed ratio tests that exist in certain jurisdictions.
Whether a combined approach could be applied
29. What particular issues arise for groups if a combined approach uses (a) the same measure
of economic activity in a general rule and a carve-out or (b) different measures of
economic activity? In particular, what issues arise where a carve-out uses a test based on
(i) earnings, (ii) asset values or (iii) equity?
Consistency between the two approaches within a combined approach will be important,
however, the underlying issue is that even a combined approach will be ineffective if it
considers only one ratio rather than comprising the flexibility to look at different types of
ratios which are common to the sector in which a particular group or entity operates.
The risk of taking forward any approach that does not have regard to how 3rd party lenders
themselves assess creditworthiness (which is sector-sensitive and considers multiple ratios) is
that the result becomes artificial and more and more removed from how debt functions
commercially.
We disagree that it is too complex to apply these kinds of principles – whilst it may not
necessarily be the OECD’s preferred best practice approach, the OECD guidance should
recognise the right of countries to allow such an approach as we believe it is the most
effective way of aligning interest deductibility with economic activity.
30. A combined approach should provide an effective solution to base erosion and profit
shifting using interest, while allowing lower risk entities to apply a simpler test. What other
options for combined approaches which meet this objective should be considered as
possible best practices?
With a simple fixed ratio test approach, capital intensive businesses such as infrastructure
face a higher risk of losing interest relief even if they can commercially support higher levels
of gearing, and so more sophisticated financing based ratios can be applied as carve outs.
In the case of infrastructure a group allocation carve out would only be effective for groups of
course and would require that group entity level third party debt secured on a particular entity
would not be subject to reallocation under a group formula.
The role of targeted rules
31. Which situations do you think would need to be covered by targeted rules to effectively and
comprehensively address base erosion and profit shifting risks posed by interest expense?
Which of these could also be addressed though a general interest limitation rule and where
would a general rule need to be supported by targeted rules?
The best protection against BEPS through use of interest is to apply the arm’s length rule that
a third party borrower could and would have borrowed on the same terms. In practice, this
rule operates through an assessment of the levels of debt an entity can support which is
typically analysed using various ratios which are not that dissimilar to the concepts in the
ratio-based approach.
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The burden of proof should be on the tax payer and the tax authority should offer advance
agreements such that certainty is possible in taking advance financing decisions. General and
targeted rules which are not based on the commercial situation create opportunities for
gaming and structuring. Taxpayers could be asked to pay for advance agreements so that tax
authorities are properly resourced to identify BEPS and to support commercial arrangements
with timely responses.
We recognise that an arm’s length rule in isolation may not necessarily constitute world-wide
best practice but, supported by a group-wide determined ‘ceiling’ rule (such as UK’s current
debt cap test), and a series of enhanced targeted measures (e.g. the UK’s ‘unallowable
purpose’, distribution reclassification, and arbitrage tests etc.) it presents the best opportunity
to address BEPS within a framework that remains commercially relevant and transparent to
lenders, borrowers, investors and tax authorities across all sectors.
We believe that the guidance should recognise countries’ right to apply such a rule where
that country can demonstrate that the collective / substantive effect of all of its rules taken
together extinguishes BEPS risk.
If either an interest allocation rule or a fixed ratio rule is adopted (or a combination thereof)
then we do not think that and targeted rules are required because we consider that the policy
objectives ought to be fully achieved. Furthermore, if a group has to ‘artificially’ introduce or
amend its intra-group funding arrangements in order to ensure that actual interest is matched
with deductible interest after applying either an interest allocation rule or a fixed ratio rule it
is likely that such interest expense would be more susceptible to a disallowance under
targeted rules e.g. the UK’s ‘unallowable purpose’ rule.
The treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
32. To what extent could a carry forward of disallowed interest expense or unused capacity to
deduct interest help to smooth the effects of a general interest limitation rule?
As indicated in our response to 6 above we consider that if interest expense is to be
disallowed there should be a rule which (a) enables taxpayers to choose which interest
expense amounts are to be disallowed (in particular as between third party interest and intragroup interest) and (b) exempts intra-group interest income when the corresponding interest
expense has been disallowed. This should alleviate the risk of double taxation in scenarios
where entities have actual interest expense exceeding allocated interest expense.
See response to 21 above
33. Working on the assumption that countries would like to limit carry forwards in terms of the
number of years what would be the issues presented by say a five year limit? If this does
present problems what are they and how and when do they arise?
See response to 21 above. In practice, for entities which have long-term assets / long-term
financing such as infrastructure, five years is an arbitrary / short amount of time relative to the
period over which interest is typically incurred and utilised.
For large projects, it can take years for assets to be constructed before they start to generate
operational / taxable revenues, so it is possible that a limit like five years could result in a
material amount of interest expense being lost permanently.
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This also depends on how each country’s ‘tax timing’ rules and tax / accounting interaction
rules work – e.g. some countries may recognise interest expense during construction as a
deductible cost of that year, while other countries may treat it as capitalised for tax purposes
and incurred from the year in which operations commence.
Even if a uniform method were mandated in the guidance, the effects in each country could be
materially different where ‘tax accounting’ rules are not consistent as between the countries.
Considerations for groups in specific sectors
34. Regulatory capital may be described as performing a function for financial sector groups
comparable to that of equity and debt for groups in other sectors. How could a general rule
be made to apply to the interest expense on a group’s regulatory capital without having an
undue impact on the group’s regulatory position (for example, by limiting a group’s net
interest deductions on regulatory capital to the level of its interest expense on instruments
issued to third parties)?
If an interest restriction rule is introduced it is likely to make debt finance relatively less
attractive than it is today for corporate issuers in comparison with equity finance.
Consequently, we would expect that there will be relatively more equity finance issued and
relatively less debt finance issued by corporates.
This would have particular implications for the insurance industry for which corporate debt is
an important asset class. Scarcity of this asset would likely result in insurance companies
having to invest more in either government bonds (which carry lower returns but have lower
risk) or equities (which carry potentially higher returns but have higher risk). It is possible
that the knock-on effect would be higher-priced products for consumers.
35. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general interest limitation rules
to entities (a) operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes; (b) engaged in
infrastructure projects; or (c) entities engaged in financial activities other than banking or
insurance? If so, how do these difficulties arise and how could they be addressed?
Significant difficulties exist. As a general observation, we see much thought has gone into
the Discussion Draft on how to counter BEPS involving large multinational operating groups.
What is not clear in a lot of cases is how the rules would apply to sectors where ownership
stakes are more fragmented or not owned solely by traditional corporate groups. It is
therefore doubly important that due consideration is given to the consequences of applying a
set of rules principally designed for a single large multinational group to a much broader
range of ownership structures spanning multiple sectors.
Characteristics of infrastructure projects and associated difficulties / solutions
Due to the size of infrastructure projects, it is common practice for them to involve a
consortium of multiple international and domestic investors (corporate investor groups, funds
and institutional investors), lenders and other participants. They are typically large-scale
capital intensive projects that require significant amounts of debt and equity capital, with high
levels of leverage. They are long-term in nature, heavily regulated and/or procured through
highly transparent public procurement processes, and their financing arrangements can span
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multiple ownership changes as developers recycle capital for new projects by selling their
stakes in the projects to institutional investors who prefer to own mature projects.
From both a lenders’ perspective and an investors’ perspective, their creditworthiness and
investor-returns are usually priced on a ‘project finance’ or ‘single asset’ basis i.e. taking into
account only the cashflows from the project. Once financing and equity has been priced
(typically on a ‘post-tax’ basis), this is typically used to bid a revenue stream to a government
counterparty which is ‘sticky’ in that it is committed to for a very long-term with little or no
scope to be adjusted upwards.
Lenders and equity investors are therefore extremely sensitive to prospective changes or
fluctuations particularly in areas such as interest deductibility as these can send the projects
into real 3rd party default situations and/or wipe out an investor’s anticipated returns.
As outlined throughout our responses in this document, and re-summarised here, the features
described above means that infrastructure projects have certain essential characteristics which
mean that the current proposals of interest allocation or fixed ratios would deny tax relief for
all kinds of infrastructure projects ranging from PPP investments, through to transport and
energy (including new nuclear) projects. These characteristics include:








Unusual ratios – very long construction lead times with high levels of capital expenditure
and borrowings but no earnings.
Credit risk mitigation – the requirement of lenders to lend directly to the project company
or ring-fenced project group of companies.
Stable earnings stream – global financial investors that are unable and/or unwilling to
take equity risk but do require the predictable long term, low risk return infrastructure
provides. These investors wish to lend directly to the asset owners, not to the equity
providers of such projects (and the debt instrument provides them with a stable yield that
‘matches’ their long-term yield-style obligations to pensioners)
Insufficient capital – strategic investors (those with the knowledge and capability to build,
operate maintain and decommission) do not have the financial strength or depth to fund
these projects from their own balance sheets and therefore are forced to raise debt to
allow the projects to proceed.
High gearing – the stable earnings stream and lack of equity capital characteristics
combine to ensure gearing levels in infrastructure projects are normally very high and
well above the levels in Chapter IX of the Discussion Draft.

Accordingly, from the perspective of infrastructure projects, it is important that the rules for
interest relief (a) remain conducive to long-term investing i.e. enable lenders and
infrastructure investors to determine with sufficient certainty ‘up front’ how much interest
relief will be available in the project in the future, as this is key to efficient pricing, the
beneficiaries of which are governments and consumers and (b) do not distort outcomes as
between different investor/owner combinations as this would create barriers to investment and
have the effect of narrowing the flow of capital into a sector that greatly needs it.
An approach which recognises and allows a ‘standalone’ entity-based approach, for example,
to structures which are ‘ring-fenced’ or ‘non-recourse’ to the investor base, is the best way of
achieving these outcomes as the financing in such structures has already been determined
with regard to what the project alone can service and therefore carry minimal BEPS risk.
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So, to ensure that the rules do not capture by accident any non-BEPS motivated lending, it
will be essential to exclude pure commercial debt (i.e. not created or structured to push tax
deductions into higher tax territories) from the rules, irrespective of the borrowing entity’s
current or future ownership situation. This will still satisfy the remit of BEPS action item 4.
We refer back to our response to questions 4,9 and 27 which emphasise the OECD’s wider
objectives to encouraging investment into infrastructure projects to further the growth of the
global economy, and the potentially damaging effect on governments, consumers and investor
certainty that would be caused by jeopardising the ability to claim genuine commercial
interest expense across the sector.
Real estate sector
The real estate sector (as referred to in paragraph 214 of the Discussion Draft) is also a capital
intensive sector which shares various attributes and characteristics in common with the
infrastructure sector.
The development of a good stock of commercial, industrial and multi-family residential real
estate is an important form of infrastructure and economic development, especially in
emerging markets such as Brazil, India and China. As with infrastructure, achievement of
these economic goals is highly dependent on debt and certainty of tax treatment for investors
and lenders.
In relation to UK REITs there are specific rules which limit the amount of interest expense for
the purpose of determining distributable profits and 90% of such profits must be distributed in
order to qualify as a REIT. Accordingly, if there were an interest restriction rule which
further restricted deductible interest it would have the effect of increasing the quantum of
profits to be distributed. This would be problematic if the REIT did not have sufficient
reserves.
Oil and gas sector
Comments relating to the oil and gas sector have been included in our responses to questions
7, 11, 16 and 17.
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KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) very much appreciates the opportunity to present our feedback on
the OECD’s Public Discussion Draft regarding “Interest Deductions and Other Financial
Payments” (the “Discussion Draft”). We commend the OECD staff and government
participants for the thought and effort that went into the Discussion Draft. Our comments
are on our behalf only and not on behalf of any client.
As set out below, the area of interest expense deductibility goes to the core of existing
corporate income tax regimes. While the Discussion Draft highlights a number of
considerations in the area of related-party financing, we believe the issue of interest
deductibility cannot be adequately addressed solely through a BEPS prism. Further, even
within the BEPS project, the interaction of Action 4 with other Action Items should be more
fully considered.
Our comments do not attempt to provide a comprehensive discussion and conclusions
with respect to the issues we raise. Rather, we set forth the areas where we believe
further analysis and reflection will result in more economically justified and administrable
rules.
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Policy Considerations
Tax treatment of debt versus equity
As the Discussion Draft notes, most countries treat debt and equity differently for
purposes of their domestic law. As a general matter, the taxation of various forms of
corporate capital—equity, debt, and retained earnings—is highly complex and subject to a
diverse set of rules among different jurisdictions. A number of jurisdictions have sought to
eliminate distinctions between debt and equity, for example, through notional equity
deductions. Similarly, jurisdictions have taken steps to equate, through imputation,
franking regimes, and otherwise, the aggregate tax burdens on corporate earnings
regardless of a corporation’s capital structure. Within these country-specific, evolving
approaches to corporate taxation, targeting the interest deductions of multinational
groups while ignoring the larger context threatens results that raise taxes on such groups,
but in a manner that worsens the efficiency and administrability of the international tax
system and makes double taxation more likely.
Interest Deductibility in the Context of BEPS
The BEPS Project to date has focused largely on discontinuities in the international tax
system that result in opportunities for double non-taxation. Action 4, in contrast, appears
entirely focused on the availability of deductions regardless of the treatment of the
income. This raises a question about the precise nature of the BEPS concern being
addressed.
The Discussion Draft presents two conceptual approaches to addressing intragroup
financing – group-wide rules and fixed-ratio rules. Nevertheless, the Discussion Draft
spends little time analyzing the underlying theories of the rules. We believe the two
options are derived from very different policy perspectives. Group-wide rules appear to
derive from two distinct policy drivers: 1) third-party debt is generally distinguishable
from equity and therefore does not present the same characterization issues that might
arise in the related party context and 2) limiting intragroup interest expense based on the
group’s third-party interest expense is consistent with treating such groups as a single
economic enterprise.
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Fixed-ratio rules, in contrast, derive more from classic debt versus equity distinctions.
That is, the limitation on interest expense based on asset ratios, or more commonly
earnings or cash flow ratios, is a proxy for determining whether a capital investment is
more in the nature of debt as opposed to equity. Such rules do not recast a debt
instrument as equity, but often defer deductibility, thereby mitigating potential double
taxation in the long-term.
The two proposed approaches therefore do not appear to be concerned with whether and
to what extent the global tax base is preserved through symmetrical application of
deduction allowance and income recognition. Accordingly, Action 4 may address BEPS
situations if intragroup financing results in double non-taxation. But Action 4 also
potentially addresses situations in which interest income is already fully taxed and the
underlying issue is more the allocation of taxing jurisdiction.
Action 4 should also take into account the other BEPS Actions that address interest
deductibility. A number of Actions acknowledge that differences in the treatment of debt
and equity create a tax-induced bias in favor of debt financing, including in the crossborder context. Several of the BEPS deliverables appear to reflect a concern about this
bias; nevertheless, there does not seem to be a coherent approach in the overall OECD
BEPS Action Plan to address this difference in treatment.
For example, the deliverable for Action 2 (Neutralise the effects of hybrid mismatch
arrangements) specifically excludes from the scope of the rules notional tax deductions on
equity, while deductions due to interest expense are explicitly within the scope of the
rules. Several policy justifications for such a distinction may exist, but one practical effect
may be to create a tax preference for equity financing in jurisdictions that allow such
notional deductions on equity. Presumably, the proposed approaches under the
Discussion Draft also would not cover notional deductions on equity, though this is not
entirely clear, and coordination with such notional deductions is not discussed.
Actions 8 through 10 (Assure that transfer pricing outcomes are in line with value
creation) appear to reflect a related concern with “over-capitalisation,” and the related
discussion draft contemplates possibly mandating notional deductions on equity (and a
related inclusion of income by the provider of equity financing) if an affiliate is “thickly”
capitalized.
Similarly, Action 3 (Strengthen CFC rules) will, we understand, address interest income of
controlled companies that are resident in or otherwise subject to tax in a low-tax
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jurisdiction. The proposed rules in Action 3 would need to be coordinated with the
proposed rules in Action 4, and presumably would include a mechanism to reduce the
inclusion to the CFC owner to the extent there is a corresponding denial of interest
expense deductions under the provisions of Action 4.
In more general terms, Action 3 and Actions 8 through 10 appear to reflect a view that
taxing rights should be allocated primarily to the jurisdiction in which the provider of
capital is resident, not the jurisdiction in which the user of the capital is resident. This
approach is consistent with existing tax treaty practice, which has generally respected the
jurisdiction of the debt capital provider as having primary taxing jurisdiction. Conversely,
Action 2 appears to reflect a view that taxing rights should be allocated primarily to the
jurisdiction in which the user of capital is resident. It is not clear how the approaches in
the Discussion Draft would be coordinated with any of these other proposed rule changes.
In all of these cases, a coherent approach to financing – whether through debt or equity –
would be preferable.
In light of these concerns, we believe Action 4 is best considered in the larger context of
addressing the taxation of corporate capital structures, including the taxation of capital
providers. These issues should be informed by the results in the other BEPS Action Items
and the practical consequences of their implementation in various jurisdictions. We
acknowledge, however, that jurisdictions may be interested in pursuing interest allocation
rules in lieu of or in addition to other BEPS recommendations. We therefore discuss
below certain issues particular to group-wide and fixed-ratio approaches outlined in the
Discussion Draft.
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Comments on the use of group-wide rules (stand-alone or hybrid)
The interest cap in the group approach will require multinationals to restructure
Under the group-wide approach considered in the Discussion Draft, an entity’s interest
expense deduction would be determined on a worldwide group basis, taking into account
the overall economic position of a number of related entities. An entity’s permitted
interest then would be determined by reference to the same percentage of the group’s
overall third-party interest as the entity’s earnings, assets, or equity, as the case may be,
compared to the total earnings, assets, or equity of the group. After the formulary
allocation, the amount of interest permitted in a particular jurisdiction would be limited to
the lesser of (1) the amount of such interest that is allocated to that jurisdiction and (2)
the amount of interest that the group has incurred, as a legal matter, in that jurisdiction.
If the allocated interest in a particular jurisdiction exceeds (or is less than) the amount
that has been legally incurred in that jurisdiction, a group will try to move debt into (or out
of) that jurisdiction. In that case, the internal debt restructuring is being undertaken
solely for tax purposes. As seemingly mandated tax planning, such restructurings do not
improve the administrability of the international tax rules. Further, transferring debt
among related parties may also be difficult (or at least expensive) for a number of reasons:
•

Jurisdictions will have different rules regarding the deductibility of interest: It is
important to note what Action 4 will produce. The Discussion Draft has a series of
options for “best practices.” These options include a wide range of possibilities. It
seems clear from public statements of various OECD members that certain countries
believe their current interest deductibility rules are adequate. Therefore, there may
not be a single consensus recommendation produced from Action 4, or many
governments may not adopt such a recommendation. If that is the case and countries
enact options spanning a range of best practices, disparate worldwide data collection
systems may need to be created, and the possibility of creating an internal financing
structure to comply with the various rules will be made incrementally more difficult.
For example, an affiliated entity that would have excess capacity to deduct interest
expense under its parent company’s interest deductibility rules may be resident in a
jurisdiction that calculates the deductibility cap differently or that uses an altogether
different approach to limiting interest. In that case, the entity may not be able to
deduct any interest expense transferred to it. Similarly, several countries have rules
limiting debt pushdowns, which would limit the ability of groups to transfer debt and
interest expense within the group.
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•

Many countries have limits on moving funds into or out of the jurisdiction: Many
countries either tax or otherwise have restrictions on the ability of entities to make
distributions to shareholders, which would limit the ability of the group to move debt
by having an entity distribute a note to its parent. In this case, the group would
instead be required actually to lend assets into the entity to increase the borrowing in
the entity, which may be contrary to the business needs of both the parent and the
subsidiary. Similarly, capital controls in certain jurisdictions may restrict the ability to
move funds into or out of the jurisdiction.

•

Transactions moving debt will often be taxable: Even if an entity with excess capacity
to deduct interest expense could distribute a note without incurring withholding tax,
such distribution could be treated as a taxable distribution to the parent. This is a
particular issue for multinationals based in jurisdictions such as the United States,
which does not provide an exemption for foreign source dividends. Alternatively, debt
assumptions involving third-party debt are not easy to undertake, either legally or as a
tax matter. From a legal perspective, numerous consents would be required that
would often not be forthcoming. Even if possible from a legal perspective, debt
assumptions often result in taxable transactions both to the lender and the borrower.

The Discussion Draft suggests that a carryforward and carryback of excess interest
expense and/or excess capacity could mitigate the issues noted above by reducing the
need for annual transfers of debt within the group. Carryforwards and carrybacks would
help, as would setting the overall cap somewhat higher than the group’s actual third-party
interest expense. These measures would help mitigate the need to transfer debt due to
annual fluctuations in earnings or assets among entities. They would not, however,
address more structural concerns due to, for example, the acquisition or disposition of
entities in the group, long-term shifts in the profitability of different business lines in
different countries, or the transition from current rules to a group-wide approach.
Further consideration should be given to permitting deemed deductions
To eliminate the complications associated with the restructurings discussed above, the
Discussion Draft discusses in paragraph 75 a deemed interest approach pursuant to which
an entity could deduct an amount equal to its share of the group’s third-party interest
expense, regardless of the interest expense actually incurred by the entity. This approach
was rejected because, according to the Discussion Draft, there might be an incentive for
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groups to borrow more in jurisdictions that do not impose group allocation rules, thereby
getting a double deduction (a deemed deduction in the jurisdiction that allows for
deemed deductions, and another deduction in the jurisdiction in which liabilities are
booked). We submit, however, that this should be viewed by governments as a virtue of
the deemed deduction approach, because it increases the incentive for governments to
adopt a consistent group-wide approach. Moreover, even if interest deductions are
capped at the amount of actual legal obligations incurred, there will still be a strong
incentive for groups to incur debt in a jurisdiction that does not impose group allocation
rules because the interest deductions could still be used in another jurisdiction to reduce
the amount of disallowance that would otherwise result. As such, we do not find this
reasoning in the Discussion Draft rejecting a deemed deduction compelling and believe
that the improved administrability of a notional deduction approach merits further
consideration.
Comments on the use of a fixed ratio approach
Determining the ratio
As discussed above, fixed ratio approaches have traditionally been viewed as a surrogate
for distinguishing between debt and equity. A low ratio, such as the 10 – 15 percent of
EBITDA suggested by the Discussion Draft, is not an appropriate dividing line between
debt and equity.
According to paragraph 159, the low ratio appears to be based on a view that a ratio of 10
– 15 percent of EBITDA is consistent with the net interest expense of the 100 largest
multinational groups. In other words, the Discussion Draft relies on the average thirdparty debt of large multinational entities over the past five years (of abnormally low
interest rates) as a proxy for a group-wide approach.
The Discussion Draft concludes that a higher ratio “may be too high to be effective in
preventing base erosion and profit shifting.” A fixed ratio of 10-15 percent, however, is
not appropriate for all groups in all jurisdictions or interest rate environments.
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For example, a capital intensive industry, such as a manufacturing industry, will generally
be more highly geared than a technology business. The Discussion Draft attempts to
address industry-specific issues in paragraphs 201 through 216 by proposing special rules
for banking and insurance companies, infrastructure projects, and sectors taxed under
special regimes, but the problem is broader than that. Taking the average of a number of
multinational groups across a variety of industries will prejudice those industries that
require more leverage to operate.
Further, the world’s largest multinationals are often not capital constrained. They will
often have unfettered access to capital in the form of debt, equity, and retained earnings,
and any snapshot survey of such companies’ leveraging ratios will often reflect the relative
pricing of the different forms of capital. The majority of multinationals face some form of
capital constraint and may have higher (or lower) leveraging ratios depending on their
unique position in the global economy and upon conditions in the capital markets in which
they operate. As such, it does not seem appropriate to determine a fixed ratio for
allowable interest deductions solely by reference to the capital profiles of the 100 largest
multinationals.
Double Taxation
To the extent any interest deductibility limitations target third party debt or otherwise
provide rules imposing limits on interest deductibility that are only knowable after the
close of the year in which the interest is incurred, there are significant concerns about
double taxation. For example, if interest expense is denied under an approach in the
Discussion Draft and the related interest income is subject to tax in the recipient
jurisdiction, then there would be double taxation with respect to the earnings, resulting in
the same distortions of incentives that the Discussion Draft intends to avoid. To address
this, the Discussion Draft considers recharacterizing disallowed related-party interest
deductions as dividends. That approach, however, would create difficulties both in
identifying the specific items of interest expense to be recharacterized and in determining
how the recharacterization will be treated for purposes of any applicable withholding tax
rules. As such, the Discussion Draft does not recommend recharacterization as a best
practice, leaving the double taxation question unanswered.
Moreover, third-party interest cannot be recharacterized as a dividend payment. As
noted above, the Discussion Draft contemplates that “double taxation may be reduced or
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eliminated by the inclusion of specific features in a rule, such as provision for the
carryforward of disallowed interest deduction into future periods.” Carryforwards are
more appropriately used to address fluctuations in year-to-year group interest expense
and earnings. They do not provide an appropriate redress for interest expense that
should not have been subject to limitation as an initial matter.
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Attn: Mr Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
2, rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
France
Delivered via: interestdeductions@oecd.org

6 February 2015
BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments
Discussion draft

Dear Mr Pross,
Liberty Global appreciates the opportunity to submit these comments to the OECD on the
discussion draft relating to interest deductions and other financial payments, dated 18 December
2014.
Liberty Global is the largest international cable company with operations in 14 countries. We
connect people to the digital world and enable them to discover and experience its endless
possibilities. Our market leading triple-play services are provided through next generation
networks and innovative technology platforms serving 25 million customers with 48 million
television, broadband internet, and telephony services. Liberty Global’s consumer brands include
Virgin Media, UPC, Unitymedia, Kabel BW, Telenet, and VTR. Our operations also include
Liberty Global Business Services, and Liberty Global Ventures, our investment fund. We employ
36,000 people. Our headquarters are located in London, Denver, and Amsterdam. For more
information go to www.libertyglobal.com.
Our general observations and our answers to the specific questions raised in the consultation are
below. Please note we have not responded to every question for consultation but have
answered those which are in our view either critical to the discussion and / or of particular
relevance to our industry.
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General observations
We welcome the initiative to limit base erosion and profit shifting. We share the view that in
particular with intercompany loans there is a base erosion and profit shifting risk, so, change is
necessary and simplification of current anti abuse rules are welcome.
However, it is our view that a key principle of any proposals to address base erosion and profit
shifting using deductible interest payments should not in any way result in a disallowance of third
party interest deductions where those interest deductions are in respect of debt raised to finance
investments and commercial operations. More specifically with respect to specific sectors, for
example the telecom industry, external debt is critical to finance further consolidation of the
industry to benefit from scale. As with other industries, scale is important to secure future
investments in critical digital infrastructure, new digital products and services.
We consider that if the proposals are introduced in their current form then there is a material and
significant risk that companies will no longer be entitled to a full deduction for third party interest
expense. This will generally have an impact on the business decision to invest. Also resulting in
double taxation where interest income is taxable to the lender.
We think there is a higher risk of base erosion and profit shifting with respect to intercompany
loans because in our view base erosion and profit shifting only takes place with external debt in
exceptional cases. Therefore there needs to be a fundamental difference in approach with
respect to intercompany debt and external debt.
We also make the observation that the deductibility of interest is already governed by, among
other rules, transfer pricing legislation, and in particular thin capitalisation rules. These rules are
well understood by tax payers and tax authorities, and are often supported in local jurisdictions by
advanced agreements with local tax authorities, which provide certainty for the taxpayer. Any
proposals to tackle base erosion and profit shifting through deductible interest payments cannot
be considered in isolation from this existing body of law and experience.
We would also like to highlight that often intercompany loans provide flexibility to move cash
around groups and in case of significant investment could result in heavy leverage. Significant
investment in commercial operations and expansion financed through intercompany loans with
excess cash available from elsewhere in the group should in our view not be considered based
erosion and profit shifting. But if this should also trigger concerns around base erosion and profit
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shifting, it should follow that corresponding intercompany interest income is also tax exempt to
avoid double taxation.
Specific responses to questions raised by the consultation
7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation rules or (b)
group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
Firstly, under the proposals outlined in the discussion draft it will be necessary to quantify a
measure of economic activity for each entity within the group. In a large and complex group
collating the necessary data will result in significant additional administrative and compliance
burdens. For this reason it is our view that a best practice approach should include a threshold or
exception for entities which pose a low risk due to having minimal net interest expense. In our
view such a threshold is best operated on an entity by entity basis (rather than a group wide
basis) and uses a monetary threshold (i.e. a de minimis) linked to net interest expense of the
entity.
It is also our view that complexities will arise where an entity’s financial results are prepared using
different accounting standards (i.e. local GAAP) from those of the consolidated financial
statements of the worldwide group particularly when considering the interest expense of both the
group and the entity. These complexities are likely to arise when considering payments falling
within the best practice definition of interest described in the discussion document, for example
amounts equivalent to interest paid under derivative instruments and hedging arrangements.
The complexity is compounded by consolidation adjustments arising in the group accounts but
not the accounts of individual entities. This issue is particularly acute for acquisitive groups such
as ours, where each acquisition gives rise to consolidation goodwill at a group level which does
not necessarily appear in any individual company’s local books.
A further layer of complexity will be added where the local tax treatment of these amounts is
1
different to the local GAAP. An example of this could be the UK disregard regulations which
deliberately uncouple the book and tax results in certain circumstances.
We have reviewed the examples in annex 3 of the discussion draft which demonstrate how the
interest allocation and group ratio rules will operate. This demonstrates that in order to obtain a
full deduction for third party interest costs it will be necessary to match intercompany finance

1

The Loan Relationships and Derivative Contracts (Disregard and Bringing into Account of Profits and Losses)
Regulations 2004 - SI 2004/3256
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arrangements and therefore interest expenses with a measure of economic activity (which is
expected to be an earnings measure, most likely EBITDA).
Practically, this will be a difficult exercise:
•

•

•

•

Firstly, it will be necessary to forecast likely earnings for each entity a period of time in
advance. This is to ensure that intra group financing is adequately matched to earnings for
the period.
Secondly, this also assumes it is possible to push debt down into all companies where
necessary. This is not always possible and can even be considered to be base erosion profit
shifting in itself by some tax authorities. This issue is particularly acute for acquisitive groups,
because they borrow before the acquisition takes place in order to pay the seller, and
therefore it is impossible for the acquired entities to borrow direct. However, it is recognised
that debt can sometimes be assigned to other legal entities upon conclusion of the
transaction.
Thirdly, it will also require us to ensure that every entity with earnings has some level of intra
group debt finance, whether it is required commercially or not (Sometimes a debt free
balance sheet favours the relationship with vendors).It seems a particularly perverse
consequence of the rules that in order to obtain a full deduction for third party interest
expense it will be necessary to debt finance entities which previously have not been funded
by debt nor require it.
Fourthly, this may also be at odds with other existing tests for interest deductibility, which, for
example, consider the commercial purpose of the lending. Debt pushed into the UK, for
example, may well be disallowed through the application of the ‘unallowable purpose’
targeted anti-avoidance rules. (A corollary to this point is that interest expense already
treated as non-deductible should be excluded from the ‘general rule’.)

Given the above reasons, it is our view that as a consequence of these, and possibly other,
practical difficulties there is a risk that there will be a disallowance of third party interest expense.
We recognise that this may be more manageable where a jurisdiction operates full tax
consolidation for groups, but it is not always the case that full tax consolidation is available.

18. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of a group-wide allocation rule to
groups with centralised treasury functions? If so, what are these difficulties and do they vary
depending upon how the treasury function is structured and operates?
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As the discussion draft recognises, it may also be the case that a large and complex group has
key entities or an entity within the group which raises external debt (referred to in this letter as a
‘central financing entity’). These central financing entities are able to raise external debt as
typically they will own assets which support their creditworthiness. These assets are likely to be
entities that themselves have significant operating activities and assets, but each central
financing entity is likely to have little activity in it other than that of raising finance.
The discussion draft recognises the commercial necessity of central financing entities, and that a
central financing entity may on-lend funds around the group - and indeed will need to do this if it
is to match interest expense with earnings. However under the group wide proposals where
interest expenses are matched with economic activity we would like to highlight two potential
issues.
Firstly, it is not always the case that the following intra group lending will be exactly matched to
the earnings of companies within the group. Under the proposed group wide rules it would be
necessary to either push debt into the operating entities (which as highlighted above is not always
possible), or alternatively operating entities would need to individually raise external debt. This
could impact a group’s ability to raise finance in a way which was commercially sensible and
competitive and this could impact a group’s investment decisions.
Secondly, the central financing entity is likely to have a significant third party interest expense. It
is also likely to have earnings arising from interest income received from group entities to which it
has lent funds. Therefore it is likely a central financing entity will have, at most, a small level of
earnings. However, where the group has significant worldwide trading operations, the earnings of
the central financing entity are only likely to be a small proportion of total earnings of the group.
As a consequence there is a high risk that there could be a disallowance of third party interest
expense in the financing entity, unless all countries agree to adopt the concept of net interest
expense.
In summary it is our view that central financing entities are important for large and complex
groups to raise external finance efficiently. We consider that they do not pose a significant risk of
base erosion and profit shifting, and can actually reduce the group’s net interest expense. Any
rules to tackle base erosion and profit shifting through interest expense need to ensure that
central financing entities are able to operate within normal commercial terms. This could require
particular issues within the draft proposals to be considered in more detail, such as the fact that
most central financing entities will have minimal earnings if using an EBITDA measure.
24. What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or earnings?
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We agree that the use of a fixed ratio test is simpler to operate and provides groups with an
improved ability to be able to forecast and understand its interest deductibility position compared
to the group wide test, particularly where the measure used is assets, as earnings can also
fluctuate.
We consider that it removes some of the complexities referred to in our answer to question 7
resulting from the use of different accounting standards within a group and removes the need to
match interest expense to earnings, and particularly removes the requirement to push debt down
into entities which have not previously been debt funded.
However, if a group ratio were to apply to central financing entities (as described above) this
could also result in a disallowance of third party interest expense. As a consequence we
reiterate our view that an amended rule is necessary for central finance entities.

If you have any questions or would like further elaboration of these comments, please contact us.

Yours sincerely,
On behalf of Liberty Global

Marcel van den Berg
Global Head of Tax
T +1 303 784 4586
mvdberg@libertyglobal.com

Trudie Alder
Tax Director
T +44 (0) 207 184 5262
talder@libertyglobal.com
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Milan, 6 February 2015
Public Discussion Draft – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments
Dear Sirs,
We are pleased for the opportunity to submit our comments on the OECD Public Discussion
Draft BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments (the Discussion Draft).
In this respect, we respectfully provide hereinafter observations arising from our professional
experience in respect of some of the queries raised in the Discussion Draft on the best practice
recommendation for designing rules to prevent base erosion and profit shifting using interest
and financial payments equivalent to interest. These observations are preceeded by a few
general statements on the document as a whole.
A. General Remarks
−

The Discussion Draft addresses the cross-border use of financial instruments as a technique
for minimising (or eliminating) the tax burden on inbound and outbound transactions. In
particular, it jointly examines, on one hand, the base erosion issue realized through the
allocation of interest income in tax-exempt jurisdictions and, on the other hand, the profit
shifting through the deduction of interest payments in high tax jurisdictions.
The focus of the document is nevertheless restricted to the debt funding of outbound and
inbound investments made by group of companies (and their connected and related parties),
based on the general assumption that “the opportunities surrounding inbound and outbound
investment potentially create competitive distortions between groups operating
internationally and those operating in the domestic market” (pp. 6 and 10).
The proposed solution entails the alignment of the intra-group interest expense with that of
the whole group, either through a group-wide test approach or through a fixed ratio. The
consequence is the disallowance of the interest expense when above a certain cap or a fixed
ratio.

−

The basic assumption of the Discussion Draft is that deduction and taxation of interest
within an international group do not follow genuine commercial behaviours, but are shaped
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according to the (principal) purpose to minimise (or avoid) taxation. Accordingly, the Draft
concern is not – directly – the fair allocation of the taxing rights between different tax
jurisdictions, which would have led to the proposal of an arm’s length test. Differently, the
approach adopted presupposes the irrebuttable characterization of intra-group financial
transactions as a mean to erode the taxable income of the high tax jurisdictions in favour of
the low ones, inasmuch the related net interest expense exceeds the overall group’s net third
party interest expense.
Leaving aside the validity of this assumption – disputed among international researchers
and scholars (e.g. R.H. Gordon, Taxation and Corporate Use of Debt: Implication for Tax
Policy, 63 National Tax Journal, pp. 151-174) – its main consequence is that the Discussion
Draft fosters an action directed to the co-ordination of the regulation of the different tax
jurisdictions, rather than suggesting common criteria for the allocation of taxing rights.
More precisely, the Draft suggests to replace or amend the existing domestic tax laws, or to
introduce a new tax regime, restricted exclusively to international groups. This regulation
shall be as harmonized as possible in order to avoid any chance of double non-taxation of
interest.
In doing so, however, the Discussion Draft overlooks two fundamental elements. Firstly, it
is generally recognized as common principle, even at constitutional level, that business
income shall be determined through the imputation of the costs necessary for its production.
This principle – labelled as net income rule – is wholly absent in the Discussion Draft. In
particular, the compliance of the proposed solutions and their effects (i.e. the disallowance
of the deduction of (part of) the interest payments) with the net income rule is not
investigated. Net income rule is not absolute and leaves space for those tax policy aimed at
preventing (international) abuse. Nevertheless, the point is worthy of consideration since
some of the suggested proposals might not be in line with the fundamental principles of
domestic jurisdictions (e.g. the absolute denial of the carry-forward of disallowed interest or
unused capacity to deduct interest).
Secondly, similar concerns arise regards the EU legal order. The Discussion Draft takes a
clear position only on the Interest and Royalty Directive (paragraph 233). Differently, the
document is rather generic on the complementary issues of the compliance of the proposed
solutions with the Fundamental Freedoms and the State Aid provisions. In particular, as far
as the former is concerned, the analysis should provide further guidance about (a) the
applicable Freedom and (b) the rule of reason test. Restricting the application of the
solutions proposed exclusively to cross-border transactions, as suggested, leads to a smooth
infringement of the prohibition of restrictions. Following the legal reasoning of the
European Court of Justice, the question shifts therefore on the justification of the different
treatment but, above all, the proportionality of the regulation proposed. According to the
abuse of law test developed in the ECJ direct tax cases, is incompatible such a measure that
generally qualifies as abusive any cross-border transactions, irrespective of the substantial
elements of the establishment and/or the investment of capital.
Finally, as far as the State aids prohibition is concerned, the exclusion of banks and
insurance companies should not create any infringement, since the condition and the tax
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treatment of these companies are objectively not comparable with those of the other group
of companies.
−

As already stated, the Discussion Draft is rooted around the characterization of intra-group
cross-border financial transactions as abusive. In this sense, “the permanent disallowance of
[interest expense] may be an appropriate result” (para. 185) and economic double taxation
is a considered consequence. The elimination of double taxation is left to the market, since
“experience has shown that (…) entities will review and adapt their existing financing
arrangements to reduce the impact of these rules” (para. 183).
This outcome is acceptable only if the basic assumption is always valid, i.e. if intra-group
cross-border transactions lead always to base erosion and profit shifting. Practice shows that
this is not the case.
In this sense, economic double taxation is a great concern of the proposed solutions and the
final version of the document (the so-called Deliverable) should carefully consider the
opportunity to introduce a mandatory measure – through either mechanisms such as carryforward or carry-back – to relieve the economic impact of the disallowance of interest
expense.

B. Specific Remarks.
What is interest and what are financial payments economically equivalent to interest?
1. Do any particular difficulties arise from applying a best practice rule to the items set out in
this chapter, such as the inclusion of amounts incurred with respect to Islamic finance? If so,
what are these difficulties and how do they arise?
−

The definition of the notion interest (and payments economically equivalent to interest)
raises in our view three main issues. Firstly, it introduces a specific notion of interest
limited to the purpose of the base erosion and profit shifting, i.e. different from that
applicable for withholding purposes. Even if this could comply with the aim of the
regulation, it nevertheless raises problems of complexity, risks of tax distortions and double
taxation. Secondly, the extreme divergence between the different tax jurisdictions on the
notion of interest depends on the extreme uncertainty among scholars about the legal
requirements associate with debts (see, for example, the different solutions drawn by D.A.
Weisbach, Line Drawing, Doctrine and Efficienty in the Tax Law, in 84 Cornell Law
Review, pp. 1627-1680; I. Bershalom, How to Live with a Tax Code with which You
Disagree: Doctrine, Optimal Tax, Common Sense, and the Debt-Equity Distinction, 89
North Carolina Law Review, pp. 1217-1273; D.V. Ceryak, Using Risk Analysis To Classify
Junk Bonds As Equity for Federal Income Tax Purposes, 66 Indiana Law Journal, pp. 273294). Finally, the interpretative argument suggested in the document – “the focus should be
on [the] economic substance [of the payment] rather than its legal form” (para. 34) – may
create problems with (civil) law jurisdictions that define taxable transactions according to
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strict legal requirements. In other words, many tax jurisdictions characterize facts and
events subject to income taxation according to their legal requirements, in order to
guarantee the foreseeability of the tax effects of the taxpayer behaviour. This
carachterization may be reflected in the consolidated financial statements, when these are
not prepared according to IFRS. The method and the solution adopted by the Discussion
Draft may hence create significative tensions with some tax jurisdictions.
−

The statement in Paragraph 34 of the Discussion Draft that the definition of financial
payments that are economically equivalent to interest include those which are linked to a
notional (and not only actual) principal raises in our view significant uncertainties. This
may indeed lead to include in the definition also payments - such as commitment fees or
payments under speculative derivative financial instruments - that are due regardless of
whether a financing is actually advanced and are not hence linked to the financing of an
entity.
Similar uncertainties arise in relation to the category of “expenses incurred in connection
with the raising of finance”. Indeed, some of these costs, such as arrangement fees
mentioned in the Discussion Draft, do not represent the remuneration of a financing, but
rather services associated to the structuring of a financing. Under such an approach, one
may hence wonder whether similar advisory services (such as legal, financial, accounting or
auditing services) typically associated to complex financing agreements may fall within the
definition of interest payments.

−

It might finally be appropriate to better define the scope of the assimilation to interest
expenses of payments made under profit participating loans. Whilst such an assimilation
may be justified, to the extent the remuneration of the profit participating loans depends on
the economic results of the issuer, it may be appropriate to clarify that the category of profit
participating loans does not include loans whose capital repayment is subordinated to the
borrower’s creditors and/or reliant on the economic results of the issuer.

2. Are there any specific items which should be covered by a best practice rule which would not
be covered by the approach set out in this chapter? What are these and how could they be
included within a definition of interest and other financial payments that are economically
equivalent to interest?
−

The Discussion Draft should in our view explicitly address the case of financing
transactions executed by way of assignment of receivables, such as factoring or
securitisation transactions. It may be appropriate to provide for an assimilation to interest
payments of the discount applied on the assignment of loans and receivables, to the extent
the purpose of the assignment is for the borrower to obtain cash liquidity, even if it does not
literally represent a payment by an entity. The economic function of the discount is indeed
economically equivalent to that of an interest payment. On the other side, it would be
appropriate to carve out from the definition of interest expenses losses realized through the
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assignment of unrecoverable and/or non-performing receivables, where the discount is
economically justified by the lower fair market value of the receivables, rather than by the
anticipation of cash liquidity. Useful guidelines on the distinction between the two cases
may in our view be inferred from the analysis performed by the European Court of Justice
in relation to the VAT characterization of such transactions in the decision of 27 October
2011, C-93/10, GFKL Financial Services AG.
Who should a rule apply to?
3. Are there any other scenarios you see that pose base erosion or profit shifting risk? If so,
please give a description of these scenarios along with examples of how they might arise.
−

It may be appropriate to separately consider as a separate scenario and better define the case
of payments made under structured arrangements, rather than assimilate them to a payment
made to a related party. Such arrangements should include “back to back” financings, where
financial resources are advanced by a connected party through a third party lender acting as
a conduit entity in channeling the financing from a related party (as indicated in paragraph
141 of the Draft). By contrast, it would in our view be important to explicitly clarify that
“structure arrangements” do not include cases where a related party simply guarantees a
financing granted by a third party, without advancing any cash amounts. In such a latter
case, the guarantee fee paid by the borrowing entity to the related party may be regarded as
an interest payment made to a related party (assuming that the “substance over form”
definition of interest proposed at para. 34 is finally adopted), but this should not be the case
for interest paid to the third party lender.

4. Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether entities
are related?
−

The threshold is, from a theoretical perspective, in line with that adopted inside and outside
tax law (e.g., in the anti-money laundering Directive). Nevertheless, a 25 per cent control
test is generally an insufficient level of participation to allow the request of the information
for the application of a group-wide ratio. In other words, except from marginal cases, in
which the threshold allows to exert a dominant influence on the connected or related party,
it does not usually give the authority to obtain the relevant information.

Should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
6. Are there any other approaches that could be used to exclude low risk entities? What are
these and what advantages would they have?
−

It may be reasonable to consider an exclusion from the objective scope of application of
interest deduction limitations for interest on bonds that are regularly traded on regulated
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markets. In such a case, any risk of base erosion and profit shifting should indeed be
rejected taking into account both the supervision on the bonds issuance performed by the
competent financial supervisory authorities and the general lack of a direct interactions
between the plurality of bondholders and the issuer.
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an entity’s
group
7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation rules or
(b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
−

A limitation of an entity’s interest deduction with reference to its worldwide group’s net
third party interest expense appears largerly disproportionate to the declared purporse of
avoiding the risk of base erosion and profit shifting and not fully consistent with the arm’s
length principle (as implicitly acknowledged in paragraph 66 of the Discussion Draft).
This is in particular the case for groups that do not have any net third party interest expense.
Indeed, group entities with financial needs would have a strong incentive to be financed by
other group entities by way of equity rather than debt since they would be precluded to
deduct any interest expense thus leading to a possible double taxation at group level. On the
other side, group entities with excess cash amounts would have a tax incentive to make
investments (other equity investments) outside of the group, thus allowing the borrowers to
deduct the related remuneration. Such distortive effects would not arise in a situation where
the cash needs are at any time homogeneous within a group, which is not a reasonable
assumption for multinational groups operating in different geographical markets and
industries.

8. Where group-wide rules are already applied by countries, what practical difficulties do they
give rise to and how could these be overcome?
−

Some countries, such as Italy, already apply interest cap rules at the level of the domestic
fiscal unit that includes, on an optional basis, qualified resident companies belonging to the
same group. To facilitate the pursuit of tax policy at a country level, it may be considered to
leave flexibility to each country to allow deductions within a domestic fiscal unit (or at
country level, irrespective of the election for a fiscal unit) up to the sum of the interest caps
calculated for each single entity included in such fiscal unit (or resident in that particular
country), when there is unused capacity at the single entity level. A similar approach may be
applied in case a group-wide ratio rule is adopted.

10. In what ways could the level of net third party interest expense in a group’s consolidated
financial statements be manipulated, and how could a rule address these risks?
−

We believe that the possibility to manipulate the level of net third party interest expenses is
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strictly linked to the utilization of “structured arrangements” referred to under par. 38 of the
Discussion Draft in relation to the definition of related parties. Recourse to such “structured
arrangements” may indeed be made to disguise as third party payments, interest arising
from intra-group financings. To that purpose, it is in our view important that a clearer
definition of “structured arrangements” is provided. As mentioned above, in our view, for
an interest payment made to a third party to be assimilated to a payment made to a related
party, it shall be necessary that such a payment remunerates cash ultimately advanced to the
financed entity by a related party (though routed through a third party lender). We would
instead exclude from such a definition loans granted by third parties that are only
guaranteed by a related party.
In this respect a distinction may be made for cash collateralised guarantees. For example, in
relation to a securitisation transaction, whereby a securisation special purpose vehicle
acquires performing receivables at discount, financing the acquisition through the issue of
bonds, there may be cases where a subordinated loan is advanced to the vehicle by a related
party to create a cash buffer for the benefit of the credit rating of the notes. In such a case,
we agree that the financing originating from the securitisation may (at least in part) be
regarded as advanced by a related party. By contrast, we would not agree with such an
assimilation in a situation where a company simply provides a non-cash collateralized
guarantee, securing a bond issue by another company of the group.
17. What barriers exist which could prevent a group from arranging its intragroup loans so that
net interest expense is matched with economic activity, as measured using earnings or asset
values? How could this issue be addressed?
−

With regard to group-wide interest allocation rules, para. 76 of the Discussion Draft states
that groups may seek to re-organise their intragroup financing so that the net interest
expense in each entity reflects the interest cap allocated to it. Example 3 in Annex 3 offers a
specific case of how a funding structure can be modified in order to remove mismatches and
achieve the maximum deduction allowed at a group’s level. A similar approach is
exemplified in Example 5 in Annex 3 with regard to group ratio rules. Such re-organisations
of intragroup financings may be grounded by the intention to bring a company interest in
line with the cap or to bring a company financial ratio in line with the group ratio, rather
than by a business rationale. Hence, they may be challenged as tax abusive, thus triggering
the application of various existing targeted or general anti-avoidance rules and principles at
a country level. These rules represent a major barrier that could prevent a group from
arranging its intragroup loans in order to achieve the maximum deduction allowed at a
group’s level. Groups facing such rules are therefore exposed to the concrete risk to suffer
from double taxation as a consequence of the adoption of one of the approaches suggested
in the Discussion Draft.

18. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of a group-wide allocation rule to
groups with centralised treasury functions? If so, what are these difficulties and do they vary
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depending upon how the treasury function is structured and operates?
−

Earning based approaches may put groups with centralized treasury functions at
disadvantage when the centralized treasury entity is in a net interest expense position.
Hence, considering that such an entity typically shows an EBITDA of nil, it will receive an
interest cap of nil and will not be able to deduct such net interest expense. These difficulties
may be overcome if the centralized treasury entity timely on-lends the funds that it raises
from third party lenders to the operating entities of the groups, so as to be permanently in a
net interest income position.

19. If practical difficulties arise under an earnings or assets-based approach, would these
difficulties be reduced if a rule used a combination of earnings and asset values (and possibly
other measures of economic activity)? If so, what could this combined approach look like? What
further practical difficulties could arise from such an approach?
−

A combined approach could be applied, whereby entities that carry out centralized treasury
functions do not apply the fixed ratio rule and can deduct all interest expenses under a
carve-out rule, provided that they meet a group ratio test, as it is proposed in Approach 2 of
paragraph X of the Discussion Draft. The same approach may prove effective also with
regard to pure holding companies that may otherwise be denied any deduction of net
interest expense on a stand-alone basis.

23. Payments to connected parties may be disguised through back to back arrangements, where
the payment is effectively routed via a related party (such as a bank under a structured
arrangement). In applying a group-wide rule, how might payments made through such
arrangements be detected?
−

We believe that some guideline on the tools to be utilised to detect payments to connected
parties disguised through back to back arrangements may be inferred from the discussions
held by the Committee on Fiscal Affairs in relation to the definition of beneficial owner that
led to the amendment to the Commentary to the OECD Model Tax Convention on Income
and Capital published in 15 July 2014.
In particular, a payment made to a third party might be assimilated to a payment to a related
party if the third party is constrained to pass the payment received to a related party of the
borrower, in the form of interest payment, by a contractual or legal obligation dependent on
the receipt of the payment by the third party.

Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio
24. What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or earnings?
−

Difficulties in applying fixed ratio rules based on earnings may arise with respect to those
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entities within a group that typically show an EBITDA of nil, such as pure holding
companies or centralized treasury entities. A possible solution to address this issue would be
to take into account the unused EBITDA capacity at country level or at a domestic fiscal
unit level to allow deduction of the net interest expense incurred by holding companies or
centralized treasury entities. However, the issue will remain unsolved when the holding or
treasury company are resident in a country different from the country of residence of the
operating companies of the group that have unused EBITDA capacity. This issue may be
adressed by adopting a combined approach, whereby such entities do not apply the fixed
ratio rule and can deduct all interest expense under a carve-out rule, if they meet a group
ratio test, as it is proposed in Approach 2 of paragraph X of the draft.
25. What would be the appropriate measure of asset values or earnings under a fixed ratio
rule?
−

In our view earnings should be measured based on EBITDA, as it is a common practice in
most countries with an earnings-based fixed ratio test. Although EBITDA potentially
favours entities operating in capital intensive sectors and raises the issues mentioned in the
answer to question 24 above, it provides the best available measure of the ability of an
entity to meet its obligations to pay interest and is less sensitive to accounting policies than
EBIT.

The treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
32. To what extent could a carry forward of disallowed interest expense or unused capacity to
deduct interest help to smooth the effects of a general interest limitation rule?
−

A carry forward or a carry back of disallowed interest may help to smooth the effects of a
general limitation rules only to the extent that a legal entity changes its position over time in
relation to EBITDA, equity ratio, etc. For example, in year 1 the EBITDA of company A is
not sufficient to deduct company A’s net interest expense, while in year 2 company A has
unused EBITDA, that can be offset against company A’s disallowed interest carried forward
from year 1. However, carry forward or carry back of disallowed interest will not be
effective when a company is permanently in a deficit of EBITDA, as it is typically the case
for holding or treasury companies.
*

*

*

Yours sincerely
(Ludovici & Partners)
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BEPS ACTION 4:
INTEREST DEDUCTIONS AND OTHER
FINANCIAL PAYMENTS

This paper sets out our comments on the Public Discussion Draft published on 18 December 2014.

General comments
1

The Discussion Draft on interest deductions and other financial payments sets out two main concerns
•

in an inbound scenario, “excess” interest deductions reduce taxable profits in operating companies
in high tax jurisdictions, even if a corporate group as a whole has little or no third party borrowings,
and income may be recognised by related lender companies in low tax jurisdictions; and

•

in an outbound scenario, companies may borrow to finance the acquisition of investments that
produce tax exempt income or deferred income, while claiming deductions for the costs of the
finance against other taxable income.

2

The policy choice that debt finance costs should generally be deductible for tax purposes creates an
inevitable bias in favour of debt funding over non-deductible funding, such as shareholder equity finance,
as the tax benefit of deductibility typically reduces the net (after-tax) cost of investment. Some countries,
for example Belgium, have attempted to address this inherent bias by introducing a tax deduction for the
deemed cost of equity finance.

3

It must be remembered that the starting point for the Discussion Draft is a company that has interest or
other finance costs paid as a result of borrowing, and those costs would otherwise be deductible for tax
purposes. That is, the costs of finance meet an arm’s length transfer pricing test, are not recharacterised
as non-deductible distributions, and are not ignored or recharacterised under an anti-avoidance or antiabuse rule. In these circumstances, the Discussion Draft posits that interest and other financial payments
may still be “excessive”, meaning that the company pays less tax than it should.

4

The approach taken in the Discussion Draft seems to suggest that borrowing to finance investment in a
related company is wrong: borrowing to invest in equity typically creates tax exempt income, but
borrowing to lend on to other group companies may create excessive debt deductions for the borrowers.
Distortion is not caused by lending between related parties, if that lending is on arm’s length terms: it is
caused by different countries making different choices about their corporate taxes rates.

5

The main proposal is to align the interest expense of individual companies with the debt position of the
overall group. This approach has the appearance of being a step along a road where the logical
destination is that related companies should be taxed as a single entity – that is, it seems to be a move
towards a form of unitary taxation. We do not believe that many states would willingly surrender control
over their tax base in that manner.

6

The proposals imply that the deployment of spare cash by a related company to provide debt finance to
an affiliate, on a fully arm’s length basis, is less acceptable than the equivalent lending by a third party.
There also appears to be an unfair penalisation of capital-intensive businesses. If lending from group
resources is excessive, and involves lending from group companies established in low-tax jurisdictions,
controlled foreign company (CFC) rules become relevant, to tax the interest receipt, rather than the denial
of debt deductions for the interest expense.

7

As we have commented before on other Discussion Drafts, coordination is essential with other BEPS
Actions that cover similar ground. The Discussion Draft on Action 4 explicitly does not consider transfer
pricing and withholding taxes (see paragraph 21 on page 13)., but any proposals from Action 4 must be
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coordinated with the allocation of income and profits through correct transfer pricing (within Actions 8 to
10), and the proposals that emerge later this year on CFCs (within Action 3), and the denial of deductions
in hybrid mismatch arrangements (within Action 2)
8

Finally, it is important that any proposals are proportionate, as simple as possible to apply, and do not
create excessive compliance costs or areas for potential disputes between taxpayers and tax authorities.

Specific comments
IV. What is interest?
9

10

In response to Question 1 and Question 2, we do not see difficulties in including payments that are
economically equivalent to interest within the best practice rule, although as the Discussion Draft
acknowledges, the precise perimeter of tax-deductible finance costs remains a matter for individual
states. For example:
•

payments under profit participating loans may be considered to be non-deductible distributions of
profits, rather than interest on debts;

•

amounts paid under deferred payment provisions for the provision of goods or services may be
economically equivalent to interest, but may be more properly treated as part of the price for the
goods or services, if there is no element of lending;

•

some commercial arrangements, for example, sale and repurchase (repo) transactions include
payments between the parties that may be considered to economically equivalent to be interest;

•

net payments under swaps and other derivative contacts may be calculated by reference to interest
rates on an underlying notional principal amount, which could be considered to economically
equivalent to be interest, but should not ordinarily be treated as interest income.

It would be helpful for it to be confirmed whether or not these and other similar amounts are intended to
fall within the best practice rule.

V. Who should a rule apply to?
11

In response to Question 3 and Question 4, in our view, any rule denying debt deductions should be
applied on a consistent basis to all companies.

12

It is not clear to us why borrowing on arm’s length terms from related companies is penalised, compared
to the equivalent borrowing from independent third parties.

13

It is also not clear to us what kind scenario might be considered to be a “structured arrangement”, which
would bring ostensibly third party borrowing into scenario 3. That said, we would not object to a 25%
direct or indirect shareholding test to identify persons with a substantial interest in a company,

VI. What should a rule apply to?
14

In response to Question 5, we agree that any limitation rule should apply to the net debt expense of a
company. Applying a limitation to the gross expense of any particular borrowing or the gross expense of
all borrowings, without taking into account debt income, is liable to create double taxation, with the
potential for multiple lenders to be taxed on what is in essence the same taxable income with no
allowance for the cost of related debt finance, rather than each being taxed on the appropriate profit
margin.
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VII. Should a small exception or threshold apply?
15

In response to Question 6, we would advocate a “de minimis” or “safe harbour” level of interest
deductions that would not fall within the proposed limitation, to reduce the compliance burden for smaller
companies and focus attention on situations where the potential tax risks are greater. Any such exclusion
should be as simple as possible to apply.

16

One alternative might be to exempt smaller enterprises that satisfy objective criteria: for example, within
the EU definition of a small or medium sized entity, which takes into account annual turnover, assets and
employees, and includes related enterprises. An alternative might be to accept that the new limitation will
not apply if a company’s annual net finance deductions are below a defined level: for example, £1m or
€1m or US$1m or equivalent.

17

It would be possible to combine safe harbours of this kind, to focus the new limitation only on larger
companies or (companies in larger groups) which have substantial interest deductions, where the
perceived risks are greater.

VIII. Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an entity’s group
18

Group tests risk eroding the principle of taxing each entity separately and on its own merits: in paragraph
66 on page 28, the Discussion Draft acknowledges that “countries introducing a group-wide rule may no
longer be concerned about the pricing of individual intragroup instruments”. We should be slow to cast
aside long-standing and well-understood principles, such as treating entities individually with transfer
pricing transactions between related parties on an arm’s length basis.

19

Group-wide tests are also liable to ignore the different funding needs of, and costs of capital for, separate
businesses in different sectors within a single diversified corporate group. There proposals appear to
involve unfair penalisation of more capital-intensive businesses, which might require proportionately more
debt funding than the group as a whole, but will only be able to claim a pro rata share of debt deductions.

20

It is also not clear to us why borrowing from a related company which has the cash resources available,
on a fully arm’s length basis, should be less acceptable than the equivalent borrowing from a third party.
Such tests have the potential to encourage increased levels of third party borrowing rather than equity
funding, or at least give tax benefits to groups with higher gearing, and to encourage an increase in
borrowing to ensure that the maximum capacity is utilised in each jurisdiction.

21

Group companies may also find their interest capacity constrained due to factors entirely beyond their
control, such as volatility in exchange rates used to translate the finance expense on third party
borrowings by affiliates in other currencies, or volatility in interest rates paid by affiliates on third party
borrowings in other jurisdictions.

22

All that said, if a group test is adopted, it should be as simple to implement as possible, using information
that is already available (such as consolidated accounts) with as few adjustments as possible. However,
this approach does to some extent involve delegating control over the deductibility of debt expenses to
the accountants who draw up the relevant accounts, and the setters of the relevant accounting standard.

23

It is notable that the leading proposal is a “one-way” cap, to deny debt deductions which are “excessive”,
without allocating the denied deductions to other members of the group that would be entitled to claim the
denied deductions but, in fact, do not have borrowings. The practical result might be that all group
companies in high-tax jurisdictions will borrow as much as possible from affiliates in low-tax jurisdictions,
so they are all subject to the proposed cap to some extent but do not miss out on any deductions that
might be available.

IX. Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio
24

The main advantage of fixed ratios is that they are relatively simple to operate, particularly if they are
based on information relating to the relevant company rather than the wider group. But simple fixed
ratios can be relatively crude instruments if they do not take account of the particular circumstances of a
company, its business, and the sector in which it operates.
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X. Whether a combined approach could be applied
25

As mentioned above, if a group test is adopted, we would recommend a form of combined approach, with
carve-outs or safe harbours for smaller companies and/or companies with low net interest expense, wsimilar to Approach 1, and group-wide tests for other companies . We do not advocate a fixed ratio test
of the sort proposed in Approach 2, which are liable to be simple but crude.

XI. The role of targeted rules
26

As mentioned above, we expect that countries will still want to set the precise perimeter of tax-deductible
finance costs, and will impose their own targeted rules to tackle areas of difficulty that they have
identified. It is to be hoped that the wider adoption of more general rules will reduce uncertainty, and will
reduce the need for specific or targeted rules. However, experience suggests that tax authorities and
governments will be reluctant to remove rules that target particular behaviours and rely instead on
general rules, until at least those general rules have been shown to be effective in practice.

27

In our view, the OECD should not be proposing targeted rules to deny debt deductions under Action 4

XII. The treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
28

On question 32 and 33, we would support an indefinite carry forward of disallowed interest expense or
unused interest capacity to future periods. We do not see a rationale for imposing a time limitation on the
carry forward of denied deductions or the carry forward of available interest capacity.

29

For disallowed finance expense, an affected company will have actually incurred the commercial
expense, and should be allowed to claim the tax benefit of that expense in later periods to the extent that
spare borrowing capacity, below the proposed cap, is available. Similarly, low-geared companies within a
group that has higher gearing overall should not be penalised by losing all ability to claim debt deductions
within the unused capacity. Such measures will in particular prevent unfairness caused by volatility and
timing differences between recognition of expenses and receipts.

XIII. Specific sectors
30

With regard to question 33 and 34, we agree that special attention is required to capital intensive sectors,
where special regimes may apply, such as banks and insurance companies and other financial
businesses, oil and gas, and real estate.

31

We note the concern expressed about the potential impact of Action 4 on the viability of highly-geared
public infrastructure projects. No doubt businesses in other sectors would express similar concerns.

XIV. Interaction with other areas in the BEPS Action Plan
32

We agree that the rules on hybrid mismatch arrangements under Action 2 should apply first, before any
limitation under Action 4. It is hard to comment on the interaction of Action 4 with proposals on CFCs
until the Action 3 proposals they are published.

33

Transfer pricing remains a critical component on determining the level of debt deductions that should be
permitted.

Macfarlanes LLP
6 February 2015
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Achim Pross
OECD
2 rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
By Email interestdeductions@oecd.org

Our Ref

Your Ref

6 February 2015

Dear Mr Pross

BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments
Matheson welcomes the opportunity to comment on the public discussion draft issued under BEPS
Action 4 (the “Discussion Draft”).
Matheson is an Irish law firm and our primary focus is on serving the Irish legal and tax needs of
international companies and financial institutions doing business in Ireland. Our clients include over
half of the Fortune 100 companies. We also advise seven of the top ten global technology companies
and over half of the world’s 50 largest banks. We are headquartered in Dublin and also have offices in
London, New York and Palo Alto. More than 600 people work across our four offices, including 75
partners and tax principals and over 350 legal and tax professionals.
Comments made in this letter are made solely on our own behalf.

1

Transfer pricing principles
We consider that base erosion and profit shifting using interest would be best addressed
under transfer pricing principles. Applying transfer pricing principles would enable the
taxpayer to have regard to its profile, including industry sector, credit rating and preexisting indebtedness when determining its borrowing capacity and the appropriate level of
interest it may pay to a connected party. Separately, any concerns regarding hybrid
funding will be addressed under Action 2. A combination of transfer pricing to regulate
intragroup funding levels and the work under Action 2 to address hybrid funding will be
sufficiently robust to tackle base erosion and profit shifting using interest.
An arm’s length test was not included as an option for a best practice recommendation on
the basis that it would be burdensome to apply and enforce. We believe that it would be no
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more burdensome than the proposed group-wide tests which would be difficult to apply in
practice. Furthermore, taxpayers are familiar with the arm’s length test and currently are
required to ensure that virtually all intragroup arrangements comply with that test. Applying
transfer pricing rules to intragroup financial arrangements should not significantly enhance
the existing compliance burden for most taxpayers.
It appears to us, that on application of either the group-wide test or the fixed ratio test,
interest deductions may be denied in respect of loans entered into on an arm’s length basis
with unrelated third parties. That result is harsh, unjustified and unwarranted where the
borrower has suffered a real economic financing cost. In the absence of abuse, lending
arrangements entered into between third parties must be respected. If transfer pricing
principles applied to address base erosion using interest, loans entered into with third
parties should be unaffected which should go some way to achieving the OECD’s stated
aim of allowing entities to claim tax relief for the real cost of their funds while at the same
time protecting a country from excessive interest deductions.

2

Requirement for best practice recommendations
Countries, of course, are entitled to introduce whatever domestic rules they see fit to
regulate interest deductibility. However, we would question whether a best practice
recommendation on the tax treatment of interest payments is necessary. If a country is
satisfied to facilitate highly leveraged companies and permit full deductions for interest,
then that is a valid economic position for that country. It is entirely within that jurisdiction’s
right to decide if it is happy for its companies’ taxable profits to be reduced through
payments of interest (on an arm’s length basis) to creditors in other jurisdictions.
For this reason, we do not believe that any best practice should be recommended with
regard to interest deductibility. Provided transfer pricing principles are respected and
abusive structures are addressed, the rules regarding the availability of a tax deduction for
interest costs should remain solely matters for each jurisdiction to determine.

3

Excessive interest payments to third parties
The Discussion Draft indicates that base erosion and profit shifting can be caused by
excessive interest deductions on third party debt. We fundamentally disagree that
payments to third parties (in the absence of abuse) should be considered to be base
eroding. Where a payment is made to a third party, the payer (and the broader group) has
suffered a real economic cost and accordingly should be entitled to tax relief. Only in very
limited circumstances (such as transactions involving abuse) should the payer of such
interest be denied a deduction for interest and other finance fees paid to third parties.
Targeted anti-avoidance rules (such as those proposed to address hybrid instruments
under Action 2) are effective to address such perceived base erosion and profit shifting
using third party debt.

4

Group-wide tests
As a general comment, the group-wide test will be difficult to apply in practice and will
impose a significant compliance burden on taxpayers. It should not be included as a best
practice recommendation.
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Given the formulaic nature of the test, it seems inevitable that interest payments to third
parties (that represent a real economic cost) will be denied in the absence of any
avoidance where the value of the borrower’s assets or earnings is relatively low compared
to the rest of the group. It is suggested in the Discussion Draft that multi-national
companies could restructure their debt to more closely align net interest expense with
economic activity for the purposes of a group-wide test and accordingly maximise
deductions for interest paid across the group. We do not agree that this is a viable option
for taxpayers.
Any rule that is introduced on the assumption that taxpayers will restructure their
arrangements is bad for taxpayers (and potentially distortive) as it will necessarily involve
additional cost. It will require normal commercial arrangements to be restructured to
access tax relief that should legitimately be available to the taxpayer. Apart from the cost
and administrative burden of a restructuring, it will often be the case that a taxpayer may
not be permitted to claim deductions for interest paid following an internal debt
restructuring under domestic provisions particularly when there is no commercial need for
additional capital in an entity.
To the extent a group-wide rule forms part of the best practice recommendations, the
consequence of double tax within a group must be addressed. A best practice
recommendation that could result in interest deductions being denied to the borrower but
recognised by the lender within the same group is unreasonable and unduly harsh. It also
runs contrary to the basic principles of the OECD’s tax policies. At the very least,
taxpayers should be permitted to carry forward unused deductions for interest payments
made. The right to carry forward such interest payments should not be time limited as
suggested in the Discussion Draft. If a company has suffered a genuine cost, it should be
entitled to have the tax rules recognise that cost. Any time limit would be arbitrary and in
particular would have negative consequences for entities that have a long start-up phase
and are unlikely to be profitable in early years, for example, entities that spend time
developing a product (through research and development) before it is ready to go to
market.
Any best practice rules should also provide some commentary on how the provisions
interact with domestic group relief / tax consolidation rules. This is not addressed in the
Discussion Draft.

5

Fixed ratio test
As noted in the Discussion Draft, while a fixed ratio test is simpler for taxpayers and tax
authorities to apply, it does not take into account that entities operating in particular sectors
are more likely to be highly leveraged. Recommending a fixed ratio rule would
disadvantage those operating in such sectors and would result in interest payable to third
parties being disallowed. Accordingly, we do not believe that a fixed ratio rule should be
recommended as best practice.
The Discussion Draft indicates that benchmark ratios applied under existing fixed ratio
rules (often 30% of EBITDA) may be too high. This is based in part on a study that
examined the net interest expense of 79 of the global top 100 companies by market
capitalisation. We consider that the sample examined is entirely inappropriate and should
not be relied on to determine a benchmark ratio. The companies examined are the world’s
100 most successful companies. They are likely to be cash rich, be in a position to self-
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finance further investment and are likely to be less reliant on bank finance. They are likely
to be based in larger and more developed economies, have high credit ratings and
accordingly have easier access to cheaper finance. Smaller companies (most of those
examined have a market capitalisation in excess of €100 billion) that are in growth mode
and do not have easy access to capital markets are more likely to be reliant on third party
debt to fund their business. Such companies will likely have higher net interest expenses.
If a fixed ratio is recommended as best practice, the OECD should examine the net interest
expense of a significantly broader sample of companies.
To the extent a fixed rule forms part of the best practice recommendations, it will be
important that double tax is clearly addressed and, at the very least, that taxpayers are
permitted to carry forward unused deductions for interest payments made. The right to
carry forward such interest payments should not be time limited as suggested in the
Discussion Draft. Any best practice rules should also provide some commentary on how
the provisions interact with domestic group relief / tax consolidation rules.

6

Required carve-outs
If either a group-wide test or a fixed ratio test is introduced, companies engaged in certain
activities and in certain industries that are typically highly leveraged should automatically
be carved out. In particular, carve-outs should be available for group treasury companies,
aircraft lessors, securitisation companies and other debt issuance companies.

6.1

Treasury companies
As noted in the Discussion Draft there are significant commercial benefits from a
centralised treasury function with responsibility for managing a group’s financing. Under a
fixed ratio test, interest deductions would be denied to treasury companies even where the
interest is paid to third parties. Such treatment is unwarranted. If a fixed ratio test is
recommended as best practice, a carve-out should also be recommended for treasury
companies.

6.2

Aircraft lessors
Aircraft leasing is a significant industry in Ireland with nine of the top ten global leasing
companies having substantial operations and employees in Ireland. Typically aircraft
lessors are highly leveraged. Any proposals to introduce rules to limit deductions for
interest either under the group-wide approach or the fixed ratio approach would negatively
impact the aircraft leasing industry.
Currently, over a third of the world’s airline fleet is rented rather than acquired outright by
operating airlines and this proportion is expected to grow. Newer airlines with limited
capital typically lease aircraft rather than purchasing them. In addition, established airlines
trying new types of aircraft often opt to lease rather than acquire. Both Boeing and Airbus
anticipate that the number or aircraft in the global fleet will double over the next twenty
years. The role for aircraft lessors is therefore likely to grow as will their requirement for
debt financing.
In 2014, over two thirds of new aircraft deliveries to aircraft lessors were financed with
debt. Most aircraft lessors would likely lose deductions for interest paid to third parties
under a fixed ratio rule. Although the group-wide test might not be as detrimental to aircraft
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lessors that are part of a group that undertakes aircraft leasing only, for aircraft lessors
operating in multi-sectoral groups, the group-wide test would likely render the business
unviable.
If aircraft lessors are denied deductions for interest payments on third party finance, it will
have a significant negative impact on the broader aviation industry. This must be reflected
in any best practice proposals with a complete carve-out for aircraft lessors.
6.3

Securitisation companies
Securitisation companies are established to raise finance and hold financial assets on an
arm’s length basis for bona fide commercial purposes (and not tax abuse purposes). They
assist banks and other financial institutions in sharing risk. Securitisation companies are
established as tax neutral entities so that all taxable receipts are matched with tax
deductible payments (usually in the form of interest). Securitisation companies are
generally fully debt-funded. Accordingly, entitlement to deductions for interest is key for
securitisation companies.
Securitisation companies are recognised by regulators as an essential part of wellfunctioning capital markets. The European Banking Authority has stated that “a wellfunctioning and prudentially sound securitisation market in the EU helps the real economy
and strengthens the resilience of the financial system to banking crises”. The European
securitisation market remains in difficulty. It has not recovered in the same way as the US
securitisation market since the global financial crisis. This has left European companies
heavily dependent on bank finance with almost 85% of European finance being provided
by banks. Accordingly, the EU has been looking at ways to revive the European
securitisation market and develop it as a viable alternative to bank finance for the real
economy.
Clearly if a fixed ratio rule was applied to a securitisation company, it would lose
deductions for interest paid to third parties and would no longer be tax neutral. Although in
some circumstances the group-wide test may not limit deductions to securitisation
companies (where they are established as orphan entities), in other cases investors may
be required under accounting provisions to consolidate their investment. In those
circumstances interest deductions for interest payments to third parties would be denied to
securitisation companies under the group-wide test. If securitisation companies were
denied deductions for interest, this would undermine the purpose of securitisation
companies and have serious consequences for the global debt capital markets. We would
suggest that a complete carve-out for securitisation companies should be recommended.

6.4

Other debt issuance companies
There is a broader range of debt issuance companies that should be excluded from the
best practice recommendations: asset backed commercial paper issuers, companies
offering structured products, companies that enter into collateralised loan obligation
transactions, bond issuance companies that form part of a broader multinational group and
are used to issue debt to the market (as a means of accessing cheaper credit). These
companies are by their nature highly leveraged and contribute to well-functioning capital
markets. They would be unlikely to retain full deductibility for interest payments under
either the fixed ratio test or the group-wide test and again could be rendered unviable. We
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recommend that a carve-out is included for such companies under any best practice
recommendations.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Discussion Draft. Should you wish to discuss any of
the points raised, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Yours faithfully
Sent by email, bears no signature
MATHESON
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OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration

February 6th, 2015

Comments on BEPS action 4: Interest deductions and other financial
payments

MEDEF is pleased to provide comments on the Discussion Draft “Interest deductions and other
financial payments” issued on the 18th December (hereafter “the draft”).

French companies consider OECD’s work in general and BEPS Action Plan in particular as crucial if it is
to provide a fair, competitive and coherent global fiscal landscape. The forthcoming changes are
numerous and will have a gigantic impact on the running of their business. Companies are in the best
position to identify difficulties related to implementation, to give feedback on the practical feasibility
and to geographically and temporally assess the OECD proposals.
They believe, however, that the operating mode, process and time-frame are inadequate to ensure a
full and comprehensive analysis of the draft submitted for consultation. They regret the strengthening
of this trend which will be detrimental to all: companies and Governments.
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Action 4 of the BEPS project intends to develop best practices to tackle potential profit shifting
through the misuse of both third party and related debt, while preserving the right to a full deduction
of the third party interest cost.
MEDEF can understand the concern of profit shifting with a mobile and fungible asset like cash.
However, the actions on hybrid mismatches, harmful tax practices, transfer pricing, treaty abuses
and CFC regimes should already significantly reduce the risk of profit shifting through improper
interest deductions. They are more focused on abusive situations and therefore more appropriate
than comprehensive reforms like some of the ones contemplated in the present Draft.
Indeed, the draft seems to lose sight of the fact that debt financing is part of the normal course of
business and should not be pinpointed as a tool to avoid tax. In most cases no BEPS is concerned. We
therefore advocate i) a clear delineation of the interest and financial payments to be targeted ii)
proportionate solutions (only when profit shifting is aimed).
We then urge the OECD to first review the impacts of those other actions, once implemented, before
going forward with action 4 in order to provide a clear and neutral rule for the limitation of interest
deduction.
MEDEF can only agree with government concerns that any rule limiting the deduction of interest
expense should minimise distortions in investment and competition, minimise
administrative/compliance costs to tax authorities and taxpayers, avoid double taxation, promote
economic stability and provide certainty of outcomes, in addition to addressing BEPS concerns.
In this respect, and before analysing the pros and cons of the six existing approaches, we advocate a
list of the main principles with which the new rule should be consistent to be acceptable from an
economic standpoint for businesses.
Indeed, should a harmonised system be considered, it is key for the fair and long-term development
of businesses worldwide that best practices meet the following criteria:
-

do “not give either a competitive advantage or disadvantage to entities held by parent
company as compared with those held by a trust, fund or individual” ;

-

do not “increase the cost of capital” (i.e. limiting the third party debt cost) otherwise
investments would be by definition lower ;

-

do not lead to “double taxation” in a Group i.e. full taxation at the lender’s level and partial
deduction at the borrower’s level (carry forward mechanism is an imperfect mitigation tool
due to limitations) otherwise investments would be lower as well since the financial return
would be lower and therefore potentially negative if the cash generated by the asset is
insufficient ;

-

do not increase the “administrative costs”, otherwise worldwide welfare would be reduced
by less competitive businesses and heavier administrations ;
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-

do not create bias and uncertainties, otherwise investments would also be adversely
impacted and administrative costs would increase for both businesses and administrations;

-

do not affect competition by creating tax bias in the competitiveness of business.
Competition could be mainly at stake in the following cases: when a business intends to buy
another one 1 or to develop a new activity/project 2 or when a business intends to fund itself
through equity or debt. The system should not create tax advantages or disadvantages to
investors depending on whether they belong to a worldwide Group or are independent
(need for a level playing field). The system should not impact minority shareholders due to
their investment in a wider Group. This is why an arm length’s approach is certainly less
disturbing than an allocation of interest on a worldwide basis. Therefore, we believe that an
escape clause should always exist to mitigate the risk of unfair situations;

-

do not prevent a Group from deducting at least all its external interest expenses (including
the impact of hedges and Forex);

-

are not influenced by the level of corporate tax rates which depend on the tax policy of the
States. Therefore the system should focus on basis and not actual tax liability;

-

do not interfere with the hedging policy or more generally with connected external services
which follow a goal of protecting patrimony and need to be ruled in accordance with specific
measures in order to avoid double taxation and to unbalance technical positions with general
tax deduction limitation measures which should be dedicated only to pure financing
transactions;

-

do replace all other current regimes reducing interest deduction to avoid overlapping and
complexity (e.g. in France more than 4 limitations already exist). The problem of complexity
is stated at §26 as a result of additional layers of rules, due to the introduction of new rules
or amendments to the existing ones. However, the replacement is not strictly mentioned.
Besides, it is the only way to ensure that no link issue between domestic and international
rules will arise;

-

do ensure a level playing field between the different types of investment: debt or equity;

-

do take into account commercial, economic or legal realities. From an operational point of
view, intercompany debt (for capex bfr not just financial acquisitions) is a powerful good
governance and management tool: indeed, dividends depend on the shareholders’ will
whereas the payment of a financial interest depends on the ability of managers to repay
their debt. This is radically different. Restricting interest deductibility without taking this into

1

In an open bid process the capacity of an investor to deduct all or part of the acquisition debt expenses can
significantly influence the price and so the probability to win the bid.
2
Projects requiring significant CAPEX are very sensitive to the ability to deduct the expenses. Limitating the
deduction of interest increases the WACC and therefore the ability to have financially viable projects.
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account is a major obstacle to governance within groups and will lead to disempowerment of
stakeholders;
-

do ensure foreseeability and predictability as it is essential for business to assess the
deductible amount.

We note that the draft rejects 3 out of the 6 approaches mainly because they would not be fully
effective against base erosion and profit shifting. We understand that only option 2 and 3
(respectively rules which compare the level of debt in an entity by reference to the group’s overall
position and targeted anti-avoidances rules) as well as targeted measures remain as possible options
to address the issue.
In a nutshell, the draft report develops two categories of mechanisms to limit interest deductions:
-

“stand alone approaches” based on current practices where a country limits the interest
deduction based on a fixed ratio or a Group ratio (thin cap rules, interest barrier rules mainly)
regardless of what happens in other countries where the Group is active ;

-

“group-wide approach” based on an apportionment mechanism of the third party debt of
the Group or the third party interest expenses of the Group amongst the various jurisdictions
where the Group is active, creating a link between the tax bases of different countries.

The first approach would harmonise current practices, while the second would be very innovative
since it would totally set aside the arm’s length principle, and instead, apply a notional approach
requiring consensus amongst all countries to be workable.
We strongly believe that the second approach does not meet the main criteria listed above mainly
due to the fact that it will create competitive bias, increase the cases of double taxation and the
workload of both taxpayers and administrations.
On the contrary, the first approach could be more neutral (but less than a method relying on the
arm’s length principle), easier to implement and could even reduce double taxation and simplify tax
compliance as compared to the current situation, if it leads to harmonisation among States.
This method is certainly easier to implement than the previous method, but it has implications that
go beyond the BEPS issues. It tends more broadly to prevent that the debt load exceeds a "standard",
which is above all an economic issue. It also raises issues which are difficult to resolve, since the debt
needs can be structurally different in different economic sectors, and the interest expense will be
dependent on the currency to borrow. Therefore it will potentially generate unequal treatment
between activities.
MEDEF believes that best practice should be as close as possible to the arm’s length principle to be
the least disturbing from a competition and tax sovereignty perspective and to be easier to
implement in various countries. In this respect, we are surprised by the rejection of the arm’s length
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test as a possible approach. We believe that the arm’s length principle is currently the most efficient
way to demonstrate that interest deduction is market driven and hence not abusive.
More generally, we are concerned by the fact that many drafts (action 1, action 4, action 7 and the
revised draft on intangibles) depart from a strict adherence to the arm’s length principle while ever
more additional information to corroborate TP policy is requested from the taxpayers (draft on TP
documentation). Apparently, although not clearly admitted, there could be a shift from the Arm’s
length principle to profit split. We do not believe both approaches are manageable for companies.
Furthermore, an escape clause to take into consideration the economic situation of a specific Group
(to reduce competition issues) and a safe harbour (to ease implementation and reduce uncertainties
in standard cases) should both be designed whatever the system is. Therefore a combined approach
using a fixed ratio based on EBITDA, as the main principle, and a Group debt equity ratio, as an
escape clause (§166 – approach 2) could be the second best choice after the arm’s length principle.
Finally, it is necessary to envisage a transition period and a set of grand-father rules for current
standard financing structures to avoid significant restructurations and costs within a short
timeframe.

We hope our contribution will give you a clearer insight into our expectations and remain at your
disposal for further information.

Yours sincerely,
Vanessa de Saint-Blanquat
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Specific comments
§ 11: we agree that the six methods listed are commonly used by States especially the 1st (limitation
by reference to a fixed ratio) for the level of debt and the 4th (arm’s length test) for the level of
remuneration. The 3rd is also frequently used for specific transactions like acquisition of shares,
acquisition to related parties.
Therefore, we are surprised that from the inception of the draft, the OECD excludes the 1st and the
4th methods. We believe that those methods have their own merits and the issues raised in § 20 and
22 do not outweigh their merits.
Regarding the fixed ratio rules, it is true that if the ratio is defined by comparison to an asset/liability
it only limits the level of debt and not necessarily the interest expenses and therefore “allows
flexibility in terms of the rate of interest”. This flexibility is clearly needed since interest rates can
significantly vary (e.g. different rating, amount, duration, currency). There is no reason why the usual
transfer pricing rules (based on the arm’s length principle) should not be applied to interest rates.
It is also true that a Group can increase or decrease the equity of a 100% owned subsidiary to a
certain extent (except for instance in countries with exchange controls like China). A Group is usually
tempted to allocate interest expenses where it realises taxable profits. Such a practice should not be
considered as profit shifting by itself. However, many reasons could prevent a Group from doing so,
even if it might be efficient from a tax standpoint: the level of debt is not only governed by tax
considerations (but also by legal, operational, regulatory and financial) and is subject to many
constraints like approval of minority shareholders. When a Group holds listed entities, it is usually
impossible to restructure its debt via a debt push down.
Regarding the arm’s length principle, it is not more time consuming to determine the right level of
debt and interest than to fix the right price for goods, services or royalties. What matters is whether
there are reliable benchmarks not requiring too many adjustments. It is well known that the arm’s
length principle is not a flawless method but it is the least problematic from an economic and
competition standpoint. We therefore believe that the OECD should not reject this method right
from the beginning but rather consult on the best practice to assist States in applying standardised
approaches.
We agree that the 5th and 6th methods are not a best practice.
To conclude, the 1st, 2nd and 4th methods deserved to be analysed with the same degree of detail and
the 3rd method should probably be limited to extreme cases that could probably be covered by antiabuse measures.
§ 13: EU compatibility is essential. Note that EU compatibility partially depends on whether the BEPS
proposals should be applied in a cross border situation only or also in a domestic one. There are
obviously more risks of non-compatibility should it focus only on cross border flows. However, should
those proposals apply also to domestic flows and also for instance to transactions within a
consolidated group, the workload for the businesses would be significantly increased as well as the
number of double taxation cases.
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§ 27: A Group net interest EBITDA ratio cannot be compared to an entity’s net interest EBITDA ratio
for several reasons:
- Consolidated accounts can significantly differ from local GAAPs. MNEs often try to optimise
their EBITDA since it is a key factor for investors which means that some expenses which are,
in local GAAP, above the local EBITDA, could be, in the consolidated accounts, below EBITDA
and vice versa for revenues (e.g. some taxes are considered as OPEX in the local GAAP and
Corporate income tax under IFRS). This practice usually leads to lower net interest expenses
to EBITDA ratio when using the consolidated accounts as opposed to using local accounts.
-

A consolidated ratio is by essence an average while an MNE is the sum of multiple legal
entities having different leverages and EBITDA profiles, even in a homogeneous Group and
even more in a diversified Group. This diversity results mainly from the fact that Groups
segment their value chain in several entities for operational, marketing, risk management,
HR, … purposes : some companies are cash rich (e.g. cash cow activity, marketing entities …)
others cash poor (e.g. new businesses, capital intensive businesses, loss making businesses).
So, almost no company reaches the average ratio of the Group. Should a Group fixed ratio
(e.g. net interest to EBITDA) apply to each entity, the ones which exceed the said ratio will be
penalised while the ones below will not be able to benefit from this additional flexibility to
deduct more interest. When the Group is heterogeneous, the average is even less
representative and the risk of excess interest higher.

§ 31: Based on our experience, the capacity to deduct the acquisition debt of a target in an M&A deal
or a debt for a green field activity does clearly influence the internal rate of return. Should strict
interest limitations be applicable only to MNE and not to investment funds, those later would clearly
benefit from a competitive advantage in an auction process for instance.
§ 35: Only interests and financial instruments related to debt instruments should be taken into
account. It could be interesting to list the items which should not be included such as: capitalised
interest during construction phase, interest linked to the discount of long term reserves (i.e. pension,
decommissioning…), financial instruments linked to the business (i.e. commodity hedge…). Special
attention should also be given to indemnities paid in the case of an early termination of a debt
instrument. The borrower should pay the mark to market of its debt to the creditors and can be
authorised to deduct the full indemnity immediately. This creates a significant cost while the
earnings are not modified and so increases the risk of excess interest which justifies efficient
mechanisms to defer the deduction.
§ 38: In case of a tax group, it is recommended to apply the rule at the tax group’s level and not
entity by entity to simplify and reduce the risk of double taxation. This is already a common practice
in many tax systems (Germany, France, Italy, Spain, US …).
§77: By applying an interest allocation rule as an interest cap rule and not a deemed interest rule
(notional approach), it is certain that Groups will suffer from double taxation due to their inability to
match their actual interest expenses to the ones allocated through the allocation rules. Therefore a
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group wide ratio does not meet the main principles set up up-front and thus cannot be considered as
a best practice.
With a group wide approach based on earning, interests would be allocated to entities with mature
projects for which there is no more debt and so no effective interest deduction rather than to
entities with new projects for which financing is required (interest will not be deductible). So MNEs
with entities having mature and new projects in a country will be favoured as compared to MNEs
trying to enter a new business/zone (competition issue in favour of domestic groups).
This mechanism would be complex to implement, and makes forecasting, planning and current year
tax payments problematic.
§79: By applying a group ratio rule it is also quite sure that a Group will suffer from double taxation
due to the fact that in a Group some entities are cash rich (interest income) and others cash poor
(interest expenses). So the allocation will reduce the capacity of cash poor entities to deduct interest
and it is far from obvious that countries with the cash rich entities will waive their right to tax the
interest income. Such a rule could however prove interesting as an escape clause when a group is
highly leveraged to allow more deduction at a leveraged entity’s level.
§88: Within a Group some entities are cash rich and others leveraged. All cash rich entities do not
necessarily lend their excess cash positions to a central vehicle (cash pooling or finco) due to
regulations capital requirements, currency convertibility and transferability or internal policy. This is
a real constraint for them since it usually increases their cost of carry. Please find hereafter several
examples where cash cannot be cash pooled:
- Some developing markets offer incentives to attract foreign direct investment, but as they
want to reap the full benefits of direct investment, the same authorities may also impose
tight restrictions on taking money out of the country.
foreign exchange controls – e.g. on converting and transferring currencies.
capital requirements – e.g. capital has to remain onshore for a certain period.
regulations – e.g. restrictions on intercompany lending.
taxation – e.g. on cross-border cash flows, or high withholding taxes on dividends
paid.
Such countries include China, Argentina, Brazil, India, Thailand, Malaysia, among others.
o
o
o
o

-

Usually it is very difficult from a corporate governance standpoint and sometimes legal
standpoint (abuse of majority) to have a listed subsidiary lending its excess cash or at least all
its excess cash to its parent (diversification is needed).

-

Project companies will usually be requested to maintain a Debt Service Reserve Account
(DSRA). DSRA is really a cash reserve that is the norm in project finance deals. The DSRA is
generally sized to x months of debt service (up to 12 months may be needed). The DSRA
gives additional funds if the Project Company has inadequate funds to pay for debt service,
and can be financed at the end of the construction (greenfield) or at the acquisition date
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(brownfield). This cash reserve is ring-fenced from the shareholders as long as the related
financing remains in place.
-

Starting this year, trading entities (incl group subsidiaries active on commodity markets) will
have to comply with Basel III requirements. This implies that such units have a number of
high quality liquidity assets sufficient (i.e. cash deposits, government bonds, dedicated
market funds, etc.) to cover the equivalent of the net cash flows over a 1-month period. This
Liquidity Coverage Ratio will be supervised by the regulatory body. Hence, these units will
bear significant amounts of cash with no possibility of returning this cash to the corporate
entity in charge of the treasury management.

-

In the commodities business, for risk mitigation of net exposures on their financial
derivatives portfolios, Groups use margining agreements, whereby they deposit cash or
receive cash from their counterparts (margin calls). Interest is paid or received on these
deposits, with a usual market practice to use local overnight rates, e.g.: Eonia for the euro or
Fed Funds for the dollar.

-

In the nuclear industry in France and Belgium for instance, there are strict legal requirements
to cover, at least partially, future decommissioning activities by backing the reserves with
cash or other financial investments (ie bonds) which prevent the nuclear entity from cash
pooling all its excess cash. The interest earned on these external investments is legally and
economically earmarked to cover the change in provision due to the passage of time
(reversal of discounting effect), this cost not being included in the net financial expenses.
All these examples show that double taxation would arise in the case of mechanism allowing
only for the allocation of net third party debt.

In addition since interest rates are very different from country to country, allocating interest
expenses based on EBITDA would favour countries with a strong currency (low interest rate, so the
cap should not apply) to the detriment of countries with a weak currency (high interest rate, so the
cap is very likely to apply).
Some groups are not in a net debt positions. All the issues mentioned above will be even more
problematic because they will have no net interest expenses to share while they will have some
entities bearing interest expenses and other interest income.
§ 94: We agree with the principle of using, as much as possible, figures that are already reported for
financial reporting purposes to reduce recurrent compliance costs. Those figures are consistent from
year to year and among entities using the same accounting referential. However this does not mean
that it is the last figure in the consolidation process that should be taken into consideration since
those figures are impacted by consolidation adjustments. We believe that it should be the figure
reported by stand-alone entities under consolidated GAAP but before consolidation adjustments.
§108-111 : We should be careful not to fully exclude the deduction of acquisition debt by, either
rejecting the deduction at the holding level on the basis of lack of taxable earnings, or, at the target’s
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level due to anti avoidance rules disallowing interest on debt push down. If States consider that it is
best to localize interest deduction where entities are earning profits, they should accept debt push
down. But it is very questionable whether a consensus could be achieved in this field among States.
In terms of tax policy we draw attention to the fact that Groups cannot be prohibited from deducting
interest on debt at the acquisition level (e.g. Netherlands, Canada) and at the same time have special
measures rejecting debt push down (e.g. Hungary, India, Poland, South Africa), otherwise part of the
external interest expenses would no longer be deducted which is not acceptable from a tax policy
perspective unless interest income becomes non-taxable at the creditor’s level. In such a situation,
interest expenses would be reduced since gross interest will equal net interest at the creditor’s level.
In addition, it is not rare to only have a partial exemption on dividend or capital gain or to have
deferred exemption on built in gains (e.g. reorganization). So the regime cannot simply disallow the
interest expenses but partial deduction or carry forward should be implemented.
§ 113: It is key that the financial criteria used do not include impairment costs which are one off costs
and would significantly impact a Group by increasing its ETR at a time where it is already in difficulty.
§115: We are sceptical as to the efficiency of using average earnings to mitigate volatility due to the
likely variation of perimeters. We believe that it is more appropriate to carry forward disallowed
interest or unused capacity to deduct interest at a country level (ie at a tax Group level or even at the
level of the perimeter of all the controlled entities located in the same tax jurisdiction to ease the
capacity of using those tax attributes).
§ 109-128: We believe that earnings give a better economic picture of a Group than a mere item of
the balance sheet. The use of accounting values for valuing assets is not appropriate due to the
impact of the Group history in their book values (cf PPA). The use of market value can only apply in
specific businesses where such values are easy to determine. Even if Groups proceed to impairment
test campaigns every year, such analysis does not provide a value for each asset in each entity. To
reduce the accounting impact on earnings-based methods, we consider that using an aggregate close
to the cash generated is more appropriate (e.g. EBITDA) even if not flawless due to the different
definitions of EBITDA that may exist.
When a Group is active in different sectors with different financial profiles, the aggregates used to
allocate debt or interest expenses will not allow a fair and economic allocation.
Fixing an EBITDA cover ratio at a defined level without considering the sector would not be
consistent with the economic reality. EBITDA-to-sales margins impact leverage, but are not the only
criteria.
For example, while a generic retailer will have a low EBITDA margin and also quick inventory rotation
with no delays in customer payment terms, a steel retailer will also have the same low EBITDA
margins, but with a slower inventory rotation, and hence higher leverage.
Similarly, one could also oppose the case of a luxury business against a building materials producer:
luxury goods will have high EBITDA, low operating financing needs and hence a likely lower financial
debt than construction material companies, which are companies with important fixed assets but
with a low ratio of EBITDA to assets and hence a probable high financial debt and financial expenses.
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While these contrasting examples illustrate that ratios should be adapted to sectors, it also indicates
that applying group ratios can create distortion between pure players and conglomerates active in
different industries, and could create an incentive for highly leveraged companies with low EBITDA
margins to optimize their ratios by combining their activities with others, leading to more vertical
integration and consolidation in some industries (combination of production and retail activities).
A way of handling this diversity might be to allocate the debt or interest expenses not at the Group
level but at each business line’s level assuming that a business line is more homogeneous. For
instance in an integrated utility Group, the upstream activities (generation or Exploration &
Production) could be treated differently from the midstream activities (asset management and
optimization) from the downstream activity (marketing) from the infrastructure (transportation,
distribution). A Group could then decide to opt for the business lines approach instead of the Group
approach to determine the Group fixed ratio. It would need to compute information by business lines
(i.e. allocate all the P&L and B/S data by business lines – IFRS segmentation already required some
allocation). This solution does not cope however with the situation of a company within a Group that
may be active in different diversified business line (e.g. a company that simultaneously owns the
generation assets, a distribution network and the marketing activity).
Another alternative for handling diversified Groups might be to apply ratios commonly used by rating
agencies to different sectors which could be considered as representing the arm’s length leverage in
a specific sector. Groups could elect to use such an approach instead of the Group ratio for all its
entities.
§ 166: A combined approach is probably the least disturbing approach since it provides more
flexibility to meet the diverse nature of Groups and activities. To be efficient, it is preferable not to
use the same aggregate for the general rule and for the carve out rule. So if the general rule relies on
a percentage of EBITDA, then the carve out rule should rather rely on a balance sheet criteria like
debt equity ratio of the Group.
Considering the debt equity ratio, for the sake of simplicity, the principle should be the consolidated
ratio but Groups, could under their responsibilities, elect to determine the ratio based on the fair
market value of the equity (market capitalization for listed entities) and the fair market value of the
debt (which is not necessarily its nominal value).
§214:
In the E&P business there are mainly 3 categories of regime:
• Standard system without specificities
Ex: Germany
The ordinary tax regime is applicable. Under the interest expense limitation rule, the
deduction of interest expense exceeding interest income (net interest expense) is limited to
30% of taxable earnings before EBITDA.
•

Standard system supplemented by a specific E&P system where there is usually an additional
tax to be paid based on specific rules notably concerning interest deduction.
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Ex: Norway
Only a portion of interest costs is deductible in the offshore tax regime. The remaining
interest costs are subject to onshore taxation at the ordinary 27% tax rate. The allocation of
interest cost to the offshore regime is calculated as follows:
Allocation of offshore interest cost = (Total interest cost × 50% × tax value of offshore-related
assets at the year-end) divided by the daily average interest-bearing debt.
Ex: UK
Finance costs are generally deductible for corporation tax purposes (i.e. 30%) but not for
supplementary charge (31%) or petroleum tax purposes (applicable to licenses developed
prior to 1993). In addition, deductions for finance costs in computing the profits of a ringfenced trade are only permitted if the money borrowed has been used to meet expenditure
incurred in carrying on oil extraction activities or on acquiring a license from a third party.
•

Profit sharing system (PSC) where the royalties to be paid to the State are specified in an
agreement. Usually interest expenses are not deductible.
Ex: Indonesia
Interest costs on loans do not normally form part of the cost recovery, irrespective of
whether the loans are internal or third party “loans” (meaning interest costs or interest cost
recovery is not a cost recoverable expense and is not tax deductible) unless in very specific
cases to be approved by the National Oil Company SKKMIGAS.
Same limitation in Angola, Libya, Yemen, Oman

For E&P companies, it would then be essential not to add additional limitations when limitations
already exist. In the case of a group-wide allocation, E&P activities deserve to be ring fenced for both
the EBITDA and the debt. In case of a fixed ratio regime, this standard regime should only apply in
case no specific rules apply to E&P activities.
Conclusion
To our mind, the most suitable approach is : a fixed ratio (preferably an interest to EBITDA approach
closer to the reality of the cash flow generated) associated with an arm’s length approach to fix the
level of rate, and, supplemented by an escape clause based for instance on the Group debt to equity
ratio.
A fixed ratio based on EBITDA would be applied at each tax Group’s level to limit double taxation and
reduce as much as possible the interest/EBITDA carry forward mechanism. It does not require
unanimity among States. Assuming the EBITDA can be properly defined, the impact on the history of
the business accounts is limited (contrary to a debt to equity ratio).
The rate should absolutely remain based on a functional analysis to match the characteristics of the
debt instrument (currency, maturity, nature of the rate…) and the risks taken by the lender.
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The escape clause provides flexibility: this could mitigate the lack of flexibility of the fixed ratio
especially if fixed at a low level.
The introduction of targeted measures mainly depends on the other BEPS actions. What is key is to
avoid multiplying the regime (as currently under French legislation) which unduly complicates the
implementation for businesses and control from the Administration.
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To:
Date:
Re:

Marlies de Ruiter, Head, Tax Treaties, Transfer Pricing and Financial Transactions Division, OECD/CTPA
6 February 2015
Comments to the OECD’s discussion draft on Action 4 of the BEPS Action Plan of 18 December 2014

Dear Marlies,
Here are my comments to the above draft.
Though I am generally very impressed with and humbled by the quality of the work done through the CFA, I feel
less so with regard to this particular paper. It is my impression that the drafters of this document
i.
ii.
iii.

paid only lip service to avoidance of double taxation;
largely ignored the taxation of interest received in all their examples; and
implied that double taxation is acceptable collateral damage in the fight against BEPS (see e.g. paragraphs 184
and 199), whether the situation hit by the proposed measures actually constitutes abuse or not.

As you have enough to read already, I will keep my comments as short as possible and will not develop each point
in full detail. I am however happy to expand on any point you wish.
1. Box 1, page 7. Besides the fact that these examples mix several unrelated issues together, the only real point
illustrated is that if the tax rate of a group creditor is lower than the tax rate of its related debtor (e.g. 25% vs
40%), the group saves tax. Is this BEPS? Must the tax rate of the creditor always be equal to or higher than
the tax rate of the debtor, for this not to be abuse?
2. Paragraphs 21 and 23. I disagree with the decision to exclude withholding taxes. I could respect that decision
if the paper a) presented a viable alternative and b) legitimate reasons for this decision, but it does neither:
a. The only real solution offered for the prevention of double tax is the – limited – carry forward of capped
interest deductions. This solution completely ignores the fact that for many businesses, the causes of
running into the caps in the first place, will be of a long term or permanent nature. E.g. some markets will
remain outperformed by other markets for the foreseeable future, or some lines of business within a
group will remain more profitable than others/more asset heavy than others.
To the contrary the paper states that attempts to remedy these situations could amount to abuse (see
paragraphs 194 and 197). I.e. the very effort to mitigate/eliminate double tax is qualified as abuse. I
disagree with this and with innuendo of paragraph 194, that double taxation should become acceptable
through the simple passage of time.
b. It is simply not true that “it would also be extremely difficult for EU member states to apply withholding
taxes on interest payments within the EU due to the Interest and Royalty Directive”. Article 5, paragraph
2, of that Directive reads “2. Member States may, in the case of transactions for which the principal
motive or one of the principal motives is tax evasion, tax avoidance or abuse, withdraw the benefits of
this Directive or refuse to apply this Directive.” What would be extremely difficult is to apply withholding
taxes to transactions which do not constitute evasion, avoidance or abuse under EU law. I am OK with
that, and so should the governments of the EU be, at least if they are prepared to live up to their
obligations as EU members in good faith.
Equally, with the other BEPS work being done on preventing treaty abuse and the multilateral instrument,
I do not see the existence of reduced withholding tax rates under treaties as an insurmountable problem
to deal with. The same applies for lower withholding tax rates on gross income.
Finally, the argument of policy reasons against withholding taxes is unsubstantiated, half-hearted and
consequently unconvincing.
3. The various group based approaches in the document largely ignore the fact that various group members may
consistently underperform compared to other members for legitimate non-tax reasons and may therefore
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never be able to recuperate their capped interest deductions. Underperformance can e.g. be due to
geographical markets, or different lines of business within a group, such as consultancy vs. production.
I frankly cannot oversee whether either of the combined approaches under chapter X would adequately
resolve this issue (though I can see that applying chapter X to a group with 500 active companies will be
difficult).
***************************
To illustrate my points of ignoring the creditor tax position, and effect of not applying an interest withholding tax
to abusive cases rather than denying the deduction, I will go through examples 3 and 4 in Annex 3. I will assume
that the debtor country allows a full deduction of BEPS interest to the debtor, but levies a 15% withholding tax on
the creditor over its gross BEPS interest income.
Example 3:
Assume all countries levy 20% income tax. ACo, BCo and CCo have EBT of (10+24-25=) 9 mio, 39 mio and 30 mio
respectively.
•
•

Under an interest cap rule CCo’s taxable income will become 35.1 mio, whilst BCo’s will remain 39 mio. CCo’s
country will levy (5.1*20%=) 1 mio more in tax, protecting its tax base against BEPS.
Under an interest withholding tax on abusive payments, CCo’s taxable income will equal its EBT, being 30.
BCo will pay a 15% withholding tax on 5.1 (=0.6 mio) of the income it receives from CCo, for which BCo may
receive no credit depending on how much of its loan to CCo was financed with equity and whether it earned a
spread on the interest it received from the interest it paid. However, even if BCo receives no credit, this
measure only leads to 15% double tax on 5.1 instead of 20%.

EU law:
If BCo and CCo are in the same country, the interest cap rule may not apply as there is no base erosion. However,
the fact that it will apply cross border, makes the rule a restriction on the fundamental EU freedoms, which can
only be allowed in cases of actual abuse – to be determined on a case by case basis - under a proportionate
justification. A rule cannot be proportionate when it leads to double taxation, where there is an alternative
available which would lead to a lower, or no double tax. Since the withholding tax credit leads to less double tax,
the interest deduction cap is not proportionate.
It may be countered that under the interest cap rule, CCo could carry forward its non-deductible interest and, IF
compensated later on, this will lead to less double tax than an interest withholding tax on BCo. This argument is
not effective, for two reasons:
a) under EU law, CCo country is already forced to limit its withholding tax on interest to BCo’s net interest
income and
b) CCo country could also apply the carry forward rule to its interest withholding tax and let BCo country know
that it has done so through a spontaneous exchange of information.
Thus the tax remaining double tax will still remain 15% (at most) vs 20% plus a cash flow disadvantage.
I must underline that in the above example, the double tax relief through an interest withholding tax is immediate
to the extent the interest income is sponsored with equity, or earns a spread. This is obscured in the given fact
pattern of the example; see example 4 hereafter.
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Example 4:
Assume all countries levy 20% income tax. ACo, BCo and CCo have EBT of (10-25=) -15 mio, 57.9 mio and (45+312.9=) 35.1 mio.
•
•

Under an interest cap rule CCo’s taxable income will become 45 mio, whilst BCo’s will remain 57.9 mio; CCo’s
country will (9.9*20%=) 2 mio more in tax, protecting its tax base against BEPS.
Under an interest withholding tax on abusive payments, CCo’s taxable income will equal its EBT, being 35.1.
BCo will pay a 15% withholding tax on 9.9 (= 1.5 mio) of the income it receives from CCo, for which BCo will
receive a full credit as its loan to CCo was fully financed with equity. BCo will still pay an additional 5% tax in
BCo country, being the difference between the BCo country tax rate on net income and the CCo country
withholding tax on gross.

CCo country thus manages to fully protect its tax base against BEPS, whilst simultaneously fully avoiding double
taxation. A result impossible to achieve under an interest cap in the given fact pattern.
***************************
Thank you for taking the time to read this and I apologise for being negative about this OECD paper; I do however
believe my reasons are legitimate. I have admired the resolve with which the OECD has taken to work on the
multilateral instrument and am convinced that if it tackled double taxation in this paper with the same
determination a much better result could have been achieved than the one proposed so far.
If you wish me to elaborate on any of my points at the OECD public consultation of 17 February, please let me
know. I am not registering for that meeting yet at this time.
Yours sincerely,

Johann H Müller
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Donald Simpson
Group Head of Tax

OECD
2, rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
France

Direct tel 44 (0)20 7004 3465
Direct fax +44 (0)20 7004 3483
donald.simpson(ämationalgrid.com
www.nationalgrid.com

6 February 2015
Our Reference: DS/SSIGL

Dear Sir/Madam
National Grid Plc
OECD Discussion Draft on Interest deductions and other financial payments (BEPS Action 4)
We are writing in response to the OECD’s Discussion Draft on Interest deductions and other financial
payments released on thel8 December 2014.
We have summarised our comments in the initial section and provide more detailed comments in the
section thereafter. We have only provided comments where it is relevant to the Group. We have not
necessarily responded directly to each specific question included in the discussion draft, but instead
have provided what we believe are pertinent comments for the design of the best practice rules in
response to the issues that have been summarised on page 2 of the paper and highlighted on pages
68-71.
Overall position
We understand and support the key aims and objectives of the OECD’s REPS initiatives and its
continued work on the various action points to produce best practice rules to address base erosion
and profit shifting (4BEPS”). We also appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments.
In summary, the discussion paper proposes a number of options as best practice rules:
a) Group-wide allocation
b) Fixed ratio
c) Combined approach

—

interest allocation or ratio approach

Having considered the proposals, our recommendation would be for a combined approach (with the
general rule being a fixed ratio one and a carve out rule allowing a group wide test), but on the basis
that the fixed ratio would be set at a reasonable level as represented by jurisdictions that currently
adopt such an approach. This could arguably provide less potential uncertainty regarding the
deductibility of interest given the potential impact of annual variations in earnings which could result in
changes in the ratios annually. It should result in a lower compliance burden than a sole group-wide
allocation rule. However we would want the rule to allow the carry forward of any unused interest
capacity for a reasonable length of time and/or interest deductions that have been disallowed. We
also believe the ratio needs to be industry specific to accommodate businesses which might be highly
leveraged such as capital intensive business like National Grid.
A combined approach should allow low risk entities to be easily exempted, thereby reducing the
additional compliance burden but also providing the option to apply the group-wide rule where an
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entity prefers to do so. This provides businesses with more flexibility to meet the interest rules but at
the same time reduce the additional compliance burden and uncertainty.
Our general concerns are noted below:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

How will any overlap with other action points (such as hybrid mismatches and transfer pricing)
be addressed?
As noted in the discussion paper, a number of countries already have interest limitation rules.
If the best practice rules were adopted, the existing rules would have to be repealed. On
transition there may be additional costs and br compliance burden on businesses and if the
rules are introduced, there needs to be some thought given to an appropriate lead time and/or
possibly transitional rules.
As noted in the paper, thought needs to be given to circumstances where a reorganisation of
funding to meet the best practice rules is not possible, for example where there might be
restrictions over the level of debt allowed in certain territories, whether that is due to regal,
regulatory or local tax rules which already exist. Where regulatory restrictions exist on the
inclusion of optimal debt funding thresholds, a carve-out or exemption should be considered.
Given the interest thresholds would be derived from metrics which might fluctuate annually,
this not only creates some uncertainty over the level of interest that would be deductible and
therefore potentially makes any forecasting or budgeting process more difficult, but this could
create the need to constantly monitor and adjust the debt levels in different territories to meet
the interest thresholds which adds to the compliance burden.
The potential impact on effective cost of capital and therefore investment decisions as
businesses would need to factor the deductibility of interest into these decisions. We suggest
that more work needs to be undertaken to model the impact on debt markets and investment
decisions.
Although an earnings based measure is preferred, there needs to be an adjustment or carve
out where entities are loss-making, otherwise any interest deduction could be completely
restricted in a year of abnormal losses. In such years consideration could possibly be given to
utilising an average earnings measure, for example the preceding 3 years earnings.
We are a regulated business and our returns are agreed with the regulators. Financing costs
(as are tax costs) are included within our Rate Plans as part of our discussions with the
regulators to agree the level of return allowed for our regulated businesses. We not only have
concerns over the interest deductibility for tax purposes arising on these proposed rules but
where there might be a need to reorganise the funding which results in a material deviation
from the Rate plans/submissions used to agree our level of returns with the regulators, this
could have adverse impact on group earnings.
The paper proposes the use of targeted rules. Given the aim is to mitigate base erosion and
profit shifting using interest deductions, would it be not be more efficient to propose some
robust targeted rules (e.g. purposive/motive based) and avoid the need for a general interest
limitation rule that would apply to all entities?

Detailed comments
1) What is interest and what are payments economically equivalent to interest?
We agree there needs to be guidance embedded within the best practice rules setting out exactly what
“financing” items would be caught by the interest deduction rules to mitigate uncertainty, risk of double
taxation and for there to be a coherent approach.
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We have some concern over the inclusion of foreign exchange given this is not generally a financing
item within an entity’s control and could fluctuate wildly. Any foreign exchange and accounting or fair
value adjustments should be excluded and our experience has been such amounts can be identified
relatively easily within individual entity or group accounts.
You propose to include amounts recharacterised as interest under transfer pricing rules, and we would
add that any interest disallowed under transfer pricing rules should accordingly be excluded from the
interest deduction rules.

2) Should the rule apply to the level of debt or interest expense and should it apply to gross or net
interest?
We agree that the rule should apply to interest expense given net debt can fluctuate over time so there
would be question over the appropriate level of net debt the rules would apply to. Interest expense
however will have included the impact of any variations in the Level of debt over any particular financial
period.
We would prefer the rules to apply to net interest for simplicity and to reduce the risk of double
taxation especially on intra-group financing. Net interest does not discriminate against those entities
who have cash surpluses which they need to hold for business purposes (e.g. funding a group
dividend payment to shareholders), and which has not been used to pay down debt. We note your
concern that there is a risk that this might not catch all base erosion or profit shifting activities but
suggest that this could be dealt with by targeted rules.

3) Should there be a small entity exception or monetary threshold?
Yes to allow low risk and/or low monetary financings to be exempted and avoid the additional
compliance burden. This is unlikely to be the subject of abuse, for example the benefit of setting up
additional entities to meet the thresholds could be outweighed by the additional costs involved.

4) Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an entity’s group?
Our main concerns with group wide rules are the additional compliance required to calculate this and
the measures that will be used.
We generally agree that if this were the chosen approach an earnings based measure is preferable
due to the question over valuation that would arise if using an assets based measure. An earnings
based should be a better measure of an entity’s economic activity and of its ability to meet interest
obligations which also reflects the amount of debt it can borrow.
We also agree that for simplicity the numbers within the consolidated financial statements should be a
good starting point from which to base the group wide rules with the two proposed adjustments noted
on page 35. However one potential difficulty with this is where GAAP differences exist. For example,
our US businesses’ starting point on which taxable profits (and therefore interest deductions) are
based would be US OMP results, whereas our consolidated financials are under IFRS GMP. Is
there a risk that the use of the latter results in a non-representative proportion of interest that should
be allocated to the US? Accordingly we suggest foreign exchange and fair value adjustments should
be excluded as would impairments of debts such that the true” interest cost is the measure used,
The paper highlights the mismatches that could arise on using accounting measures and
subsequently applying to profits from a tax perspective. Where it is a matter of timing we agree that
allowing the carry forward of disallowed interest or surplus interest capacity would be a solution, and
we highly advocate this. We question why there needs to be a restricted time period. Why should
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business not be allowed to carry forward disallowed interest indefinitely given we have incurred the
interest expense?
We also agree with the proposal that the interest allocation ratio could be instead applied to the net
interest expense for tax purposes rather than net interest expense from an accounting perspective.
This would seem to be more appropriate basis to determine the quantum of interest that can be
deducted.
The paper highlights the problems regarding consolidation adjustments and where there are intra
group earnings. We believe that total earnings of the group should be compared to entity earnings
before consolidation adjustments. As noted this would mitigate any over-allocation of capacity, but
would also be more appropriate way to allocate given the basis from which the tax liability of an entity
is calculated is based on its earnings before any consolidation adjustments. This provides a more
representative basis of its share of group earnings.
We have highlighted some concerns above, but as noted in the paper, there are many more. When
compared to a fixed ratio method, there would appear to be more questions and potential complexity
which adds to the compliance burden. On this basis we would not choose a group wide rule
exclusively over a fixed ratio rule.

5) Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio?
This would be the simplest method to apply with the main benefit being less complexity and therefore
less compliance required to apply these rules. We would therefore prefer this approach over group
wide rules on the assumption that the ratio is set at a reasonable level, although as we note above
and below, a combined approach allows further flexibility.
We strongly believe the ratio needs to be industry specific. We are a capital intensive business with
significant regulatory obligations to invest in our national infrastructure (such as gas pipelines and the
national transmission systems). This would in our opinion necessitate a higher benchmark for utilities
in particular where such obligations exist. We rely heavily on debt financing to finance the expenditure
necessary to deliver our longer term investment needs and a ratio that is too low would penalise highly
leveraged industries.
We are also a regulated business. The regulators require us to meet certain debt to equity ratios they
believe are appropriate to our business. Could these benchmarks provide appropriate indicative
ratios?
In addition the current consensus based on countries which currently utilise this measure suggests a
ratio of 30% at least, however we also question why each jurisdiction should not allowed to determine
their own appropriate ratio?
Again we believe an earnings based measure is preferable over an assets based measure for the
reason noted above. There are currently existent benchmark ratios used in transfer pricing studies
which could provide some guidance.
We believe that EBITDA would be the simplest earnings based measure to apply and most
appropriate as it is provides a better guide to an entity’s ability to meet its financing obligations than
EBIT. This is also the reason the measure is used in transfer pricing studies. The EBITDA should be
the entity’s EBITDA as measured in its local accounts and local GAAP.
There should be a provision for any unused interest to be carried forward to be used in the future if
there is capacity and for any unused capacity to also be carried forward.
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6) Whether a combined approach could be applied?
Our most preferred approach is for a general rule based on a fixed ratio with a carve-out to be a group
ratio test. This potentially mitigates any increase in compliance burden yet where the ratio is exceeded
on the general fixed ratio rule could still allow an entity a potential secondary rule that could allow it to
obtain a higher level of net interest deductions. As long as the fixed ratio is set at an acceptable level
and specific to an industry, this would be the preferred method.
7) The role of targeted rules
We believe there may still be a role for targeted rules only (possibly of a purposive or motive based
nature), which could efficiently meet the OECDs aim to mitigate base erosion and profit shifting using
interest.
8) Treatment of non-deductible interest
We strongly advocate that any disallowed interest or unused interest capacity be allowed to be carried
forward. We do not think that there should be a time limitation, to accommodate businesses (such as
construction or research and development industries), which may have a long lead time before any
profits might be realised.
9) Considerations for specific industries
We have noted that if a fixed ratio is adopted, that the ratio should be industry specific.

Yours sincerely

Donald Simpson
Group Head of Tax
National Grid
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February 5, 2015
Mr. Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration (OECD/CTPA)
OECD, 2, rue Andre Pascal
75775 Oarus /Cedex 16
France
Re: OECD Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4
Dear Mr. Pross:
The Organization for International Investment 1 (OFII) is pleased to submit the following
comments as requested in response to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Plan Action 4 Discussion Draft
regarding interest deductions and other financial payments.
OFII is a non-profit business association in Washington, D.C. representing the U.S. operations of
many of the world’s leading global companies. OFII advocates for fair, non-discriminatory
treatment of non-U.S. based companies and promotes policies that will encourage them to
establish U.S. operations, increase American employment and wages, and boost U.S. economic
growth.
OFII respects the OECD’s intention to address base erosion concerns related to debt and
appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Discussion Draft. Our comments focus
on the following concerns:
•

•
•
•
•

1

The Discussion Draft inappropriately dismisses the impact the proposed options would
have on investment, abandons the fundamental arm’s length principle of international
taxation, and discriminates against multinational companies as compared to purely
domestic companies.
The allocation of interest expense in the group-wide test is based on a faulty premise that
inevitably will lead to double taxation, greater complexity, less cross-border investment,
and more, not fewer, tax motivated transactions.
A fixed ratio test that supplements the arm’s length principle and respects legal entities
can be used to address BEPS concerns in a practical manner, provided that the ratio test is
not so restrictive that it effectively abandons the arm’s length principle.
The options put forth in the Discussion Draft are excessively restrictive in light of the
other BEPS Actions that are currently being undertaken by the OECD.
The Discussion Draft fails to understand and appreciate the role debt plays in financing
new investments.

http://www.ofii.org/about/membership-list
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General Comments
OFII has significant concerns with the options put forth in the Discussion Draft. We believe that
any proposal to limit interest expense deductions should be grounded in sound tax principles that
encourage the flow of cross-border investment and prevent double taxation – unfortunately, the
Discussion Draft fails on all counts.
First, the impact limitations on interest deductibility have on investment and economic activity
should not be discounted at a time when economies across the globe continue to rebound and
interest rates are at an all-time low in multiple jurisdictions. OECD member countries are each
competing for global investment to bring jobs, increase wages, and enhance the economic
prosperity of its citizens. Thus, the impact that the interest deductibility changes proposed in the
Discussion Draft will have on cross-border investment should not be overlooked. Contrary to the
finding in the discussion draft in paragraph 31, there is empirical evidence that thin capitalization
rules negatively impact investment. 2 This is, in fact, also a finding in one of the reports the
Discussion Draft cites. 3 The OECD must more fully evaluate and account for the impact the
proposed options to limit interest expense would have on investment, jobs, wages, and economic
growth.
Beyond the economic impact, the options considered in the Discussion Draft depart from sound
tax principles in at least two respects. Most significantly, the Discussion Draft wholly abandons
the arm’s length standard and the respect for legal entities, both of which are the linchpin
principles of international taxation. The OECD has historically supported the use of the arm’s
length standard as the cornerstone of transfer pricing, and a related party loan that satisfies this
standard should continue to be respected.
OFII believes that rules governing the deductibility of interest on debt must continue to take into
account industry norms, business practices, the debt/equity ratio of the borrower, the financial
condition of the borrower, and other terms and conditions that a third party lender would require
of a similarly situated borrower. These factors appropriately reflect the borrowing needs of an
entity within a multinational corporate (MNC) group. For example, an MNC that decides to enter
into a new manufacturing line may need to incur significant debt to fund its new operations, while
a mature business may not require the same continued financing to run its business. An MNC
may also have multiple lines of business with very different financing needs. For example, an
MNC may have a financial institution within its group along with other businesses; the financial
business will be in a net investment position but the nonfinancial business may be in a net debt
position. The Discussion Draft is silent on whether these businesses should be tested separately.
Unfortunately, while the Discussion Draft recognizes that certain entities within a group can
generate excess internal cash, it nevertheless concludes (e.g., with respect to the group-wide test)
that the separate entity concept should not be respected for internal loans made on an arm’s length
basis.

2

Merlo, Valeria, Nadine Riedel, and Georg Wamser. Anti-Avoidance Legislations and the Location Choice of
Multinationals. mimeo, 2014.
3
Buettner, et al., ‘The Impact of Thin-Capitalization Rules on the Capital Structure of Multinational Firms’ (2012)
96 Journal of Public Economics 930, 937.
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The Discussion Draft indicates that the arm’s length standard is insufficient to address base
erosion concerns that exist when internal leverage exceeds external leverage. Yet this appears to
be a broad metric for base erosion that would penalize legitimate business transactions with no
profit shifting motivation. For example, in a related party loan, where internal leverage exceeds
external leverage yet both countries have the same tax rate there is no base erosion concern.
Furthermore, the concerns with the arm’s length principle expressed in the Discussion Draft do
not outweigh the major economic disruptions that would result from implementing the options
under consideration. The OECD should more clearly articulate the BEPS issues related to interest
and target rules to those abusive behaviors, and respect debt that satisfies the arm’s length
standard.
Moreover, any interest deduction limitation proposal should preserve the Discussion Draft’s
commitment to preventing double taxation arising from cross-border debt, continue to provide
certainty for taxpayers and administrators, and minimize the impact on the cost of capital and
level of global investment. With respect to this last point, the Discussion Draft states that interest
deduction limitations promote economic stability by encouraging groups towards less highly
leveraged structures. However, the proposed interest deduction limitations would interfere with
non-tax business decisions of how to fund operations, including expansions, and therefore go
beyond the mandate of the BEPS project. The resulting uncertainty with respect to the amount
and location of interest deductions will affect the after-tax cash flows of a borrower and will have
a negative impact on its borrowing capacity and level of investment.
Because these rules would only apply to MNCs, another principle the Discussion Draft fails to
satisfy is avoiding discrimination against MNCs in favor of purely domestic businesses. Under
the options in the Discussion Draft, MNCs’ third party interest expense deductions would be
limited, while domestic businesses with no foreign operations would face no such limitation. For
example, if a purely domestic company (i.e., with no foreign operations at all) seeks to build a
local power plant and externally borrows to fund the investment, none of the proposals in the
Discussion Draft would disallow the interest expense to fund this investment no matter how
highly leveraged the enterprise. However, if a multinational group were to borrow from external
sources in the same manner to fund the same investment, the options considered in the Discussion
Draft could operate so that a portion of the interest expense with respect to this investment would
be disallowed. It is not clear why such a result could be desired or justified.
OFII strongly urges the OECD to reconsider its approach with respect to interest deductibility and
ensure that base erosion is addressed without unnecessarily undermining legitimate business
transactions that support investment and growth in economies across the globe.
Comments Addressing the Group-Wide Test
OFII believes that the group-wide test contained in the Discussion Draft is inherently flawed in
several ways. First, the group-wide test is based on the simplistic assumption that the location
where earnings are generated or assets are located equates with the location of financing needs for
business operations and expansions. In fact, the opposite is generally true – an entity with
significant profits may be able to self-finance, but a start-up entity or struggling entity must seek
financing because it lacks other options. As discussed below, financing needs are driven by a
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variety of factors, such as the business cycle of the investment and the capital needs of the
industry sector.
The Discussion Draft also fails to recognize the complexity and practical concerns related to
implementing a group-wide test. Experiences from countries that have enacted group wide tests
have demonstrated that the complexities created by different accounting and tax rules, currency
issues, and a myriad of other factors, have made application of a group-wide test very difficult to
apply in practice.
The problems with the group-wide test are further exacerbated by its inherent volatility. An MNC
group company’s ability to deduct interest will fluctuate from year to year even where there is no
change in its debt profile, not only because of fluctuations in its own profitability or asset values,
but also because of fluctuations in the profitability or asset values of other group members in
other countries. This volatility also brings with it accounting issues. For example, if the
deduction cannot reasonably be used, then it may not be recognized for accounting purposes.
This uncertainty regarding interest deductibility and its impact on financial statements impairs a
company’s ability to forecast after-tax cash flows and therefore will impair an entity’s borrowing
capacity, increase the cost of capital, and reduce the ability to make new investments.
The Discussion Draft appears to take the view that this volatility can be addressed by permitting
carryforwards of disallowed interest expense. However, in many cases such carryforwards, even
if permitted indefinitely, will not solve this problem. A carryforward is only a solution if there
will be excess capacity above the limitation amount against which the deduction may be used in
future periods; this may not always be the case, particularly in capital-intensive industries that are
in a continuing borrowing/investing mode. Moreover, to utilize carryforwards, not only would
the company’s individual earnings have to improve, but they would have to improve as a
percentage of total group income. Furthermore, deleveraging elsewhere in the group would bring
down the total amount of interest allowed under the OECD test and that could negatively impact
the remaining borrowers.
The Discussion Draft also presumes that MNCs can easily address the inherent volatility of the
group-wide test by reallocating debt within the group to minimize disallowances. The assumption
that debt can be easily shifted within the group ignores many practical and legal limitations these
types of transactions would face, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

Non-tax regulatory restrictions on borrowing under banking or foreign exchange rules,
such as local exchange controls or the requirement for registration of debt in certain
countries.
Corporate law constraints on funding subsidiary jurisdictions with debt (such as
restrictions associated with a lack of retained earnings or other distributable reserves or
capital).
Differing withholding tax rates for interest payments compared to other payments, which
serve as a disincentive to using debt.
Gains and losses on currency exchange and associated increased hedging costs.
Industry specific limitations, such as oil and gas production sharing agreement regimes,
bank or other financial regulatory requirements, cost accounting standards compliance
requirements that may be imposed on industries such as defense contractors, or companies
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•
•
•

that operate under restrictions under special security agreements or proxy agreements with
governments.
Timing differences between when a company needs the funds and when the profits from
an investment are realized (e.g., the need for funding before the investment is profitable).
Inability to allocate debt to a joint venture in violation of the commercial agreement with
the third-party investor.
A requirement that third-party financing or project financing be collateralized by local
assets (making the use of debt less attractive), and debt covenant restrictions on using the
funds or moving them outside the jurisdiction (also making the use of debt less attractive).

Ultimately, the inevitable result of a group-wide test will be increased instances of double
taxation. The reality that financing needs do not always match where earnings are generated or
assets are located, the inability for MNCs to reallocate debt to prevent disallowances, and the fact
that all countries will not implement the group-wide test in the exact same manner will result in
MNCs having interest expense disallowed in one country while having the interest included in
income in the other country. This alone should remove a group-wide test as a best practice
approach, according to the OECD’s own principles. In addition to the double taxation concerns,
the group-wide test will result in greater complexity, less cross-border investment, and more, not
fewer, tax-motivated transactions as even the Discussion Draft assumes companies will attempt to
engage in “self-help” to maximize interest deductions within the group.
Comments Addressing the Fixed Ratio Test
A fixed ratio test can serve as an appropriate rule to limit BEPS concerns, provided that the ratio
is not set so low as to effectively abandon the arm’s length principle. Interest expense on debt
that takes into account industry norms, business practices, the debt/equity ratio of the borrower,
the financial condition of the borrower, and other terms and conditions that a third-party lender
would require of a similarly situated borrower is a legitimate business expense.
A ratio that considers the level of market interest rates in a jurisdiction at the time of the
borrowing is also critically important. Interest rates today, in many jurisdictions, are at historic
lows. Thus, today’s interest ratios may not be an appropriate measure for jurisdictions with higher
than average interest rates or during economic periods where interest rates are much higher
generally than they are today. Further, whether economic activity is measured by reference to
earnings or assets will impact industries differently and also needs to be carefully considered.
Although the Discussion Draft acknowledges that each country adopting a fixed ratio test can
choose an appropriate ratio, it suggests that any ratio greater than 10 percent of EBITDA is
excessive. Citing data based on the financial statements of the top 100 largest companies in the
world by market capitalization, the Discussion Draft notes that the majority of these companies
appear to have a ratio of net interest expense to EBITDA of 10 percent or less.
We caution that the cited data ignores internal financing, meaning it fails to respect separate legal
entities and cannot provide evidence that a higher ratio would present BEPS concerns. Debt
ratios vary among different companies for many reasons. For example, certain industries (e.g.,
infrastructure) are by their nature more capital intensive than others. In addition, debt ratios are
affected by the life cycle of the business, its size, and even whether the business is publicly owned
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or privately held. A company that is in the start-up phase of its investment is more likely to have
a higher debt ratio.
Again, the “evidence” suggesting a ratio at 10 percent of EBITDA is based on a blended global
borrowing rate, not an individual jurisdiction borrowing rate, and is based on today’s economic
conditions, not economic conditions we have experienced in the past and may well experience
again in the future. Inferring that all businesses should be prevented from deducting interest in
excess of an artificially low fixed ratio (far lower than bank lending standards) is inappropriate.
A ratio that is set too low will lead to adverse consequences, including double taxation, an
increase in the cost of capital and decrease in global investment. This will result in distortions to
the competitiveness of groups and distortions to investment in a country that sets an excessively
low ratio, which is contrary to the objectives set forth in the Discussion Draft. As discussed
above, setting low limits for the deductibility of interest expense will increase the effective tax
rate on investment and create disincentives to investment as a result. Less investment leads to
lower wages, fewer jobs created, less economic stability and growth, and less prosperity.
Accordingly, extreme caution should be used before proposing such a low fixed ratio test.
Interaction with Other BEPS Actions
OFII believes that the proposals put forth in the Discussion Draft are excessively restrictive in
light of the other BEPS Actions, including hybrid mismatches, controlled foreign companies, and
harmful tax practices, currently being considered by the OECD.
Specifically, the Action 4 Discussion Draft notes several ways in which companies may
inappropriately take advantage of interest deductibility to shift profits and erode the tax base: the
use of intragroup loans to generate deductible interest expense in high tax jurisdictions and
taxable interest income in low tax jurisdictions, the development of hybrid instruments which
give rise to deductible interest expense but no corresponding taxable income, the use of hybrid
entities or dual resident entities to claim more than one tax deduction for the same interest
expense, and the use of loans to invest in structured assets which give rise to a return that is not
taxed as ordinary income. However, all of the identified examples are being addressed by the
other work streams noted above. While the Discussion Draft acknowledges that these Actions
will interact, OFII believes that if the rules resulting from the other actions are effective, it will
mitigate the risk of base erosion through interest deductions. As a result, there should be no need
to wholly abandon the arm’s length principle for debt financing, and any interest deduction
limitations can be more tailored, with a greater focus on avoiding double taxation and
implementing practical rules.
The Role of Debt for New Investment
The Discussion Draft and its recommendations are based on the assumption that, within an MNC,
all debt is moved freely around the group to achieve the maximum interest deduction in the
highest tax jurisdiction. This premise is flawed and ignores economic and commercial realities.
Debt financing is an essential tool for an MNC to finance both existing operations and expansion
opportunities. There are fundamental differences between debt and equity that are taken into
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account in an investment decision by both the MNC and the investor/lender, and any new interest
deduction limitation rules need to be sensitive to these considerations and the role debt plays in
supporting new investments.
From a business perspective, debt is ultimately placed where the operations are located or the
investment is made. This allows the business to measure the performance of an investment, as
well as to balance foreign currency risk that would be created if borrowing occurred at the parent
level. Further, where an existing business plans to raise money to fund an acquisition, the
shareholders may reject an equity offering if it would inappropriately dilute their equity
ownership stake. The role of debt is also different for companies in the financial industry, such as
banks and insurance companies, both of which should be subjected to a targeted rule that excludes
interest paid in the ordinary course of business by regulated financial institutions.
From a legal and treasury perspective, MNCs use debt as a tool to manage investments and cash.
For example, many countries have non-tax rules that limit the timing and the amount of dividends
that can be paid, and there are restrictions on repatriating equity capital. The use of debt
financing instead of equity allows MNCs more flexibility in paying a return on invested capital
and in paying down debt when cash flow allows. The Discussion Draft’s recommendations
would likely lead to enactment of tax rules that would interfere with critical business decisions
relating to new investment.
Conclusion
OFII appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Discussion Draft. We hope these comments
assist the Working Party in more narrowly tailoring interest deduction limitations to address
articulated base erosion issues with a greater focus on avoiding double taxation, implementing
practical, non-discriminatory rules that reflect commercial and economic realities, and facilitating
job-creating cross-border investment.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Nancy McLernon
President & CEO
Organization for International Investment
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SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY
February 6, 2015
Dr. Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
interestdeductions@oecd.org
Re: Comments on Public Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4: Interest Deductions and
Other Financial Payments
Dear Dr. Pross:
These comments are submitted by the Private Equity Growth Capital Council (the
“PEGCC”) and the Public Affairs Executive (the “PAE”) of the European private equity and
venture capital industry.
The PEGCC, based in Washington, DC, is an advocacy, communications, and research
organization established to develop, analyze, and distribute information about the private equity
and growth capital (together, “private equity”) industry and its contributions to the U.S. and
global economy. The members of the PEGCC represent a broad cross-section of the private
equity industry in the United States and include many of the world’s largest and best known
private equity firms, as well as leading small and medium-sized private equity firms. The
PEGCC’s members are united by their commitments to growing and strengthening the
businesses in which they invest. Many of the PEGCC’s members invest globally and market
their funds to professional investors throughout the world. For further information about the
PEGCC and its members, please see our website at www.pegcc.org.
The PAE speaks on behalf of the representative national and supranational European
private equity (including venture capital) bodies. The PAE represents the views of this industry
in EU-level public affairs and aims to improve the understanding of its activities and its
importance for the European economy. The European Private Equity & Venture Capital
Association’s (the “EVCA”) 700 members cover the full range of private equity activity, from
early-stage venture capital to the largest private equity firms, and funds investing in
infrastructure. The EVCA also represents institutional investors such as pension funds and
insurance companies, which are a key source of long-term financing in Europe and invest in
private equity and venture capital funds. For more information, please see www.evca.eu.
In December 2014, the OECD released its Public Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4:
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments (the “Discussion Draft”). The Discussion
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Draft explores several important issues relating to deductible payments such as interest and
payments economically equivalent to interest, in both inbound and outbound investment
scenarios. Among the issues examined and questions posed in the Discussion Draft are the
optimal design of general interest limitation rules, whether to aggregate or exclude certain
entities when applying such rules, linking interest deductibility to fixed ratios, and targeted
interest limitation rules to address specific base erosion and profit shifting (“BEPS”) risks.
The PEGCC and the PAE appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments, for
consideration by OECD Working Party No. 11, in response to the OECD’s invitation for
comments in the Discussion Draft concerning interest deductibility as such concerns apply to
private equity firms, the private equity funds that they manage and advise, and the portfolio
companies in which such funds invest. By way of summarizing our recommendations in this
letter, we respectfully submit the following suggestions:
•
•

•
•
•
•

the full deductibility of interest on business debt, as it exists under current law in most
OECD countries, should be maintained;
portfolio companies owned or controlled by the same fund should not be treated as
“connected parties,” with each other or with their fund, for purposes of imposing
limitations on interest deductibility; and “group” leverage tests should not apply to such
portfolio companies and their fund;
in cases in which a private equity fund structured as a partnership lends to its portfolio
company, no “related party” ownership tests should apply, and if any do apply, they
should be computed at the partner level, not the partnership level;
any rules limiting interest deductibility should grandfather existing debt facilities and any
new debt incurred to refinance existing debt;
disallowed deductions should be permitted to be carried forward to future taxable years
by the borrower; and
private equity funds and their portfolio companies should not be subject to any targeted
rules.
I. Overview of Private Equity Firms, Funds and Portfolio Companies

To provide important context for our responses to certain of the questions posed in the
Discussion Draft, we provide a brief description of the structure and operations of private equity
firms and private equity funds as well as some comments on portfolio company leverage.
A.

Private Equity Firms

1.
Typical Structure; Lines of Business. Private equity firms sponsor, manage,
and advise private equity funds (which are described below). Private equity firms or their
owners typically own and control their funds’ general partners (or equivalent controlling entity),
which make investment decisions for the funds (“GPs”). Private equity firms may have one or
several lines of business. Many private equity firms organize a single private equity fund that
pursues a particular investment strategy and, once that fund is largely invested, will organize a
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successor fund to continue that investment strategy. Other private equity firms may organize
several different funds to pursue different strategies or to invest in different geographies.
2.
Many Possible Investment Strategies. Private equity firms organize funds that
pursue a wide range of investment strategies—including buyout, growth capital, venture capital,
real estate, distressed, and debt investing—and those funds invest in a broad range of industries
and geographies. While an individual private equity fund may hold a limited number of
investments, and while some private equity firms or funds may have a geographic or industry
focus, private equity funds in the aggregate are diversified across multiple geographies 1 and
industries 2 and thus lack concentrated exposure to any single region or sector.
B.

Private Equity Funds

1.
Typical Structure. Private equity funds are closed-end 3 pooled investment
vehicles usually organized as limited partnerships (and thus tax transparent) that invest in
operating businesses (“portfolio companies”). As described above, a private equity fund is
sponsored, managed and advised by an affiliated private equity firm. The fund is controlled by
its GP, which makes investment decisions for the fund and, as noted above, is typically affiliated
with the private equity firm that manages and advises the fund. The GP or an affiliate makes a
significant capital commitment to the fund, i.e., a contractual agreement to contribute capital
from time to time over the term of the fund, generally when needed by the fund to make
investments and pay expenses. The private equity fund also obtains capital commitments, at the
beginning of its term in private placement transactions, from investors that agree to become the
limited partners (or members or shareholders in a non-partnership structure) of the fund (“LPs”).

1

In the past ten years, the private equity industry invested at least U.S. $4.4 trillion in OECD member states through
over 48,000 transactions, based on public sources. Source: PitchBook database. In fact, using a proprietary method
to calculate unreported investment values, PitchBook estimates that the private equity industry has actually invested
more than U.S. $6.3 trillion in OECD member states in the past ten years. Source: PitchBook research. OECD
member states are home to the overwhelming majority of private equity investment conducted in the world.

2

From 2009 to 2013, for example, buyout investment in a sector as a percentage of total buyout investment was as
follows: for consumer-related companies, 21%; for business services, 21%; for information technology, 16%; for
energy, 14%; for financial services, 13%; for healthcare, 10%; and for materials & resources, 5%. Source:
PitchBook and Preqin, Private Equity Explained, analysis performed by the PEGCC.

3

Because of the long-term, illiquid nature of their investments, private equity funds do not offer (and are not able to
offer) early redemption rights to their investors. Indeed, a private investment fund is not considered a private equity
fund if its investors are permitted to redeem their interests in the fund during the term of the fund. Private equity
funds also do not allow their limited partners to transfer their interests in the fund without the consent of the GP.
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2.
Limited Partner Investors. LPs of private equity funds include corporate
pension plans, public retirement plans, foundations, university endowments, sovereign wealth
funds, insurance companies, banks and, to a lesser extent, high-net-worth individuals, family
offices and private investment funds managed by unaffiliated management companies (e.g.,
funds of funds). 4 Private equity funds have an international investor base, and LPs from many
different jurisdictions may invest in a single private equity fund. Except in very limited
circumstances, the LPs are not involved in the management or control of the fund or its portfolio
companies.
3.
Long-Term Funding; Long-Term Illiquid Investments. As noted above, the
GP and LPs contribute capital to a private equity fund over the fund’s term, generally as and
when needed by the fund to make investments and pay expenses. The term of a private equity
fund is typically 10 years, and new investments are usually made only during the first three to six
years of the fund’s term. Whatever the investment strategy or focus of a private equity fund, that
fund usually invests capital in highly illiquid securities (i.e., securities not tradable on a securities
exchange)—whether common equity, preferred equity or debt—of operating businesses. 5 A
private equity fund tends to hold each of its investments for three to seven years. In each case
the private equity firm works on the fund’s behalf to improve the value of the business in which
the fund has invested so that, eventually, the business may be sold at a gain.
4.
Limited Borrowing. Although, as discussed below, portfolio companies
frequently borrow, private equity funds (other than certain real estate and debt funds, and other
than short-term debt used to bridge capital calls) typically have little to no leverage. Indeed, (a)
many fund governing documents limit the amount of borrowing that a fund may incur and (b)
most private equity funds have little or no current income to service debt even if they are
permitted to borrow. 6
5.
No Cross-Collateralization, No Cross-Guarantees. The obligations of a private
equity fund (if any) typically are not guaranteed by, or secured by pledges of the assets of,
another private equity fund. Similarly, a private equity fund managed by a private equity firm

4

Investors such as foundations and university endowments are more prevalent in the U.S. than in Europe, whereas in
Europe, insurance companies, for example, invest relatively more capital in private equity funds. Source: 2013
European Private Equity Activity: Statistics on Fundraising, Investments & Divestments, May 2014, p. 15.

5

Since private equity funds employ long-term “buy and hold” strategies, rather than trading strategies, and tend to
purchase illiquid securities, they typically do not hedge for speculative purposes, purchase commodities or
derivatives, or invest in hedge funds or publicly traded securities (except in connection with a going-private
transaction).

6

In addition, certain U.S. investors in private equity funds are sensitive to the incurrence of “unrelated business
taxable income” for U.S. tax purposes, which could be caused by fund-level borrowing.
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generally does not guarantee or pledge its assets to secure the obligations of the private equity
firm, or vice versa.
C.

Portfolio Companies

1.
Simplified Buyout Structure; Leverage. Some private equity funds, such as
buyout funds, purchase companies using equity (from the fund and, where necessary, third-party
co-investors) and debt (usually from banks and other institutional lenders). As noted below, the
funds themselves almost never guarantee that debt. In a leveraged buyout transaction, a buyout
fund may, for example, incorporate an acquisition vehicle and make an equity investment; the
acquisition vehicle then uses the capital from the fund along with cash from borrowings to
purchase the target company, with repayment of at least a portion of the debt being secured by a
lien on the assets of the target company and a pledge by the fund or a holding company of the
shares of the target company. The degree of leverage in a buyout can vary significantly from one
transaction to another, depending on the analysis done by the private equity firms and lenders
involved of the amount of debt that the business to be acquired can service.
There are many variations on this simplified buyout structure, but all leveraged
acquisitions have this in common: when the acquisition is complete, the fund owns an equity
stake in an operating business that, like almost all operating businesses, has some degree of
leverage on its books that the company (not the fund) is obligated to repay from its earnings 7;
and if the business fails, the lenders and other creditors of the company will be repaid before the
fund or other equityholders are entitled to any return of or on their equity investments. In any
event, lenders have no recourse to the assets of the private equity fund (except for any shares of
the target portfolio company that were pledged by the fund to secure the borrowing), of any other
portfolio company, or of the private equity firm.
2.
No Cross-Collateralization, No Cross-Guarantees. Except perhaps for a
pledge by a private equity fund of the shares of a portfolio company that it owns as security for
the company’s borrowings, the borrowings or other obligations of that portfolio company are not
guaranteed by, or secured by pledges of the assets of, the fund or any other portfolio company.
Therefore, the failure of one portfolio company does not impact the fund’s other portfolio
companies. The fund and its investors may lose their investment in the failed portfolio company,
but such loss would not affect other investments held by the fund.

7

The average gross leverage ratio for U.S. private equity deals in 2014 was 1.68:1, although some portfolio
companies may be materially more or less leveraged. Source: Standard & Poor’s Q4 2014 Leveraged Buyout
Review. In other words, on average U.S. private equity deals in 2014 were financed with 37.31% equity and
62.69% debt. Source: Id. These private equity purchases on average held a debt/EBITDA ratio of 5.75x. Source: Id.
Similarly, on average EU private equity deals in 2014 were financed with 41.27% equity and 58.73% debt. These
private equity purchases on average held a debt/EBITDA ratio of 5.14x. Source: Id.
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II. General Comments on Interest Deductibility
As the OECD considers various measures designed to ensure the coherence of corporate
income taxation at the international level, we note the importance of interest deductibility to
corporate capital structures. In most countries, interest cost is treated as a tax-deductible
expense, 8 and the Discussion Draft recognizes as a basic policy aim that “in general groups
should still be able to obtain tax relief for an amount equivalent to their actual third party interest
cost.” 9 We support this basic policy, recognize the benefits of this policy as discussed below,
and are deeply concerned about the harms that limitations on interest deductibility mentioned
below could inflict.
A.

Benefits of Debt and Interest Deductibility

Corporate debt is an essential tool used by businesses, small and large alike, to grow and
finance operations. According to the U.S. Small Business Administration, four in five small
businesses in the United States use debt in their capital structure. A recent study found that 75%
of start-ups finance their activities with some type of debt, with 44% using business debt and
24% using trade debt. 10 According to the OECD, small and medium-sized enterprises and
entrepreneurs across OECD countries continue to face greater vulnerability to credit market
conditions due to their heavy reliance on bank credit. 11 Debt is a fundamental part of a typical
company’s capital structure and is often used to finance day-to-day operations and essential
business activities such as meeting payroll, buying raw materials, making capital expenditures,
building new facilities, and financing asset acquisitions. All these financed expenditures are
incurred in the ordinary course of a trade or business, and the interest on these loans is therefore
tax-deductible.
In most countries, the tax law is symmetric with respect to debt. Generally, each dollar
of interest deducted from the borrower’s income is a dollar included in the creditor’s taxable
income. Debt creates an environment of fiscal discipline as lenders carefully examine business
plans prior to lending and keep a close watch on the progress and growth of the borrower’s
business. Debt can also provide greater security than equity through payment seniority,

8

Discussion Draft, ¶32.

9

Discussion Draft, ¶10.

10

Cole, Rebel A., and Tatyana Sokolyk. “How Do Start-Up Firms Finance Their Assets? Evidence from the Kauffman
Firm Surveys.” (March 1, 2012) SSRN. http://sites.kauffman.org/efic/resources/How-Do-Start-Up-Firms-FinanceTheir-Assets.pdf.

11

“Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2014: An OECD Scoreboard,” available at
http://www.oecd.org/cfe/smes/financing-smes-scoreboard-2014.htm.
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collateral in the form of physical or intangible assets and, sometimes, guarantees by parties
related to the borrower.
The ability to access debt capital creates options for business owners and investors
looking to finance a new business or engage in a capital expansion. Debt permits business
owners to raise capital and finance growth without having to relinquish control or decisionmaking authority in their companies. This is particularly important for start-up enterprises
whose entrepreneurs often have a defined vision and may not want to dilute their authority by
being forced to issue equity (and equity financing will not always be readily available).
B.

Concerns About Limitations on Interest Deductibility

Limiting interest deductibility would significantly increase the marginal effective tax rate
on new investment and could stifle growth in OECD member states imposing these limitations,
undermining an oft-stated goal of corporate tax reform. Changing the traditional rules of capital
formation by limiting or eliminating the ability to deduct interest on corporate debt would simply
make any OECD member state that adopted this policy a less attractive place for business and
job creation. For instance, a study conducted by Ernst & Young in 2013 determined that in the
U.S. context, a revenue-neutral 1.5 percentage point reduction in the corporate income tax rate
financed by a 25% across-the-board limitation on corporate interest expense would in the long
run decrease U.S. economic output by U.S. $33.6 billion and investment by U.S. $6 billion. 12
Likewise, we believe that limitations on the deductibility of corporate interest would have
negative effects on output and investment in OECD member states because OECD companies’
returns on investment would decrease, even taking into account the benefits of any
corresponding reduction in corporate income tax rates. Overall, this would make OECD member
states less attractive destinations for business investment.
Limiting interest deductibility would especially penalize enterprises that lack easy access
to equity and instead rely on external financing to create jobs or invest in plant and
equipment. Early-stage and innovative companies would be disproportionately impacted
because they often have particularly high costs of equity and therefore rely on debt financing to
fund growth initiatives.
We believe that the OECD’s effort to address legitimate BEPS issues need not be
inconsistent with the goal of encouraging more competitive tax codes to benefit OECD member
states. Tax reform and the BEPS process should not sacrifice fundamental tax principles that are
essential to the conduct of business throughout the OECD. Limiting the ability to deduct
ordinary business expenses, or changing the longstanding definition of those expenses to exclude

12

“Macroeconomic analysis of a revenue-neutral reduction in the corporate income tax rate financed by an across-theboard limitation on corporate interest expenses,” Ernst & Young LLP, July 2013.
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interest, would have a negative impact on capital formation and growth. We encourage the
maintenance of the full deductibility of interest on business debt as it exists under current law in
most OECD countries.
III. Recommendations on Selected Questions and Topics from the Discussion Draft
The Discussion Draft examines various scenarios, at pp. 19-20, and considers the extent
to which they present BEPS risks: (1) companies and other entities in a group; (2) connected
parties (including cases where a “fund or trust exercises control over the entities”) 13 that are not
part of a group, but are under common ownership or control; (3) payments made to related
parties (including “significant shareholders and investors” that hold a 25% or greater investment
in the payor); and (4) standalone entities.
The Discussion Draft then considers various limitations on interest deductibility, such as
group-wide leverage tests. Various types of leverage tests and thresholds, including debt-level
(e.g., balance sheet) tests and earnings-based (e.g., interest as a percentage of EBITDA) tests, are
examined. In addition, the Discussion Draft inquires about potential mitigating rules, such as
carryforwards of disallowed interest deductions, in cases in which a limitation on deductibility is
imposed.
A.

Who Should a Rule Apply To? (Questions 4 and 22)

We believe that, in the vast majority of cases, borrowing incurred by portfolio companies
of private equity funds would fall under scenario 4 above (standalone entities) because the
lenders are third parties unrelated to the portfolio company. (This is also usually true of the
limited borrowings incurred by the funds themselves.) We do not believe that portfolio
companies owned or controlled by the same fund should be treated as “connected parties” that
fall under scenario 2, and we do not believe that it would be appropriate to apply any “group”
leverage tests to such portfolio companies.
As discussed above, the borrowings of a portfolio company are generally not guaranteed
by the fund and are almost never cross-collateralized with the assets of other portfolio companies
owned by that fund. Each portfolio company is an independent investment, which is bought and
sold separately from all the others, and has a standalone debt facility. The portfolio company

13

The Discussion Draft proposes that “collective investment vehicles under the control of the same investment
manager should not be treated as connected parties if there is no other connection between them” (emphasis added),
at p.19. However, it does not make a similar statement with respect to portfolio companies under the control of the
same collective investment vehicle. Instead, it suggests that connected parties would include “entities controlled by
the same individual or by a private equity fund” at p. 44.
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relies on the strength of its own credit to obtain loans from third parties in arm’s-length
transactions.
In most cases, portfolio companies are not consolidated with the fund that owns them or
with each other for accounting purposes. Even in the rare cases when consolidation is required,
the portfolio investments are separate businesses that generally do not engage in cross-chain
lending or other transactions with each other or with the fund. Indeed, a typical debt facility
contains strict limitations on “affiliate transactions” between such parties. We also note that
portfolio companies almost always have minority shareholders in the form of co-investors or
management. A fund cannot cause one portfolio company to lend to another portfolio company
solely in order to benefit the tax position of the borrower, given the duties owed to minority
shareholders of each portfolio company; any such lending (to the extent it occurs at all) must be
done at arm’s-length.
In the uncommon cases where the portfolio company’s creditor is the shareholder fund
itself, and scenario 3 could be applicable, we would urge caution in evaluating any restrictions
on interest deductibility. First, the loan by the fund is usually not motivated by tax concerns
implicating BEPS. The fund may simply be making a short-term bridge loan to the portfolio
company as part of its initial capitalization (pending receipt of third-party loans) and is
structuring it as debt to facilitate prompt future repayment by the portfolio company without the
need to declare a dividend and to benefit from the superior protections that debt provides to
investors. Often, structuring the instrument as debt also helps the fund minimize withholding
taxes on the subsequent repayment, especially with respect to the principal amount. While the
latter is a tax-driven motive, it is caused by tax concerns at the fund and investor level, not a
desire to maximize interest deductions or minimize taxable income at the portfolio company
level.
Second, a loan from the fund to the portfolio company should not give rise to a net tax
reduction among the related parties to the extent that the fund’s investors are taxed on the interest
income. 14 In that regard, it is important to specify the level at which “relatedness” or tax
avoidance is tested where, typically, the lending fund is itself a fiscally transparent entity but its
ultimate investors are not. In general, we do not believe that applying “related party” targeted
rules in such cases is warranted. Where the lender is fiscally transparent, we believe that, to the
extent any related party test is applied at all, the 25% threshold for considering a lender related to
the borrower should be tested at the partner level, not the partnership level. Only in rare cases
does a single fund investor hold a 25% indirect interest in a portfolio company, and even then
such an investor may have little to no involvement in the management or control of the fund or
the portfolio company.

14

Although some investors in private equity funds are tax-exempt entities, many others are taxed on interest income at
the high marginal rates applicable to ordinary income.
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Finally, while we oppose limiting interest deductibility, we also believe that if any such
limitation were adopted it should, at a minimum, contain grandfathering provisions for existing
loan agreements (and for debt incurred to refinance existing debt), as it is ordinarily very
difficult, if not impossible, for companies to revise their existing leverage structures on account
of unanticipated changes in tax laws.
B.

Whether Interest Deductions Should Be Limited with Reference to the
Position of an Entity’s Group (Questions 7-23)

For the reasons discussed above, we believe it is not appropriate to group together
various portfolio companies owned by the same private equity fund (or other funds sponsored by
the same private equity firm) for purposes of any group-wide limitation on interest deductibility.
The Discussion Draft acknowledges that such grouping may “lead to undesirable results,
particularly where the two [portfolio companies] operate in different sectors and have different
funding needs.” 15 We strongly oppose any “connected party” grouping for portfolio companies
merely because they share the same large shareholder (the fund), where each portfolio company
has its own standalone debt funded by third parties. Obviously, to the extent a portfolio
investment itself consists of a consolidated group of companies, and that group engages in
intercompany lending such that scenario 1 above is applicable, a group test may be appropriate –
but solely within the confines of such group.
C.

Additional Technical Comments

The Discussion Draft also includes certain technical questions about how a limitation rule
should be designed and administered. While most of these questions do not implicate issues
peculiar to private equity, we offer the following observations for the OECD’s consideration.
•

Carryforwards of disallowed interest deductions (Questions 21 and 33). We strongly
believe that any disallowed deductions should be permitted to be carried forward to
future taxable years by the borrower. 16 In addition, we note that a carryforward is often
an inadequate remedy. Many jurisdictions impose limitations on the use of loss
carryforwards after a change of control. As described above, private equity funds invest
in portfolio companies with a view toward strengthening their management and
profitability and ultimately selling them at a gain. A portfolio company is typically held
for a period of three to seven years and then sold. It is often difficult to persuade a buyer
to pay the seller for deferred tax assets of the target company, especially if tax attributes
will become limited in the hands of the target company after the sale. Accordingly, we

15

See Discussion Draft, at p. 45.

16

As discussed below, carryforwards would be especially important if fixed ratio rules based on earnings are adopted.
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recommend that carryforwards of disallowed interest deductions become eligible for
current deductibility upon a change of control of the portfolio company. We also oppose
any limitations on carryforwards, such as an expiration date.
•

What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or
earnings? (Questions 5 and 24). In general, we highlight the concern already noted in
the Discussion Draft, at p. 24, that a test based on asset values, such as a debt-to-equity
ratio, raises valuation issues. Valuation becomes more difficult in the case of a private
equity fund’s portfolio company, which will usually be closely held and not publicly
traded. Presumably, the valuation reflected on a fund’s financial statements would be
given some deference, but it may not represent a full-blown appraisal. On the other hand,
an earnings-based test may produce uneven results for a portfolio company that requires
extensive restructuring costs immediately following its acquisition, or that is a start-up
business. In both cases, earnings may be negative in the early years of the fund’s
investment, only to improve significantly toward the end of the fund’s holding period; we
believe this is another reason carryforwards of disallowed deductions should be
permitted.

•

Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems for entities in certain sectors? If so,
which sectors would be affected and how could this be addressed? (Question 27). As
noted in the Discussion Draft, at p. 49, an EBITDA-based test may be preferable for a
company engaged in a capital-intensive business. First, write-downs and amortization of
capitalized costs would be excluded from the calculation. Second, an asset-based test
could be detrimental to companies in industries that require high levels of leverage.

•

Which situations do you think would need to be covered by targeted rules? (Question 31).
For the reasons set forth above, we do not believe that private equity firms, private equity
funds or portfolio companies should be subject to any targeted rules. Portfolio companies
almost always borrow on a standalone basis, and the funds themselves generally do not
incur significant leverage.
* * * *

We would be delighted to discuss this letter or any other issues relating to the private
equity industry, if that would be helpful to you.
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Respectfully submitted,

Steve Judge
President and CEO
Private Equity Growth Capital Council

Dörte Höppner
Chief Executive
European Private Equity & Venture
Capital Association

+1 (202) 465-7700
info@pegcc.org

+32 (2) 715 00 20
publicaffairs@evca.eu
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Achim Pross,
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division,
OECD/CTPA

By email to interestdeductions@oecd.org
6 February 2015

Dear Mr Pross
Petrofac Group Representations
Public Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4 Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments
In response to the paper issued on 18th December 2014 requesting comments from Business and
Industry to the proposals on interest deductions and other financial payments, Petrofac Group
(Petrofac) would like to make the following comments.
Petrofac Group Background
Petrofac is a FTSE 250 oilfield services company which operates in 29 countries across the globe.
Its primary corporate and operational offices are in UAE, India, Malaysia and the UK; project sites
are located in a number of countries where we:
• design and build new oil and gas facilities,
• manage and maintain existing facilities,
• enhance the performance of more mature or marginal facilities, and
• develop and train our customers’ staff to work more effectively and safely.
We operate onshore and offshore, and any of our service lines can be delivered on a standalone
basis or they can be integrated together, under a range of commercial models. Our workforce
numbers over 18,000 employees around the world.
Petrofac Position Summary
Petrofac has a number of different business units operating in distinct segments of the oil and gas
market across the globe. As such we have entities that are capital intensive and others that are
relatively asset light but make significant earnings contributions to the Group. In addition many of
our entities are subject to oil and gas tax regimes which often have specific interest deduction
provisions.
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Following the issuance of the public discussion draft, we have reviewed at a high level the impact
of the proposed methodologies using the examples provided in the consultation document. From
that review it is clear that none of the methodologies suggested would produce an interest allocation
or tax deduction for interest that reflects the true economic or commercial reality of Petrofac’s
business. In addition some of the methodologies produce such radically different outcomes that the
impact on the Group would be material should one method be chosen arbitrarily by the OECD over
another. Equally the interaction of these proposals with oil and gas tax regimes around the world
will need to be very carefully considered and it is unclear how this would be achieved especially
where the country concerned did not implement the OECD recommendations.
We have set out below some further detailed comments but in summary we are of the view that the
proposed methodologies are not appropriate approaches to the deductibility of interest expense for
tax purposes and that the existing regimes adopted by the majority of in-country tax authorities,
broadly based on the traditional OECD principles of applying arm’s length positions to intercompany transactions, should remain in place.
General comments
In accordance with our overall view set out above, we have kept our comments general in nature but
would be happy to provide further detail on request should this aid the process.
1. Earnings based methodologies – an earnings based approach is very arbitrary given that
particular entities’ earnings may fluctuate year on year due to factors outside of companies’
control (the recent halving of the global oil price is a good example, as this would
disproportionately impact specific parts of our business). Conversely, decisions around the
financing of major oil and gas infrastructure projects operations are based on long term
project requirements and the deduction of interest for tax purposes should not be dependent
on the relative earnings of companies within the group.
2. One-sided adjustments – any methodology adopted should ensure that, where interest
expense is restricted or disallowed entirely based on the formulaic approaches set out in the
consultation document, the equivalent interest income is not treated as taxable in the
recipient’s home jurisdiction. Furthermore, where a group of companies is operating in
multiple territories and some adopt these rules whilst others do not, there is a high
probability of double taxation with no opportunity for relief whether a tax treaty is in place
or not.
3. Withholding taxes (WHT) – it is highly likely that the amount of WHT payable on interest
will not be matched with the interest deduction in the same country and that this position
would change on an annual basis based on an arbitrary allocation methodology thereby
resulting in an unintended additional net cost to a group. In addition, whilst it is assumed
that WHT would not be applied to a deemed interest cost, this does not appear to be
something that is specifically addresses by the proposals.
4. Local tax rules – again using the example where an entity is allocated a deemed interest
expense where there is no actual interest cost, there may be local tax rules in that territory,
such as thin capitalisation restrictions or special regimes (e.g. oil and gas), which may
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restrict a deduction where it may not have been restricted in the territory in which the
expense was incurred.
5. Practicalities – there are likely to be numerous practical issues with these proposals. These
will be driven by the work required to apply the rules, different accounting standards, etc.
but also in proving and agreeing the calculations with local tax authorities who would
individually require a group to prove their group interest allocation methodology. It also is
unreasonable to expect large MNEs to have to restructure their affairs simply to
accommodate a set of arbitrary interest deduction rules that do not reflect the economic
reality of the business.
6. Accounting treatment – there are numerous issues we have identified with respect to
accounting treatment on the balance sheet and in the profit and loss account which could
result in additional restrictions in interest deductions.

Yours sincerely

Rod Sayers
Group Head of Tax
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OECD'S ACTION PLAN ON BASE EROSION AND PROFIT SHIFTING - RESPONSE TO
DISCUSSION DRAFT ON ACTION 4 (INTEREST DEDUCTIONS AND OTHER FINANCIAL
PAYMENTS)
1.

ABOUT PINSENT MASONS

1.1

This is the response of Pinsent Masons LLP to the OECD's Public Discussion Draft on
the follow-up work on Action 4: Interest Deductions and other financial payments
published on 18 December 2014 (the "Discussion Draft"), which forms part of the
OECD's Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting ("BEPS").

1.2

Pinsent Masons is an international law firm, headquartered in London. The firm has
market-leading UK coverage, with a significant presence in each of the UK's three
legal jurisdictions. Its international profile encompasses four offices in Asia Pacific, two
offices in the Gulf and three other offices in Europe (France, Germany and Turkey).
Pinsent Masons employs over 2500 people in total including over 1500 lawyers, 500
of whom are based in Pinsent Masons' international headquarters in the City of
London.

1.3

Pinsent Masons has one of the largest dedicated teams of multidisciplinary tax
advisers of any UK headquartered law firm, comprising tax lawyers, chartered tax
advisers, chartered accountants and former tax authority officials. The firm advises on
a full range of contentious and advisory matters in both direct and indirect tax.

1.4

Pinsent Masons has a significant practice in the energy and infrastructure sectors. We
have in depth experience working with the major contractors and delivery partners and
major owners and operators of infrastructure across key markets including social
infrastructure, education, transport, energy, municipal waste management, water and
sport & leisure. Our energy sector clients include utilities, oil service companies, oil
exploration and refining companies, independent system operators, power station
owners and operators, public and private utility contractors, financial institutions and
governments. In our comments we therefore focus on the implications of the proposals
for the energy and infrastructure sectors.

1.5

Pinsent Masons supports the OECD's work to update best practice recommendations
regarding international tax rules to combat BEPS using interest. However, Pinsent
Masons is concerned that current proposals outlined in the Discussion Draft could
prevent a business claiming tax relief on interest where there is no BEPS risk.

2.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Our main general concerns are:

2.1

The OECD appears to be seeking to introduce a general interest limitation rule that
will prevent interest deduction in genuine commercial structures where no BEPS risk
using interest exists. It should be noted that it remains a fundamental sovereign right
of each country to set its own tax rate and to participate in tax competition, provided
such competition does not constitute a "harmful tax practice". Pinsent Masons
understands that in certain circumstances excessive leverage can erode the tax base;
however, we urge the OECD to ensure that any best practice recommendations focus
on harmful tax practices or abusive structures creating BEPS using interest and do not
attack genuine commercial financing transactions.
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2.2

We are particularly concerned that the current proposals could have a
disproportionate and detrimental effect in the infrastructure and energy sector. The
availability of debt financing and the tax deductibility of interest are fundamental to the
success of infrastructure and energy projects. Equity financing is simply unobtainable
for many infrastructure and energy developments and such projects would not
proceed without a significant proportion of debt financing. Although, the Discussion
Draft acknowledges that infrastructure projects are "typically highly leveraged" and
therefore, "may be sensitive to changes in the tax treatment of financing costs",
Pinsent Masons remains profoundly concerned that the OECD appears to have
ignored the fact that the high-gearing of infrastructure projects is not driven by a BEPS
motivation, but rather constitutes a commercial cornerstone of any new infrastructure
project.

2.3

Ultimately, Pinsent Masons urges the OECD to ensure that the final outcome of Action
4 remains in line with the original objective of providing a recommendation for a best
practice approach, rather than compelling member states to introduce significant
changes to their tax systems. In the event that best practice recommendations
include the introduction of a general interest limitation rule, Pinsent Masons considers
that a fixed ratio rule would be preferable to a group-wide test. However, any rules
and ratios should be set at a level which does not constrain investment in
infrastructure and energy projects and indeed, other capital-intensive industries.

2.4

We also consider that any general interest limitation rule should contain appropriate
exceptions to ensure that tax relief on interest is only denied where there is a BEPS
risk. The exceptions could be used to produce a "gateway" so that entities which
satisfy certain initial conditions and do not constitute a BEPS risk do not "pass
through" the gateway and do not have to apply the general rule. We would
recommend that an exclusion for debt incurred to finance infrastructure and other
capital intensive projects is included as part of a "gateway" exception.

2.5

We also contend that effective safeguards should be introduced to protect against the
risk of double taxation following the disallowance of an interest deduction. Carry
forward provisions, combined with a suitable corresponding adjustment mechanism
(whereby interest income is not taxable to the extent that a tax deduction has been
denied for a corresponding interest expense) should be considered in this context.

2.6

Pension funds and sovereign wealth funds are important sources of investment for
infrastructure projects. Such entities may have no net third party debt but will make
investments for commercial reasons using debt. We are concerned that the proposals
could make it more difficult for pension funds and sovereign wealth funds to invest in
the sector. Also any "compensating adjustment" to the investors where interest relief
is denied to the borrower would provide no benefit to a tax exempt investor.

3.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO QUESTIONS IN THE DISCUSSION DOCUMENT
We have outlined below our response to some of the questions, which you have
specifically asked. This response focuses on the effect of the proposals outlined in the
Discussion Document to the infrastructure and energy sector and therefore, we have
not attempted to answer every question posed.
Chapter VI – What should a rule apply to?
(A) The Level of Debt or Interest Expense and (B) An Entity's Gross or Net
Position
Question 5
What are the problems that may arise if a rule applies to net interest expense?
Are there any situations in which gross interest expense or the level of debt
would be more appropriate?
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We believe that a rule applying to net interest expense is more appropriate than one
applying to gross interest.
However, it is important to note that in the infrastructure sector, lenders focus primarily
on asset ratios, which give security for the debt. This enables commercial debt to be
raised for long term projects, particularly during a development phase before earnings
have arisen. Therefore, any general rule needs to allow companies to qualify by
reference to an appropriate ratio, which may be by reference to assets, interest
expense or cash cover.
Chapter VII - Should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
Question 6
Are there any other approaches that could be used to exclude low risk entities?
What are these and what advantages would they have?
Pinsent Masons recommends the use of a "gateway" approach, so that entities which
satisfy relatively simple conditions and do not demonstrate a BEPS risk, are not
affected by a group wide interest limitation rule.
Question 16
What specific issues or problems would be faced in applying a group-wide rule
to a group engaged in several different sectors? Would an assets or earningsbased approach be more suitable for this kind of group?
We consider that almost all large groups will have operations that span across
different sectors and jurisdictions. Consequently, we believe that any group-wide rule
is almost certainly going to lead to interest disallowances and consequently, double
taxation. It is unlikely that an optional carry-forward provision alone will be able to fully
resolve this issue.
For example, an energy group may have both highly regulated and more predictable
activities (e.g. electricity tranmission) as well as having higher risk commodity trading
activities. Typically, the former would be financed with high levels of debt, whereas the
latter would typically support much lower debt levels. In such circumstances, a carry
forward of a disallowance of interest for the low-risk higher debt business would be
totally useless.
We recommend that the introduction of a corresponding adjustment mechanism,
whereby interest income is not taxable to the extent that a tax deduction has been
denied for a corresponding interest expense should be introduced to help prevent
double taxation.
Question 24
What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values
or earnings?
Debt ratios vary widely between sectors. For example, capital intensive industries
tend to have higher debt levels than service businesses. A fixed ratio rule using a
ratio suitable for capital intensive sectors is unlikely to be effective for other industry
sectors (since it will be set too high to combat BEPS using interest). Consequently, a
fixed ratio rule that uses a single ratio across different sectors is likely to be set at a
level that results in disproportionate disallowances for capital intensive groups.
Alternatively, a fixed ratio rule could be applied that uses different ratios for different
sectors. However, it would be difficult to define sectors sufficiently so as to avoid
disputes about what sector a specific activity lies in. It is also possible that a business
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may seek to argue that an activity lies in a particular sector in order to use a more
favourable benchmark ratio.
Question 27
Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems for entities in certain sectors?
If so, which sectors would be affected and how could this be addressed?
We are particularly concerned that a fixed ratio rule would be inappropriate for the
infrastructure and energy sectors where higher debt levels exist for genuine
commercial reasons and do not create a BEPS risk.
Therefore, a fixed ratio rule with a low benchmark ratio would create significant
problems for the infrastructure and energy sectors. Indeed, the OECD acknowledges
this in paragraph 215 of the Discussion Document.
In any event, Pinsent Masons contends that if the ratio represents the limit, following
which an interest disallowance is made, then by definition it should be relatively high.
Consequently, it is imperative that the ratio is set at a high enough level so that it does
not catch genuine commercial group arrangements; rather, it only prevents interest
deductions where there is a real BEPS risk.
As discussed in the "General Comments" section above, we consider that an
exclusion for debt incurred to finance infrastructure and other capital intensive projects
should be included to provide some protection for highly leveraged groups operating in
these sectors. As discussed above we would recommend that a carve-out for
infrastructure and project debt should be included as part of a "gateway" test, whereby
only entities whose financing arrangements constitute a real BEPS risk pass through
the "gateway" and are subject to a new general interest limitation rule.
Question 33
Working on the assumption that countries would like to limit carry forwards in
terms of the number of years what would be the issues presented by say a five
year limit? If this does present problems what are they and how and when do
they arise?
Five years will not be a sufficient carry-forward period for many infrastructure projects.
For example, the construction of a power station or offshore wind-farm may have a
lead time significantly exceeding 5 years. Indeed, such projects may not generate a
profit for more than 20 years. Consequently, we consider that it would be
inappropriate to impose a time restriction on a carry forward provision.
Question 35
Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general interest
limitation rules to entities (a) operating in sectors subject to special taxation
regimes; (b) engaged in infrastructure projects; or (c) entities engaged in
financial activities other than banking or insurance? If so, how do these
difficulties arise and how could they be addressed?
(b) The Infrastructure Sector
The Discussion Document correct identifies that the impact of a general interest
limitation rule on the infrastructure sector would require further consideration.
However, we contend that the Discussion Document does not fully identify the
significant problems that a general rule would pose to the industry. For example, the
Discussion Document refers to the sector involving "large public infrastructure
projects" - however, the sector has a far wider scope - it will also include: electricity;
gas; water utilities; and telecommunications projects.
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However, we are reassured by the OECD's conclusion in paragraph 215 of the
Discussion Document that if the final design of a general rule does not provide an
appropriate solution for the infrastructure sector, then special provisions will be
necessary. We would urge the OECD to ensure that any additional infrastructure
specific provisions are effective to avoid constraints in delivering essential
infrastructure, whilst minimising market distortions resulting from a general interest
limitation rule.
Debt financing, high gearing levels and tax deductibility are fundamental to the
calculation of investment returns for infrastructure projects and ultimately, therefore
are fundamental to the successful launch of an infrastructure project. It is vital that the
OECD understands that debt financing and high gearing in the infrastructure and
energy sectors is not driven by BEPS; rather in most cases it constitutes a commercial
necessity. Therefore, we contend that any rules to combat BEPS using interest
should not result in restricting the tax relief available for infrastructure and energy
projects.
As we have already mentioned the potentially catastrophic effects of a general interest
limitation rule on the infrastructure sector provide a compelling reason to adopt a
"gateway" approach that includes a specific exclusion for groups operating in the
infrastructure and energy sectors that do not constitute a BEPS risk.
Additionally, we are also concerned that a new general interest limitation rule could
not be adapted to protect existing infrastructure projects. As explained above,
infrastructure and energy projects usually have long lead times and therefore, there is
a considerable risk that upon the introduction of a new interest limitation rule, projects
undertaken in the last 10-15 years would be at risk of losses. Without appropriate
safeguards, this could lead to the collapse of many on-going infrastructure projects.
This risk could be partly mitigated by the introduction of an appropriate carve-out for
infrastructure project debt, combined with grandfathering provisions for existing
infrastructure projects.
4.

CONCLUSION
In concluding this response document, Pinsent Masons would like to reiterate that it
supports the work of the OECD in trying to combat BEPS and agrees that the risk
posed by abusive tax structures and double-non taxation needs to be addressed.
However, we consider that the final outcome of Action 4 should remain in line with the
original objective of providing a recommendation for a best practice approach. We
urge the OECD against compelling all member states to implement significant tax
changes to their tax systems that will have detrimental effects on many industries,
notably the infrastructure and energy sectors.
Should you wish to discuss any of the issues raised in this response document further,
please contact Heather Self (Heather.Self@pinsentmasons.com).

Pinsent Masons LLP
5 February 2015
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PPP Forum Limited

www.pppforum.com

7th Floor, Abacus House
33 Gutter Lane
London EC2V 8AS
Tel: 020 7367 5700
Fax: 020 7726 4902

PPPForum

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Sirs
BEPS - Action 4
The PPP Forum welcomes the opportunity to provide its comments on the questions posed in the above
document.
The PPP Forum is an industry body which represents private sector companies actively involved in the
UK Public Private Partnerships (PPP) Industry (www.pppforum.com). Our members include sponsors,
advisers and lenders and we seek to work proactively with government departments on policy
development.
Our response is set out in the Appendices attached. In Appendix 1 we provide background on the
principles which govern the financing of PPP projects; in Appendix 2 we respond, where appropriate, to
the questions posed in Annex 1 of BEPS - Action 4, in Appendix 3 we provide examples of the impact
of the change in tax relief for interest and in Appendix 4 we detail the parties who have contributed to
this response.
We would very much welcome the opportunity for engagement on these issues. If there are further
queries, please contact either myself, Chairman of the Tax Forum, Rosalind Rowe
(Rosalind.rowe@uk.pwc.com) or On-Yee Tai (tai@pppforum.com).

Yours sincerely,

On-Yee Tai

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PPP Forum Limited
Registered in England and Wales No. 4071463. Registered Office as above.
VAT Registration No. 769967931
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APPENDIX 1
1.

What is the Private Finance Initiative (PFI)?

PFI is a procurement method whereby the private sector finances, builds and operates infrastructure and
provides long term facilities management through matching term concession agreements. These
agreements transfer substantial delivery risks to the private sector in return for payments over the
concession life which is usually at least 25 years upon completion of the facility. PFI is a specific
application of a broader approach to infrastructure procurement referred to as Public Private
Partnerships (“PPPs”). Many of the characteristics of PPPs are similar to those of PFI projects described
in this Appendix.
Key characteristics of PPP and PFI projects are as follows:



A long term contract for the provision of infrastructure and its ongoing maintenance and
operation for defined period; and
A contractually secure, clearly defined series of payments from a public sector counterparty
payable once the infrastructure is operational which depend on performance (generally an
availability based payment). Payments are dependent on the delivery of the infrastructure
related services in accordance with the requirements of the PFI contract.

Once a PFI project is awarded, the contractual payments are essentially fixed and cannot be
renegotiated, other than for an agreed variation in the scope of the project.
2.

Why PFI instead of traditional procurement?

The Private Finance Initiative (PFI) was established by the Conservative Government by in 1992. It was
aimed at improving the poor public sector track record in infrastructure procurement and its associated
estate management. In 2003, the National Audit Office estimated that 73% of procurement under
traditional methods of procurement was delivered over budget and 70% was late. PFI was a challenge
to both the public and the private sectors to change the way infrastructure was procured and delivered.
In 1997, the programme was rapidly expanded by the new Labour government who provided the
resources within the Treasury and government departments to set priorities improve the basis of project
selection and develop both the process and a standard contract.
PFI has succeeded in significantly improving the way public services are being delivered. After
consultation, government launched PF2 which included a series of refinements to the PFI model with
the principal change being the government taking a share of the investment and can govern the funding
of the contract.
In this commentary, for simplicity, the term “PFI” is used as an umbrella term to cover PPP/PFI.
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3.

How does PFI work?

A PFI project involves a long-term, usually 25 year, contractual arrangement between public and
private sector parties through a concession agreement.
The private sector agrees to finance and build an infrastructure project such as a hospital, school, road or
prison and to provide long term lifecycle investment and routine maintenance services. Sometimes
‘soft services’, such as catering and cleaning, may also be included. In return, the private sector receives
a regular payment (often referred to as the “unitary charge”) over the life of the project from the public
sector client provided it delivers the services to the specification set out in the PFI contract. There are
typically deductions from the unitary charge for poor delivery or sub-standard performance.
PFI contracts are awarded following an “open book” competitive bidding process. Bids are evaluated
by reference to capability, quality and the overall cost of the bidder’s proposed stream of unitary
charges. The public sector has full visibility of all elements of the bidder’s proposals, including
financing structure and tax assumptions. There are also provisions in many PFI projects, and a general
support in the industry, for a continuous “open book” approach to be taken after contract award to allow
the public sector to understand what is happening in a PFI project during its construction and operation.
Finance for such projects at the project level has taken the form of: senior debt (third party bank debt or bond finance) with interest rates determined by the market
at the time and in later years following a funding competition overseen by the public sector; and
 shareholder debt
PFI/PPP projects tend be highly leveraged (with debt constituting c.90% of the total project financing
requirement) as a consequence of the following:



the need to reduce the cost of capital for such projects where a winning bid will often be
decided by the lowest cost the public sector; and
the contractual support of a strong public sector covenant and robust allocation of risk, allowing
the PFI project vehicle to be regarded as low risk.

Refinancing risk in projects with a finite life, such as PFIs, increases significantly as the project gets
closer to its end date, and so debt financing for PFI projects tends to be long term and fully amortising.
This is distinct from ‘infrastructure enterprises’ such as utilities, ports and airports with no defined end
date. The high level of gearing also requires that financing costs be fixed, through the use of fixed
interest debt instruments or interest rate swaps. In addition, the competitive environment in which PFIs
are bid leads investors to optimise their assumptions regarding the availability of tax deductions in line
with accepted practice in the jurisdiction in which such projects are bid. In the UK, it is typically
assumed that full deductibility will be obtained for interest on third party debt and shareholder debt,
where the interest rate is at arm’s length.
Lending to PFI projects is typically structured on a limited recourse basis, with no security other than
from the projected cash flows from the project being financed. This approach is, in part, a consequence
of each PFI project being procured discretely by the public sector and bidding groups being established
specifically to bid a particular project.
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Given their perceived low risk profile, PFI projects are also attractive to the infrastructure investment
community, especially long term investors such as sovereign wealth funds and pension funds/other
businesses with long term liabilities which can be matched by the cashflows generated by PFIs.
Contractors/project sponsors often seek to realise their investments once they are operational in order to
recycle capital to bid for, and invest in, new projects. They may retain a portion of the investment in the
project or sell to a secondary investor, often a fund. Such disposals usually take place at a point when
key risks eg construction and funding have been overcome and cashflows are stable.

Today, ownership of PFI projects fall into two categories:


projects held by the original contractors/investors and funded by senior and shareholder debt
and
projects acquired in the “secondary market” from participants seeking an exit and investors can
take partial or full ownership once certain risks of the project have been reduced (eg for
building a new hospital once the construction is complete and the hospital is in operation).
These projects are held by vehicles funded by acquisition debt and equity.

Although PFI projects are structured at the outset to avoid refinancing risk, there may be occasions
when a project can be refinanced at a lower cost. In such cases, most of the increase in value will
generally be passed back to the public sector through a pre-agreed arrangement to reduce unitary
charges.
4.

How big has the PFI programme been?

PFI has played a significant role in the renewal of national infrastructure. In the past 15 years over 800
projects with a capital value of over £64 billion have been signed. This includes almost 100 hospital
schemes, over 100 education projects covering more than 800 schools, 43 transport projects and over
300 other operational projects in sectors such as defence, leisure, culture, housing and waste.
The level of investment would have been difficult to achieve using traditional procurement. On the
ground, this has meant that hundreds of thousands of pupils are now being educated in new and
modernised schools which offer up to date learning, technology, sport and arts and crafts facilities. This
represents a step-wise increase in investment in the UKs future work force.
In 2007 50% of the NHS estate dated pre-1948 and some of these structures were only meant to be
temporary. Today, this figure stands at 20% and the PFI contract should ensure that the new healthcare
facilities are both run efficiently and well maintained and serviced for the foreseeable future.
What is happening now in PFI?
In England, since 2008, the flow of new PFI projects for social infrastructure and transport has slowed
substantially. The weakening of the UK economy and disruption in world financial markets has meant
that investment is being directed to new economic infrastructure rather than social infrastructure
(hospitals, schools and prisons).
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As part of its deficit cutting programme, particularly in relation to reducing public sector spending,
work is under way to see where savings can be made on PFI projects. The Treasury has recently issued
a Guidance Note to indicate areas where savings could be made. The industry has responded well to this
challenge and many PFI project costs have been cut, typically through changes to required service
standards and scope.
Elsewhere in Europe and in other sectors, PFI/PPP procurement programmes continue to be taken
forward with clear government support. Current examples include:




A programme of Non Profit Distributing PPPs in Scotland supporting the delivery of roads,
further education colleges and healthcare facilities;
Resurrection of PPP programmes in Ireland to develop availability based road projects, schools
and other public sector accommodation;
A major PPP programme in the Netherlands embracing the development of roads, public sector
office accommodation, sea locks and flood defence projects.

There are also well established PPP programmes in France, Italy, Canada and Spain; with developing
markets in Turkey and the USA.
In England, a PPP model has been used successfully to support independent ownership of transmission
networks to offshore wind farms. So far fourteen such projects (each with a substantial capital cost –
typically between £100m and £500m) have been taken forward.
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APPENDIX 2
RESPONSE TO ANNEX 1 - SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS FOR CONSULTATION

The PPP Forum comments below on the questions where relevant and also refers to
Appendix 3 to demonstrate the impact on PFI projects. Note we refer to “PFI” throughout s
shorthand for PPP, PFI or PF2.
What is interest and what are financial payments economically equivalent to interest?
1.

Do any particular difficulties arise from applying a best practice rule to the items set out
in this chapter, such as the inclusion of amounts incurred with respect to Islamic finance?
If so, what are these difficulties and how do they arise?

2.

Are there any specific items which should be covered by a best practice rule which would
not be covered by the approach set out in this chapter? What are these and how could they
be included within a definition of interest and other financial payments that are
economically equivalent to interest?

PPP Forum:Where a PFI project is accounted for as a financial asset under IFRIC 12, part of the
income of the PFI company is treated for accounting purposes as interest income.
Consideration should be given as to whether this interest should also be treated as interest
income for the purposes of determining the net interest expense of the PFI company
(similar to approach adopted in Germany).

Who should a rule apply to?
3.

Are there any other scenarios you see that pose base erosion or profit shifting risk? If
so, please give a description of these scenarios along with examples of how they might
arise.

PPP Forum:It is proposed that an approach to tackling BEPS using interest should not apply to
interest paid by B Co to a third party lender in Scenario 4. However, if B Co in Scenario
1 were to have an identical loan from a third party lender, is it consistent that BEPS
should apply to it? If both companies were bidding for the same contract, B Co in
Scenario 1 would be at a competitive disadvantage. Therefore, care needs to be taken
that rules aimed to target BEPS do not themselves create competitive distortions
between companies.

4.

Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether
entities are related?
PPP Forum:-
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A 25% per cent control test would be problematic for the PFI regime from both a
commercial and legal perspective as a 25% stake would not generally confer control
and it would potentially narrow the market for debt finance.
If a 25% test were used to determine whether one party were connected with
another that would not reflect the substance of the commercial approach taken by
either contractors, lenders or investors who will act independently in structuring and
financing each project regardless of any apparent connection. Certain PFIs are so
large that no one party can take a substantial stake. If that PFI operator were to take
25% stake in that project, and these provisions were to be introduced, that would
mean that the investor would be connected to all parties including banks and also
competitors with which the operator has jointly bid for the project.
Furthermore, as mentioned in Appendix 1 – point 3 – a contractor may retain stakes
in a number of projects and sell the remaining interest to a number of investors.
Where an investor has 25% or more then not only would it become connected with
that one project company but all other investments/projects in which it held 25% or
more (or one of the other investors held 25% or more). All parties would become
connected to each other - which does not reflect how the financing of infrastructure
including PFIs is addressed by the market. As previously noted, contractors,
investors and lenders typically act independently in structuring and financing each
project.
Clearly in both of the above scenarios, 25% would not provide effective control.
For example, under UK corporate law, to achieve effective control a participant
would need more than 50% of the shares of the holding company for the project
(assuming shares rank pari passu and there are no special voting rights).
Where a company only has a 25% share we would question whether there is a risk
of BEPS and therefore, we would recommend a higher threshold is applied.
It is not clear how the 25% test would be applied in designing rules to counter BEPS.
The discussion in Chapter VIII is based around a group wide test (based on control)
and the discussion in Chapter IX would seek to limit interest expense regardless of
the level of ownership. When would a 25% connected party test be relevant?
What should a rule apply to? (A) the level of debt or interest expense and (B) an entity’s gross
or net position
5.

What are the problems that may arise if a rule applies to net interest expense? Are there
any situations in which gross interest expense or the level of debt would be more
appropriate?

PPP Forum:In general, the operator of a project would expect to have stable cash flows once the project
becomes operational. The basis on which such a project would is structured and operates is
transparent to the public sector as a consequence of the “open book” approach described
earlier. The strength of a public sector covenant coupled with the ability of the public sector
to access information regarding the project through ‘”open book” principles means that there
is minimal risk of BEPS in a PFI project company. Such projects are regarded as low risk
given there and therefore they are able to sustain high levels of third party and related party
debt (on arm’s length terms), as described earlier.
Any restriction on interest relief would potentially lead to financial difficulties given the
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particular characteristics of PFI projects. As set out in Appendix 1 point 3 – bids were
sought (from contractors and investors wherever tax resident) based on the requirements set
down by the public sector at the time of procurement, and based on assumptions supported
by government policy and tax practice at the time. The financial structure of the project
would have been established on the basis of these assumptions.
If there were to be a limitation on the deductibility of interest, then a PFI project would most
likely generate less cash flow to meet its fixed debt financing obligations – the contractual
nature of a PFI project’s revenue streams, whilst providing security, typically do not allow
for renegotiation. Consequently, any such limitation will diminish investor returns and place
existing projects at higher risk of failure, particular given their high leverage. Failure to meet
financial ratios (typically a measure of the excess by which operating cash flows exceed debt
service obligations) as required by project lenders (including EIB) may result in projects
going into lock up or default. Lock up means that distributions to investors are blocked.
Default is likely to result in project termination with loss of most, if not all, value to
investors. Even if lock up is not immediately a consequence, the project is much less
resilient to performance risks and carries a higher risk of lock up or default in the future.
Investors such as pension funds and others with long term liabilities would be adversely
affected from the outset in all such situations.
Various examples are set out in Appendix 3 showing the impact of limiting interest
deductibility to a fixed ratio of EBITDA. These have been provided by a number of different
parties and all illustrate the same consequence – projects all become higher risk with loss of
return to investors. In some cases, projects are projected to go into lock up or default, solely
as a consequence of a restriction in interest deductibility. Given the widespread (and
growing) use of PPPs internationally, as shown by some of the examples in Appendix 3, the
problem is not unique to the UK.
Gross interest would be problematic for bond issues for PFI assets under construction where
cash is received upfront but earnings may be low until the project comes on stream. Once the
cash has been spent on the project, the interest income would fall away.
There would also be a distortion for any taxpaying investors involved if tax relief were
denied to the PFI company without some matching arrangement for the bondholders.
Otherwise, the PFI company would pay more tax because tax relief would be denied for a
portion of interest and the bondholders would be taxed on the total interest received either in
their country of residence or through withholding taxes. However, whilst this matching
arrangement would potentially mitigate the impact of the denial of tax relief for the PFI
company for taxpaying investors, it would not assist exempt investors such as pension funds
and sovereign wealth funds which invested in the expectation of stable returns.

Should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
6.

Are there any other approaches that could be used to exclude low risk entities? What
are these and what advantages would they have?

PPP forum:
As you will note from the introduction (see Appendix 1), PFI was introduced as a result of
government policy to fill gaps in the infrastructure requirements of the country. There is a
standard process in place, monitored by government, to ensure delivery of projects takes
place and those projects are sustainable. We understand that the purpose of the proposed
limitations on interest relief is to prevent BEPS. Such projects are considered to present
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minimal risk of BEPS for the following reasons:

Given the substantial disclosure made during the competitive bidding process fro
for PFI projects, the public sector is fully aware, and implicitly supportive, of the
proposed financial structure for the project, including the level of gearing and the
assumed level of interest deductibility.



A PFI project may be accounted for, under IFRIC 12, as a financial asset where a
PFI concession agreement provides for an unconditional contractual right to receive
a specified or determinable amount of cash or another financial asset from the
government in return for constructing or upgrading a public sector asset. The level
of debt is likely to match the financial asset – effectively a receivable on which a
notional level of interest is charged, If the interest cost were to be reduced by the
interest receivable on the financial asset then the net interest cost is likely to be
small (this is similar to the approach adopted in Germany for PFIs).



In some circumstances a PFI project may be accounted for as an intangible asset or
a combination of a financial and intangible asset, with the accounting position
turning on finely balanced judgements or commercial positions. It would therefore
be preferable to exclude low risk long-term asset provision entities such as those
under economic regulatory supervision or regulated through up front pricing and
specification requirements from being excluded. We understand that in some
countries, eg Belgium, there is a specific legal carve-out for PPP infrastructure
assets.



As has been the case with Local Improvement Finance Trust “LIFT” and Building
Schools for the Future (“BSF”) projects (past models for jointly owned investments
with the public sector that have been procured by the public sector) there should not
be a BEPs risk due to open book nature and physical geography of the asset being
provided in the relevant jurisdiction. In relation to BSF the level of public and
private shareholding in such schemes has changed hands since the original projects
were signed yet the underlying financing, contractual documentation and risk
profile have not altered. Therefore we do not think there should be an interest
restriction for such an entity just because of a change in one or more of the original
owners. If there is a restriction the impact could be significant. Taking an example
of a real BSF project with a number of schools, a 25% interest restriction would put
the project into default and have over a 50% negative impact on the fair value of the
project.



Under the new PPP procurement regime (PF2), the government may take an equity
stake and therefore, as an investor in the project it will have full visibility of the
activities of the PFI project vehicle over its life.



For recent projects the government may well have been involved in funding
competitions for the provision of finance.



There are significant constraints and what a PFI project can do with its financing
structure once this is fixed. Not only is the public sector aware of a project’s initial
financing structure, but any refinancing is required, at least, to be disclosed and
often can only proceed with public sector consent. Any benefit of such a
refinancing would generally be required to be shared with the public sector in the
UK.
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It is usual commercial practice for contractors to sell all or part of their interest in a project, in
order to free up capital for investment in new projects. Disposal is likely to take place at the
time that construction risk no longer is in point and cash flows are stable. Likely purchasers
of such projects include pension funds, funds and other bodies who require long term,
predictable income streams. For reasons already explained, these investors view PFI projects
as low risk, and price their acquisitions of such investments accordingly. If a project
becomes exposed to higher risk of breaching financial covenants and possibly failing,
investor interest is likely only to be sustained at a higher cost (to compensate for the higher
risk) and may well diminish in any event.
To improve investment momentum in infrastructure, the UK government announced in the
2014 Autumn Statement that it would provide for a new exemption from withholding tax on
interest on qualifying private placements (a type of unlisted debt) to help unlock new finance
for businesses and infrastructure projects. This initiative was specifically aimed at long term
investors such as pension funds; for them not only initial project funding but also acquisition
debt is necessary for the continued provision of infrastructure. Were interest deductibility in
PFI projects to be limited, the effect would clearly be in conflict with this important policy
objective.
It is also worthy of note that, where lender and investors are based in the same country
(often, but not always, the case in PPPs) there would be no loss of tax revenue to that
particular country. This might provide an opportunity to exclude such projects from the
proposed interest limitation regime (subject to consideration of EU law).
In some countries, there is a de minimis amount of interest allowable before the restriction
applies, this approach might assist in alleviating the effect on PFI projects.
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an entity’s group
7.

Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation
rules or (b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?

PPP Forum:
The following practical issues would arise in relation to (a) interest allocation rule on a
group wide basis and (b) group ratio rules:





Generally accepted accounting practice (“GAAP”) could differ in a number of
countries – for example in the UK there is UK GAAP which is transitioning to
IFRS. There could be different bases for GAAP in other countries – the ratios
between companies could be distorted.
Not all investors would be able to provide consolidated accounts eg Sovereign
Wealth Funds, infrastructure investment funds which have adopted IFRS10
Consolidation Exemption etc.
Some investors operate through partnerships – how is it envisaged that the interest
would be allocated in those circumstances given under UK law all partners are
deemed to be connected with each other.
Practical issues will arise with any method of interest allocation or using group ratio
rules which applies on an entity by entity basis. It would be better if the allocation
was done on a jurisdiction by jurisdiction basis and groups are given discretion about
how that allocation is applied between each entity in the jurisdiction.
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8.

There is potential adverse impact on minority investors in groups since they will not
be able to influence where the interest deductions are allowed.
Where different currencies are used then even if the results were to be the same each
year, the relationship between the results of each country would vary year by year as
a result of currency differences.
Consideration needs to be given to the treatment of losses; infrastructure projects
may have a long period before taxable income is generated. Where a group has a
multitude of projects they are likely to be at different stages. It is not clear how tax
relief would be allocated between such projects when some may have existed for
close on 20 years.
Each tax jurisdiction would have to agree to abide by the interest allocation rule.
How would disputes between tax authorities be dealt with?
Cross border agreements would be required between tax authorities to protect
groups from double taxation ie from circumstances where an intragroup interest
expense was disallowed while the receipt was taxed.
How would the newer “non-profit distributing” projects be dealt with where the
revenues are adjusted over the life of the project with a view to keeping costs under
control for government?
Where refinancing takes place for certain projects they may realise value but then will
need to recognise sharing of that value increase with the government.
Group ratio rules that rely on EBITDA and/or asset value metrics will create
disproportionate burdens on struggling businesses as for a struggling business their
EBITDA and/or asset values will be in decline, increasing their tax payable through a
group ratio test and potentially pushing them to insolvency. On a systematic basis
these tax rules would tend to reinforce the peaks and troughs of the business cycle
which cannot be consistent with prudent economic policy as advocated by OECD.

Where group-wide rules are already applied by countries, what practical difficulties do
they give rise to and how could these be overcome?

PPP Forum:
The UK Worldwide Debt Cap rules are based on group-wide rules and rely on accounting
rules for determining the group and the third party interest expense of the group. Recent
accounting changes for investment entities have created unforeseen consequences which
create uncertainty for tax payers. The rules only apply to corporate groups and not groups
owned by investment partnerships which leads to certain funds being at a competitive
advantage to others.
New Zealand applies a group ratio test in determining whether to limit interest deductibility.
There can be issues when applying this test to investment funds as it is not easy to
determine which entities fall within the group, creating competitive differences between
different bidders with different ownership structures.

9.

Do any difficulties arise from basing a group-wide rule on numbers contained in a
group’s consolidated financial statements and, if so, what are they?

PPP Forum:
See commentary in point 7
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10. In what ways could the level of net third party interest expense in a group’s
consolidated financial statements be manipulated, and how could a rule address these
risks?
PPP Forum:
Given the open book policy which applies to PFI we do not consider that manipulation
would be permitted a significant risk. Furthermore, there are extensive anti-avoidance rules
in the loan relationship regime which should also protect against manipulation.
11. What approach to measuring earnings or asset values would give the most accurate picture of
economic activity across a group? Do any particular difficulties arise from this approach and how
could these be addressed?

PPP Forum:
See the answer to point 7. Problems will arise because the accounting and taxation
treatment of the projects will differ in different countries. For example economically similar
projects may be taxed on a composite trade tax basis in the UK but on a capital allowances
basis in, for example, Canada.

12. Are there any other difficulties in applying (a) an earnings-based or (b) an asset value-based
approach? If so, what are they and how could these difficulties be dealt with?
PPP Forum:
See the answer to point 7.
13. What categories of tax exempt or deferred income should be excluded from the definition of
earnings? How could these be identified by entities?
PPP Forum:
See the answer to point 7. Deferred income may arise in relation to non-profit distributing
projects and refinanced projects. The accounting treatment would need to be respected for
the UK but it is not clear how this would work in other countries.

14. Do any particular difficulties arise from asking groups to identify entities with positive and
negative earnings balances? What other approaches could be taken to address issues raised by
groups with loss making entities under an earnings-based approach?
PPP Forum:
Difficulties are likely to arise because projects are not homogeneous either in terms of
scope, structure or maturity – therefore the mix of profits/losses, deficits and positive
balances will vary year on year. The attractiveness of investing in infrastructure, which
most European governments are keen to promote, depends fundamentally on stability where all parties (including contractors, public sector and financiers) all know and
understand what the cashflows are projected to be and the risks to which they are exposed.
Proposals to limit interest deductibility are bound to create uncertainty.
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In the UK, there are already examples of PPP procurements in progress where the public
sector and bidders, being aware of the BEPS Action 4 discussions, have agreed that bids
can be qualified with respect to the level of interest deductibility available, and bids will be
adjusted depending on the outcome of the Action 4 initiatives. Depending on the outcome,
the cost of the project may well increase.
15. Where an entity’s earnings or asset values need to be converted into the currency used in the
group’s consolidated financial statements, what exchange rate should be used for this
conversion?
PPP Forum:
The exchange rates to be used should be consistent with the accounts. However, the
relationship of currencies will vary year by year and will result from the economic
performance of a country and not a project.
16. What specific issues or problems would be faced in applying a group-wide rule to a group
engaged in several different sectors? Would an assets or earnings-based approach be more
suitable for this kind of group?
PPP Forum:
See answer to question 14 – it is not just diversity of project but also maturity.

17. What barriers exist which could prevent a group from arranging its intragroup loans so that net
interest expense is matched with economic activity, as measured using earnings or asset values?
How could this issue be addressed?
PPP Forum:
Given the open book policy which applies to PFI we do not consider that manipulation
would be a significant risk. Furthermore, many groups are not homogenous but complex
organisations; they may not just include PFI entities but have broader trading and financing
activities and could have minority investors in different countries with different currencies.
18. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of a group-wide allocation rule to groups
with centralised treasury functions? If so, what are these difficulties and do they vary depending
upon how the treasury function is structured and operates?
PPP Forum:
Generally this would not be applicable as PFI projects are financed on a project by project
basis. Also, as explained above a treasury company may be funding numerous non-standard
activities in different countries using different currencies.
19. If practical difficulties arise under an earnings or assets-based approach, would these
difficulties be reduced if a rule used a combination of earnings and asset values (and possibly
other measures of economic activity)? If so, what could this combined approach look like? What
further practical difficulties could arise from such an approach?
PPP Forum:
Generally this would not be applicable as PFI projects are financed independently on a
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project by project basis and groups can be complex (see answers to 17 and 18)
20. In what situations could significant permanent or timing mismatches arise if an entity’s
interest cap or group ratio is calculated using accounting rules while its taxable net interest
expense is calculated using tax rules?
PPP Forum:
In the UK the starting point for tax is the profit before tax disclosed in the accounts with
some statutory overrides but it is not clear how different tax and accounting would be in
different jurisdictions. For example, in Australia it is understood that the use of
securitization structures are widely used in PPP and wider infrastructure projects and results
in a tax answer that is economically equivalent to interest but from an accounting
perspective is very different. Australia applies arm’s length tests and WWDC tests but,
these are based on different accounting rules than UK GAAP/IFRS.
21. Could all types of timing mismatch be addressed through carry forward provisions (covering
disallowed interest expense and/or unused capacity to deduct interest expense)? What other
approaches could be taken to address timing mismatches?
PPP Forum:
It is unlikely that all timing mismatches could be resolved given the differences in
currencies, projects etc. Each project needs to be addressed separately and therefore these
proposals would undermine the integrity of financing and therefore the cashflows. Any
carry forward of interest expense/unused capacity should be able to survive a change of
ownership of the company
22. It is proposed that any group-wide rule included in a best practice recommendation should
apply to the entities included in a group’s consolidated financial statements. This could
introduce competition concerns where a group-wide rule applies to entities held under a parent
company (which typically would prepare consolidated financial statements) but does not apply
to those held under a trust, fund or individual (which may not prepare consolidated financial
statements). Would these concerns be more effectively addressed by including connected
parties within an interest limitation group, or through targeted rules?
PPP Forum:
We believe that targeted rules would be more effective than seeking to limit interest relief
on a group wide basis where, as you have noted, it is difficult to capture all parties on a
world-wide basis given the diversity of entities, commercial and fiscal law.
23. Payments to connected parties may be disguised through back to back arrangements, where the
payment is effectively routed via a related party (such as a bank under a structured
arrangement). In applying a group-wide rule, how might payments made through such
arrangements be detected?
PPP Forum:
Given the open book policy on financing we believe that the public sector has sufficient
information and control to detect such arrangements.
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio
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24. What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or earnings?
PPP Forum:
In PFI projects, debt (which typically makes up c.90% of the financing required) is sized by
reference to projected cash flows, based on a proposed stream of unitary charges, project
costs (which will be fixed in the main) and assumptions regarding deductibility of interest.
As noted earlier, the debt facility would be structured to be long term with a fixed interest
cost, and fully repaid over the life of project (typically 20-30 years). If a fixed ratio
approach limiting interest deductibility were to be applied to an existing portfolio of
projects on a group basis, in addition to the issues described above, deductibility may be
subject to distortion/variability as a consequence of currency movements, changes in
accounting treatment and the relative maturity of each project to another.
For the proposed limitation on either basis to work effectively, all governments will need to
agree a fair framework with protection for taxpayers from discrimination. As an alternative
grandfathering should be considered for existing projects and those priced assuming the
status quo and not the proposed changes. Otherwise, we are concerned that certain
infrastructure may no longer be viable, with a resulting diminution in investor confidence –
see previous examples.
It should also be noted that, given the long term refinancing structures of PFI projects, to be
effective, grandfathering would need to apply over the remaining life of existing projects.
There is typically no opportunity to renegotiate PFI contracts and, given the high level of
gearing in such projects and their finite length, refinancing of existing debt facilities in PFI
projects is unlikely to alleviate the difficulties described above that will emerge from
limitation on tax deductibility.
25. What would be the appropriate measure of asset values or earnings under a fixed ratio
rule?
PPP Forum:
Given the disparate nature of projects in terms of type, location, maturity where each PFI
project has been priced based on market conditions and assumptions at the project’s
inception, we cannot offer any workable suggestions for fixed values or earnings. It should
also be noted that some countries require assets to be held at market value whereas others
have a convention based on amortised cost –a further factor giving rise to
distortion/variability of allowed interest deduction.
26. For what reasons would the interest to earnings or interest to asset value ratios of an
individual entity significantly exceed the equivalent ratios of its worldwide group?
PPP Forum:
The key factor would be that the projects are not homogeneous and would therefore vary
according to such factors as the nature of the project, currency, maturity etc.
27. Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems for entities in certain sectors? If so, which
sectors would be affected and how could this be addressed?
PPP Forum:
Given the similar contractual and financing approach used in PFI projects applied across a
wide range of infrastructure procurement, the difficulties arising will affect projects across all
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sectors where PFI projects are used. The only meaningful definition of a sector that could be
considered is by project characteristics (ie all PFI/PPP projects). A fixed ratio approach
would prove problematic for all contracting groups who may be responsible for projects
which are highly geared as a result of public sector covenant strength and the contractual
security offered by PFI projects.
The consequence of potential limitation on the tax deductibility of interest expense applying
to existing projects will undermine investor and project sponsor/contractor interest in the
sector for future projects. Cost of capital is likely to increase (as such projects will regarded
as higher risk and the environment more uncertain than in the past). There is also a risk in
some projects of disputes with the public sector for the recovery of losses caused by such
changes (although most PFI contracts expressly do not provide for compensation as a result
of such changes).
Depending on the terms of lending agreement in the project, even if the impact is not
immediate or definite, the prospect of disallowance of tax relief for interest cost may require
disclosure to lenders, possibly leading to lock up.
We understand that Belgium has a specific legal carve-out from similar rules and Australia
has well established securitization structures that achieve similar results. A specific regime
aimed at attracting inward infrastructure investment – an infrastructure equivalent of REIT,
could be a potential option for consideration.
28. What objective information is available to evidence the actual interest to EBITDA ratios
of entities and groups across different countries and sectors?
PPP Forum:
Data provided to government and regulatory authorities including accounts and tax
computations.
It needs to be considered who would pay for the collection, collation of this data as well as
ensuring protection of the data and the fairness of its interpretation?
Whether a combined approach could be applied
PPP Forum:
We deal with both questions 29 and 30. See our responses above about the complex and
disparate nature of projects. Either approach, or a combination, applied to existing projects
could lead to lock up or default for a number of projects.
29. What particular issues arise for groups if a combined approach uses (a) the same measure of
economic activity in a general rule and a carve-out or (b) different measures of economic
activity? In particular, what issues arise where a carve-out uses a test based on (I) earnings,
(ii) asset values or (iii) equity?
30. A combined approach should provide an effective solution to base erosion and profit
shifting using interest, while allowing lower risk entities to apply a simpler test. What other
options for combined approaches which meet this objective should be considered as possible
best practices?
The role of targeted rules
31. Which situations do you think would need to be covered by targeted rules to effectively and
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comprehensively address base erosion and profit shifting risks posed by interest expense?
Which of these could also be addressed though a general interest limitation rule and where
would a general rule need to be supported by targeted rules?
The treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
32. To what extent could a carry forward of disallowed interest expense or unused capacity to deduct
interest help to smooth the effects of a general interest limitation rule?
PPP Forum:
See our response to question 21
33. Working on the assumption that countries would like to limit carry forwards in terms of the
number of years what would be the issues presented by say a five year limit? If this does present
problems what are they and how and when do they arise?
PPP Forum:
See our response to question 21. Given the disparity and the significant length of contracts –
in some cases more than 25 years, we do not consider that a 5 year time limit would be
helpful.
Considerations for groups in specific sectors
34. Regulatory capital may be described as performing a function for financial sector
groups comparable to that of equity and debt for groups in other sectors. How could a
general rule be made to apply to the interest expense on a group’s regulatory capital
without having an undue impact on the group’s regulatory position (for example, by
limiting a group’s net interest deductions on regulatory capital to the level of its interest
expense on instruments issued to third parties)?
35. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general interest limitation rules
to entities (a) operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes; (b) engaged in
infrastructure projects; or (c) entities engaged in financial activities other than banking or
insurance? If so, how do these difficulties arise and how could they be addressed?

PPP Forum:
We have commented above in the context of PFI projects.
We note that para 215 refers to “large public infrastructure projects” – we suggest that the
definition be refined to ensure that it includes all infrastructure projects where the private
sector provides necessary public facilities including schools, hospitals etc.
For existing projects which have been negotiated with governments on an open book basis
and which are therefore low risk for BEPS we have significant concerns (including those in
the formal procurement process which are close to financial close). Given that the financing
cost and structure for a project is “locked in” at the outset , any limitation on interest
deductibility greater than that assumed would lead to many projects locking up and some
going into default. The impact would be in conflict with government policy promoting
private sector investment in infrastructure. For these reasons we advocate grandfathering of
(a) existing projects, (b) those in the formal procurement process which are close to financial
close, and (c) projects subject to refinancing both now and in the future if they fall into
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categories (a) or (b).
We also have concerns about investor and lender appetite for future projects, but the
expectation is that the financial structure (and ultimate cost to the public sector/user) of new
projects would reflect prudent assumptions and contingencies for deductibility of interest.
We have had some initial discussions about those steps which could be taken to meet the
OECD requirements to prevent BEPS but at the same time to prevent adverse commercial
consequences for PFI. While mentioned above we thought it would be useful to summarise
them as follows:








A carve out for PFI on the grounds that projects where there is open book accounting
is low risk and unlikely to generate a BEPS problem – see the response to question 6
Grandfathering for existing projects including those in the pipeline and due to be
signed and any projects undergoing refinancing – see the response to question 24.
However, it should be noted that, to be effective, grandfathering would need to apply
over the remaining life of existing projects (including those in the pipeline which are
due to close shortly).
Recognition that certain projects will have minimal net debt where the project is
accounted for as a financial asset under IFRIC 12; where borrowings would be
funding construction and maintenance works which would be wholly or partly
disclosed as a financial asset. The level of net interest is likely to be small, the risk
reduced and therefore no adjustment would be required - see the response to question
6. However this relief would not protect a large number of projects which are not
accounted as financial assets.
If an EBITDA based limitation were to be adopted for future projects then
consideration for a carve out for certain types of project if the charge made to the
private sector includes a sum which to cover the finance cost of the project company
given the price is determined by the cash flow where interest would be part of the
cash outflow.
Where lenders and borrowers for a PFI contract are all based in the same jurisdiction,
there would be no BEPS issue so we suggest that there be a Gateway test to exclude
such projects; given not all countries would support non-discrimination.
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APPENDIX 3

EXAMPLES OF THE IMPACT OF RESTRICTIONS ON TAX RELIEF
Example 1- UK PPP Hospital – composite trade

types of risk transfer/financing (PFI/PPP/Project Finance etc)
legal entity structure
relationship to investors (single investor, JV, multiple investors)
accounting (financial asset vs intangible)
stage in lifecycle.

PPP
UK Limited Company
Multiple investors
financial asset/composite trade
early stage

If EBIT includes FD interest receivable about 70% of the external interest and all the shareholder interest is disallowed.
This puts the project into lock-up with a minimum cover ratio of 1.09. Sub-debt is locked up until 2029.
If EBIT excludes FD interest receivable 95% of third party interest is disallowable, the ratio drops to below 1.05, a default under the project senior debt.
Assuming the lenders do not accelerate, sub-debt is locked up until 2033.
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Example 2- UK PPP Hospital – capital allowances

types of risk transfer/financing (PFI/PPP/Project Finance etc)
legal entity structure
relationship to investors (single investor, JV, multiple investors)
accounting (financial asset vs intangible)
stage in lifecycle

PPP
UK Limited Company
Multiple investors
financial asset/capital allowance
mid stage

UK PPP capital allowance
1.6

1.5

ADSCR

1.4
Base Case
1.3

25% EBITDA inc FD income
25% EBITDA

1.2

1.1

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

If EBIT includes FD interest receivable about 65% of the external interest and all the shareholder interest is disallowed.
This puts the project into default.
If EBIT excludes FD interest receivable 95% of third party interest is disallowable This puts the project into default.
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Example 3- Lease
UK PPP Lease

types of risk transfer/financing (PFI/PPP/Project Finance etc)
legal entity structure
relationship to investors (single investor, JV, multiple investors)
accounting (financial asset vs intangible)
stage in lifecycle

PPP
UK Limited Company
Multiple investors
Lease
early stage

the project is in lock up/cash sweep for 8 years. 69% of Senior Debt is diallowed together with 100% shareholder debt
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Example 4

Accommodation Project 1
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

15.9%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

78.1
170.9
249.0

30.0
64.4
94.4

61.6%
62.3%
62.1%

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
7.2%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )

78.1

0.0

Third party

170.9

170.9

0.0%

Total

249.0

170.9

31.4%

Minim um ADSCR

1.2

1.2

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Subordinate debt

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2

1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default
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Example 5

Accommodation Project 2
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

18.0%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

69.2
394.0
463.2

48.4
149.8
198.3

29.9%
62.0%
57.2%

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.1
Yes
30-Sep-19
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
4.2%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )

69.2

0.0

Third party

394.0

394.0

0.0%

Total

463.2

394.0

14.9%

Minim um ADSCR

1.2

1.2

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Subordinate debt

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default
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Example 6

Accommodation Project 3
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

15.5%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

191.8
1,124.7
1,316.5

77.9
523.9
601.8

59.4%
53.4%
54.3%

1.3
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.3
No
N/A
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
4.2%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )

191.8

0.0

Third party

1,124.7

1,124.7

0.0%

Total

1,316.5

1,124.7

14.6%

Minim um ADSCR

1.3

1.3

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Subordinate debt

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default
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Example 7

Health Project 1
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

21.4%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

48.1
261.6
309.8

19.3
103.0
122.4

59.9%
60.6%
60.5%

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.1
No
N/A
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
7.2%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )

48.1

0.0

Third party

261.6

261.6

0.0%

Total

309.8

261.6

15.5%

Minim um ADSCR

1.2

1.2

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Subordinate debt

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2

1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default
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Example 8

Health Project 2
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

26.8%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

110.7
354.2
464.9

40.4
121.1
161.5

63.5%
65.8%
65.3%

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.1
Yes
31-Mar-16
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
8.0%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt

110.7

0.0

Third party

354.2

354.2

0.0%

Total

464.9

354.2

23.8%

Minim um ADSCR

1.2

1.2

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default
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Example 9

Health Project 3
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

31.7%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

203.5
723.7
927.2

71.3
245.9
317.1

65.0%
66.0%
65.8%

1.1
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.0
Yes
31-Mar-16
Yes
31-Mar-16

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
8.0%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt

203.5

0.0

Third party

723.7

723.7

0.0%

Total

927.2

723.7

22.0%

Minim um ADSCR

1.1

1.1

Lock-up ratio breached

No

Yes

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

31-Mar-18

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default
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Example 10

Transport Project 1
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

25.3%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

218.6
352.1
570.7

59.6
106.7
166.4

72.7%
69.7%
70.9%

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.1
Yes
30-Jun-16
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
12.3%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt

218.6

0.0

Third party

352.1

352.1

0.0%

Total

570.7

352.1

38.3%

Minim um ADSCR

1.2

1.2

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

817
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Example 11

Transport Project 2
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

0.1%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

17.7
4.4
22.0

17.2
3.9
21.1

2.7%
9.3%
4.0%

1.3
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.3
No
N/A
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
1.5%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

Subordinate debt

17.7

0.0

100.0%

Third party

4.4

4.4

0.0%

Total

22.0

4.4

80.2%

Minim um ADSCR

1.3

1.3

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Allow able interest (£m )

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

818
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Example 12

Education Project 1
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

13.1%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

43.8
76.1
119.9

29.1
42.4
71.5

33.7%
44.2%
40.4%

1.3
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
8.9%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt

43.8

0.0

Third party

76.1

76.1

0.0%

119.9

76.1

36.6%

Minim um ADSCR

1.3

1.3

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Total

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default
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Example 13

Education Project 2
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Valuation price reduction

18.0%
Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

22.9
93.9
116.8

9.6
38.6
48.2

58.0%
58.9%
58.7%

1.2
No
N/A
No
N/A

1.1
No
N/A
No
N/A

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total
Minim um ADSCR
Lock-up ratio breached
Date lock-up ratio breached
Default ratio breached
Date default ratio breached

ADSCR

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3

1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
6.3%

Valuation price reduction

Original

Post
adjustm ent

Reduction

100.0%

Allow able interest (£m )
Subordinate debt

22.9

0.0

Third party

93.9

93.9

0.0%

116.8

93.9

19.6%

Minim um ADSCR

1.2

1.2

Lock-up ratio breached

No

No

Date lock-up ratio breached

N/A

N/A

Total

Default ratio breached

No

No

Date default ratio breached

N/A

N/A

ADSCR

2.0
1.9

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Original

Post adjustment

Lock-up

Default

820
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Summary of Examples 4 - 13
Test 1: Interest up to 25% of EBITDA is allowable
Transport
Project 1

Health Project 1

Transport
Project 2

Education
Project 1

Education
Project 2

Total

Valuation reduction

15.9%

18.0%

25.3%

21.4%

0.1%

15.5%

26.8%

31.7%

13.1%

18.0%

18.3%

Allowable interest
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total

78.1
170.9
249.0

69.2
394.0
463.2

218.6
352.1
570.7

48.1
261.6
309.8

17.7
4.4
22.0

191.8
1,124.7
1,316.5

110.7
354.2
464.9

203.5
723.7
927.2

43.8
76.1
119.9

22.9
93.9
116.8

1,004.5
3,555.5
4,560.0

Allowable interest post adjustment
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total

30.0
64.4
94.4

48.4
149.8
198.3

59.6
106.7
166.4

19.3
103.0
122.4

17.2
3.9
21.1

77.9
523.9
601.8

40.4
121.1
161.5

71.3
245.9
317.1

29.1
42.4
71.5

9.6
38.6
48.2

402.8
1,399.9
1,802.6

Allowable interest reduction
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total

61.6%
62.3%
62.1%

29.9%
62.0%
57.2%

72.7%
69.7%
70.9%

59.9%
60.6%
60.5%

2.7%
9.3%
4.0%

59.4%
53.4%
54.3%

63.5%
65.8%
65.3%

65.0%
66.0%
65.8%

33.7%
44.2%
40.4%

58.0%
58.9%
58.7%

59.9%
60.6%
60.5%

Min ADSCR
Min ADSCR post adjustment

1.2
1.2

1.2
1.1

1.2
1.1

1.2
1.1

1.3
1.3

1.3
1.3

1.2
1.1

1.1
1.0

1.3
1.2

1.2
1.1

Lock-up
Lock-up post adjustment

No
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

Date of first lock-up
Date of first lock-up post adjustment

N/A
N/A

N/A
30-Sep-19

N/A
30-Jun-16

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
31-Mar-16

N/A
31-Mar-16

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Default
Default post adjustment

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

Date of default
Date of default post adjustment

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
31-Mar-16

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Name

Accommodation Accommodation
Project 1
Project 2

Accommodation
Health Project 2 Health Project 3
Project 3

0 out of 10
4 out of 10

0 out of 10
1 out of 10

Test 2: Only third party interest is allowable
Transport
Project 1

Health Project 1

Transport
Project 2

Education
Project 1

Education
Project 2

Total

Valuation reduction

7.2%

4.2%

12.3%

7.2%

1.5%

4.2%

8.0%

8.0%

8.9%

6.3%

6.8%

Allowable interest
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total

78.1
170.9
249.0

69.2
394.0
463.2

218.6
352.1
570.7

48.1
261.6
309.8

17.7
4.4
22.0

191.8
1,124.7
1,316.5

110.7
354.2
464.9

203.5
723.7
927.2

43.8
76.1
119.9

22.9
93.9
116.8

1,004.5
3,555.5
4,560.0

Allowable interest post adjustment
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total

0.0
170.9
170.9

0.0
394.0
394.0

0.0
352.1
352.1

0.0
261.6
261.6

0.0
4.4
4.4

0.0
1,124.7
1,124.7

0.0
354.2
354.2

0.0
723.7
723.7

0.0
76.1
76.1

0.0
93.9
93.9

0.0
3,555.5
3,555.5

Allowable interest reduction
Subordinate debt
Third party
Total

100.0%
0.0%
31.4%

100.0%
0.0%
14.9%

100.0%
0.0%
38.3%

100.0%
0.0%
15.5%

100.0%
0.0%
80.2%

100.0%
0.0%
14.6%

100.0%
0.0%
23.8%

100.0%
0.0%
22.0%

100.0%
0.0%
36.6%

100.0%
0.0%
19.6%

100.0%
0.0%
22.0%

Min ADSCR
Min ADSCR post adjustment

1.2
1.2

1.2
1.2

1.2
1.2

1.2
1.2

1.3
1.3

1.3
1.3

1.2
1.2

1.1
1.1

1.3
1.3

1.2
1.2

Lock-up
Lock-up post adjustment

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

Date of first lock-up
Date of first lock-up post adjustment

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
31-Mar-18

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Default
Default post adjustment

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Date of default
Date of default post adjustment

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Name

Accommodation Accommodation
Project 1
Project 2
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Accommodation
Health Project 2 Health Project 3
Project 3

0 out of 10
1 out of 10

0 out of 10
0 out of 10

Example 14 (Summary for 4 projects)
Restriction of tax relief for interest deductions relating to BEPS (Business Erosion and Profit Shifting) and Infrastructure
Impact on individual projects
Project Type
Project 1
Project 2
Project 3
Project 4

PFI
PFI
PFI
PFI

Stage

Investor relationship

Structure

Accounting

Lockup

Default

Construction
Construction
Construction
Early operations

JV
JV
JV
Single investor

Holdco/Projco
Holdco/Projco
Holdco/Projco
Holdco/Projco

Financial Asset
Financial Asset
Financial Asset
Financial Asset

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05

Latest model
Avg ADSCR
Min ADSCR
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.29
1.15
1.21
1.16

with 25% EBITDA relief
Avg ADSCR
Min ADSCR
1.04
0.99
1.05
0.98
1.14
0.98
1.08
0.95

The scenarios above demonstrate that if interest relief is restricted to 25% then all projects would go into default.
The IFRIC12 financial asset model is a particular disadvantage here, as Financial Asset interest receivable does not form part of EBITDA.
If Finance Asset interest is included in EBITDA, the % third party debt disallowable reduces to c75%, but projects would still go into default with minimum ADSCR of about 1.03
Only one project has a coinvestor with international exposure so we have not modelled the impact of allocating allowances across jurisdictions.
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% third party debt
disallowable
95.00%
94.45%
95.54%
97.65%

Example 15

Fixed ratio rule: 25% EBITDA
Dutch Accomodation Project

ADSCR
1.80
1.60

1.40
1.20
1.00

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89 93
Base model

Benchmark EBITDA at 25%

% of sub debt interest disallowed
% of senior debt interest disallowed
Estimated loss in shareholder value

100%
100%
48%

823
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Lock-up

Example 16

Fixed ratio rule: 25% EBITDA
French Hospital

ADSCR
1.400

1.200

1.000

0.800
1

3

5

7

9

11

Base model

% of sub debt interest disallowed
% of senior debt interest disallowed
Estimated loss in shareholder value

13

15

17

19

21

23

25

Benchmark EBITDA at 25%

100%
40%
74% to 100%

824

35

27

29

Example 17

Fixed ratio rule: 25% EBITDA
Italian Hospital

ADSCR
1.50
1.45
1.40
1.35
1.30
1.25
1.20
1.15
1.10
1.05
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Base model

% of sub debt interest disallowed
% of senior debt interest disallowed
Estimated loss in shareholder value

Benchmark EBITDA at 25%

100%
1%
3%

825
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Lock up

Example 18

Fixed ratio rule: 25% EBITDA
UK Hospital

ADSCR
2.20
2.00

1.80
1.60
1.40

1.20
1.00
1

3

5

7

Base model

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

Benchmark EBITDA at 25%

% of sub debt interest disallowed
% of senior debt interest disallowed
Estimated loss in shareholder value

100%
6%
15%

826

37

25

27

29

31

Lock-up

Example 19

Fixed ratio rule: 25% EBITDA
UK Hospital

ADSCR
2.00

1.80
1.60
1.40
1.20
1.00
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43

Base model

Benchmark EBITDA at 25%

% of sub debt interest disallowed
% of senior debt interest disallowed
Estimated loss in shareholder value

Lock-up

100%
45%
11%

827
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Example 20

Fixed ratio rule: 25% EBITDA
UK OFTO

ADSCR
1.40
1.35
1.30
1.25

1.20
1.15
1.10
1.05
1.00
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73
Base model

Benchmark EBITDA at 25%

% of sub debt interest disallowed
% of senior debt interest disallowed
Estimated loss in shareholder value

100%
47%
16%

828

39

Lock-up

Example 21

Fixed ratio rule: 25% EBITDA
UK Prison

ADSCR
1.60

1.50
1.40
1.30
1.20

1.10
1.00
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43

Base model

Benchmark EBITDA at 25%

% of sub debt interest disallowed
% of senior debt interest disallowed
Estimated loss in shareholder value

Lock-up

100%
58%
23%

Summary of Examples 15 - 21

Dutch Accomodation
French Hospital
Italian Hospital
UK Hospital
UK Hospital 2
UK OFTO
UK Prison

% Disallowed % Disallowed Avg. ADSCR
Subdebt
Senior
before
100%
100%
1.166
100%
40%
1.105
100%
1%
1.323
100%
6%
1.631
100%
45%
1.408
100%
47%
1.251
1.265
100%
58%

Avg. ADSCR
after
1.110
1.314
1.509
1.346
1.188
1.170

829

Lock-up
1.100
1.200
1.100
1.150
1.100
1.100

40

Loss in
SH value
48%
74% to 100%
3%
15%
11%
16%
23%

Lock-up
Consistently in lock-up for next 12 years
Project in default
No
No
Locked up in 2022 for 1 period
No
Consistently in lock up from 2019 to 2027

APPENDIX 4

CONTRIBUTORS TO THE REPRESENTATIONS
3i BIFM Investments Limited
Amber Infrastructure Limited
EY
Kajima Partnerships Limited
InfraRed Capital Partners Limited
Innisfree Limited
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Semperian PPP Investment Partners Limited
Skanska Infrastructure Development UK Ltd
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Private and confidential
OECD
2, rue Andre Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
France
06 February 2015

Dear Sir or Madam
Re: OECD Public Discussion Draft
BEPS Action 4 - Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments
We have set out below a response to the OECD Public Discussion Draft regarding BEPS Action 4
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments.
This response is being submitted on behalf of the members of our Irish Plc Tax Director Network. This
is a select group of senior tax executives from Irish multinationals including some of the biggest
publicly traded companies listed on the Dublin and London Stock Exchanges. These companies have
substantial operating businesses and subsidiaries in all OECD Member States.
As a Network, we welcome the opportunity to comment on this Discussion Draft. We consider this
action to be particularly important in the context of the BEPS project.
The proposals in the consultation document are far-reaching and, if implemented in their current form
by the G20/OECD, would have implications for shareholders.
We set out below our specific comments on the proposals in the Discussion Draft.
A. Key Policy Aims of Action 4
Section II (A) of the Discussion Draft sets out the seven policy aims which the OECD has sought to
address in arriving at the proposed rules to limit interest deductibility. It is our view that the
Discussion Draft only deals with the first policy aim – addressing base erosion and profit shifting –
and as such it fails to adequately give sufficient value to the other stated policy aims in the Discussion
Draft. These require careful and thoughtful consideration in formulating an appropriate policy
response for such a fundamental matter as the tax deductibility of the costs of financing a business and
its investments.
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The arm’s length principle is a long standing and fundamental standard which underpins international
norms and, as far as we aware, all other BEPS Actions and recommendations. The intention to
selectively disregard this standard to facilitate the formulation of the draft Action 4 recommendations
will result in a failure to reach an appropriate balance between all the policy aims in the Draft and all
commercial considerations that companies consider in deciding on an efficient capital structure.
There are many commercial reasons impacting an efficient capital structure which are not adequately
considered. The Draft appears to incorrectly attribute tax as the primary or sole reason for a particular
capital structure. We have included some of these considerations in the Appendix.
Tax considerations are one matter which play a part for groups in developing an appropriate capital
structure. However, globally many countries have already implemented rules and restrictions in
relation to interest deductibility. In addition, further actions under BEPS will also seek to address
policy issues associated with double non-taxation, CFC and transfer pricing. We are therefore of the
view that the imposition of further rules and restrictions as proposed in the Discussion Draft is
excessive and unwarranted.
A number of examples used in the Discussion Draft purporting to illustrate how an international group
can generate a tax benefit by simply moving the location of its third party debt are incomplete. This is
dealt with in Section B below.
In summary, we believe that the remaining 6 policy aims are, not only largely ignored, but the items
they are directed at are actually exacerbated by the proposals put forward. These aims are:
1. Minimising distortions to the competitiveness of groups
The Discussion Draft recognises the potential for competitive distortions between companies
operating cross-border and those operating domestically. The OECD’s view is that ‘rules to limit
interest deductibility may reduce these issues but only if introduced by all countries’.
It is our view that the application of a ‘one size fits all’ approach across all geographies and countries
ignores existing in-country rules limiting interest deductibility as well as the commercial reality of
individual markets and industries.
2. Minimising distortions to investment in a country
While the policy aims of BEPS Action 4 include creating a level playing field by minimising distortions
to investment in a country, they ignore the existence of legal, regulatory and tax rules which are
imposed at a local level. For example, when considering an investment into an overseas territory, debt
can be preferred due to the additional flexibility it provides for future cash repatriation particularly
where there are foreign exchange controls and in general debt ranks equally with other creditors.
There are also practical issues of raising debt at a local level which cannot be overlooked in any
attempt to create a level playing field.
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3. Avoiding double taxation
The Discussion Draft acknowledges that double taxation can arise where the proposals result in a
disallowance of interest expense in one territory while full taxation continues in the territory of the
recipient.
The Draft suggests the facility to carry forward disallowed deductions as the mechanism to avoid
double taxation. However, this will give not adequately prevent double taxation. No proposals are put
forward to exempt intra-group interest income in the recipient country where the corresponding
expense is treated as non-deductible in the paying country. It is our view that any restriction of
current year tax deductions for interest costs should be compensated in the recipient territory to avoid
the negative cash effect for companies. A limited carryover period or an amortising future deduction as
suggested in the Draft leads to double taxation.
There are accounting and valuation issues to be considered in whether to recognise a deferred tax asset
in respect of deductions carried forward. For example, a company, even if appropriately capitalised, in
the event of a disallowance may find it difficult to recognise a deferred tax asset in respect of any
particular year’s disallowed interest. This will lead to double taxation. This negatively increases the
consolidated tax expense due to the double tax impact thereby negatively impacting the reported
financial performance of a company.
4. Minimising administrative costs to countries and compliance costs to groups
We strongly disagree that the proposed rules will be straight forward to apply and cost-effective to
administer. The costs and resources required to deconstruct the consolidated balance sheet and
income statement to provide adequate and complete information to each operating subsidiary in a
timely manner to file local tax returns and make estimated tax payments on account as well as to
record their expected tax expense in their financial ledgers would be an unduly costly burden on
business.
The proposed rules will give rise to significant problems in calculating deductible interest payments.
Current year tax payments will become more problematic and unpredictable due to groups not
knowing their interest deductions until a considerable time after reporting their annual results to the
market when their worldwide financial statements become available.
It is also an accounting requirement that a company records its tax expense at each reporting date
(quarterly in many cases) at its expected effective tax rate for the year. The Draft does not adequately
address the reporting issues of a public company to its investors and the impact that these proposals
will have on forecasting this rate.
5. Promoting economic stability
We disagree with the view that the proposed rules will promote economic stability through less highly
leveraged capital structures. It is our view that the opposite could in fact occur. The rules proposed
could encourage groups to increase external debt levels so as maximise interest deductions. If so, it
could mean that tax (which at the moment is not a deciding factor in the debt v equity decision)
becomes a key factor.
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6. Providing certainty of outcome
While we agree with the stated policy aims of providing certainty of outcome, we believe that the
proposals put forward will not achieve these objectives.
With specific reference to the group wide test, we have outlined below the problems which can arise in
the application of such a test and the consequent uncertainty it creates.
In addition, the impact of annual movements in debt levels, interest rates, group and entity profits,
acquisitions or disposals, which drive the allocation of interest across a group will create uncertainty
and volatility regarding the level of annual deductible interest in each territory under both the group
wide test and the fixed ratio test. This will lead to uncertainty of earnings per share and investment
payback periods for new investment.
The geographical spread of a multinational group is often considered to be an important risk
mitigation for investors and stakeholders. The balanced performance of a business which
accommodates the cyclicality of business performance in different regions will result in an annual
distortion of the tax expense and effective tax rate due to changes in interest allocation.
In addition businesses which operate in higher risk environments couldessentially be treated for
interest allocation as though they should be leveraged at the similar levels on a group wide basis.
B. Example of the impact of tax on the location of interest expense
The Discussion Draft uses two examples on page 7 to illustrate how an international group can
generate a benefit based on the location of its third party debt, in both outbound and inbound
investment scenarios. The examples fail to take into account the more complex analysis that groups
undertake in determining the funding for businesses and new investments. They assume that
borrowing in either territory is a viable commercial option. This assumption around the ease of relocating debt to optimise the tax treatment underpins a number of proposals put forward in the
Discussion Draft, which is an overly simplistic view as commented on elsewhere in this letter.
These simple examples are misleading for a number of reasons:
•

•

•

•

•

In the Outbound investment example, it is stated that “Assuming A Co can set its interest
expense against other income”. However, this assumed other income is ignored in arriving at
the conclusion that A Co has a “post-tax cost of €6.50” as a result of the transaction.
In the Inbound Investment example, a similar assumption is made “Assuming B Co can set its
interest expense against other income”. Again, this assumed other income is ignored in
arriving at the conclusion that “B Co now has a pre-tax cost of €5”.
In both examples, there is an incorrect concluding statement that the group is subject to a
negative effective rate of tax. The effect of the reorganisation of the debt is to reduce the
group’s effective rate of tax rather than resulting in a negative effective rate of tax.
Both examples refer to “transferring the interest expense” and “shifting profit”. The
reorganisation of debt results in an interest charge between the example companies to reflect
an arm’s length charge for the use of the funds lent.
In addition, it is assumed that tax rules in specific jurisdictions allow tax deductions where
either the funds are used to acquire equity or lent in via debt.
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C. Fundamental issues
1. Consistency of approach
Section I paragraph 5 lays out the premise that ‘a consistent approach utilising international best
practices is essential if concerns surrounding the use of interest in base erosion and profit shifting
are to be addressed’.
The paper seeks to erroneously apply a multilateral, ‘one size fits all’ approach to an international
group which operates in widely different markets each with their own unique characteristics, risks,
stages of development and current economic stability and outlook. All of these factors are relevant in
determining the appropriate debt and capital structure and should not be ignored. For example, the
application of group wide attributes to determine or influence the financing of a new investment in a
new market irrespective of its tax rate cannot be considered to be sound commercial practice.
We believe that in-country flexibility with regard to the local implementation of BEPS rules will be
essential.
This is indeed acknowledged in the Discussion Draft at Chapter XIII where the formulation of special
provisions is proposed for certain sectors with “specific characteristics”. The Discussion Draft also
considers that special provisions are required for groups operating in the banking and insurance
sectors and also poses the question as to whether the proposed rules are applicable to other sectors
including large public infrastructure projects. It is our view that even when one excludes the proposed
carved out sectors, the proposed one size fits all approach is fundamentally flawed and cannot be
practically applied on a global industry basis.
2. Arm’s length
We note that in arriving at the proposed approaches to interest deductibility, the OECD has discarded
the arm’s length test for the reasons set out in the Discussion Draft.
We request that this is reversed in light of the fact that:
 the arm’s length principle informs several other BEPS Actions and inconsistency in approach casts
doubt over all BEPS Actions,
 it is a globally used, well established transfer pricing standard for all other commercial transactions
 it is, in many areas of tax, the standard to be achieved by companies and groups.
The arm’s length test would also enable account to be taken of industry and company sensitivities as
referred to above. Furthermore, in many jurisdictions, from a company law perspective, directors of
related companies are required to ensure that transactions with related parties take place on an arm’s
length basis.
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3. Commercial factors in debt v equity decision
It is our impression that the Discussion Draft appears to be based on the assumption that the principal
objective to raising debt is to reduce tax costs. This is unfounded. It is widely accepted and it is our
experience that there are many factors influencing the decision whether to raise debt. We have set out
in Appendix I to this letter a number of these commercial factors.
4. Existing in-country rules
While it is acknowledged by the Discussion Draft that countries have existing rules to deal with
interest deductibility, the imposition of additional rules in parallel with or in place of existing rules will
result in even more complex systems which are more costly to administer and comply with.
D. Commercial consequences of proposals to limit interest deductions
As a result of the proposed rules to limit interest deductions, multinational groups face the prospect of
the following commercial consequences:
1. Volatility
As referred to above, we believe that the introduction of the proposed rules will result in uncertainty of
outcome and volatility. This will affect group cash flow, impact group EPS and valuation
methodologies and influence strategic decision making such as financing future investments. The
increased volatility in cash flows will result in higher discount rates being used in the evaluation of
investment decisions.
2. Increased cost of doing business
Tax rules which seek to further restrict or deny relief for interest increase the economic cost for
companies of doing business. The ultimate long term effect of this could be increased costs being
passed onto consumers as well as increased costs impacting a company’s return to shareholders /
investors. The combination of increased costs and higher discount rates will result in investments that
would otherwise have been approved being rejected which will have a negative impact on global
growth and global employment opportunities.
3. Investor preferences
Companies must respond to investor/shareholder direction. It is well recognised that investors in
different territories have different appetites for debt v equity. By seeking to impose an artificial tax
position for interest on top of a commercial reality, the Discussion Draft runs the risk of undermining
corporate independence and responsibility to shareholders/investors.
The application of a proposed group wide rule which seeks to limit interest deductions to external
interest expense and then allocate that expense across many businesses does not adequately consider
the differences in the manner in which multinationals raise debt. It also fails to consider the
differences in the risk appetite for debt in different financial markets.
The proposed limitation rule combined with a group wide apportionment creates the possibility that
the measure of tax relief will be calculated at a changing average effective tax rate even if the debt is
being raised for a specific action in a specific territory but it is for example raised centrally through an
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incremental bond or debt placement. The recommendation creates a risk that the measure of tax relief
afforded to two competing companies may be different. The application of the arm’s length standard
together with local rules on debt and equity avoids this potential for competitive distortion.
We believe that group wide net interest expense is not the correct measure of interest expense as it
creates the possibility that the cost of debt in a company in one territory will be restricted by a cash
balance in another or that a company should be penalised for maintaining an appropriate level of
liquidity in cash. The underlying presumption is that companies are free to repatriate cash balances to
reduce debt or to redeploy it without cost. This flexibility is currently restricted due to differences in
the tax treatment of cash repatriation rules in different territories. The correct measure of tax
deductible interest should therefore be gross interest expense in each territory with appropriate
country based arm’s length limitations.
E. Comments on specific proposals in Discussion Draft
The Discussion Draft identifies two rules as potential best practice (fixed ratio and group wide ratio
tests) and seems to prefer a combination of both.
1. Group wide test
It is our view that the application of the group wide test would be extremely problematic.
The Discussion Draft understates the practical problems which the group wide test will present.
Several countries have in recent years adopted a group wide test as part of their thin capitalization
rules. The experience of multinationals has shown that there are practical difficulties in applying a
group wide test.
Furthermore, we have experience of territories where a group wide test currently exists. Our
experience with these tests is that they are very difficult to apply in practice.
• One difficulty is what constitutes a group? While the Draft recommends that accounting principles
should apply, different territories apply different accounting rules. Additionally, current complex
forms of business entity may not be dealt with by accounting rules.
• There is also the problem of what constitutes interest for the purposes of these tests? There has
been lack of clarity in relation to how current complex funding techniques are to be treated for the
purposes of these tests.
• It is our view that the application of the group wide rule could result in a significant quantum of
disallowed interest. While the Discussion Draft envisages a reallocation of interest across
territories to ensure that the net interest expense in each territory reflects the interest cap allocated
to it, we are of the view that the practical difficulties and costs of seeking to align debt in this
manner on an ongoing basis are significantly understated in the paper. This could potentially
require an annual realignment of a company’s debt equity mix, which will be extremely difficult and
costly to achieve, both legally (as many territories operate capital preservation rules) and from a tax
perspective. In addition, any such annual realignment would add further to the volatility concerns
expressed above.
• For example, in an acquisition situation, the application of the group wide rule will likely distort
competition in favour of a local bidding company which would generally be entitled to a tax
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deduction for interest costs without restriction compared to multinational groups, where the
impact of operating performance and the characteristics of the worldwide group will now be a
factor in assessing the local tax deduction.
2.

Fixed ratio test

There are also difficulties with the fixed ratio test. Principally, the Draft envisages a rigid approach
involving a “one ratio fits all” approach which, as referred to above, is not appropriate on either a
global or local country basis.
The Discussion Draft notes that setting the fixed ratio at the correct level will be a key consideration.
The draft comments that fixed ratios currently applied by countries are too high and implies that a
deductible net interest expense to EBITDA ratio of 10% may be more effective. This view is based on a
review of the Global Top 100 companies and notes that the majority of this sample group has a net
interest expense to EBITDA ratio below 10%. There is a bias inherent in this sample as it includes only
the most successful companies in the world, who as a result of their success are likely to be far better
capitalised than the majority of other companies. The financial information selected from this sample
group is not representative of Irish multi-national groups or of the majority of global businesses which
would be impacted by these proposals. It is also clear that companies are operating in a period of
unprecedented low interest rates.
The draft does not recognise the fact that a company’s debt ratio is reflective of its investor base and its
risk and market profile. The application of a rigid fixed ratio does not recognise the cyclicality of
certain businesses as well as the progression of a company through its life cycle.
A high debt ratio does not imply aggressive tax planning. As noted in Appendix I, there are a myriad of
factors which impact a group’s debt equity ratio. We reiterate the importance of retaining the arm’s
length principle across all the BEPS Actions and, regarding Action 4, hold the strong view that a
group’s third party debt and related interest expense must not be restricted as they have implicitly
been bench marked by independent experts (ie banks). Such third party interest expense should be
matched with economic activity through a process of allocation – but not limitation- to the relevant
group companies on commercial principles. While the Discussion Draft recognises that individual
territories may be granted flexibility to set their own benchmark ratios, it fails to take account of the
fact that an in-country ‘one size fits all’ approach does not provide sufficient commercial flexibility for
the differences noted above. Where fixed ratios have been applied, they have, on occasion, been
tailored for specific industries.
Concluding remarks
We have reviewed the proposals in the Draft Discussion document and conclude that the underlying
policy aim, although not expressly stated, is to increase effective tax rates by restricting tax deductions
for interest expense meeting the arm’s length standard. These multilateral recommendations do not
give sufficient weight to the many restrictions that exist in territories today and new restrictions that
may be applied from other BEPS Actions.
The subject matter is clearly complex and the policy recommendations in their present form suffer
from a very narrow focus on one policy aim in the Terms of Reference for Action 4. The
recommendations are predicated on an underlying but erroneous assumption that tax is the key driver
of an efficient capital structure in a multinational group.
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We believe that the recommendations are unduly complex and may be practically unworkable for tax
administrations and for taxpayers who will now be required to adjust local tax computations for the
impact of the worldwide activities of a multinational group.
The setting aside of the arm’s-length standard which is necessary to support the recommendations is a
very serious departure from a fundamental principle that underpins all other international tax rules
and the entire BEPS process and it should be reconsidered.
Finally, the recommendations disregard the impact on investments and the costs of investments.
We appreciate the opportunity to outline the views of PwC Ireland’s Plc Tax Director Network to you
and we will continue to engage in this important process to seek to strike a fair balance between
international tax reform and international commerce and investment.
Yours faithfully
Terry O’Driscoll
PricewaterhouseCoopers Ireland
(on behalf of representatives of the Irish Plc Tax Director Network as set out in Appendix II)
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Appendix I
Factors influencing the debt v equity decision
The Discussion Draft appears to be based on the assumption that the principal objective in raising debt
is to reduce tax costs. This is unfounded. It is widely accepted and it is our experience that there are
many factors influencing the decision whether to raise debt. A number of these are set out below. The
Discussion Draft ignores the multi-faceted decision matrix which is faced by groups and companies in
determining their optimal capital structures.
Stability of earnings – Groups with a pattern of stable earnings, such as utility companies, tend to
favour higher debt levels. Groups with erratic earnings patterns, such as developing technology
companies, tend to have lower debt levels.
Asset structure – Groups who hold assets of general use, such as retails groups, tend to have higher
debt levels than groups who hold specialised assets, such as oil and gas.
Profitability – Groups with high profitability / cash generation, such as established software
companies, tend to utilise internally generated equity. Groups with low levels of internal financial
resources need to rely more on debt, such as industrial groups.
Availability and cost of funds – Availability of debt depends on local and international market factors.
Groups will also compare their return on investment to their cost of debt and cost of equity to
determine which source of funds to use.
Purpose of funds – Groups will consider the duration of a project, whether it is in an established or
emerging market, any foreign exchange exposures and the liquidity of the local market.
Country specific considerations – Legal, regulatory and tax rules are imposed at a local level which
must be considered. The practical issues of raising debt at a local level are also a factor.
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Kerry Group plc
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Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
OECD/CTPA
2, rue Andre Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
France
By email to: interestdeductions@oecd.org
6 February 2015

Dear Mr. Pross,
BEPS Discussion Draft: Interest deductions and other financial payments
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the OECD’s Public
Discussion Draft on Action 4: Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments (the “Discussion
Draft” or “Draft”).
We recognize the difficulty of the task being addressed in Action 4, and accordingly, we commend the
Working Group for its efforts in developing different options for approaches that may be included in a
best practice recommendation, along with challenges associated with such options. We have concerns
in a number of areas, however, in which we believe further consideration and effort should be
undertaken.
We appreciate your consideration of our comments on the Discussion Draft and we would be pleased
to assist the OECD further in its efforts under Action 4.
The response in the pages that follow reflects the views of the PwC network of firms, and we offer our
observations on several key aspects of the Discussion Draft.
1. Summary of comments on the Discussion Draft
1.

We are concerned that the group-wide test suggested in the Discussion Draft is impractical
and will commonly lead to double taxation for a wide variety of taxpayers. In particular, it will
dictate that groups must align their internal debt in a way that is likely to be inconsistent with
a group’s commercial treasury requirements. The group-wide test also unrealistically assumes
groups will be able to obtain a deduction for their external interest expenses through a
combination of a carry forward rule and regular re-organisation of intragroup financing. In
particular, we believe that the Discussion Draft understates the numerous barriers and costs
associated with regularly recalibrating debt levels across the globe.
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2. The fixed ratio test as put forth in the Discussion Draft is overly restrictive and does not
adequately take into account different industries, different levels of external leverage, and
different policy considerations that countries may have in determining what threshold ratios
should be used.
3. We caution that the recommendations in the Discussion Draft need to be considered in light of
the other BEPS Actions, such as the actions addressing hybrid mismatches, treaty anti-abuse,
and controlled foreign companies, that we believe will go a long way towards preventing base
erosion through the deduction of interest and other financial payments in inappropriate
circumstances.
4. Attempts at achieving consistency across jurisdictions will not be successful since there are
fundamentally different tax and accounting rules in each territory in terms of interest
deductibility, and, as acknowledged in the Discussion Draft, there will continue to be specific
additional interest limitations which will not be applied consistently. In addition, there will
undoubtedly be territories which do not adopt the proposals.
5.

Of the seven policy aims articulated by the Discussion Draft, the proposals in the Draft address
only the first policy aim – addressing base erosion and profit shifting – while largely ignoring
the other six, including minimising distortions to the competitiveness of groups, minimising
distortions to investment, avoiding double taxation, minimising administrative and
compliance costs, promoting economic stability, and providing certainty of outcome. In
particular, we consider that the group-wide test cannot be implemented without creating
significant uncertainty, complexity and double taxation. Additionally, and of critical
importance in relation to how a best practice rule should be designed, we believe that a more
detailed assessment needs to be made, with the input of relevant economic/capital markets
specialists, of the impact that these proposed approaches could have on commercial business
decisions. We have a significant concern that such proposals could distort decisions with
regard to the raising of finance and investment in organic growth or acquisitions. Ultimately,
linking interest deductibility by territory to the third party borrowing of a group risks
encouraging groups to choose debt funding over equity and over-leverage, a behaviour that
could have negative consequences for the overall global economy. Further, given the
uncertainty created and the likelihood that a group will not obtain full relief for third party
interest expense under such rules, this could give rise to an increase in the cost of capital,
acting as a disincentive to future investments.

In light of the above comments, we consider that the final proposals should recommend that:
1.

There may be a role in limiting BEPS through a general restriction on interest deductibility as
part of an overall package of measures which might include anti-hybrid rules, CFC provisions,
arm’s length tests and specific targeted anti-avoidance provisions; and that

2. A combined approach is likely to be the most appropriate restriction, involving a fixed ratio
approach as the primary measure, supplemented by one or more additional measures (such as
a group-wide ratio approach, or an arm’s length test) which could be applied by groups that
exceed the basic fixed ratio. It would be important in any such system that the fixed ratio is
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not set at an overly restrictive level, so that the majority of groups would not need to apply the
alternative measures, since this would simply result in the many drawbacks of the group-wide
test being encountered.
2. General comments on the Discussion Draft
The Discussion Draft notes that BEPS Action 4 will interact with the other BEPS workstreams.
However, the extremely restrictive approaches suggested by the Discussion Draft indicate that the
other workstreams were not sufficiently taken into account.
The Discussion Draft describes techniques that use interest expense deductions that can contribute to
base erosion and profit shifting and specifically mentions the following techniques: the use of
intragroup loans to generate deductible interest expense in high tax jurisdictions and taxable interest
income in low tax jurisdictions, the development of hybrid instruments which give rise to deductible
interest expense but no corresponding taxable income, the use of hybrid entities or dual resident
entities to claim more than one tax deduction for the same interest expense, and the use of loans to
invest in structured assets which give rise to a return that is not taxed as ordinary income.
Of the listed techniques, all but the first are already being addressed by the BEPS Action on hybrid
mismatches. If the rules that are implemented as a result of that Action work, the need for significant
additional limitations on interest deductions may be greatly reduced.
Similarly, the BEPS Action addressing controlled foreign companies may alleviate other concerns
regarding payments that generate a deduction in one country without a corresponding income
inclusion in another.
We recognize that even if these other BEPS Actions are successful, there may still be an incentive to
make interest payments from a high tax jurisdiction to a low tax jurisdictions, and countries may
therefore find it appropriate to limit the deduction for interest expense. However, when considering
Action 4 in light of the other Actions, it becomes clear that impractical tests, such as the group-wide
test, or ratio tests using exceedingly restrictive ratios that are not sensitive to different industries, may
not be necessary. Moreover, in this case, it may not be appropriate for countries to wholly abandon
the arm’s length standard and adopt a formulatory approach.
As a result, there should be a greater emphasis on crafting rules that will work in practice, with priority
given to ensuring any restrictions do not result in any realistic possibility of denying third party
interest expense which will result in double taxation, do not distort commercial decisions regarding
financing and deployment of cash around a group, and are reasonably simple to administer.
We understand that one of the concerns with the arm’s length standard is that companies can
maximize their debt in a country by including tax-exempt assets in their debt capacity calculations
(e.g., foreign subsidiaries, the income of which may not be taxed by the parent company’s jurisdiction).
While we appreciate this concern, we believe that there are ways to address it that may be more
practical and less distortive. For example, some countries, such as Australia, Germany and New
Zealand, have enacted rules that permit using only in-country assets in the leverage calculations.
Other countries, such as the United States, have proposed restrictions on the ability to deduct interest
where such interest is allocated to income taxed outside the United States. In any case, we note that
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provisions have been widely adopted to exempt dividends in order to prevent double taxation, and
measures which have the effect of limiting deductions for external interest expense recreate the double
taxation problem.
3.

Comments addressing the group-wide test

Several countries have in recent years adopted a group-wide test as part of their thin capitalization
rules. The experience of multinationals that do business in these countries illustrates the practical
difficulties interpreting and applying a group-wide test can entail. The Discussion Draft understates
the practical problems that the group-wide test poses.
For example, Germany is one of the countries that have adopted a group-wide test, although it has
adopted it as a test taxpayers may utilize to avoid being subject to the other thin capitalization rules
(i.e., as an exception from its usual thin capitalization rules). Our experience with the German test is
that multinationals rarely use it because it is simply too complex to apply in practice.
Any rules that restrict the potential to deduct interest should not sacrifice practicality and stability. In
this regard, we note that the United Kingdom worldwide debt cap regime, which bears a number of
similarities to the way a group-wide test would need to be constructed, is largely successful because,
whilst the worldwide debt cap rules are potentially very complex, the cap is set at a level which is
targeted at high risk entities only, with a combination of arm’s length rules, anti-hybrid rules,
withholding taxes and targeted anti-avoidance rules resulting in an overall regime which can target
BEPS on multiple levels without causing widespread distortions and double taxation.
A group-wide test will inevitably lead to double taxation unless all countries adopt the test – an
unrealistic expectation – and as deductions will be disallowed by one country even while another
country taxes the interest income received. We believe that the ability to carry forward disallowed
deductions will not adequately prevent this result. Rather, some entities will find themselves in a
perpetual state of disallowance.
A particular problem with a group-wide test is the volatility and uncertainty that it introduces. First, a
given taxpayer’s ability to deduct interest fluctuates as that entity’s profitability fluctuates. Second,
and even more out of that taxpayer’s control, a taxpayer’s ability to deduct interest expense will
fluctuate as the profitability of affiliates in other countries fluctuates. For example, assume that a
subsidiary of a multinational group has a certain amount of interest expense and interest expense
limitation. The group then acquires an unrelated company elsewhere in the group that is highly
profitable. In this case, even though nothing has changed with the operations of the subsidiary, its
interest limitation would be reduced because it now contributes a lower proportion of earnings to the
worldwide group.
The Discussion Draft suggests that groups might effectively be expected to regularly reallocate their
debt around the group in order to minimise the amount of non-deductible interest expense. We do not
consider that this is a realistic prospect for a number of reasons. This proposition ignores that groups
use intercompany debt to fund their operations, and the need for cash will not typically follow pro rata
with earnings – for example, the most profitable operations are likely to be the most cash generative
and least in need for borrowing, whereas the borrowing requirement may well be in entities which are
making investments, undertaking research and development or loss making. Additionally, in many
territories it is likely to prove extremely difficult to effectively increase debt levels up to the allocated
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cap if there is no actual need for cash in that business, for example due to minority interests, exchange
controls, distributable reserve restrictions, rules limiting interest deductibility and withholding taxes.
One potential solution to this problem, as noted in the Discussion Draft, is to permit a deemed
deduction for the allocated interest rather than have the rule operate as a cap. We note that the
Discussion Draft dismisses this option due to the possibility that there may be potential BEPS
opportunities if some territories do not adopt the same approach, but this simply illustrates the
problems with the proposed cap not being operated consistently (i.e. the resulting double taxation).
An alternative option is to permit companies to monetize these carryforwards after a sufficient period
of time has passed. Sufficient passage of time before a company is permitted to utilize the deduction
should ensure that the relevant debt was not put in place to erode the tax base. At the same time, if the
Discussion Draft is correct that carryforwards normally would prevent double taxation, then
permitting the monetization of the carryforwards after a sufficient time should be acceptable. For
either alternative, however, it is important to note that it would not solve the other problems with the
world-wide test described above. Finally, it will be critically important that the rules provide for a
generous rule allowing excess limitation incurred in a particular year to be carried forward.
4. Comments addressing the fixed ratio test
While the fixed ratio test may not suffer from the same inherent impracticalities as the group-wide
test, any fixed ratio test would need to take account of the realities of how business is conducted. The
Discussion Draft indicates that under a fixed ratio approach, each country would have the ability to
select its own ratio. However, the Draft implies that any net interest expense to EBITDA expense in
excess of 10% may be excessive. In doing so, the Discussion Draft cites data that most of the 100
companies in the world with the highest market capitalization have a net interest expense to EBITDA
ratio below that amount. We believe that this data may potentially be misleading, as it is not realistic
to suggest that the net interest expense to EBITDA ratio of the 100 largest, and presumably most
profitable and cash generative, companies in the world is indicative of worldwide debt levels. The data
wholly fails to account for smaller companies, or privately held companies, both of which may have
vastly different debt profiles for reasons wholly unrelated to tax. Additionally, it is important to
underscore that the data sample reflects the borrowing costs in a low interest rate environment and at
a point in the economic cycle where there are relatively low levels of corporate debt, and setting the
ratio must also take into account the realistic possibility that taxpayers’ borrowing costs as a
percentage of earnings will increase in the future.
Even taking the Discussion Draft’s data regarding the top 100 companies at face value, the fact that the
majority of such companies have low net interest expense to EBITDA ratios does not indicate that any
higher ratio is abusive and inappropriate.
A “one size fits all” fixed ratio test fails to account for differences in industries. An artificially low fixed
ratio would unfairly penalize capital-intensive industries such as infrastructure, which generally have
higher debt ratios for non-tax reasons. Moreover, different countries may well have good policy
reasons to set limitations at different ratios. For example, a country whose main industry is mining
may decide that the ratio at which interest expense is excessive is higher than a country with an
economy that is heavily focused on less capital-intensive industries. We believe that the Discussion
Draft does not sufficiently recognize that different countries may choose to use different ratios for valid
policy reasons, including a reasoned decision that a higher threshold adequately serves the prevention
of base erosion through excessive interest deductions in that country.
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A fixed ratio test also penalizes external borrowing, in that it could lead to companies losing the
deduction for external debt. As a general matter, external borrowing does not present the same BEPS
concerns as intercompany borrowing.
We therefore consider that, to the extent a fixed ratio approach was part of a recommended solution, it
would have to be accompanied by override rules to ensure that groups with external leverage which is
higher than the fixed ratio should continue to be able to deduct their external interest cost. We note
that this approach is commonly adopted in countries which currently apply a fixed ratio test, although,
as noted above, there can be a number of practical difficulties in applying any group-wide test and so it
is important that only a small proportion of companies would need to rely on this fall back approach.
5.

Specific questions raised in the Discussion Draft

We have responded to the specific questions raised in the Discussion Draft in the attached appendix.
Yours sincerely,

Neil Edwards
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, London

Bernard Moens
Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Washington

cc Stef van Weeghel, Global Tax Policy Leader
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What is interest and what are financial payments economically equivalent to interest?
1. Do any particular difficulties arise from applying a best practice rule to the items set out in this
chapter, such as the inclusion of amounts incurred with respect to Islamic finance? If so, what are
these difficulties and how do they arise?
Practical difficulties arise with regard to the inclusion of amounts in relation to foreign exchange and
derivative instruments which are intended to hedge an entity’s borrowings. Multinational groups will
often have a variety of derivative instruments hedging various exposures and it will not necessarily
always be clear which derivative instrument is hedging an entity’s borrowings, as opposed to other
exposures of an entity (for example currency exposures in relation to purchases). There is also a
question about which derivative instruments should be included in a best practice rule. For example, a
forward contract may contain an element which is economically equivalent to interest but may not be
included in a best practice rule that only targets derivatives hedging debt if the forward is hedging
future expenditure.
Difficulties arise in relation to the inclusion of foreign exchange amounts of entities in a group in
territories which only tax foreign exchange on a realised basis, or where specific tax hedging rules
apply which could create mismatches between amounts included in accounts and tax.
Difficulties also could arise in relation to the inclusion of the finance cost element of finance lease
payments where lease classification varies depending on the GAAP. If an entity is in a territory that
classifies a lease as an operating lease under local accounting and therefore tax rules, this could give a
different answer to a situation where the group accounts classify the lease as a finance lease.
As a general matter, the broader the category of financial payments that are included within the cap,
the greater the number of variations that are likely to arise both between GAAP and tax, and across
different jurisdictions.

2. Are there any specific items which should be covered by a best practice rule which would not be
covered by the approach set out in this chapter? What are these and how could they be included within
a definition of interest and other financial payments that are economically equivalent to interest?
We don’t consider there are other items which should be covered.
Who should a rule apply to?
3. Are there any other scenarios you see that pose base erosion or profit shifting risk? If so, please give
a description of these scenarios along with examples of how they might arise.
The main scenarios posing base erosion or profit shifting risks have been identified in the Discussion
Draft.

4. Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether entities are
related?
Issues are likely to arise in joint venture relationships where a minority shareholder holds more than
25% of an investment but not enough to control. It could become very cumbersome in such situations
for the respective entities to obtain the necessary information to undertake an interest cap allocation
calculation. The joint venture company would need to be incorporated into the interest cap allocation
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and its interest deductibility would be impacted by the results of other joint ventures to which it has no
active connection. Furthermore, presumably it is possible that such a joint venture company could
end up being included in two (or more) groups for the purposes of a group-wide allocation, making
such a rule difficult to administer.
Additionally, we note that a 25% control test is significantly below the typical level required to be
included in consolidated accounts, so this would likely cause practical difficulties and increase
compliance issues.
What should a rule apply to? (A) the level of debt or interest expense and (B) an
entity’s gross or net position
5. What are the problems that may arise if a rule applies to net interest expense? Are there any
situations in which gross interest expense or the level of debt would be more appropriate?
The level of debt would not seem an appropriate measure for a rule to apply to as it could lead to
significant distortions depending on the interest rate of a relevant territory, and it is also more of a
point in time, rather than annual, test. The use of net interest rather than gross interest appears the
only way of minimising the risk of double taxation with such an allocation rule.
Should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
6. Are there any other approaches that could be used to exclude low risk entities? What are these and
what advantages would they have?
We would support both a de minimis threshold below which interest expense would be deductible in a
territory and a small entity threshold for those groups below a set size to reduce the compliance
burden for smaller groups.
We believe that third party interest expense should be considered low risk from a BEPS perspective.
As such, we believe that a best practice rule could operate on an allocation or fixed ratio basis but with
a carveout that would prevent groups from receiving a deduction for less than the external interest
expense in the local territory. This would have the advantage of not limiting the commercial options
available to a group as to where it raises its external debt.
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an
entity’s group
7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation rules or (b)
group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
We see significant practical issues in relation to the suggestion in the paper that, in order to reduce the
risk of double taxation under an interest allocation rule, a group could realign its debt profile across
territories. Even ignoring the cost of having to realign debt profiles and the volatility arising annually
(which may in part be alleviated by carry forwards), there are a number of territories with other
interest restriction rules which would prevent debt being introduced into territories to match the
allocation of a group’s interest expense. For example, those territories with purpose-based antiavoidance provisions would likely deny an interest deduction.
Where a group does not have external borrowings, it is also not practical to suggest that intra-group
financing would not be used (as such financing would lead to non-deductibility of interest expense but
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taxation of interest income). There are often many non-tax reasons why debt is used as a funding
mechanism, not least because of the costs and time constraints of continually increasing/decreasing
equity.
Other practical issues arise where group companies have different accounting period ends to the group
year end when comparing ratios.
Furthermore, the uncertainty created by a group-wide rule on the level of deductible interest in each
territory would make tax forecasting incredibly difficult and naturally lead to prudence in
assumptions, which could distort investment decisions.

8. Where group-wide rules are already applied by countries, what practical difficulties do they give rise
to and how could these be overcome?
Group-wide rules based on a comparison of accounting finance expense and tax deductible interest
expense can give rise to mismatches. In designing the UK debt cap, a number of difficulties arose
regarding the inclusion of derivative amounts; ultimately these were overcome by excluding such
amounts from the rules.
There are potential practical difficulties of such a rule where accounting standards change given the
reliance of such a rule on accounting definitions. This would cause territories to consider mismatches
arising from accounting changes compared to the tax definition of amounts. There has been recent
experience of this in the UK in relation to the application of the worldwide debt cap following the
introduction of IFRS 10 for private equity groups. This is by no means an isolated example, as a
number of anomalies have been identified since the rules were introduced, which has led to the need to
introduce numerous regulations that seek to align the tax and accounting comparison required under
the rules. This only results in increased complexity.
Practical difficulties have also arisen for groups in obtaining the necessary information to prepare the
required calculations for such a rule. For example, in private equity scenarios, portfolio companies
would not typically have access to information regarding other portfolio investments of the private
equity house. Similarly, often consolidated financial statements are not required to be prepared at the
private equity house level and therefore additional work has been required to prepare calculations for
such a rule.
In Germany there is a group-wide rule which can be used as an escape clause from other interest
restriction rules. As noted in our main response, this is rarely used because of a number of practical
difficulties with the rule including:

•

Determination of the entities that belong to the group - often it is difficult to determine which
entities should be included in the group. The German rules make reference to consolidated
financial statements under IFRS or similar rules - i.e. each entity consolidated under such
rules should form part of the relevant group. However, often it is difficult to determine which
entities would be included in a consolidation, in particular with respect to private equity
situations. Furthermore, not every entity which could be included in consolidation is actually
consolidated. Hence, it may be necessary to separately determine (just for tax purposes)
whether an entity is included or not included in the consolidation.

•

Determination of relevant company – partnerships have caused difficulties identifying
amounts that should be included in the calculation and preventing debt being included twice.
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•

Use of common figures - the group-wide rules require a common basis for determining the
ratios. To come to the right result from a tax perspective one should use tax figures - which
are, however, not unified amongst the countries and therefore are not suitable. Hence, the
ratios need to be drawn from IFRS or similar standardized figures. However, there may be
significant differences between IFRS and tax figures, which result in a misallocation of interest
or an unjustifiable disallowance of interest.

•

Point in time for equity/debt/asset, etc. ratio determination – different year ends within a
group give rise to the need to prepare interim financial statements purely for tax purposes.
Further, debt figures will vary throughout a year meaning that the calculation will vary
depending on the point at which it is calculated.

•

Language of financial statements – whilst it may seem like a small point, German groups have
had to incur the cost of translating financial statements, which only have to be produced in the
relevant language of the local territory, purely to be able to prepare this calculation.

9. Do any difficulties arise from basing a group-wide rule on numbers contained in a group’s
consolidated financial statements and, if so, what are they?
Primarily we would note that a number of groups that it is proposed a best practice rule would apply to
will not be required to prepare consolidated accounts (in particular privately held groups, including
groups held by private equity). Furthermore, those groups which do prepare consolidated accounts
may be required to make adjustments to those accounts because they will not include all “connected
parties” that the Discussion Draft envisages should be caught.
As set out above, based on experience of group-wide rules already in existence, difficulties arise where
groups are not required to prepare consolidated financial statements. This can occur for example
depending on the requirements of the territory of the ultimate parent company, where an individual
has common ownership of a number of companies, or in a number of private equity scenarios.
Difficulties arise with regard to how to deal with acquisitions and disposals if balance sheet
information is used, and even where earnings based information is used, it will be difficult to compare
the results an entity or subgroup acquired/disposed of to the group results.
Mismatches will arise between accounting under local accounting frameworks and group consolidated
financial statements. To the extent that local territories use accounting profits as a starting point for
taxable profits, this will give rise to mismatches.

10. In what ways could the level of net third party interest expense in a group’s consolidated financial
statements be manipulated, and how could a rule address these risks?
We think that it would be difficult to manipulate such a rule and commercially it would be unlikely that
groups would seek to do so. We would envisage that targeted rules might be appropriate for related
party/connected party debt to counter any situations where groups would seek to enter into
arrangements to increase third party interest expense with related parties that were not caught by the
group definition of any rule.
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11. What approach to measuring earnings or asset values would give the most accurate picture of
economic activity across a group? Do any particular difficulties arise from this approach and how
could these be addressed?
The measure which would be most appropriate depends on the nature of an individual group, such as
the industry in which it operates. For example, an asset based approach might be more appropriate
for capital intensive businesses, whereas this may be less appropriate for services companies.
Different approaches may also have regional implications, for example because countries in certain
regions may have economies more focused on capital intensive industries than others. However, as a
general rule we would expect an earnings-based approach to give a more accurate picture of economic
activity across a group, not least because an asset values approach is likely to fail to deal adequately
with fair values. This would also be best aligned with how third parties would typically look at lending
to groups, with debt covenants based on earnings multiples. If earnings were to be used as the
measure, we believe that EBITDA would be the most appropriate measure, again being the measure
most commonly used by third party lenders. This would also help to reduce the distortion of
depreciation and amortisation policies.
Regardless of the approach to earnings or asset values, our view is that such an approach should be
applied on a territory by territory basis, i.e. based on data from a fiscal unity for tax purposes rather
than on an entity by entity basis, to reduce the compliance burden for groups.

12. Are there any other difficulties in applying (a) an earnings-based or (b) an asset value-based
approach? If so, what are they and how could these difficulties be dealt with?
Our comments regarding difficulties in applying these approaches have been covered in the responses
to the other questions in this consultation.

13. What categories of tax exempt or deferred income should be excluded from the definition of
earnings? How could these be identified by entities?
Dividend income could be excluded to the extent this is exempt under domestic rules. This would help
reduce any potential distortion from intra-group payments of dividends. Further, other income from
participations which is exempt (such as branch income or chargeable gains arising on disposals where
there is a participation exemption) could also be excluded. Any such exclusions would need to be
made at both the territory and group earnings/asset value level to ensure consistency. For example, a
large profit/loss arising on a disposal should be eliminated from both the territory results and the
group results so as not to skew the ratios.

14. Do any particular difficulties arise from asking groups to identify entities with positive and negative
earnings balances? What other approaches could be taken to address issues raised by groups with loss
making entities under an earnings-based approach?
Requiring groups to identify those entities with negative earnings is impractical as it would require a
new consolidation to be prepared eliminating those entities. Accounting systems would have to be
redesigned to identify loss making entities and reverse out consolidation adjustments with those
entities to prepare effectively a new set of consolidated financial accounts simply for this purpose.
Such accounts would also not be subject to audit.
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We believe the risk of base erosion and profit shifting by the use of loss making entities would be
limited such that a best practice rule should not be required to eliminate those entities from the
computation.

15. Where an entity’s earnings or asset values need to be converted into the currency used in the
group’s consolidated financial statements, what exchange rate should be used for this conversion?
It would seem most appropriate to use the average exchange rate for the year where an earnings based
approach is adopted. Where an asset value approach is adopted, an average of opening and closing
assets could be used with the opening and closing assets figures translated at the prevailing exchange
rate at the beginning and end of the accounting period, respectively.

16. What specific issues or problems would be faced in applying a group-wide rule to a group engaged
in several different sectors? Would an assets or earnings-based approach be more suitable for this kind
of group?
There could be a potential harmful impact on investment decisions if a group-wide rule would
adversely affect deductions in a scenario where a multi-sector group is competing against a group
operating in only one sector as the inability to obtain full relief for external interest expense would
likely increase the cost of capital for an acquisition. This concern is present regardless of whether an
assets or earnings-based approach is used.

17. What barriers exist which could prevent a group from arranging its intragroup loans so that net
interest expense is matched with economic activity, as measured using earnings or asset values? How
could this issue be addressed?
A very significant issue with groups arranging their intragroup loans so that net interest expense is
matched with economic activity is the application of other domestic interest deductibility rules. A
number of territories have rules which consider the purpose of introducing debt. To the extent there is
a tax purpose, interest deductions can be denied. To the extent any group has to put debt into any
such territory, it is likely that full relief for the group’s external interest will not be available because a
domestic provision such as this will deny relief for the additional debt. This could be addressed, at
least in part, by a recommendation that on adoption of any best practice rule, territories eliminate, or
substantially reduce, other interest restriction rules. We note that the consultation paper even
considers the role of targeted rules such as those restricting interest relief where a debt has arisen from
a leveraged dividend. This would likely be one of the means by which groups could realign debt
profiles so it would seem irrational to then restrict interest relief under another rule.
Depending on the capital structure of a group and the legal framework of a territory in which debt
would need to be introduced, it could be difficult to introduce debt altogether. For example, take a
group that has minimal equity and debt which has grown organically but borrows to make an
acquisition. It is difficult to see how debt could be introduced into the existing territories. For
example, there may not be distributable reserves, there is no capital to reduce, so it would seem a
relatively artificial transaction would have to be entered into to achieve the aim which surely cannot be
a desired outcome of introducing a best practice interest allocation rule. This is without considering
regulated companies which may not be able to increase debt because of regulatory requirements.
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In addition, introduction of cross border internal debt into many jurisdictions with volatile currencies
makes such loans impractical if not impossible. Unless such debt can be appropriately hedged (and in
some cases hedges cannot be obtained or are too costly), many groups will simply not suffer the
volatile swings in the income statement caused by marking a non-functional currency loan to market.
In addition, in many cases the added withholding taxes on interest payments can be prohibitively
costly (for example because of a lack of a treaty, failure to qualify for a treaty due to diverse ownership
of an investment fund, or lack of creditability of withholding taxes in the recipient jurisdiction).
Furthermore, many territories operate exchange controls which could restrict the ability to introduce
debt, especially where the purpose of the arrangement is simply to align an entity’s debt with the cap
rather than because of a commercial need for the funds.
Additionally, a group’s commercial requirements for funds, and therefore need to create intercompany
debt, is unlikely to actually align with any of the measures of economic activity suggested.
For groups with little or no external debt, the position is particularly exacerbated. In effect, such a
group would not be able to lend money generated in one part of the group to fund the activities in
another part of the group without the result being non-deductible interest in the borrower despite the
taxable interest income in the lender.
Groups may also have other external restrictions/covenants impacting the ability to introduce debt
into certain territories, for example in the case of a securitised group.

18. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of a group-wide allocation rule to groups
with centralised treasury functions? If so, what are these difficulties and do they vary depending upon
how the treasury function is structured and operates?
A significant difficulty arises with centralised treasury functions where hedging is undertaken by a
treasury function on behalf of the wider group. Practically it will be very difficult for groups to separate
out contracts which are involved in hedging arrangements related to debt from those which are not,
and this will be common in the case of treasury functions. A centralized treasury center often works
with a single lender or a lead bank in a consortium and uses that relationship to more quickly and
cheaply gain access to needed funds. Under a group-wide approach, the most realistic way to maintain
interest expense deductibility is to borrow from third parties in many countries (rather than to use
cross-border internal debt, interest expense on which may be subject to disallowance).
Cash pooling arrangements will also be adversely impacted. Typically, groups will have entities with
surplus cash positions and other entities with net debt. Any version of cash pooling will result in
effective double taxation because the taxable interest income in the surplus cash territory will result in
interest expense elsewhere in the group which will effectively be non-deductible.

19. If practical difficulties arise under an earnings or assets-based approach, would these difficulties be
reduced if a rule used a combination of earnings and asset values (and possibly other measures of
economic activity)? If so, what could this combined approach look like? What further practical
difficulties could arise from such an approach?
An approach allowing for groups to elect for either an asset based or earnings based approach to apply
to them could help alleviate the risk of distortion of results across sectors, where for example a capital
intensive business could elect to use an asset based approach. The possibility of alternative or
combined approaches would, however, lead to further complexity.
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20. In what situations could significant permanent or timing mismatches arise if an entity’s interest
cap or group ratio is calculated using accounting rules while its taxable net interest expense is
calculated using tax rules?
Mismatches could arise in relation to foreign exchange gains and losses on borrowings where there is a
different local tax treatment to the group accounting, or even where local accounts differ to group
accounts. Permanent mismatches could arise where tax hedging rules disregard foreign exchange
movements or where the functional currency for tax purposes differs from the accounts functional
currency.
Timing mismatches will arise in situations where interest relief is only allowed under domestic tax
rules on a paid basis, rather than accruals. This would need a carry forward of unused capacity to
alleviate.
Where interest is capitalised onto the balance sheet, mismatches could arise depending on how the
accounting finance expense is determined (i.e. including balance sheet amounts), or how local rules
allow tax relief for such interest.
Mismatches would also be likely to arise where entities are recognised in consolidated accounts in a
different manner to which they are taxed (e.g. partnerships).
There are likely to be a significant number of differences arising in practice, and these will obviously
vary by territory depending on the underlying deductibility rules and GAAP adopted in the group
accounts.

21. Could all types of timing mismatch be addressed through carry forward provisions (covering
disallowed interest expense and/or unused capacity to deduct interest expense)? What other
approaches could be taken to address timing mismatches?
Carry forwards will only alleviate positions where a group can eventually realign its debt profile to
utilise these, or where the carry forwards have only arisen as a consequence of volatility of earnings
that will correct itself. This fails to recognise that overlaying a group-wide rule to well established
group structures will likely never allow a group to utilise carry forwards. For example, groups will
typically commercially need to debt fund loss making/developing territories, whereas there is less of a
need for debt in profitable territories. This means that, in order to utilise carry forwards, commercial
debt profiles would have to be amended.

22. It is proposed that any group-wide rule included in a best practice recommendation should apply
to the entities included in a group’s consolidated financial statements. This could introduce
competition concerns where a group-wide rule applies to entities held under a parent company (which
typically would prepare consolidated financial statements) but does not apply to those held under a
trust, fund or individual (which may not prepare consolidated financial statements). Would these
concerns be more effectively addressed by including connected parties within an interest limitation
group, or through targeted rules?
In practice it could be very difficult for such connected party situations to be dealt with via a groupwide rule, as such companies would not necessarily be required to prepare an accounting consolidation
and therefore would not have group information available. Furthermore, it would likely not be
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possible to realign debt profiles in such situations between connected companies (in particular where
there are minority shareholdings) such that the risk of double taxation would be very high. In light of
this we believe that targeted rules would be more appropriate to deal with the base erosion and profit
shifting risk here.
However, even targeted rules may not be appropriate for private equity. Private equity vehicles are
forms of pooled investments with a wide variety of unrelated investors that typically act at arm’s length
from each other and from a fund manager and so may not necessarily appropriately be viewed as
acting together for this purpose. As noted in our responses to other questions, it is not appropriate to
aggregate separate portfolio investments made by a private equity or other collective investment
vehicle underneath these types of regulated investment companies into a single consolidated group.
23. Payments to connected parties may be disguised through back to back arrangements, where the
payment is effectively routed via a related party (such as a bank under a structured arrangement). In
applying a group-wide rule, how might payments made through such arrangements be detected?
We believe that the most appropriate approach to a group-wide rule is to start with the consolidated
set of accounts. If there is a concern that related party debt could be outside of these accounts (such as
shareholder debt in a private equity context) this could be dealt with by targeted anti-avoidance rules
which include some form of arm’s length and/or purpose test. With country by country reporting,
authorities will get more information and will be able to more effectively implement such targeted
anti-avoidance rules.
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio
24. What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or earnings?
As noted above, as a general rule we would expect an earnings-based approach to give a more accurate
picture of economic activity across a group, not least because an asset values approach is likely to fail
to deal adequately with fair values. An asset value basis could give rise to issues in relation to the
valuation of assets to be used, with potential distortive effects across industries and depending on
accounting policies.
Regardless of the approach to earnings or asset values, our view is that such an approach should be
applied on a territory by territory basis, i.e. based on data from a fiscal unity for tax purposes, to
reduce the compliance burden for groups of having to prepare calculations on an entity by entity basis.

25. What would be the appropriate measure of asset values or earnings under a fixed ratio rule?
We believe the most appropriate measure for earnings would be EBITDA. This is the most commonly
used measure in third party scenarios when it comes to lending. Furthermore, the exclusion of
depreciation and amortisation should help to limit the bias that would arise in results dependent on
acquisitions, the timing of investments and internally generated positions. We would note that it
might still be appropriate for certain adjustments to be made to EBITDA, in particular in a situation
where one off adjustments arise, for example on disposals.
The market value of assets would be the most appropriate measure to use for an asset based fixed ratio
rule; however this would likely be impractical to apply.
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26. For what reasons would the interest to earnings or interest to asset value ratios of an individual
entity significantly exceed the equivalent ratios of its worldwide group?
Entities which are part of private equity groups or conglomerate multinationals operating in a number
of sectors, or even simply carrying out different types of activities in different territories, could have
significantly different earnings or asset ratios to the worldwide group.
Businesses with a financial services element to their business will also have entities with significantly
different ratios. Further, groups with joint venture interests could well have different earnings profiles
to each other.

27. Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems for entities in certain sectors? If so, which sectors
would be affected and how could this be addressed?
The fundamental issue with a fixed ratio rule is that levels of external leverage vary between industries
and between different types of investor. Industries such as infrastructure, utilities, etc. are an obvious
example, but by no means exhaustive. Applying an arbitrary ratio, adjusted for certain sectors perhaps,
is likely to lead to distortive effects across sectors. It will be important that, as a minimum, companies
which exceed the fixed ratio but are in line with their overall group ratio should not be subject to a
disallowance.

28. What objective information is available to evidence the actual interest to EBITDA ratios of entities
and groups across different countries and sectors?
We believe that the sample of data included in the discussion draft is distortive, as it is based on the
largest 100 multinationals by capitalisation. Whilst we accept that there is difficulty in identifying
comparable data of privately owned groups, there are databases which include certain information
which could be used.
Whether a combined approach could be applied
29. What particular issues arise for groups if a combined approach uses (a) the same measure of
economic activity in a general rule and a carve-out or (b) different measures of economic activity? In
particular, what issues arise where a carve-out uses a test based on (i) earnings, (ii) asset values or (iii)
equity?
The biggest difficulty that we see with a combined approach as proposed in the discussion draft is that
any initial carve-out rule would be set at such a low level that it would be meaningless and effectively
require the majority of groups to consider the general rule, giving rise to the issues identified above.
Provided that an initial limit was set at an appropriate level, a combined approach could offer a more
effective solution of minimising the compliance costs for groups whilst still tackling the biggest BEPS
risks.
30. A combined approach should provide an effective solution to base erosion and profit shifting using
interest, while allowing lower risk entities to apply a simpler test. What other options for combined
approaches which meet this objective should be considered as possible best practices?
We believe that an option with an arm’s length carve-out acting as an additional safe harbour, based
on including only taxable assets, could be an appropriate mechanism to carve out lower risk entities.
Excluding from an arm’s length carve-out those assets which are not taxable (such as exempt
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participations) should reduce the risk of base erosion and profit shifting as it will align deductions with
taxable income.
The role of targeted rules
31. Which situations do you think would need to be covered by targeted rules to effectively and
comprehensively address base erosion and profit shifting risks posed by interest expense? Which of
these could also be addressed though a general interest limitation rule and where would a general rule
need to be supported by targeted rules?
As set out above, the risk of a general interest limitation rule is that double taxation arises where other
domestic rules deny a deduction for interest which has been allocated to a territory under a cap. The
only way to avoid this from occurring would be to adopt a deemed allocation rule, combined with
exempting/disallowing all intra-group interest income/expense actually arising. This would effectively
arrive at a formulary apportionment, removing the ability of individual territories to determine their
tax policy.
The alternative to such an approach is adopting a less restrictive general interest limitation rule
combined with other rules regarding hybrids and CFCs. In adopting such an approach, consideration
should be given to the need to maintain purpose based rules to target specific avoidance, but with a
carve-out to allow for situations where a group is seeking to realign its intra-group debt profile to
match a group-wide allocation.
The treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
32. To what extent could a carry forward of disallowed interest expense or unused capacity to deduct
interest help to smooth the effects of a general interest limitation rule?
A carry forward of disallowed interest expense and unused capacity should help to alleviate the effects
of volatility in the underlying metric used in a general interest limitation rule; however, we have a
doubt about how these could smooth the effects in structural situations such as those where a group
already has profitable entities which do not have a need for debt and less profitable entities which do.
Naturally, a carry forward will not address this situation.
Consideration should also be given to allowing a “compensating adjustment” such that interest income
is not taxable if it is subject to disallowance in another company (whether it the same or a different
territory).

33. Working on the assumption that countries would like to limit carry forwards in terms of the
number of years what would be the issues presented by say a five year limit? If this does present
problems what are they and how and when do they arise?
A five year limit would be too short a time limit to allow groups to utilise carry forwards of disallowed
interest expense or unused capacity. This is likely to mean that in modelling a group’s future interest
deductibility position for tax, a significant risk weighting would have to be allocated to interest
deductions, increasing the cost of capital.
Considerations for groups in specific sectors
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34. Regulatory capital may be described as performing a function for financial sector groups
comparable to that of equity and debt for groups in other sectors. How could a general rule be made to
apply to the interest expense on a group’s regulatory capital without having an undue impact on the
group’s regulatory position (for example, by limiting a group’s net interest deductions on regulatory
capital to the level of its interest expense on instruments issued to third parties)?
As the paper recognises, the role interest plays in the banking or insurance business is different to that
in other sectors. Loan finance is raised to write new business and interest expense is an integral part of
income generation. Most banks and insurance companies are also recipients of net interest income.
There is therefore a case that no rule is needed for banks and insurance companies and there seems to
be no logical basis, in the context of thinking about the paper's concerns, for distinguishing between
the role of regulatory capital and other forms of interest expense. This has been acknowledged by the
UK tax system in the UK worldwide debt cap, which has an exclusion for financial services.
As acknowledged in the Discussion Draft, these are already heavily regulated industries whose
financial stability is now closely monitored. There are regulatory constraints on the level of leverage
throughout a banking or insurance group and particular attention is already paid to leverage ratios.
There is concern that there could be damaging impacts on regulatory capital adequacy and financial
stability of banks and insurance companies should such a rule be introduced.
Given that Action 2 is also proposing action against hybrid regulatory capital in banks and insurance
groups and several options for this have been developed by UK Treasury in their December 2014
discussion document, we question the need for an additional rule applying to other forms of debt
counted as regulatory capital. We believe that much more work would need to be done to show that
intragroup borrowing is in fact used for profit shifting and base erosion in these sectors, and work
would also be needed to show that it can be countered by any form of rule without damaging risks to
financial stability.
35. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general interest limitation rules to
entities (a) operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes; (b) engaged in infrastructure
projects; or (c) entities engaged in financial activities other than banking or insurance? If so, how do
these difficulties arise and how could they be addressed?
Entities operating subject to special regimes, for example oil and gas, regularly are not able to deduct
interest as part of the calculation of taxable income. As a result, these industries would effectively
suffer a restriction on their external interest cost.
Infrastructure groups are typically relatively highly leveraged compared to other sectors and with
longer investment return profiles. They also undertake projects which often involve long term
modelling of the tax profile of a project and require certainty over the tax position. The volatility and
unpredictability arising from a group-wide rule is therefore very likely to cause these types of groups
significant problems and distort investment decisions.
Infrastructure (and other sectors) may also often operate in split ownership structures where there are
minority equity investors. In this situation there is no certainty over tax relief for interest if a group
wide rule were to be introduced along the lines in the Discussion Draft, because interest relief in one
company could be impacted by activity effectively unconnected in the minority investor.
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By E-Mail
OECD
2, rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
France
interestdeductions@oecd.org

BEPS Action 4 RFI

Dear Sirs,
Please find below the comments of RBS RoeverBroennerSusat GmbH &
Co. KG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
(“RBS RoeverBroennerSusat”) on the public discussion draft regarding
“BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments” issued
on 18 December 2014 (“OECD Discussion Draft”). RBS RoeverBroennerSusat acts as tax advisor and auditor of small and medium size entities
(“SME”) as part of the German mid cap market (Mittelstand). Thus, the
focus of these comments is set on the impact of the OECD Discussion
Draft for SMEs. Consequently, we did not comment on every single aspect
of the OECD Discussion Draft. We briefly discuss the main approaches
outlined by the OECD Discussion Draft (see A.). After that we focus on the
definition of the relevant terms “interest” and “other financial payments”
(B.). Thirdly, we analyze the OECD’s thoughts towards the question of
“should a small entity exception or a threshold apply?” (C.).
A. Initial thoughts regarding the OECD Discussion Draft
The OECD Discussion Draft aims to identify solutions to combat base erosion and profit shifting arising from interest and other financial payments.
Especially debt funding of outbound and inbound investment by multinational groups are of primary concern because the use of interest seems to
be the most simple tool of profit shifting with regard to international tax
planning.
The OECD Discussion Draft outlines three principal approaches to address the limitation on the deductibility of interest expense.
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Limitation of interest deductions with reference to the position of an entity’s group: Generally speaking, we appreciate the proposed group-wide rules which operate on the following
two premises that, firstly, the best measure for total net interest deductions within a group is the
group’s actual net third party interest expense and that, secondly, within a group interest expense should be matched with economic activity.
On the one hand it seems to be necessary to address the worldwide group for reaching a sound
regime guided by above mentioned premises. On the other hand the worldwide approach could
cause problems with regard to a proper enforcement: Double tax treaties are bilateral agreements between two states. If those two states (State A and State B) agree on rules for limiting
interest deductions considering specific figures or assessments with regard to another (third)
state (State C) which is not party of the respective double tax treaty, these considerations could
– to some extent – infringe the sovereignty of State C. Furthermore, this infringement of
State C’s sovereignty could disturb the negotiations on double tax treaties between State A and
State C as well as between State B and State C, unless the States A, B and C apply unanimously for the same set of rules on this regard what seems to be rather unrealistic. A possible
solution could be the implementation of multilateral instruments (see BEPS Action 15: “Developing a multilateral instrument to modify bilateral tax treaties”).
Limitation of interest deductions with reference to a fixed ratio: The German tax law already provides for a fixed ratio test for limiting interest deductions at a ratio of 30% of an entity’s
tax EBITDA.
In principle, we recommend the implementation of a fixed ratio test to combat base erosion and
profit shifting, especially generated by thin capitalization within a multi-national group. However,
we think that a ratio of 30% is too low to meet the debt financing requirements of many entities
cross several sectors. To raise the ratio up to 50% like in the United States seems to be a much
more practical approach considering the debt funding needs of the vast majority of entities
which face a growing economy and an increasing worldwide competition by highly leveraged
investments into enlarge their core business to keep competitive.
Combined approach: We promote a combined approach putting a group-wide rule and a fixed
ratio for limiting interest deductions into consideration. A combined approach should stipulate
that if – and only if – the requirements of both approaches are fulfilled, the limitation of interest
deductions results, unless no exception clause as discussed below applies.
By providing such kind of combination, the administrative costs for entities which only fulfill the
requirements of the group-wide rule or the fixed ratio test could be reduced, because it simplifies the application.
B. Definition of the terms “interest” and other “financial payments”
As indicated above the German tax law already comprises a regulation to combat thin capitalization issues to avoid the erosion of the German tax base (Sec. 4h EStG).
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However, in this provision the definition of the term “interest” is already rather broad and comprises the internal and external financing of the group (including bank loans). However, the following items (samples) are not included according to the opinion in the German professional tax
literature (Blümich, EStG, Sec. 4h, Nr. 35) as these items do not classify as remuneration for
debt:
•
•
•
•
•

Fees for the provision of collateralization (Vergütungen für Sicherheitengestellungen)
Finder‘s fee for the gathering of the financing (Kreditvermittlungsprovisionen)
Credit line interest (Bereitstellungszinsen)
Commission on bank guarantee
Interest on building rights (Erbbauzinsen)

Looking at the proposed item list it seems that it is intended to cover each and every aspect.
But, as it could be seen from the samples indicated above payments exist which do not classify
as “(deemed) interest” and thus should not be covered by the OECD Discussion Draft. Therefore we have to mention that the item list should also imply some items which do actually not
classify as (deemed) interest and thus should not be covered by any thin capitalization rule.
Further, if the definition of “interest” and “financial payments” is rather broad any entity has to
review in a first step whether the payment is deductible for tax purposes. This would create for
entities of the German mid cap market an additional administrative burden which should be
avoided.
C. Small entity exception
Regarding a small entity exception the OECD Discussion Draft discusses two alternatives: the
size threshold and the monetary threshold. The size threshold is determined by specific numbers, e.g. employees, turnover etc. The monetary threshold refers to the net interest expense in
an entity. The OECD Discussion Draft does not recommend an exception clause as required
part of a best practice and proposes the application of a monetary threshold if a country wishes
to include such an exception clause. Furthermore the OECD Discussion Draft recommends applying the monetary threshold to the total level of net interest expense in the local group – i.e. all
related entities, including permanent establishments, located within a tax jurisdiction.
The OECD Discussion Draft requests for answering the question as to whether there are any
other approaches that could be used to exclude low risk entities and what advantages they
would have.
We agree on the issue raised by the OECD Discussion Draft that interest limitation rules cause
tax compliance burdens on the tax paying entities. Especially for SME such compliance burdens
could have a tremendous effect on their business. Prior to adopting interest limitation rules the
OECD should facilitate the ongoing research in respect to quantifying the respective BEPS
risks. The research should specifically focus on segmenting BEPS risks according to various
categories of MNEs (e.g. size and turnover) – for detailed comments please refer to our input to
Action 11. The adoption of additional measures should be targeted on clearly identified risks
and take into account respective trade-offs. In this context, it would appear sensible to subject
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such measures to an impact assessment procedure (see also our comments to Action 8, 9, 10
on special measures). When stipulating trade-offs potentially disproportionate administrative
burdens for SMEs should be adequately accounted for. Respective trade-offs between minimizing BEPS and avoiding additional compliance burdens for SMEs will likely support comparatively high thresholds.
Thus, we support the approach to identify and exclude entities, which may pose a sufficiently
low risk, from the ambit of such an interest limitation rule by providing relevant thresholds. However, in our opinion a combined way of a size threshold and a monetary threshold, which would
apply cumulatively, should be chosen to protect SME from additional compliance burdens. Even
though a highly leveraged SME may have a high level interest expense, the cumulative BEPS
risks may be limited (respective analysis should be conducted in the context of BEPS Action
11).
Regarding the implication of a size threshold the relevant reference numbers need to be discussed: For instance the number of employees does not seem to be a sufficient reference number for tax purposes. However, the turnover and the total assets seem to be of higher importance on this regard.
With regard to a monetary threshold, we appreciate the approach to consider the net interest
expense of groups. However, we believe that the group-wide view should not stop by a country’s boundaries. We think a group-wide view should cover a whole – worldwide – group structure. A (worldwide) group-wide rule for limiting interest deductions as described by the OECD
Discussion Draft also needs a (worldwide) group-wide exception clause to safeguard SME from
high compliance costs. A respective safeguard should also consider the administrative burden
related to compiling transfer pricing documentation and country-by-county reporting.
Besides a combined size-monetary-threshold, we also appreciate the implementation of a safe
harbor-clause for commercial considerations.
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We remain at your disposal, for any further discussion of these issues.

Yours sincerely,
RBS RoeverBroennerSusat GmbH & Co. KG
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft

Gertrud R. Bergmann

Marcus von Goldacker

Diplom-Kauffrau
Wirtschaftsprüfer
Steuerberater
Partner

Diplom-Kaufmann
MBA (International Taxation)
Steuerberater
Partner
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Susana Bokobo
Associate Director
Fiscal Policies and Global Practices
Tax Affaires Department
Corporate Division of Economics and Fiscal Policy

Mr. Achim Pross
Head of the International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
2, rue André-Pascal
75116 Paris
France

Submitted by email: interestdeductions@oecd.org

COMMENTS ON THE OECD PUBLIC DISCUSSION DRAFT ENTITLED “BEPS ACTION 4: INTEREST
DEDUCTIONS AND OTHER FINANCIAL PAYMENTS” 18 December 2014 – 6 February 2015
Repsol wants to thank the opportunity to comment on this Discussion Draft, released on 18
December 2014.
REPSOL, a Spanish multinational company involved in the Oil and Gas sector, would like to answer
the last question for consultation:

35. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general interest limitation rules to
entities (a) operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes; (b) engaged in infrastructure
projects; or (c) entities engaged in financial activities other than banking or insurance? If so, how
these difficulties arise and how could they be addressed?

We share OECD’s approach of taking into account sectorial specialties in connection with the use
of debt within multinational companies.
In this respect, we would like to focus on a common issue that entities involved in Oil &Gas
exploration activities have to deal with, which is the practical inability to fund subsidiaries with
debt.
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Exploration activities require a high amount of resources for facing the long-term investments and
the ratio of success is so low that third parties (i.e. banks) refuse to fund entities involved in these
activities. Therefore, parent entities of exploration subsidiaries are constrained to use equity to
this end. That creates a situation in which parent entities would bear interest cost from third party
finance entities (through group finance intermediaries which obtain the funds directly or indirectly
from the market) and cannot charge it to exploration subsidiaries.
In addition, countries in which the investments are made and where the subsidiaries are located
generally do not admit the deduction of interest received by beneficiaries located outside their
boundaries. Besides, in these countries no income is generated, consequently subsidiaries are not
able to compensate any expenses because there is not taxable base. If the parent is prevented
from deducting the interest in its country of residence, the result is a double non deduction that
would undermine economic growth and investments.
For this business sector we propose:
-

To continue applying Arm´s length rules governing intra-group finance.

-

To ensure that parent entities are allowed to deduct from a tax perspective interest
borne for exploration finance, provided that those kinds of structures are based on
sound economic grounds.

-

If there is any limitation, we suggest applying a general rule based on individual fixed
ratios (i.e. the method currently applicable in Spain), which could be combined with an
extra tax deduction right based on group ratios (i.e. combined approach 2 in the OECD
document). In that sense, we want to stress the negative economic consequences that
certain of the proposed ideas, such as establishing a new ratio which is too low or
disregarding dividends when making the calculations, might imply for companies.

To sum up, Repsol would appreciate that OCDE/G20 would include the Oil & Gas activities within
the reasonable specialties within specific sectors (point XIII on Public Discussion Draft).
We look forward to the opportunity to participate in the consultation to be held on February 17,
2015 with respect to this topic. We also stand ready to respond to any questions or to provide
further input as the work of the OECD on this item continues.

Sincerely yours
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Some Comments on BEPS Action 4: Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments.
From: Jim Stewart,
Associate professor in Finance,
School of Business,
Trinity College,
Dublin, 2
Email: jstewart@tcd.ie
This submission argues that the focus on interest income (BEPS Action 4: Interest Deductions and
Other Financial Payments) in tax avoidance strategies, ignores tax avoidance strategies involving
closely related income flows, for example arrangement fees and derivative income. Placing caps on
the level of interest that may be tax deductible ignores the existence of affiliates whose income is
subject to no/minimal rates of tax. Evidence from Luxleaks shows that taxing authorities may limit
the extent of taxable income of financial subsidiaries by imposing a cap on the amount of profit that
will be subject to tax.
(1). Action 4 on interest deductions and other financial payments states that “the critical objective
of this work is to identify solutions to address base erosion and profit shifting using interest and
economically equivalent payments” (par. 11 and Q2, p. 18). A key problem that arises is how to
define interest on debt as well as other financial payments that are economically equivalent to
interest.
Most of the discussion assumes that subsidiaries report interest income to varying degrees, for
example in the discussion of rules used by various countries to limit interest payments (par. 15).
However financial subsidiaries, especially those associated with banks (Financial Vehicle
Corporations - FVC’s) may report revenues from a number of sources. For example income may be
reported from credit default swap premium, net interest swap premium, realised gains/loss on
financial instruments, investment securities and derivatives. There may be no interest income.
Reported expenses may relate to portfolio and investment management fees, placement fees, loan
administration expenses, collateral management fees. Affiliates of non financial firms such as
treasury management firms may typically report interest income and expense, foreign exchange
gains or losses, and expenses of issuing securities, and management charges which could be
significant as many treasury management firms have zero employees (Stewart, 2008). All of these
payments and receipts may potentially give rise to profit switching.
It is also possible that a purely financing subsidiary may ‘roll up’ interest income, which may be
distributed by liquidating a subsidiary. A subsidiary of PepsiCo, PepsiCo Global Investment Holdings
was registered in Ireland but located for corporate tax purposes in the Netherlands Antilles. This
subsidiary was liquidated in 2011 with net capital and reserves of just over $1 billion and retained
profits of $400 million. For the period 2004-2011 the tax rate on corporate profits calculated as tax
charge in the income statement/Pre-tax profit, was just under 0.09%. Thus affiliates received a tax
deduction for interest paid, but interest received was subject to minimal tax.
The report refers to different scenarios which may be used to increase interest deductions (see Q3),
but even if entities are identified, interest and other payments may avoid tax by liquidating a
subsidiary as in the above example or by selling a subsidiary. This could be achieved by a sale within
a group as in the case of Illova Sugar Ireland, an Irish based subsidiary of Associated British foods,
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which sold a subsidiary, Zambia Sugar to an affiliate based in the Netherlands, Ilova Sugar
Cooperatief U.A. (Actionaid, p. 25). Capital gains from selling intragroup firms are not taxed in
Ireland.
The overall point is that using derivatives and other financial relationships can result in choices as to
whether income such as interest income and related flows is shown as income/expense or capital
gain/loss as noted above.
(2) In some cases identifying source and recipients of financial flows may be difficult as share
ownership is held by employees of firms providing secretarial services. In other cases ownership is
in the form of a charitable trust. The report does acknowledge the existence of “orphan entities or
special shares to disguise control” (par. 12), but no recommendations are made. The nonidentification of affiliates, especially financial affiliates has considerable implications for CBC
reporting, especially for countries with a large financial sector.
(3) A related point is the belief that it is possible to allocate interest expense “to entities with
economic activity and not by reference to the location of debt instruments” (par. 122). Ownership
and income streams associated with debt instruments could be easily assigned across different
members of an MNC group.
(4) Q7 and Par. 67- 88 considers the effects of an interest cap, in order to prevent tax strategies
involving excess interest payments. Using intra group borrowing to develop excessive interest
payments and expense for tax purposes is a key aspect of the tax reduction strategy of firms
identified in Luxleaks. For example a tax reduction strategy pursued by the Shire Group led to the
creation of internal loans of $10 billion, but little external debt. Hence an interest cap would deter
excessive interest payments in similar tax strategies. If firms are not paying tax as in the Shire case,
post and pretax distributions (dividends or interest) have the same effect to a paying company.
There may be tax effects for a recipient company.
(5) One issue discussed in relation to an interest cap is the omission of dividend income for example
“from measures of economic activity” (par.149 and Q24). Par. 153 states “excluding equity
investments from the types of assets taken into account by a test would prevent many entities with
assets which yield tax exempt or deferred dividend income from claiming a higher level of deductible
interest expense” (par 153). The possibility of dividend flows which are not subject to tax when
received by the recipient and paid out of income that is subject to low/no tax is part of the problem
of aggressive tax avoidance. These rules may help underwrite non-taxation of dividend flows.
(6). Analysis in Chapter Xll of the Discussion Draft presupposes a situation where interest is treated
an expense , as in the case or royalties, management charges etc. But dividends are treated as an
allocation of post tax income. A solution to possible double taxation is to re-characterise the
interest disallowed for tax purposes as dividend payment so that “if the re-characterisation is
accepted by the country of the recipient, the risk of double taxation could be reduced” (p. 58).
This analysis assumes tax on profits. Assuming no profits tax, distributions (dividends, interest,
royalties, management charges, etc.) will be organised to ensure minimal taxation in recipient
country. Dividends are most likely to meet this requirement.
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There are a number of situations where profits of subsidiaries may not be subject to tax. Examples
exist as in the ‘double Irish case’, but what is more likely is that a profit figure is agreed with taxing
authorities. In relation to the European Commission investigation of State aid to FTT by
Luxembourg, the Commission state that “the transfer pricing report seems to aim at a fixed tax base
of Eur 2.542 million (+/- 10%)” (European Commission par. 64), and will not lead to any adjustment
over a five year period (par. 37). This means the tax payment is fixed for at least the duration of the
APA (Advanced Pricing Agreement). It is likely that other tax arrangements with companies identified
in Luxleaks (http://www.icij.org/project) have similar arrangements. Skype benefitted from the nontaxation of royalty income earned by a subsidiary in Luxembourg (Bowers, 2014).
(7) Issues relating to Banks and Insurance Companies
The discussion (par. 204 is excessively focussed on interest payments. Consolidated accounts of
banking groups show large interest payments and receipts, but this is not necessarily true of
affiliates, especially those located in financial centres, where other forms of income may be more
important, for example loan arrangement fee, management charges, and especially income from
derivatives and foreign exchange transactions. Introducing a general interest limitation rules (par.
49) may lead MNE groups to switch to tax reduction strategies involving financial instruments that
avoid restrictions, for example through the use of derivatives. Matching group economic interest
with economic activity (par 59) is possible with a non-financial subsidiary but difficult with a financial
subsidiary of a non-financial firm and very difficult in the case of a banking subsidiary.
In conclusion interest deduction rules such as a cap on interest deductions are likely to reduce tax
avoidance via large internal loans, but will not address tax avoidance strategies involving derivatives
and tax reduction strategies that involve transmuting interest income into a capital gain.
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Mr. Achim Pross
Head International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
OECD
2, rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
Per e-mail: interestdeductions@oecd.org

Basel, 6 February 2015
A.149/JBR

Public Discussion Draft – BEPS Action 4: Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments
Dear Mr. Pross,
The Swiss Bankers Association (SBA) is the leading professional organisation of the
Swiss financial centre. Its main purpose is to maintain and promote the best possible
framework conditions for the Swiss financial centre both at home and abroad. The SBA
was founded in 1912 in Basel as a trade association and today has 317 institutional
members and approximately 18'500 individual members.
The SBA would like to thank the OECD for the opportunity to comment on the discussion draft on Action 4: interest deductions and other financial payments.
Banks act as financial intermediaries, allowing amongst others financing through terms
and interest translations, which benefits the economy as a whole. Hence, for the financial sector and in particular for banks, considering their role, interest represents a key
element, which also relates to their ability to generate revenue. In this respect the
banking industry cannot be compared to other sectors of the economy. In addition,
banks are highly regulated and have therefore to comply with capital requirements imposed on them in order to safeguard financial stability. The public discussion draft rightly recognizes that banks present particular issues that do not arise in other sectors
(see XIII. Considerations for groups in specific sectors, in particular paragraphs 203 213). As a consequence, in the case of banks, it is not appropriate to make a simple
link between interest deductions and base erosion.
1. General remarks
The discussion draft ignores arm’s length tests (paragraph 21) as part of the consultation process on interest deductions. We regret that such a basic and well established
principle is simply not considered. The consequences of ignoring arm’s length tests are
Swiss Bankers Association
Aeschenplatz 7 T +
41 61 295 93 93
Schweizerische Bankiervereinigung PO Box 4182 F +
41 61 272 53 82
Association suisse des banquiers CH-4002 Basel
office@sba.ch
Associazione Svizzera dei Banchieri
www.swissbanking.org
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straightforward: deductions might be disallowed even though the related payments fully
reflect market conditions.

2. Particular features of the banking industry
a) Base erosion due to interest deduction in the banking industry
Since the banking industry is highly regulated, it should be first established by
the competent tax administrations that interest deduction actually leads to base
erosion in this industry.
If tax authorities identify abuses in this respect, these should be adequately addressed.
b) Studies highlighting the base erosion did not consider the banking industry
The studies mentioned in paragraph 28 of the discussion draft establishing that
groups leverage more debt in subsidiaries located in high tax countries, do not
consider the banking industry. We could not find in these studies any evidence
that their conclusions were also applicable to the banking industry. This is not
surprising, since for banks international debt shifting can only take place within
the strict framework set by the prudential regulators.
c) Group-wide approach is not appropriate for the banking industry
We come to the conclusion that a group-wide approach is not appropriate for
the banking industry. The main reasons for which we do not consider a groupwide approach as appropriate are also addressed by the discussion draft:
•

•
•
•

Group-wide approaches are difficult to implement for the business and difficult to assess for the tax administrations among others for the following reasons:
o tax rules differ across jurisdictions
o local GAAPs differ across jurisdictions (definitions differ and financial
ratios might not be comparable, consolidation rules might not lead to
the same outcome).
Group-wide approaches might lead to double taxation if the matching of
third party interest expenses with intra-group loan agreements are not possible.
Any rule referring to measures of earnings such as EBIT or EBITDA are not
appropriate for the banking industry since in general interest represents income and not charges for banks.
Rules referring to asset values as a measure of economic activity across a
group are not adequate for the banking industry, since the economic activity
depends less on the location of the physical assets than on the volume of
transactions in the different markets.
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2

The Swiss Bankers Association is therefore of the opinion that limitation on interest
deductions should not apply to regulated entities, since these entities have to comply
with requirements set by prudential regulators, in order to safeguard financial stability.
Adding additional requirements of non prudential nature might create a risk for such
entities to be confronted with conflicting rules.
The SBA thanks the OECD for taking due account of these comments.
Yours sincerely,
Swiss Bankers Association

Regula Häfelin

Jean Brunisholz
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Mr. Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration
Division
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
2 rue André-Pascal
75775, Paris, Cedex 16
France
Submitted by email: interestdeductions@oecd.org

February 6, 2015

DISCUSSION DRAFT: INTEREST DEDUCTIONS AND OTHER FINANCIAL PAYMENTS
Dear Mr. Pross
The Swiss Insurance Association (SIA) welcome the opportunity to comment on the
discussion draft BEPS Action 4 “Interest deduction and other financial payments”.

General observations
Whereas SIA generally supports the objective of the discussion draft to address base
erosion and profit shifting from using excessive interest - mainly charged on intragroup loans - it is our aim to ensure that all measures to be introduced are
applicable in the context of commercial insurance operations and to avoid nonpracticable impacts on the insurance business models. Any new rules should take
into consideration the special characteristics applicable to financing activities of
insurance groups.
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Regulatory Limits to Debt Financing
▪

Insurance groups are highly regulated and the regulatory framework does not
allow an extensive use of debt financing because of the strong capital
requirements to be fulfilled. Regulation usually requires a minimum amount of
tangible equity and includes limits on regulatory eligible capital, which would
incur interest expenses.

▪

Regulation usually limits the eligibility of debt instruments as capital. Therefore,
equity financing cannot be freely exchanged with debt financing. In some
cases internal loans (as assets) are deducted from available capital or imply
high capital requirements and therefore their use within a regulated group is
strongly restricted.

▪

In many countries (i.e. Switzerland, Germany, UK, Italy) insurance solvency
requirements need to be fulfilled not only at the level of the regulated financial
entity (incl. branches), but also on Group level and on Sub-Group level and
therefore apply for Holding, Financing and Investment subsidiaries.

▪

Moreover, as part of the ongoing implementation of requirements regarding
recovery and resolution plans as well as requiring the separability of financial
services groups in stressed circumstances, internal loans are considered to be a
hindrance to effective resolution or separability in a crisis situation. This is the
reason why major intragroup transactions (incl. intra-group loans) have to be
often reported to the regulator.

▪

In summary, the strict regulation framework and thresholds for regulatory capital
do not give room for excessive tax planning and BEPS.

Role of Regulatory Capital & Bail-in Bonds
▪

The regulatory requirements in terms of total required capital as well as quality
of capital (loss absorption) are increasing considerably after the financial crisis.

▪

The International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) is developing groupwide global capital standards for all internationally active insurance groups as
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well as additional High Loss Absorbency requirements to apply for Global
Systemically Important Insurers (G-SII's). Due to these increasing requirements
investors are ready to subscribe regulatory capital only at higher interest rates
which increase the financial costs for insurance companies.
▪

A limitation of interest deduction would increase the funding costs and
therefore also increase the insurance premium cost for the policyholder.
Moreover, the tax deductibility of the interest adds to the attractiveness of bailin bonds that eventually supports economic stability and reduces vulnerability
to financial crisis.

▪

Debt instruments that are treated as regulatory eligible capital should be
treated for tax purposes as debt. Interest income is fully taxable at investors'
level and therefore interest expense should also be fully tax deductible. There is
no real reason to disallow the cost of external debt as it is a genuine business
cost.

Role of Insurance in Social Security Systems
▪

Swiss insurance companies are obliged to account for certain types of interest
expenses (e.g. technical interest rate based interest expenses for insurance
reserves in life insurance) for the benefit of their policy holders (e.g. interest rate
on insurance benefits claims of 2nd pillar products).

▪

Any limitation of overall allowed interest expenses might therefore limit
financing options of insurance companies to an extent not intended by BEPS`s
regulations and partially at the costs of the policy holders. Life insurance
companies have an important function in a number of European national
social security systems (e.g. 2nd pillar). Thus, interest deduction restrictions
affecting life insurance companies could have an adverse impact for the
insured persons.

From the above explained special characteristics, SIA's first preference is to have
insurance companies excluded from any new rules developed under Action Item 4.
However, if such general exclusion for the insurance industry is not available, SIA
prefers fixed ratio rules over group wide approaches.
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Application of a group wide approach
Group-wide approaches bear significant risks for MNEs that not the full amount of the
third party interest can be claimed as deductible interest. Furthermore, in case of
MNEs with taxable location in various jurisdictions the application of a group wide
approach appears to be very complex, time consuming or even unworkable - for tax
payers as well as for tax administrations. SIA sees significant problems in the following
areas:

Potential Disallowance of Third Party Interest
▪

A group wide approach does not work in cases where a group on a
consolidated basis has a positive net interest income, which is usually the case
for financial services companies in general and insurance and reinsurance
undertakings in particular. A variation of the example 7 in the consultation
paper demonstrates the issues that such an approach can generate.

▪

Assume the same structure as in example 7 but with an additional bank loan to
B Co, which generates an income expense of 2m. This third party interest
expense would no longer be allowed as interest deduction with no obvious
reason.

▪

Also changing all internal debt funding to equity funding as suggested in
paragraph 256 would not cure that problem, as the net interest income of the
group would remain positive and therefore no interest deduction would be
allowed in B Co. To cure that problem actually interest income would need to
be shifted from C Co to B Co via an internal loan. We do not think that tax rules,
such as a net interest deduction based on a group-wide ratio, should give
incentives for profit shifting.
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Arbitrary Results due to Diverse Insurance Groups
▪

Within an insurance group there can be companies with very different
purposes, different business models, different regulatory environments
(especially for financial services groups) and therefore very different balance
sheets and capital structures. In an insurance group we would usually find at
least the following:

‐

Operating insurance entities providing general insurance, life insurance, health
insurance or reinsurance products and services. These companies are usually
subject to very stringent regulation, especially regarding their capital
requirements. The amount and type of debt financing is already limited by
regulations.
Financing entities
Service entities, which provide services to other entities in the group
Holding companies.

‐
‐
‐

▪

These companies serve very different purposes and require different funding
amounts and funding structures. The total capital required for these companies
relative to their earnings is very different. Consequently the ratio between
interest expense and earnings is very different as well.

▪

The net interest position of these companies is very different. Some companies
have considerable interest income from their normal business activities,
whereas others generate income through receiving service fees or dividends.
The credit standing of each entity is different, depending on the operating
model and the balance sheet structure from the entity. Applying the group net
interest expense as a cap would not be appropriate for reflecting the variety of
business models, credit standing and the associated net interest position at the
level of an individual entity.

▪

Within an international group, the entities operate in different countries and
therefore in different currencies. Interest income and expenses vary by
currency. Applying the same ratio across all countries would not be
appropriate to reflect the different funding costs associated with operating in
different currencies.
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▪

All the afore-mentioned effects would lead to unequal treatment of similar
balance sheets (see example in the appendix). SIA is of the opinion that the
group-wide approach would be in breach of constitutional obligations of equal
treatment.

Different Accounting Standards
▪

The main problem SIA sees is the lack of comparability across accounting
standards to allow a meaningful comparison between the net interest expense
on the consolidated balance sheet and the balance sheet relevant for tax
purposes at the level of the individual entity.

▪

Interest income arising from investment activities, especially regarding the
realization of gains or losses for investment positions sold and purchased during
the period can be treated differently. Also a different valuation basis (fair value
vs. cost-based accounting) can lead to very different interest positions over
time.

▪

Furthermore accounting regimes can change over time. In this context we
want to point out the envisaged changes to IFRS 4 (insurance activities). The
changes envisaged by the IASB will lead to a fundamental change for the
valuation of insurance contracts both in the balance sheet and the income
statement. Under the new rules, the time-value of money of insurance liabilities
will generally be recognized on the balance sheet of an insurance group
(discounting). This implies however that the unwind of this discount will lead to
an interest expense. It is currently not foreseeable, that the local statutory rules
would also move to a discounted approach. This will lead to a fundamental
and material difference between the interest expense displayed at the
consolidated group balance sheet according to IFRS principles and local
statutory requirements for the very same underlying transaction.

▪

Furthermore two companies with comparable balance sheets and income
statements might be part of two different groups subject to different
consolidated financial statements (e.g. one operating under IFRS, the other one
operating under US GAAP or a consolidation according to local rules). The net
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interest expense cap will be different for the two companies, which we would
consider to be a deviation of the constitutional obligation of equal treatment.
▪

Further difficulties can arise if entities are part of one group for consolidation
purposes, but would be considered part of another group as well for
determining the cap for interest deductions. For example joint ventures with a
51% ownership structure would be fully consolidated in one group, but would
be considered a related party for the minority shareholder. It is unclear, which
ratio should be applied for capping the net interest expense for that joint
venture.

Application of a Fixed Ratio on a Jurisdiction-by-Jurisdiction basis
In the absence of the general exclusion of the insurance industry and based on the
weaknesses of the group-wide approach as outlined above SIA prefers a fixed ratio
approach on a consolidated/combined group basis by jurisdiction over a group
wide approach. The main reasons can be summarized as follows:
▪

The fixed ratio rule is much simpler and the application of such rule by the tax
payers (MNEs) as well as by the tax administrations is more practical and less
time-consuming than the group-wide approach.

▪

Additionally, a well-designed fixed ratio approach should be effective to avoid
base erosion and profit shifting by way of excessive interest deduction. Limiting
the interest deductions by way of a fixed ratio limitation is already applied by
certain countries and appears to protect a country's tax base.

▪

Whether the interest deductibility of the fixed ratio is linked to earnings (EBITDA)
or to assets is not considered to be too relevant as long as the rules are applied
consistently across all jurisdictions and over several tax periods. Due to the
volatility in earnings a fixed ratio approach linked to assets might be more
appropriate for insurance companies.

▪

The percentage of an earnings figures (e.g. EBITDA) that can consist of tax
deductible interest expense needs to be carefully chosen. Debt ratios vary
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among different industries and companies. Any fixed ratio should take into
consideration the country’s economic environment. Today, interest rates are in
many countries at very low levels and therefore such percentage figure should
ensure that the interest is not disallowed merely due to raising interest levels and
should also be flexible enough to allow for interest deduction on intra-group
loans that might benefit from regulatory capital treatment.

The Swiss Insurance Association thanks you for taking due account of these
comments.

Yours sincerely,
Swiss Insurance Association

Lucius Dürr
CEO

Marc Chuard
Head of Finance Regulation
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Appendix – Example
Consider two groups (1 and 2), which both consist of two companies (A1, B1 and A2,
B2), where A1 and A2 operate in the same country (say Germany), but the company
B1 operates in Switzerland (with a very low interest rate environment) and B2
operates in Argentina (with a very high interest rate environment).
Both groups have the same consolidated balance sheet structure, and both A1, A2
and B1, B2 have the same balance sheet structure on a stand alone basis. All internal
funding is through equity.
A1 and A2 compete in the same country (Germany). But A1 would have a
substantially lower net interest rate limit than A2, just because the other group
companies (B1 and B2) are located in different countries.
We do not think that this unequal treatment in Germany can be justified.
Two groups with:
•
the same consolidated balance sheet structure in the groups and
•
the same balance sheet structure on a stand alone basis in A1, A2 and B1, B2.

Unequal treatment would also arise in case of two identical companies with the
same business model and the same balance sheet when within the groups other
companies (but otherwise unrelated) are.
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4 February 2015

Via E-Mail
interestdeductions@oecd.org

Mr. Achim Pross
Head International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
2, rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
France

Comments of SwissHoldings on the BEPS Action 4 Discussion Draft (Interest Payments) of 18
December 2014

Dear Mr. Pross
The business federation SwissHoldings represents the interests of 61 Swiss based multinational
enterprises from the manufacturing and service sectors (excluding the financial sector). SwissHoldings is
pleased to provide comments on the BEPS Action 4 Discussion Draft (Interest Payments) (hereafter
referred to as “the Draft”).

I.

General Comments

The choice between debt and equity is an important business decision, which is based on different
considerations. In many circumstances, loans can be preferable to a contribution of equity for bona fide
reasons. For instance, loans are more flexible than equity and generally carry a lower cost of capital than
equity. Dividend distributions remain subject to significant limitations in terms of timing and amounts; loans
cater better for potential fluctuations in the need for capital; less formalities are required for reductions or
increases of loans compared to equity, resulting in less administrative costs for financing.
SwissHoldings believes that the starting point for Action 4 should be that interest and other costs, such as
derivatives and insurance payments, are legitimate business costs and should therefore be deductible.
Restrictions should be limited to abusive cases, i.e., to situations without a good commercial rationale.
Contrary to the OECD SwissHoldings is convinced that intra-group loans are not per se aimed at base
erosion and/or profit shifting. For instance, it is normal commercial practice to raise debt in the market
through one legal entity that subsequently lends on to different legal entities in a group. The vast majority
of businesses do not use interest payments for tax avoidance purposes. Arm’s length intra-group financing
should therefore not be subject to stricter rules than external financing.
Efficient and flexible corporate financing is crucial to economic development and growth and should not be
undermined. We urge the OECD to maintain tax deductibility for legitimate business costs, including
financing costs, to focus on making existing legislation more fit-for-purpose, efficient and predictable and
only to address situations where there is excessive debt in accordance with accepted business norms and
the particular situation of a MNE.
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II.

Specific Comments

Regarding the concrete proposals contained in the Draft, SwissHoldings provides the following comments:

Group-wide rules for limiting interest deduction
The Draft proposes to limit the group´s total interest deductibility by two factors:
- the actual net third party interest expense of the group and
- the allocation of the interest to corresponding economic activity.
SwissHoldings believes that such group-wide rules should not be pursued for a number of very important
reasons:
1.

One prerequisite of a group-wide interest deduction rule is to implement the rule consistently
throughout the world. A group-wide rule is, in other words, inconsistent with other – already existing –
national rules. No major OECD country has implemented a similar rule yet and it does not seem highly
probable that a majority of G20/OECD countries will adopt a similar and thus compatible group-wide
rule. Therefore, the adoption of such a rule by one country would (i) harm the competitiveness of
companies falling under that jurisdiction compared to companies located elsewhere by creating
administrative burdens and (ii) lead to double taxation.

2.

Countries would have to agree to an approach defining which entities are covered by the rule, how net
third party interest expense of a group should be calculated, and how an interest cap should be
allocated between entities. The Draft notes that because the method for calculating an allocationbased interest cap would need to be agreed to by all countries, mismatches would likely arise where
the agreed approach does not align with a country´s domestic tax system.

3.

Furthermore mixing data from consolidated accounts based on IFRS / US GAAP with local statutory
account tax data is conceptually wrong because the accounting principles and measurement methods
used by both systems are often fundamentally different. This means, that even though the rules might
be implemented in a consistent manner throughout the G20/OECD countries, they would nevertheless
be incompatible due to national tax law. These problems could lead to legislation by individual
countries that would request the global data to be made comparable to the local data. In particular if
several large economies would put forward similar requests, this would lead to a major, non-value
adding effort for MNEs.

4.

The group wide rule as currently proposed does not consider the different interest levels around the
world. An allocation based on earnings or assets will therefore lead to a shift from high(er) interest
rate countries (such as Australia, Brazil, China, India) to low interest rate countries (such as Euroarea, Japan, Switzerland, USA). I.e., the low interest rate countries will need to carry the tax impact of
the higher interest rate countries.
Countries with a lot of outbound investments (such as Germany, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands
Switzerland, UK) will likely have less group-internal interest income from their subsidiaries since
groups will choose more external funding in order to maintain the level of tax deductible interest or
fund the subsidiaries with equity in order to avoid a double taxation (not deductible interest expenses
for the borrower but taxable interest income for the lender).

5.

The group-wide approach will influence how MNEs organize their global funding (debt vs. equity; longterm debt vs. short-term debt; choice of currency; etc.) with unforeseen consequences on the capital
markets, which could be far reaching. It will most probably push MNEs to increase share buy-back
programs (capital reduction) and increase their overall debt level. This might reduce the overall credit
ratings of MNEs, making them more fragile and increasing their costs of borrowing, with unforeseen
consequences on the financial markets. This might create effects comparable to those which
regulators such as the Financial Stability Board have been trying to get to grips with regarding the
financial sector following the 2008 financial crisis.

6.

Limiting the ability of MNEs to provide intra-group loans to operating companies, will artificially shift
part of the lending business to banks and debt markets. This would allow banks to make more profits
and industrial MNEs to make fewer profits. Therefore, the group-wide approach unduly favors the
banking industry. At the same time, credit risks for banks would increase and not decrease as
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intended by regulators, such as, e.g., the Financial Stability Board. It should be noted that the still
ongoing financial crisis was created by overgearing and inappropriate risk taking on leveraged
financing activities. Furthermore, banks would be encouraged to provide new loans to operating
industrial companies out of their subsidiaries located in low tax jurisdictions. Therefore the group-wide
approach would likely lead to reduced tax revenues also in OECD countries.
In order to ensure flexibility of financing, arm’s length intra-group financing should not be subject to
stricter rules than external financing. It is normal commercial practice to raise debt in the market
through one legal entity that subsequently lends on to different legal entities in a group. We do not
understand what the logic shall be that industrial groups should be dependent on external bank loans
if they can grant intra-group loans at arm’s length conditions. Also in the future any group lending
carried out in accordance with the arm’s length principle should still be possible. Furthermore, the
arm’s length principle, which is relatively easy to apply, should always be the starting point to develop
new or simplified rules. Also, the arm’s length principle supports local ratios, because local ratios can
be set in a way that they have some alignment with the arm’s length principle, while this is not the
case with the group-wide approach.
7.

The group-wide interest deduction model might also not be in the interest of developing countries.
MNEs which make new investment projects in developing countries take risks (volatile environment)
and must usually wait for a long time before receiving cash returns on investment (dividends) coming
out of the country. MNEs are therefore interested in investing into such new markets with a
reasonable balance between equity and debt financing. The group-wide interest deduction model
does not allow to choose the most appropriate balance between equity and debt. This increases the
risks of MNE investments in developing countries and may lead to a reduction of investments in such
countries.

8.

Furthermore the group-wide interest deduction model neglects some additional important criteria,
which banks take into account when assessing the amount of interest (tax deductible) which are
charged to an industrial borrower:

9.

•

Companies with same accounting profile (profitability, balance sheet profile) may run very
different types of businesses which require completely different debt conditions;

•

Companies may also be in different phases of development (start-up, fast-growth, maturity) and
will therefore be subject to very different borrowing conditions, which the proposed group-wide
approach does not take into account at all. Indeed, one of the many flaws of the proposal is that it
does not take into account projected future cash-flows (based on a concrete business plan) of
the entity which is borrowing funds to assess the appropriate level of tax deductible interests,
while such projected future cash-flow method is the basic tool used by the banking industry.

Family owned companies are often predominately or fully equity financed because they regularly have
a different dividend policy compared to publicly listed companies. They are not forced by expectations
of the public / analysts to distribute a certain dividend amount. Family owned groups which are
strongly equity financed and finance their group entities with inter-company financing would be
discriminated without sound reasons against highly leveraged groups with debt push down. The
discrimination would consist in a distortion of the competition on a local level. Direct competitors would
not be entitled to the same tax deduction depending on how their top holding company is financed.
Also a publicly traded group may be discriminated if it is predominately equity financed and partially
finances a subsidiary with an intra-group loan, e.g., because of flexibility and fluctuation aspects.

10. SwissHoldings considers a group-wide interest deduction model as a fundamental systematic change.
It would modify the traditional international tax system based on the arm’s length principle to a
formulary system, with an allocation of the tax base following the “economic activity” or factors that are
deemed to be a benchmark for it. We believe that such a group-wide approach on a global scale
would lead to a significant increase of double taxation and cause many other unintended problems.
11. For Swiss based MNEs, which often have above international average direct investments into third
nations, the group-wide approach would result in a serious disadvantage for Switzerland as a longstanding OECD member country. The group-wide approach does not take differences of national
economies (geographical size and structure) into account at all.
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12. In case of a group-wide interest cap rule there is no room for individual targeted rules in the countries
such as debt push down, “artificial” debt, transfer pricing regulations, the use of debt to fund tax
exempt or tax deferred income. Any such additional regulations are not needed and will immediately
lead to non-tax deductibility of external net-interest expenses, which will heavily impact the funding
costs for companies and therefore hinder economic development and growth. The same is applicable
for withholding taxes on interest, which would also hinder groups to implement an appropriate capital
structure in all group entities and trigger additional tax costs related to the funding of group entities.

Fixed ratio test
SwissHoldings is convinced that a fixed ratio test can be best practice, provided that it is well designed. A
proper design can have, among others, the advantages of (i) being simple, (ii) giving more design flexibility
to national legislators and (iii) flattening business cycles:
1.

Compared to group-wide rules a fixed ratio rule is mechanistic and as such tends to be simple to
apply for both companies and tax administrations. In combination with a monetary threshold for small
and medium sized entities, most legal entities subject to a jurisdiction would not even fall under the
rules, which obviously would add simplicity.

2.

Some countries have multiple tests, which include, e.g., a group-wide debt-to-equity test. Contrary to
the group-wide test presented in the Draft, this is merely an escape rule in order to demonstrate that
the financing of one entity is not exceeding the group ratio and therefore the interest not deductible
under the fixed ratio regime should still be deductible. However, it is important to note that some of
those multiple tests are extremely challenging for companies. If the OECD should want to apply such
multiple tests, they should be simple to apply in order to be fit for the purpose.

3.

Regarding the design flexibility, with a fixed ratio rule there is no need for a worldwide identical
implementation in various jurisdictions. For example, it is not necessary to have exactly the same
definition of interest in different jurisdictions.

4.

SwissHoldings advocates for the introduction of complementary rules that flatten business cycles. The
major cause for the above praised simplicity is at the same time the major concern with fixed ratio
rules: Its mechanistic nature. Being mechanistic, it can in weak business cycles lead to limiting the
deductibility of interest even though a business has in no way used interest for tax planning purposes.
In weak business cycles, thus, for reasons that are not projectable for businesses, EBITDA can be
extremely volatile. Therefore, non-deductible interest should be allowed to be carried forward in an
unlimited manner and not for five years only. Such unlimited carry-forward is in line with current law in
many countries (e.g. Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy, United States). The same should apply to
EBITDA capacity that has not been used to deduct interest.

5.

Finally, SwissHoldings holds the view that the percentage which limits the deductibility of interest
should not be lower than 50% (50% is, e.g., stipulated by US domestic law, the so-called 163j Test).
The Draft states that the existing rules of between 25 and 50% are too high percentages in order to
prevent base erosion and profit shifting. In our view the overall aim of a well designed rule should not
be to harm businesses that are not engaged in using interest as a means of profit shifting and at the
same time prevent the – from a point of view of tax administrations – excessive use of interest
deduction. Different industries have differing profit margins as well as differing debt ratios. Therefore,
the fixed ratio should not be orientated towards the average of all businesses. Rather, one solution
could be to define the country ratio based on the specific industry a company is active in, and hence
applying different limits for different business environments.
*****
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We kindly ask you to take our comments and proposals into due consideration.

Yours sincerely
SwissHoldings
Federation of Industrial and Service Groups in Switzerland

[signature]

[signature]

Christian Stiefel
Chair Executive Committee

Dr. Martin Zogg
Member Executive Committee

Cc: -

SwissHoldings Board
Nicole Primmer, Senior Policy Manager BIAC
Will Morris, Chair BIAC Tax Committee Bureau
Krister Andersson, Chair BUSINESSEUROPE Tax Policy Group
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at all levels of government. Our nearly 7,000 individual members represent over 3,000 of the
largest companies in the world. 1
TEI Comments
TEI commends the OECD for the thorough work regarding potential base erosion and
profit shifting issues with respect to interest deductions and other financial payments, as
reflected in the Discussion Draft. Regrettably, the Draft is another manifestation of the OECD’s
move away from the arm’s length principle in various respects during the course of its BEPS
project. Moreover, the approaches for limiting interest deductions within a multi-national
enterprise (MNE) present many difficult, if not intractable, practical problems in their
interpretation and application. In addition, the Discussion Draft undermines an MNE’s ability
to arrange their own financing, re-characterises genuine commercial arrangements, and
seemingly fails to recognise that entities may have different levels of interest expense
depending on their circumstances.
Non-tax Financing Considerations
The OECD gives the impression throughout the Discussion Draft that all MNEs arrange
their financing for tax purposes. The Draft also assumes MNEs can easily re-arrange their
internal financing to align the actual interest expense in each entity or country to the interest
limitation amounts calculated under one of the methods discussed in the Draft (deemed
interest, interest cap, group ratio, etc.). Many considerations other than tax, however, are taken
into account by an MNE when determining how an entity should be capitalised or financed.
These considerations include:
•

Country risk, including the stability of the economic and political
environment, whether there are foreign exchange controls, the ease of
repatriating funds, and the strength of the legal requirements governing
return of capital and dividend payments;

•

Where in the business life cycle are the company’s operations, e.g., a business
in the start-up phase may require regular capital infusions to maintain
operations, such infusions may come in the form of debt or equity;

•

The type of business the entity is engaged in – whether it is a limited risk
entity or a fully integrated entity with research and development,

TEI is a corporation organised in the United States under the Not-For-Profit Corporation Law of
the State of New York. TEI is exempt from U.S. Federal Income Tax under section 501(c)(6) of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as amended).
1
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manufacturing, sales, etc.; and whether the industry is capital or labor
intensive;
•

The financial market in the local country as compared to the parent company
and other affiliates’ countries where a member of the group may obtain
reduced cost financing compared to other affiliates; and

•

The business strategy for that company and the cash needs to meet that
strategy.

Because of the many non-tax factors that need to be taken into account in a financing
decision, it does not make commercial sense to have tax considerations drive an MNE’s
financing structure in most instances. Moreover, because these commercial needs often
outweigh tax considerations, MNE’s will in many instances incur interest expenses above the
limitation required by one of the methods in the Discussion Draft and thus will likely end up
being double taxed. In addition, MNEs will also be at a competitive disadvantage compared to
domestic entities that will not have the same financing restrictions. For these reasons, TEI
recommends that more targeted rules be used to address any perceived abuses with respect to
interest expense. For example, the anti-hybrid rules proposed under BEPS Action 2, if properly
implemented and coordinated, would generally be sufficient to police the use of interest
expenses for base erosion and profit shifting.
Proposed Interest Limitations
Apart from the fact that non-tax commercial realities are a substantial driver of business
capital decisions, the proposed general rules in the Discussion Draft are too broad and will
capture many transactions that have legitimate business purposes. In addition, they will also
add complexity and uncertainty to the tax compliance process.
First, determining the group ratios, interest allocations, and net interest expense will
raise many difficult measurement issues, in particular whether these should be calculated based
on financial accounting principles or tax principles. Tax and accounting principles also differ
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and thus a taxpayer may be required to calculate these
measures in numerous, inconsistent ways, which may lead to double taxation. TEI
recommends that if the measurement of the interest limitation is to be done using financial
accounting principles, then consolidated financial statements should be used because the
information will be more readily available, easier to audit, supportable by the taxpayer, and
simpler. If tax adjustments are required, the rules between various jurisdictions should be
consistent or an MNE should be allowed to use the tax rules applicable to the parent company.
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Second, the use of these interest limitations creates significant uncertainty for business
operations. For example, when there is earnings volatility there will be uncertainty regarding
interest deductibility. Unpredictable variations in interest deductibility based on year-end
calculations will impact a taxpayer’s installment payments during the year, subjecting the
taxpayer to potential penalties and interest (i.e., corporations are required to pay taxes quarterly
in many jurisdictions based on an estimate of their year-end tax liability – if the estimated
payments do not reach a certain threshold of the actual tax due for the period, penalties and
interest may be imposed).
Third, use of the group ratios may unduly penalise an MNE operating in different
sectors. The OECD has recognised in the course of the BEPS project that base erosion and profit
shifting by MNEs has at times come at the expense of purely domestic businesses. That is, the
ability of an MNE to shift profits out of a local jurisdiction, or erode that jurisdiction’s base, into
a jurisdiction with a lower tax rate unfairly advantages the MNE over a domestic competitor
that does not operate in a jurisdiction to which it might shift profits. The proposed interest
limitation rules, however, appear to tip the balance too far in the other direction by favoring
domestic businesses over MNEs, as demonstrated by the following example.
Assume A Co is in a capital intensive industry with earnings of €50M and net external
interest expense of €40M and assume B Co (in the same affiliated group as A Co) provides
consulting services with earnings of €50M and net external interest expense of €5M. Assume
that the applicable tax rate is 30% for both A and B Cos. Assume A Co’s domestic competitor C
Co has the same earnings of €50M and net interest expense of €40M and assume B Co’s
domestic competitor D Co has the same earnings of €50M and net interest expense of €5M.
Assuming the application of the group ratio set forth in the Discussion Draft, A Co’s permitted
interest would be €22.5M and B Co’s permitted interest would be €22.5M (50M/100M x 45M). A
Co’s taxable earnings would be €27.5M (50M – 22.5M) with tax of €8.3M (27.5M x 30%). B Co’s
taxable earnings would be €45M (50M – 5M (deductible interest would only be €5M, the actual
interest expense)) with tax of €13.5M (45M x 30%). In contrast, C Co’s taxable earnings would
be €10M (50M – 40M) with tax of €3M (10M x 30%) and D Co’s taxable earnings would be €45M
(50M – 5M) with tax of €13.5M (45M x 30%). In sum, A Co’s tax would be €5.3M higher than C
Co’s merely because of the limitation imposed by the group ratio approach – even though A
Co’s leverage is identical to its domestic competitor. This is a consequence of adopting a group
ratio limitation approach rather than letting interest expense be guided by the arm’s length
principle.
Other Issues
The OECD should also consider potential alternatives to address interest expense in
situations where an MNE experiences losses. For example, where all companies in an MNE
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have losses, how would the interest expense allocation be computed? Would the computation
be done based on proportionate losses or would all the loss companies in the allocation be
ignored, meaning none of the group’s companies would get an interest deduction? How would
the disallowed carryforward interest be determined if losses were ignored? Should asset based
approaches be used as an alternative where losses are applicable in a year? If so, for
practicality, it may be simpler if the accounting balance sheet is used instead of having to adjust
for non-booked assets (such as intangibles), which could be complex and costly if valuations are
required.
With respect to double taxation, TEI agrees that having provisions for carryforward of
disallowed interest expense into future periods will help mitigate potential double taxation and
address earnings volatility. The proposal in the Discussion Draft does not go far enough,
however, because some taxpayers may not be able to re-arrange their financing to mitigate
disallowed interest due to the various non-tax factors discussed above. Therefore, there should
be no limitation on the ability to carryforward disallowed interest expense. In this regard, it is
worth noting that the carryforward of disallowed interest expense will only help mitigate, and
will not completely eliminate, the impact of the disallowed expense due to the time value of
money.
The Discussion Draft also fails to address the withholding tax impact of the various
interest limitations in sufficient detail. The Draft seems to indicate that withholding taxes
would continue to be based on actual interest paid/accrued and not interest as limited by the
methods discussed in the Draft. If that is the case, how would foreign tax credits then be
calculated? Would they be based on net income adjusted for the interest as a result of deemed
interest, interest cap, group ratio, etc. or would it be based on actual interest paid/accrued
without regard to the limitation? These issues should at least be addressed and a preferred
approach set forth in the OECD’s final guidance.
Further, TEI recommends that the interest limitations only apply to entities included
within an MNE’s consolidated financial statements, which would be relatively easy and likely
address most of the base erosion and profit shifting of concern to the OECD. It would be
difficult to obtain the necessary information for non-consolidated entities, which would only
complicate the various calculations necessary to determine the interest limitations. Indeed,
determining the limitations applicable even to an MNE’s consolidated entities will be a trying
task.
TEI also recommends that, in addition to a monetary threshold that would exclude small
companies from the interest limitation, the OECD exclude all entities that pose a low risk of
base erosion or profit shifting from the limitation. For example, if a company pays an effective
tax rate of X% of the domestic tax rate (e.g., 75%) the interest limitation should not apply.
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Finally, the final guidance with respect to interest limitations should address how
jurisdictions will audit deductible interest that is subject to the limitation method selected.
Under the proposals in the Discussion Draft, countries would need access to global interest
income, expenses, earnings information, etc., raising the question of how this information will
be provided to local authorities. For example, will the parent company be required to provide
the information to its local tax authorities, or should the local tax authorities obtain access to the
information under the official exchange of information process? This process should parallel
the information sharing process decided upon under BEPS Action 13 for the master file.
Conclusion
TEI appreciates the opportunity to comment on the OECD Discussion Draft under BEPS
Action 4 regarding interest expense and other financial payments. These comments were
prepared under the aegis of TEI’s European Direct Tax Committee, whose Chair is Nick
Hasenoehrl. If you have any questions about the submission, please contact Mr. Hasenoehrl at
+41 786 88 3772, nickhasen@sbcglobal.net, or Benjamin R. Shreck of the Institute’s legal staff, at
+1 202 638 5601, bshreck@tei.org.
Sincerely yours,
TAX EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE, INC.

Mark C. Silbiger
International President
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Achim Pross
Head
International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
OECD / CTPA
interestdeductions@oecd.org
6 February 2015
Dear Achim Pross,
RE: Taxand responds to the OECD invitation for public comments on the OECD
discussion draft on Action 4 (Interest deductions and other financial payments) of the
BEPS Action Plan
Further to the publication of the OECD’s invitation for public comments on the OECD
discussion draft on Action 4 (Interest deductions and other financial payments) of the BEPS
Action Plan, Taxand is honoured to provide written comments based on the practical
experience we have as tax advisors.
Our response deals with some issues regarding the definition of interest, the definition of
control and practical difficulties that may arise from the use of consolidated financial
statements as a reference for the determination of financial ratios and, in general, interest
deductibility.
Taxand can confirm that we have no objections with posting the comments on the OECD
website and that comments represent Taxand as a global organisation.
We appreciate this opportunity to provide comments to the OECD Committee of Fiscal
Affairs and would be pleased to discuss this further and to participate in any further
discussion on these matters.
More information about Taxand is provided below. Taxand is wholly committed to supporting
the OECD Committee of Fiscal Affairs and we look forward to contributing to further debate.
If you wish to discuss any of the points raised in this letter, please do not hesitate to get in
touch with us directly via the contact details below.
Yours faithfully,
Taxand
CONTACT DETAILS
Manuel Tamez
Taxand Mexico
T. +52 (55) 52017403
E. mtamez@macf.com.mx
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Luis Antonio Monroy
Taxand Mexico
T. +52 (55) 52017466
E. lmonroy@macf.com.mx
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ABOUT TAXAND
Taxand provides high quality, integrated tax advice worldwide. Our tax professionals, more
than 400 tax partners and over 2,000 tax advisors in nearly 50 countries - grasp both the fine
points of tax and the broader strategic implications, helping you mitigate risk, manage your
tax burden and drive the performance of your business.
We're passionate about tax. We collaborate and share knowledge, capitalising on our
expertise to provide you with high quality, tailored advice that helps relieve the pressures
associated with making complex tax decisions.
We're also independent—ensuring that you adhere both to best practice and to tax law and
that we remain free from time-consuming audit-based conflict checks. This enables us to
deliver practical advice, responsively.
Taxand has achieved worldwide market recognition. Taxand ranked in the top tier in
Chambers Global Guide 2014 global network rankings and in the International Tax Review’s
(ITR) World Tax 2015, 41 Taxand locations were commended and a further 26 locations
listed in ITR’s World Transfer Pricing Guide 2015. 31 countries were voted top in the ITR
Transaction Tax Survey 2014 and 29 in ITR Tax Planning Survey 2013. Taxand has received
65 national awards and 14 regional awards in the ITR European, Americas and Asia Tax
Awards since 2009. These include Latin America Tax Disputes Firm of the Year, European
TP Firm of the Year, European Indirect Tax Firm of the Year, Asia Transfer Pricing Firm of
the Year, and Asia Tax Policy Firm of the Year. Full details of awards can be viewed
at www.taxand.com/about-us

www.taxand.com
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Taxand would like to thank the OECD for the opportunity to respectfully provide the following
comments to the discussion draft on BEPS Action 4: “Interest deductions and other financial
payments”. Along with our gratitude, our recognition goes also to the work performed so far
by the OECD, through different working groups, around the BEPS initiative. It is a solid, highquality and transparent effort undertaken within a short period of time which, in all fairness,
needs to be acknowledged.
Our comments below intend to be practical and experience-based, as well as constructive, in
our responsibility as global tax advisors to contributing to a more comprehensive debate on
the issues raised.
A. What is interest and what are payments economically equivalent to interest?
Do any particular difficulties arise from applying a best practice rule to amounts equivalent to
interest paid under derivative instruments or hedging arrangements related to an entity’s
borrowing?
Derivative markets are increasingly sophisticated and payments made from such instruments
should receive special consideration. In many jurisdictions, the nature of the payments made
under derivative instruments depends on the underlying asset (e.g. interest rates, currencies,
commodities, etc.). Besides, certain derivative instruments can include interest and equity
elements, complicating the analysis of the nature of such instrument.
Special consideration should be given to payments made under derivative instruments
because not all of the payments made under such instruments should be treated as interest
or economically equivalent to interest.
A country may have unilateral rules to determine whether a payment should be treated as
interest. However, a common standard should be set to give juridical certainty to the
taxpayer and to avoid possible arbitrage opportunities (e.g. there could be a bias towards a
country whose definition of interest is more extensive to benefit from the deduction).
There is a need for uniformity on rules that are enacted to deal with base erosion and profit
shifting and we consider that this should be the case for payments made under derivative
instruments given their complexity and the wide variety of instruments available in the
market.
B. Who should a rule apply to?
Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether entities
are related?
A 25 per cent control test may not be accurate in all cases, since a person or group of
persons may have control of an entity with participation well below that threshold.
Alternatively, there could be cases where an entity holds participation greater than 25 per
cent in another entity and not having control.
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If the 25 per cent threshold is adopted in domestic rules, there may be cases where an
investor or group of investors with participation below that threshold but with control of an
entity or significant influence would not be subject to the application of a rule. These cases
should be covered to avoid aggressive tax planning.
Therefore, the 25 per cent control test should be adopted jointly with control or significant
influence tests to cover cases where decision-making shareholders fall under the scope of
the rule that limits interest deductions.
C. Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an
entity’s group
Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation rules or
(b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
The main issue from our perspective either way is the use of consolidated financial
statements as a primary source of information both for the taxpayer and the tax authorities.
Even though the past years have seen a movement towards convergence in accounting
standards, it is a reality that we are far from getting to unified global standards. Most of the
time, financial statements of local subsidiaries must be adapted based on the accounting
standards and the currency of the holding company to be able to prepare the consolidated
financial statements.
A subsidiary may be in need of providing information about the whole group to the local tax
authorities. This may increase compliance costs considering that local tax authorities would
need consolidated financial statements prepared according to local accounting standards.
The conversion of consolidated financial statements according to local financial standards
may lead to differences in the countries in which such group has a presence for purposes of
the application of the same rule.
Therefore, it would be necessary to establish a common standard under which the tax
authorities are able to measure the indebtedness of a company compared to the group as a
whole. Such rule should take into consideration the differences between accounting systems
so that the information provided is useful and fulfills its purpose.
The financial information should be presented in such a way that is the same for the different
tax administrations in the world. This would bring more certainty to the taxpayers and would
avoid distortions due to the criteria under which the financial figures are presented.

*****
We appreciate this opportunity to provide comments to the OECD and would be pleased to
discuss this further and to participate in any further discussion on these matters.
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More information on how to contact Taxand is provided above. Taxand is wholly committed
to supporting the OECD and we look forward to contributing to further debate.
Yours faithfully,
Taxand
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This response is the sole view of Taxand advisors and does not represent the opinions of
Taxand clients or contacts. As provided in Treasury Department Circular 230, this response
is not intended or written by any Taxand firms to be used, and cannot be used, by a client or
any other person or entity for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on
any taxpayer. The information contained herein is of a general nature, is up to date as of
February 2015 and is subject to change. Readers are reminded that they should not consider
this response to be a recommendation to undertake any tax position, nor consider the
information contained therein to be complete. Before any item or treatment is reported, or
excluded from reporting on tax returns, financial statements or any other document, for any
reason, readers should thoroughly evaluate their specific facts and circumstances, and
obtain the advice and assistance of qualified tax advisors. Even though all reasonable care
has been taken in the preparation of this response, Taxand and all of its firms do not accept
any liability for any errors that it may contain or lack of update before being submitted,
whether caused by negligence or otherwise, or for any losses, however caused, or sustained
by any person. Taxand is a global organisation of tax advisory firms. Each firm in each
country is a separate and independent legal entity responsible for delivering client services.
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TD BANK GROUP

Tax Services
TD Tower
Toronto, Ontario M5K 1A2
th
66 Wellington Street West, 5 Floor
T: 416 983 5368 F: 416 983 5191

Achim Pross,
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
2 Rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16
France

February 6, 2015

Via e-mail to interestdeductions@oecd.org
Dear Mr. Pross
TD appreciates the opportunity to submit comments on the Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4:
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments issued by the OECD on December 18, 2014
(the “Discussion Draft”).
In this submission we are making the following key points:
• We urge the OECD to deploy its substantial economic expertise to conduct the critically
important in depth economic analysis that should be the starting point for any further
work with respect to Action 4 and limitations on interest deductibility.
• We are concerned that significant interest deduction restrictions would lead to negative
macro-economic implications which would also reduce corporate tax revenues.
• We believe that the proposals to restrict interest deductions deserve more thorough
consideration both from an economic perspective and from a tax policy perspective.
• We are concerned that the Discussion Draft does not properly take the business reasons
for both third party and related party debt into account and rather starts from the
flawed premise that debt is merely a tax planning tool.
• The proposals as crafted would result in interest incurred by a multinational corporation
in the ordinary course of its business being deductible nowhere in the world.
• We urge the OECD to exempt financial institutions from these proposals or at a
minimum establish specific rules for financial institutions. The largest operating expense
of banks and other financial intermediaries is their interest expense, and it is of pivotal
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•

•

importance. While all businesses earn some interest income from their cash and
treasury functions, the role of financial intermediation is to earn a net interest spread
for the functions, services and risks undertaken from concurrently borrowing and
lending.
A major role of financial institutions is to provide liquidity in the global economy, any
restrictions of interest deductibility would endanger that liquidity role with potentially
grave consequences for the global economy.
A net interest rule that applies on an entity basis would be overly narrow and would not
appropriately net interest expense and related interest income. Rather, net interest
should be determined on a jurisdictional basis taking into account all entities within a
jurisdiction on an aggregate basis.

Overall concerns about BEPS Project
Before turning to the specific issues with respect to this Discussion Draft, we want to express
grave concern about the implications of these proposals for new limitations on interest
deductibility, together with the other pending BEPS proposals, for cross-border trade and
investment, and the global economy. Changes of the type being contemplated under the rubric
of the BEPS project, and the uncertainty that would be created by abandoning clear standards
and principles in favor of vague and subjective concepts, would have a profound adverse effect
in terms of stifling global business. We of course recognize the need for governments to raise
revenue to support essential government functions. However, they must do so efficiently and
without having a chilling effect on essential commerce.
We urge the OECD to ensure that the work on all the BEPS Actions includes full consideration of
the microeconomic and macroeconomic implications of any changes. The OECD has the worldclass resources needed to contribute to the global debate by educating participants about the
economic, policy, and revenue dimensions of the issues to be addressed and the solutions to be
developed. This should go beyond the corporate income tax system and include the whole
range of tax approaches available to governments.
The OECD and the countries involved in the BEPS project must not lose sight of the fact that the
role of business in the global economy is not to provide revenue for governments. In imposing
tax on business to provide government revenue, governments have both a compelling interest
and an obligation to minimize the impact on business. The fact that only some businesses are
subject to entity level taxes and others are not heightens the government’s obligation to
minimize the impact on those businesses that are subject to tax. Decisions regarding capital
structure are fundamental to any business. Financing costs are core costs of doing business.
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Broad new limitations on the deductibility of financing costs would have significant implications
for those businesses that are subject to corporate income taxes. The adverse impact of such
rules would vary widely across businesses depending on their capital structures, with the
unevenness of the impact exacerbated by the fact that some competing businesses are not
subject to entity level taxes. In seeking revenue from businesses, governments must weigh
both the impact of their proposals on particular businesses and the impact across businesses
against other approaches to the generation of revenue.
Overall concerns about BEPS Action 4
Debt and interest are central to the business of a bank. The capital structure of banks, including
the use of debt, is subject to strict regulation around the world. Moreover, the applicable
regulatory regimes are continuing to evolve in the aftermath of the financial crisis, with the
level of regulatory oversight increasing. At the same time, interest expense and interest
income are major items in a bank’s income statement, making the tax treatment of interest
expense a significant element in a bank’s overall tax profile. Therefore, the OECD’s work on
deductibility of interest and other financial payments has been a focal point for TD Bank since
the issuance of the OECD’s first report on BEPS two years ago in February 2013 and the
subsequent inclusion of Action 4 in the BEPS Action Plan released in July 2013.
We welcome the OECD’s recognition in the Discussion Draft that banks “present particular
issues that do not arise in other sectors.” We also welcome the OECD’s recommendation that
any new limitations on interest deductibility should key off net interest expense rather than
gross interest expense. However, we are concerned about the premises that underlie the
Discussion Draft’s analysis of debt and interest, which we believe reflect some fundamental
misunderstandings about capital structure and the operation of global businesses. We believe
that the proposals to restrict interest deductions contained in the Discussion Draft – some of
which are quite radical – deserve more thorough consideration both from an economic
perspective and from a tax policy perspective.
It must be recognized that decisions regarding financing and capital structure are fundamental
business decisions. This is true with respect to choices between equity and debt, choices as to
the particular characteristics of equity and debt instruments, and choices regarding use of third
party and intercompany financing. Consideration of the appropriate design of any limitations
on the deductibility of interest expense necessarily should start from the understanding that
the specifics of a company’s financing structure are an element of core business planning. We
are concerned that the Discussion Draft does not properly take the business reasons for both
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third party and related party debt into account and rather starts from the flawed premise that
debt is merely a tax planning tool.
The proposals as crafted would necessarily result in some portion – potentially a very significant
portion – of the interest incurred by a multinational corporation in the ordinary course of its
business being deductible nowhere in the world. This would interfere with business financing
decisions, which would impede investment and growth. The proposed group-wide approaches
would treat similar businesses very differently, depending on the leverage profile of the other
members in the group; which would be disruptive and contribute to a non-level playing field.
The proposals would have a particularly adverse effect on the merger and acquisitions market.
Uncertainty about the deductibility of interest expense would increase the cost of acquisitions.
Unequal treatment of financing costs would interfere with market competition with respect to
mergers and acquisitions. The potential disallowance of financing costs based on the profile of
the post-transaction group would result in either the deal that gets done not being the most
efficient from an economic perspective or no deal getting done at all. This impact on business
financing decisions would have adverse implications for the financial markets as a whole.
The Discussion Draft includes a brief mention of academic research related to leverage in
multinational groups. It indicates that academics have shown that “thin capitalisation is
strongly associated with multinational groups” and that “thin capitalisation rules have the
effect of reducing total debt of subsidiaries.” It also notes that there has been some study of
the question of how interest limitations impact investment, but concludes that “there does not
seem to be enough empirical evidence to reach conclusions on the actual impact of interest
limitation rules on foreign investment.” This of course is a critical question. In this regard, we
would note a recent study that is not cited in the Discussion Draft.
Peter Egger, Christian Keuschnigg, Valeria Merlo and Georg Wamser’s “Corporate Taxes and
Internal Borrowing Within Multinational Firms” 1 finds that internal debt is used by
multinational companies not only to shift taxable income but also to compensate for
differences in countries’ capital markets. Multinational companies use internal debt to finance
the most productive investments while minimizing borrowing costs. Local capital markets’
legal, accounting and governance standards, as well as the maturity and breadth of the local
financial sector, influence borrowing rates charged in the external capital markets. While
finding that internal debt is highly responsive to tax, the study also cautions that tax policy with
respect to leverage can have real effects on foreign direct investment:

1

Oxford University Centre for Business Taxation, WP 12/21, August 2012.
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Since this paper shows that internal debt within multinational firms is not only used
to avoid taxes but also to compensate differences in other fundamentals, tax policy
must consider that anti-tax avoidance measures designed to restrict profit shifting of
multinational firms (e.g., thin capitalization rules) might aggravate financing
constraints caused by non-tax fundamentals. Given our findings, such policies would
have significant effects on real investment decisions of multinational firms, which
are beyond their actual purpose.
It should be noted that, as a practical matter, the use of leverage is more easily identified and
measured than the use of other techniques that could be considered to result in BEPS. Thus,
leverage likely will continue to be a focus of both economic research and policymakers’
proposals for change, perhaps disproportionately so. However, it is imperative that careful
analysis of the economic effects of any options for policy change be undertaken, looking both at
the potential effectiveness on curtailing any BEPS activity and also at the potential impact on
real investment decisions. We urge the OECD to deploy its substantial economic expertise to
conduct the in depth economic analysis that should be the starting point for any further work
with respect to Action 4 and limitations on interest deductibility. The OECD should ensure that
the medicine is not worse than the ailment that it is intended to treat.
We similarly believe that more work is required from a tax policy perspective. As an initial
matter, we are concerned that the Discussion Draft too quickly dismisses the use of arm’s
length tests to address potential BEPS activity involving debt and interest. The Draft
acknowledges that “[a]n advantage of an arm’s length test is that it recognizes that entities may
have different levels of interest expense depending on their circumstances, and should not
disturb genuine commercial behavior.” This is an important advantage – indeed, it would seem
to be a key criterion for measuring any approach for limiting interest expense. However, the
Draft goes on to say that “such rules would be burdensome to apply and enforce.” And on this
basis, the Draft indicates that it was agreed that arm’s length tests should not be included as
options for a best practice recommendation.
To the contrary, we believe that arm’s length tests are a valuable tool that should be central to
the analysis. The data and the experience show that transfer pricing for debt is well established
and relatively straightforward. The determination of an arm's length transfer pricing interest
charge for a lending transaction involves a series of components for which good information
typically is available, principally:
• Credit rating of the borrower;
• Yield curve in the marketplace for comparable lending transactions;
• Size of the lending transaction;
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•

Options to renegotiate or prepay; and
Amount of securitization.

We urge the OECD to use the resources of Working Party 6 to do further work on the potential
for an arm’s length test and transfer pricing analysis to be a key component of the ultimate
recommendations for addressing the risk of BEPS in leverage and interest expense. And in this
regard, it is worth noting that in a regulated financial services environment the regulators
closely monitor related party transactions and demand that related party transactions occur at
"market rates or better."
We also are concerned that the work on this Action 4 seems to implicate the different tax
treatment of debt versus equity. This is a fundamental tax policy choice that goes well beyond
any focus on BEPS.
There are long-standing tax policy issues around the implications of the differences in tax
treatment of debt and equity and the potential bias for debt that is created because of the
potential for double taxation of corporate equity income. Capital income arises from both debt
(financing from bond investors) and equity (financing from equity investors). Corporate capital
income earned in the form of interest income by corporate bond holders is subject to domestic
individual income tax rules. Double taxation of such income normally does not arise because
normally a deduction for interest paid is allowed to the corporation. In contrast, the corporate
capital income earned in the form of dividends and capital gains by corporate equity holders
may bear a double tax because corporate dividend payments are not deductible.
It should be noted that many countries attempt to address this distortion by reducing the
double taxation of corporate equity income. One approach is through lower tax rates on
corporate dividends and capital gains (e.g., the United States). Another approach is an
Allowance for Corporate Equity (ACE) deduction (e.g., Italy). In contrast, trying to equalize the
tax treatment of corporate debt and equity by limiting interest expense deductions would
increase the overall corporate cost of capital in a country, essentially expanding the double
taxation of corporate income. It also would be structurally flawed, because a corporation that
has a legal obligation to pay interest but does not get a deduction may not have sufficient cash
flow left over to pay the resulting tax, thereby violating a core fiscal value which is the ability to
pay. This concern is normally addressed by restricting interest deductibility limitations to
circumstances where the corresponding income generated from the deployment of the capital
is not taxable or is tax preferred, or circumstances where the interest expense and
corresponding debt is non-arm’s length and excessive as an economic matter, and thus in
economic substance more akin to equity in any event.
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We believe this is another area where the OECD should deploy its economic expertise and
consider the development of recommendations related to the fundamental issue of the bias
against equity and in favor of debt. However, such work is not related to BEPS and should not
be undertaken within the constraints of the BEPS project timetable.
Financial services businesses should not be subject to general limitations
As noted in the opening, we appreciate the OECD’s recognition that banks are different in ways
that are directly relevant to the question of limitations on interest expense. We want to
underscore the importance of this fundamental point.
Banks and other financial intermediaries have long been recognized as playing a central role in
countries’ economies and serving as a critical driver of economic development. Financial
intermediaries provide important services to borrowers and lenders, investors, and insurance
policyholders that go beyond what individual players could achieve directly in the capital
markets. Banks provide monitoring and evaluation of borrowers; they provide consumption
smoothing and other types of liquidity; they combine lending and liquidity provision as a
commitment mechanism; and they intermediate between different saving/investment
durations and risk characteristics of borrowers and lenders.2
The largest operating expense of banks and other financial intermediaries is their interest
expense, and it is of pivotal importance. Interest expense is the equivalent of cost of goods
sold for non-financial businesses. Interest expense on borrowing permits banks and other
financial intermediaries to earn interest income on their lending activities. For example, the
interest paid to savings depositors enables banks to earn interest income from lending to
mortgage borrowers. While all businesses earn some interest income from their cash and
treasury functions, the role of financial intermediation is to earn a net interest spread for the
functions, services and risks undertaken from concurrently borrowing and lending.
Non-bank subsidiaries of banking groups are often funded by collateralized borrowings. In a
collateralized borrowing, the borrower of the cash supports its obligation to repay the lender by
2

See Ross Levine, Norman Loayza and Thorsten Beck, Financial Intermediation and Growth: Causality
and Causes, World Bank Policy Research Working paper, no 2059, 1999; Gary Gorton and Andrew
Winton, Financial Intermediation NBER Working Paper No. 8928, May 2002; and Michael Tiel, Finance
and Economic Growth: A Review of Theory and the Available Evidence, European Commission
Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs (ECFIN) Economic Papers, July 2001.
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posting collateral (debt or equity securities) that is approximately equal to the amount of cash
borrowed. Thus, collateralized borrowings result in generally equivalent increases to both the
asset and liability side of a balance sheet. Collateralized borrowings, by their nature, give rise to
debt and gross interest expense levels for banking and other financial services intermediaries
that can be many times the levels for businesses that are engaged in manufacturing or other
types of services. However, it is not the gross amounts that are of real relevance to the business
or economics of financial intermediation. Rather, what is relevant is the spread between the
income generated by the collateral and the interest expense on the borrowing.
More generally, another significant source of funding for subsidiaries of a financial services
entity is unsecured loans from the parent bank, which in turn is responsible for obtaining funds
from the market. Centralizing a worldwide group’s external unsecured borrowings at the parent
level provides a lower overall cost of funds, and provides an important risk management
function, because it permits the parent to monitor more closely the activities of the businesses
that are being funded. While, centralized borrowing, by its nature, results in related-party
interest expense, this expense is associated with an important business function.
Above-average leverage ratios of financial intermediaries, compared to other industries, simply
reflect their unique business model of borrowing in order to lend to businesses, households and
governments. Financial intermediaries are already subject to comprehensive financial
regulations, which include leverage and risk-adjusted minimum capital requirements, such as
the international regulatory framework for banks developed by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (Basel III) as well as individual countries’ banking regulations. Banking
capital requirements are specifically designed to ensure that banks are well-capitalized and not
over-leveraged. If interest tax deduction rules attempt to address over-leverage concerns, they
would be redundant and could potentially be in conflict with the bank regulatory capital
requirements.
A final point of particular importance in the financial services sector is that evolving prudential
regulatory capital standards could have the unintended effect of increasing effective tax rates
on financial institutions. Any discussion of thin capitalization standards should be balanced
with an appropriate emphasis on “fat capitalization” circumstances brought about because of
non-tax policy objectives to enhance the stability of systemically important and other financial
institutions. This work should be done with input from the regulators and from the industry. TD
Bank would welcome the opportunity to work with the OECD and G20 countries to develop
appropriate and workable rules in this regard.
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Focus of any limitation should be on net interest
Also as noted above, we welcome the OECD’s conclusion as reflected in the Discussion Draft
that any limitations on the deductibility of interest should key off net interest rather than gross
interest. We want to underscore the importance of this fundamental point as well.
The use of net interest as the starting point for any new limitation rules is critically important
for financial institutions, because most of the profit of banks and financial intermediaries comes
from the net interest margin from borrowing and lending. In many cases, a tax on gross
interest income or a denial of tax deduction for gross interest expense would result in tax cost
that exceeds the net interest margin from the transactions.
It is equally important that the computation of net interest be done to appropriately capture a
true “net” number. In this regard, we are concerned about the Discussion Draft’s use of the
word “entity.” A net interest rule that applies on an entity basis would be overly narrow and
would not appropriately calculate net interest expense and related interest income. Rather,
net interest should be determined on a jurisdictional basis taking into account all entities within
a jurisdiction on an aggregate basis. This is necessary to ensure that the interest expense of a
holding company that is used to raise financing for an operating business is properly netted
against the interesting income of its wholly owned operating company. Given the critical
importance of this point, we urge the OECD to make clarifications in a revised discussion draft.
*****
We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments on key issues with respect to the
Action 4 Discussion Draft. We would be happy to respond to questions or to provide any
further information that would be useful as the OECD continues its work in this important area.
Sincerely,

Peter van Dijk
Senior Vice President, Tax
TD Bank
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British Land’s response to OECD Public Discussion Draft-BEPS Action 4:
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments

To:

interestdeductions@oecd.org
5 February 2015

British Land Company PLC is one of Europe’s largest REITs with properties under
management of circa £18.8 billion 1. We manage, own, develop and finance a
portfolio of high quality properties. We are focused on UK retail and London offices.
Increasingly, our offices are in mixed use environments which include retail and
residential. In addition we have stand-alone residential developments in the prime
London residential market.
We share the concerns of the OECD regarding the potential for BEPS due to interest
deductions. We agree with the statement in section XIII of the discussion draft that
specific sectors may require particular attention.
We consider that particular
attention should be paid to the real estate sector generally as the sector uses higher
levels of debt than many other sectors and would be particularly impacted by a fixed
ratio rule which could result in genuine third party interest being disallowed. The
result of this is that regeneration and peripheral projects, which by their nature are
higher risk with more debt finance, may not proceed when such projects should be
encouraged particularly in the current economic climate.
UK REITS are subject to a special tax regime which includes restrictions on interest
allowance through the financing cost ratio rules. In addition, the profits of the
property rental business calculated under tax rules are not subject to corporation tax
but instead there is a requirement that 90% of the profits are distributed to
shareholders and taxed at the shareholder level.
Given the regulations and
restrictions that already apply to UK REITs we do not consider further interest
restrictions should be applied in calculating the distributable profits.
We would also note that the arm’s length test as currently applied in the UK is well
understood. This test is more sophisticated that than fixed ratio and group allocation
tests proposed and does not result in the issues arising from the proposals outlined.
We have been party to the response of the British Property Federation and echo the
views contained in their submission.
General Points
Debt is more accessible and flexible than equity finance. Debt can be drawn down
over time for example and can be used to manage cash flows particular in industries
where receipts or expenditure are cyclical. Equity raising is inflexible, burdensome
and can take time particularly for quoted companies. Debt can be drawn down more
quickly allowing for easier acquisitions of assets and therefore increasing the liquidity
in the market. In real estate debt is additionally a tool for diversifying risk as it
enables investors to have exposure to a broader asset mix.
The discussion document assumes that debt can be reallocated within a group so
that an interest allocation method would not cause inequitable results (some
companies in the group having a disallowance and others having spare capacity). In
reality it is difficult to restructure the debt/equity structure particularly when group
entities are in a number of jurisdictions.
1

At 30 September 2014 per half year results
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We accept that intra-group loans and interest deductions can be used to shift profits.
However, the vast majority of intra-group debt does not result in base erosion or
profit shifting. Most internal debt financing within groups is undertaken because this
is the easiest and most convenient method of financing business activities. Equity
financing and the payment of dividends is a much less flexible approach and more
expensive.
Other anti-BEPS rules such as anti-hybrid rules (Action 2), Treaty anti-abuse rules
(Action 6) and appropriate CFC rules (Action 3) should apply in priority to a more
general rule on interest.
A fixed ratio rule would generally be easier to operate than a group-wide test, but
any rules must allow more flexibility for OECD members to set a rate which is
appropriate for their particular tax system and at a level which does not constrain
investment in capital-intensive industries. Appropriate exceptions should be
available, possibly allowing use of the arm's length rule, to ensure that any rule is
proportionate to the BEPS issue.
The discussion draft concludes that the arm’s length test should not form part of the
consultation process. If a company is able to demonstrate that it would have the
ability to borrow both the quantum of debt and at the rate charged from a third
party, it is difficult to comprehend that such a transaction could be seen as
“excessive” (which is the stated goal of BEPS Action 4) just because the actual
borrowing then took place between related parties. The arm’s length principle allows
different industries to be catered for without exceptions and the specific
circumstances of the debt to be considered (e.g. what are the funds used for, would
this need to be guaranteed by the group parent, the credit rating of the company
etc), all of which are arbitrarily ignored in both the group-wide test and fixed ratio.
We would strongly recommend that the arm’s length test is permitted as an option
for best practice along with any alternatives.
Responses to the Relevant Consultation questions
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the
position of an entity's group.
Q7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a)
interest allocation rules or (b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out
in the consultation document?
While not limiting the overall 3rd party interest that a group can have is certainly a
good thing, there are a number of significant practical issues.
1. This proposal assumes that a group could restructure their internal debt to
enable relief to be claimed in full for all external interest paid. Such
restructuring would be highly problematic and in some cases impossible
particularly where all entities are not 100% owned. The result would be that a
group would be unable to claim deduction for all interest paid.
2. Within the real estate sector it is usual for each asset to be owned by a
separate company to reduce risks in respect of one property impacting others
and to enable smaller lot sizes to be sold. The debt level will take into account
the jurisdiction and nature of the asset. A group allocation rule ignores the
fact that different countries have different borrowing conditions and interest
rates and therefore, the interest paid in one county is not comparable with
the interest paid in another.
3. An entity in a low geared group that is paying a high level of interest would
suffer in comparison with an identical entity in a highly geared group.
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Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed
ratio
Q26/27. Would a fixed ratio pose particular problems for entities in certain
sectors? For what reasons would the interest to earnings or interest to
asset value ratios of an individual entity significantly exceed the equivalent
ratios of its worldwide group?
Whilst we agree that a fixed ratio rule would be straightforward for both industry and
tax authorities to apply we consider that the disadvantages outweigh the benefits.
As noted in the discussion draft, a fixed ratio rule will negatively impact capital
intensive industries (such as manufacturing and real estate) that rely on debt. In
real estate, due to the security of the income stream it is not uncommon for banks
to lend up to 80% of the value of an income producing asset. Under current transfer
pricing rules the company is able to deduct the interest expense in full following the
arm’s length rules. However a fixed ratio would allow a much lower interest
deduction unless exceptions are made for capital intensive sectors.
Within a group, the ratios for different entities will vary depending on the jurisdiction
in which they operate and the activities which they undertake. In a real estate
group, those entities holding real estate assets will be highly geared whereas those
undertaking property management activities may have little or no debt.
Carry forward of disallowed interest or unused capacity to deduct interest
Q32. To what extent could a carry forward of disallowed interest or unused
capacity to deduct interest help smooth the effects of a general interest
limitation rule?
This rule assumes that the earnings or assets of an entity are significantly volatile so
that their interest/EBITDA ratio would vary over time. In reality, especially in real
estate, this is not the case. Both the interest and earnings would not vary
significantly from year to year given the long term nature of both debt and leases
within the real estate sector. Therefore an entity with disallowed interest in one year
is unlikely to have capacity in future years.
The ability to carry forward disallowed interest does not address the issue of double
taxation within a group when the disallowed interest is intragroup. Where intragroup
interest expense is disallowed the company received the interest will still be taxed on
the income unless there is some corresponding adjustment system which would be
difficult to operate cross border.
Considerations for groups in specific sectors
Q35. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general
interest limitations rules to entities operation in sectors subject to special
taxation regimes?
As noted the real estate sector is more capital intensive than many others. Real
estate businesses use debt for primarily commercial reasons; given its bulky nature,
it is often difficult to finance real estate through equity alone and debt can help
significantly to make projects viable by reducing the overall cost of capital for
investors. Debt finance also enables greater diversification by investors (they can
gain exposure to more assets than by investing in equity alone) and increases the
liquidity of real estate overall (by increasing the finance available to buy it). The tax
deductibility of debt almost certainly increases its attractiveness (by reducing its
after tax cost), but it is by no means one of the main reasons that real estate
investors resort to using it. Debt may also come with covenants such as ring fenced
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security, cover tests etc. These are commercial constraints and seek to give the
lender protection. Consideration should be given to applying a different rule to the
real estate sector generally; either higher ratios or permitting the use of an arm’s
length test.
UK REITS are subject to a special tax regime which includes restrictions on interest
allowed through the financing cost ratio rules in the UK Corporation Tax Act 2010
section 543. In addition, the profits of the property rental business calculated under
tax rules are not subject to corporation tax but instead there is a requirement that
90% of the profits are distributed to shareholders.
The majority of REITs have gearing between 25% and 40%. If a fixed ratio rule was
introduced with a lower percentage no tax payment would result but the profits
required to be distributed may increase. A REIT could therefore have insufficient
reserves to make the distribution required particularly if they were highly geared. We
suggest that REITs are carved out of these provisions as they already have an
interest cover test as described above
I am happy to discuss any matters with you and can be reached on 0207 467 2912.
Regards
Charles Middleton
Head of Tax
The British Land Company PLC

45 Seymour Street London W1H 7LX
T +44 (0)20 7486 4466 F +44 (0)20 7935 5552 W www.britishland.com
Registered Office at business address Reg No. 621920 England – Established 1856
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DIE FAMILIENUNTERNEHMER | Charlottenstraße 24 | 10117 Berlin

Berlin, 6 February 2015

Center for Tax Policy and Administration
OECD
Via email: interestdeductions@oecd.org

Comments on Discussion Draft BEPS Action 4: Interest Deductions and
other Financial Payments
Dear Sir or Madam,

Tel. 030 300 65-310
Fax 030 300 65-303

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the discussion draft on
BEPS Action 4 published on 18 December 2014.
The German business association The Family Entrepreneurs – ASU
represents almost 5,000 family businesses in various sectors. Founded in
1949, it speaks on behalf of 180,000 family entrepreneurs with more
than 8 million employees. They reflect a wide range of businesses from
small, medium sized and international corporations.
Our members constitute a substantial part of the nation’s GDP. They are
significant drivers of the German economy and export industry as well
as internationally well connected. We therefore welcome the OECD/G20
initiative and its aim to create a single set of consensus based
international tax rules to address Base Erosion and Profit Shifting by
simultaneously encouraging non-harmful tax competition among states.
The Family Entrepreneurs – ASU has closely monitored the BEPS Project
from its beginnings and applaud the fast pace of work at the OECD.
Nonetheless, we have become increasingly concerned that the initial
objectives of the project are lost in technical details. With an increasing
number of countries proposing unilateral measures to counter BEPS and
to increase domestic tax revenues the risk of uncertainty, complexity
and double taxation for taxpayers is once again growing.
Debt Bias in Corporate Taxation
The discussion draft clearly identifies that the root of many base erosion
and profit shifting possibilities lays in different taxation principles
applied to tax and equity. Interest on debt is generally a deductible
expense of the payer and taxed at ordinary rates in the hands of the
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payee. Dividends, or other equity returns, on the other hand, are
generally not deductible and are typically subject to some form of tax
relief in the hands of the payee.
Instead of finding solutions to overcome this debt bias, the discussion
drafts merely offers highly complex alterations of the current rules. The
root causes of BEPS could however be eliminated if tax regimes would
be encouraged that do not favor debt and other forms of investment
over equity but create a level playing field for all forms of savings and
all types of owners. These include notional interest deductions,
allowances for corporate equity or similar regimes.
Eliminating the tax induced debt bias would also encourage companies
to re-invest their retained earnings in the business. This would
contribute to sustainable economic growth and employment.
The European Commission and the International Monetary Fund have
acknowledged these benefits and are advancing work in this area. We
strongly encourage the OECD and particularly the work on Action 4 to
reflect on these projects and contribute to their project.
Interest Deduction Level
As the discussion draft rightfully notes, Germany and many other
countries with an earnings-based interest expense rule permit entities
to deduct interest up to 30 percent of their earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation, and amortization. Nevertheless it omits that these
rules are still considered to be very controversial from a business as well
as from a legal perspective. For example, the German rule not only
includes transactions of possible BEPS cases within the company group
but also transactions with third parties such as banks.
The German interest expense rule is in fact under critical examination
before the constitutional court because it disregards the objective net
principle. Also concerns regarding the discrimination of the European
freedoms of capital movement and establishment persist. From an
economic perspective it furthermore clearly distorts investment
decisions. Therefore it should first of all be examined if the
recommendation for such rules should at all be expressed.
However, the discussion draft even goes beyond merely proposing such
regimes, stating that anecdotal evidence "indicates that those
benchmark ratios may be too high to be effective in preventing base
erosion and profit shifting." Furthermore, the potential payments to
which a rule may apply are much broader than pure interest. In
Germany, quite contrarily the limitation of (only) interest deduction is
often taken as the prime example for the lack of aggressive tax planning
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in Germany. A reduction of the already low 30 percent mark and
additionally adding other payments would unnecessarily burden
companies even more. The legal and economic issues would become
even more evident.
Group Based Formulas
To provide the necessary results in combatting base erosion and profit
shifting there would need to be widespread consensus among countries
on formulas. For many countries, such as Germany, it would mean a
complete change of the current system. For example, allocating income
and deductions across a group based on formulas neglects contracts and
legally separate entities. An eventual tax reform based on the specific
characteristics of German tax accounting (in contrast to American or UK
accounting) could prove to be very difficult to overcome and lead to a
long period of uncertainty for business.
The discussion document moreover fails to consider the huge
compliance burden that multinationals would face when attempting to
apply a new group-wide allocation rule. This is especially true for
German family companies doing business internationally which do not
have the same resources and expertise as multinational corporations.
Therefore considerable safe harbor rules need to be granted.
It should also be noted that debt is mostly allocated in order to
compensate otherwise resulting double taxation. In case this possibility
is restricted through a group wide formula, other options for relief need
to be provided.
Finally, the proposed measures could lead to much broader market
interferences. Expanding to new markets, buying companies or assets
may become less attractive if the interest deductions for tax purposes
cannot be obtained, which in turn increases the cost of borrowing and
reduces the buying power.
In all, the group wide formula would lead to a new fragmentation and
incongruences internationally as well as growing double taxation and
uncertainty for business.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Kind regards,

Dr. Peer-Robin Paulus

Ninja-Antonia Reggelin, LL.M.
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BY ELECTRONIC MAIL: interestdeductions@oecd.org
06 February 2015
Mr. Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Committee on Fiscal Affairs, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Paris, France
Dear Mr. Pross,
Please find enclosed comments on Action 4 (Interest deductions and other financial payments) on
behalf of The Infrastructure Forum’s Taxation Working Group.
The Infrastructure Forum is part of the European Policy Forum, which has been improving the quality
of policy ideas for the UK and the EU since 1992. The Forum is highly regarded for its expertise in
the financial, energy, telecoms and other regulated sectors. It attracts the highest level of policymakers
at the international, European and national level with a special mission to bring together
policymakers, regulators and market participants in constructive dialogue.
The Taxation Working Group, chaired by Margaret Stephens, Partner, EMA Lead Infrastructure
Tax, KPMG, brings together representatives from international businesses from across the
infrastructure sector, including the organisations listed below. A wide range of investors, developers,
utilities and advisers have provided the examples and insights in our representations.
I hope that you and your officials will find the analysis and suggestions of the Working Group helpful
in the coming weeks.
TIF Tax Group representatives would like to be invited to the public consultation on 17 February and
will register on your site.
With all good wishes,

Graham Mather - President, The Infrastructure Forum
3i Investments plc
Balfour Beatty plc
Foresight Group LLP
Heathrow Airport Ltd
InfraRed Capital Partners Ltd
Skanska Infrastructure Development UK Ltd
KPMG LLP

Amber Infrastructure Ltd
Bilfinger Berger Global Infrastructure Fund
Foresight Solar Fund Ltd
HICL Infrastructure Company Ltd
International Public Partnerships Ltd
The Renewables Infrastructure Group Ltd
EY
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INTRODUCTION
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TIF is pleased to comment on OECD’s, “Public Discussion Draft on Action 4: Interest deductions
and other financial payments,” published on 18 December 2014, which forms part of the OECD’s
Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (“BEPS”).
Our response is focussed on the impact on long term infrastructure investment in UK and other
countries. The OECD itself has stated that US$50trillion+ of investment is needed to meet
transport, water and energy demands over the coming decades, and acknowledges its importance
in driving competitiveness, boosting trade and promoting economic growth.
We know OECD is acutely aware that the fallout from the financial crisis has exposed the
limitations of relying on traditional sources of long-term investment finance such as banks.
Governments are looking for other sources of funds to support long-term infrastructure projects
essential to sustaining a dynamic global economy, including in particular from investors such as
pension and sovereign wealth funds (collectively referred to as “Institutional Funds” throughout
this submission) which are potentially able to deploy much needed long-term capital.
We are wholly supportive of the BEPS project objectives but we are concerned that the proposals
presented in the Discussion Draft would eliminate or put at risk tax relief for interest to an extent
beyond addressing opportunities for BEPS and significantly increase cost of capital to the
detriment of investment in infrastructure. This risk is acknowledged in the Discussion Draft which
explains that no work has been done on the impact of the proposals on cross- border investment in
particular into developing countries.
By introducing structural restrictions on tax relief for interest which are separated from
commercial financing decisions, we believe the proposals would have a significant impact in the
following ways: they would distort competition which is vital for public confidence and value for
money, they would introduce uncertainty into third party financing decisions and they will
increase the cost of capital. They have very complex and unpredictable ramifications and we
have set out to explain some of these, with examples drawn from experience of TIF Members, in
answering the questions below.
We are also concerned that best practice guidance to introduce the proposals may disadvantage
smaller and developing countries which are not open to or able to engage with major global
investors on detailed implementation of the proposals. Many countries which have forms of
structural interest restrictions do have careful carve outs and exemptions which are beneficial for
particular investors.
We have explained in our detailed responses the practical issues arising from (a) mandating and
defining as best practice a group-wide approach rather than allowing countries which have the
means and inclination to seek to address BEPS on an entity-based basis and (b) setting ‘fixed’
ratios that are not sector-sensitive:
o we have set out to explain the practical impact of the group-wide allocation rule and how it
would distort outcomes as between different investor/owner combinations and create
uncertainty and barriers to investment and have the effect of narrowing the flow of capital
into the sector; and
o we have explained that the fixed ratio rule is potentially workable but that set at a low level to
capture BEPS would increase the cost of capital for infrastructure investment.
Adverse effects on infrastructure investment are mitigated to some extent by recommending that
tax relief is available for third party debt using an entity-based approach.
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•

•

•

•

However, much more work is needed to ensure that recommended proposals do not capture by
accident any non-BEPS motivated lending. The goal should be to exclude pure commercial debt
(i.e. not created or structured to push tax deductions into higher tax territories) from the rules,
irrespective of the borrowing entity’s current or future ownership situation.
Similarly, guidance should recommend that since groups operating in only one country, with net
group third party debt that matches their cumulative group entity level net debt, have no BEPS
risk they should not be subject to restrictions.
We believe the OECD best practice guidance should allow countries the freedom to address the
risks of BEPS through interest deductions in a way which is proportionate to their country’s risk
and its requirement to attract foreign investment to fund growth and investment. We believe it is
possible for this approach to satisfy the remit of BEPS action item 4 without damaging
availability of funds for investment.
The proposals in the Discussion Draft are so far reaching and disruptive to existing financing
arrangements that recommendation should be included for countries seeking to apply them to
engage with their investment communities and regulated and unregulated infrastructure providers
on transitional measures. These measures should seek to mitigate the most damaging
consequences such as defaults and loss of investor confidence.
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ANNEX 1 – Responses to SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS FOR CONSULTATION
What is the interest and what are financial payments economically equivalent to interest?
1. Do any particular difficulties arise from applying a best practice rule to the items set out in
this chapter, such as the inclusion of amounts incurred with respect to Islamic finance? If
so, what are these difficulties and how do they arise?
2. Are there any specific items which should be covered by a best practice rule which would
not be covered by the approach set out in this chapter? What are these and how could they
be included within a definition of interest and other financial payments that are
economically equivalent to interest?
•

In designing a system which relies on identification of net interest expense for a groupwide allocation and/or a fixed ratio rule based on EBITDA, it is also necessary to
consider whether certain types of interest income as disclosed in financial statements
should be included when determining net interest expense or EBITDA.

‘Finance debtor’ interest income in PPP projects
•

•

•

•

Groups who invest in private public partnership (‘PPP’) infrastructure projects in some
cases are required to account for these projects as ‘finance debtors’ pursuant to IFRIC12 –
the effect of this is that, even though the underlying revenue represents a service fee
stream from government counterparties, the particular accounting standards sometimes
disclose the amounts as interest income, even though they are not sums that are
‘economically equivalent to interest’ for tax purposes.
The effect of this is that the actual net interest expense in the consolidated financial
statements (and in the individual project entities) of a corporate group which invests in
PPPs across the world may be a lot lower than its true net interest expense due to the
appearance of PPP project revenue as interest income in its accounts.
Under a fixed ratio approach, it may be necessary to ensure such amounts are treated as
interest income, so that corresponding interest expense can be applied against the interest
income in full without restriction. However, further detailed consideration is required, as,
depending on varying local tax and accounting regimes, it may also be necessary to allow
the inclusion of such amounts within EBITDA to minimise unintended restrictions.
Under a group-wide allocation approach, the position is similarly complex and will
require closer consideration if such a rule were implemented to determine how finance
debtor interest income should be treated. For example, if such amounts were netted off
when arriving at a consolidated group’s net interest expense (thereby reducing the overall
amount available for allocation), it would be necessary to ensure it is also netted off in
each of the companies when determining the amount of expense subject to the cap.

Who should a rule apply to?
3. Are there any other scenarios you see that pose base erosion or profit shifting risk? If so,
please give a description of these scenarios along with examples of how they might arise.
3rd party lending to a subsidiary of a corporate group – no BEPS risk
The Discussion Draft proposed that an approach to tackling BEPS using interest should not
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apply to interest paid by B Co to a third party lender in Scenario 4. Paragraph 40 infers that
Scenario 1 is prone to BEPS and requires an interest limitation rule.

3rd party
lender

Interest

However, if B Co in Scenario 1 were to have an identical loan from a third party lender,
secured over the assets and cashflows of B Co with no recourse to the A Co group (i.e. a
‘standalone’ financing structure irrespective of the fact that B Co is part of the A Co group), it
is not consistent that BEPS limitations should apply to B Co in that case.
Potential for distortions in competition
It is a common feature of the infrastructure industry (where different investor types such as
subsidiaries of corporate group, institutional investors and funds etc.) compete standalone
and/or in consortium structures for the same assets to deliver the most cost effective bid for
the benefit of consumers and government. If both companies were bidding for the same
contract/asset, B Co in Scenario 1 would be at a competitive disadvantage to B Co in Scenario
4 because B Co’s interest relief assumptions would become uncertain and sensitive to other
activities of A Co and its wider group beyond B Co’s control.
Therefore, care needs to be taken that rules aimed to target BEPS (for which the stated
objective is to minimise competitive distortions) do not themselves create competitive
distortions between companies, particularly in the infrastructure sector which is highly reliant
on a range of investor types participating and competing for the same projects. In a situation
such as that illustrated above, a solution would be to carve B Co and/or the 3rd party debt in
Scenario 1 out of the rules on the basis that there is no scope for BEPS ‘mischief’.
4. Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether entities
are related?
It is not clear in the Discussion Draft how the 25% test would be applied in designing rules to
counter BEPS. The discussion in Chapter VIII is based around a group wide test (based on
control) and the discussion in Chapter IX would seek to limit interest expense regardless of
the level of ownership. As such it is not clear when a 25% connected party test would be
relevant, other than through the discussion at section VIII.H which considers treating them as
part of the interest limitation group or applying targeted measures.
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Arbitrary threshold which would drive tax-motivated behaviour
At whatever percentage this threshold is set, it provides a motivation to structure to obtain a
tax advantage or avoid a disadvantage. A 25% interest does carry minority protection rights
but commercially being one of 5 x 20% shareholders is not really different to being one of 4 x
25% shareholders, yet the difference between having tax relief or not on related party interest
may make a significant difference to the price at which a consortium can bid for a contract.
An arbitrary cut off creates an incentive for tax structuring which may have an undesirable
commercial outcome. It may be, however, that consortia (say) bidding for a contract could be
treated as acting together to provide finance and so ‘connected’ in any case.
Distortive effect on infrastructure investment which has a wide range of ownership structures
In a sector such as infrastructure, the OECD itself has stated that US$50trillion+ of
investment is needed to meet transport, water and energy demands over the coming decades,
and acknowledge its importance in driving competitiveness, boosting trade and promoting
economic growth. The OECD is acutely aware that the fallout from the financial crisis has
exposed the limitations of relying on traditional sources of long-term investment finance such
as banks and that Governments are looking for other sources of funds to support long-term
infrastructure projects essential to sustaining a dynamic economy, including in particular from
institutional investors such as pension funds and sovereign wealth funds who are increasingly
looking to deploy much needed long-term capital into the sector.
As each countries’ investment needs and infrastructure projects grow larger, the type of
consortia bidding to fund and acquire such projects continually evolves – it is common to see
a competition to invest in / acquire an important infrastructure asset contended by, say, 3 or
more bidders – one may be bidding alone for a 100% stake, one may be bidding on a 50:50
basis with a partner and one may comprise a range of investors in ratios such as 40:30:20:10.
By making interest deductibility assumptions in a bid a function of the investors’ percentage
ownership, such a rule could in fact distort competition and in this example may even make it
impossible for the first 2 consortia to bid as the 3rd consortia may already have a tax
advantage even if it would not otherwise have the strongest bid. The impact would be that tax
rules would narrow the flow of much needed capital into the sector, or encourage consortia
formation to be tax driven – either way a barrier to investment.
Distortive effect on infrastructure businesses whose ownership changes hands over their life
Similarly, given infrastructure businesses and their financing arrangements are long-term and
straddle multiple changes of ownership (e.g. corporate developers selling majority and
minority stakes to different investor types etc.) an arbitrary cut off such as a 25% test would
make a business’ tax relief on interest sensitive to changes of ownership and therefore very
difficult to obtain certainty on at the time of originally financing the project.
For such projects, a best practice approach would result in consistent outcomes across
different bidder and ownership profiles to make such projects resilient to change and
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‘bankable’ upfront – this would involve having access to entity-based and sector-specific ratio
testing (such that genuine 3rd party debt raised at the level of the entity based on its standalone
economics will always be deductible) supported by targeted rules.
What should a rule apply to? (A) the level of debt or interest expense and (B) an entity’s gross or
net position
5. What are the problems that may arise if a rule applies to net interest expense? Are there
any situations in which gross interest expense or the level of debt would be more
appropriate?
Please see response to question 2 concerning infrastructure projects accounted for as financial
assets under IFRIC 12, which could give rise to problems particularly when applying a groupwide allocation rule.
Should a small entity exception or threshold apply?
6. Are there any other approaches that could be used to exclude low risk entities? What are
these and what advantages would they have?
Gateway test
A ‘gateway’ test could operate to exclude groups operating only in one country with no BEPS
risk; for example if a group, wholly tax resident in one country, has net group third party debt
which matches with cumulative group entity level net debt (which it should), it should be
clear there is no BEPS. This would reduce tax compliance burden for the tax authority and the
taxpayer.
Other indicators of low or no BEPS risk
Other situations indicative of low or no BEPS risk would include companies in groups that do
not have cross-border transactions, and, as described further below, specific industry sectors
such as infrastructure, energy and PPP projects which have entered into long-term supply
contracts, and where public regulation applies (e.g. economic regulation or regulation of
price/services in the case of PPP projects).
Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to the position of an entity’s group
Overview – misalignment with commercial reality
We are concerned that a ‘top down’ group-wide approach to interest deductibility is based on
an overly simplified theoretical concept akin to ‘global tax consolidation’ and fails to
recognise the commercial realities that exist both within group entities’ dealings with each
other and with their lenders.
Commercial lenders to worldwide groups do not always view them as a single entity and
often lend to distinct entities or parts within that group without recourse or regard to the wider
group – and lenders themselves require certainty over the post-tax cash flows to the entities
they are lending to. Similarly, entities within groups seek to ensure their capital structures are
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fit for purpose having regard to multiple local statutory, commercial, tax and regulatory
requirements.
The group-wide test as outlined in the Discussion Draft is tantamount to a piercing of the
corporate veil for a group’s external and internal debt arrangements – in effect it is a rule that
automatically disregards both the economic substance and form of funding transactions
between a group, its lenders, and its subsidiaries. It is a significant departure from the
OECD’s own arm’s length approach to cross-border dealings – in our view it should only be
considered as a last resort where arrangements have clearly been shown to be abusive and
should not have any place within a best practice rule.
Uncertainty / inability to project when or where tax relief will arise
The uncertainty arising from groups being unable to project when or where they will receive
interest deductions and incur tax liabilities as a result of a ‘top down’ group-wide approach
far outweighs the perceived difficulty of groups applying an entity-based / bottom up
approach which takes into account their actual external and internal debt arrangements.
Group-wide tests (for example, UK debt cap rules, the Australian worldwide gearing test etc.)
already exist to address BEPS by providing ceilings and caps on what a local subsidiary can
deduct to ensure it is not excessively geared with reference to its worldwide group. Best
practice in our view would be for these (and existing, or refined, anti-abuse rules) to support
ratio-based tests which are both flexible in recognising the sectors in which the group
operates and in allowing groups to ‘drill down’ to undertake the tests at an entity level where
3rd party and/or related party financing exists at that level.
Rationale for debt and impact on cross-border investment
At this stage no work has been done on the impact of this new international tax policy on
cross border investment in particular into developing countries. Multi-national entities or
“MNEs” (Box 4 page 50 supports this) and pension funds and sovereign wealth funds (both of
which may have no net third party debt) make investments for commercial reasons using debt.
Debt is different legally, commercially and for accounting purposes, for example it is
repayable, ranks above equity and has a predetermined return. Tax is one feature which is
taken into account in deciding whether an investment is made using debt but in many cases
will not be the determining factor.
For example pension funds will often choose debt instruments with a stable yield and low risk
to match their obligations to pensioners. Debt will often be used in developing countries. It
will remain the case that debt is used and so tax rules will be set in conflict with commercial
reality with unpredictable results, risk of unexpected tax liabilities or windfall gains and a
large and complex compliance burden globally for all investors. Loss of tax relief for interest
will as the draft guidance suggests increase the cost of capital.
The German studies mentioned at Para 31 are not good evidence, being based on just one
country (where the rules don’t apply in many circumstances e.g. through de-minimis rules and
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in relation to consortium structures / joint venture structures where neither party has outright
control), and moreover, Germany is not a country that is heavily dependent on inbound
investment.
Wider adverse consequences
This policy if implemented would eliminate or put at risk tax relief for interest to an extent
beyond addressing opportunities for BEPs. It would increase cost of capital and would be
likely to impact the availability of long term capital for international investment which is
itself an OECD project.
As discussed elsewhere in our response we consider that there is a very high risk that groups
would end up in a position in which they would not be able to claim tax relief for all of their
net interest expense under the interest cap rule because, in practice, it is very unlikely that
intra-group finances could be so well managed as to avoid any mismatch as between the
actual interest expense and the allocated interest expense.
If this methodology is to be pursued then at the very least we would suggest that there should
be a rule which (a) enables taxpayers to choose which interest expense amounts are to be
disallowed (in particular as between third party interest and intra-group interest) and (b)
exempts intra-group interest income when the corresponding interest expense has been
disallowed.
This should alleviate the risk of double taxation in scenarios where entities have actual
interest expense exceeding allocated interest expense.
7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation rules or
(b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
Distortions of commercial outcomes which would act as barriers to investment
There are major global investors who are important sources of long-term capital; for example
pension and government reserve and wealth funds. Many countries which are developing, for
example new or replacement infrastructure, benefit from their long-term investment.
These investors would generally not have net third party debt at the parent entity level and so
direct, controlled investments would not receive tax relief for any borrowings whatever the
allocation method. This can also be true of some MNE’s, for example, which raise new
capital on the equity markets or say hold cash deposits temporarily having sold a business.
All these investors do, and will continue to, invest debt in group entities for commercial
reasons. These reasons include flexibility in timing of return of capital through loan
repayments, predictable cash yield and avoiding trapped cash.
Group entities would have borrowed third party debt or received internal loans for entirely
commercial reasons but would not receive tax relief even though there is no BEPS.
Some examples of the practical difficulties which follow from this are:
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•

The cost of long-term third party borrowing would increase and/or costs to consumers
even if there is no loss of tax relief.
Example: a group entity raises bank debt to finance the building of a new power station.
Bank debt is cheaper than raising equity. The debt is non-recourse and secured over
shares in the group entity. Various financial covenants must be met for the duration of the
debt. A financial model is the basis for calculating how much the bank will lend on the
basis of the revenues and expenditure of the power station. It cannot be assumed in
advance that all of the interest will be tax deductible in future years under the Group wide
allocation rule. This is because it is part of a large and complex group which may hold
large cash deposits in any year.
Therefore either less can be borrowed from the bank and more expensive capital must be
raised to build the power station or perhaps the revenues which must be earned by the
power station (and hence cost of energy to consumers) must increase. In due course, it
may be the case that some tax deductions are available because the group entity receives
an allocation of the group’s third party net interest. So decisions have been based on
prudent assumptions which turn out to be incorrect and perhaps energy costs more than it
should have done and the company has the tax relief anyway.
This is an example of how lack of predictability of the tax outcome itself is a cost and
distorts a commercial outcome (even where there is no risk of BEPS as lenders to a nonrecourse structure like this have sized the debt to be fully serviceable from the project’s
cashflows alone and, as such, cannot by definition be excessive).

•

The international investment market which releases capital for new development is
discouraged
Example: a consortium of international contractors has built a toll road. They have raised
long term third party bond finance. Tax relief on the latter is not restricted under the
group wide rules. Once built and operational, they appoint an operator/manager, and need
to release their own capital to finance the building of new transport infrastructure in
different countries.
They seek the highest bid from “passive” institutional investors. A pension fund with no
net third party debt can only bid for a minority stake as part of a consortium as otherwise
the bond interest might not be deductible. However the transaction is too small at that
level so it does not bid. Larger, controlling stakes command higher values because
transaction costs are better value. The selling consortium receives lower proceeds to
invest risk capital in future new developments.

•

Some investors will realise a windfall gain through structuring
Example: Two contractors build a road for a public authority under a 30 year build,
finance and operate concession. They raise third party debt and also invest themselves
through a mixture of equity and debt. They are not caught by the group rules because
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neither has control but as connected parties, while they are taxed on interest received, the
entity itself receives no tax relief for interest paid to its contractor investors. This tax
profile has been assumed in the pricing agreed with the local authority.
Once it has been built they sell the road concession business. The highest bidder for the
debt and equity is a ‘collective investment fund’ i.e. a vehicle which pools funds from
multiple partners/investors, which is neither caught by group interest allocation nor
connected party rules. The entity now has tax relief on both the third party and investor
debt and so has a windfall additional tax relief. Consortia (including corporate investors)
and Institutional Funds which could be caught by the group allocation and connected
party interest restrictions are not able to bid such a competitive price.
•

Costs to the public sector increase

Live current example: in the case of a hospital built by contractors under a 30 year
concession, financed by bank debt of £1.1bn and investor debt of £200m, if no interest is
tax relievable, the concession is terminated under the bank debt terms. This means the
public sector takes ownership and must pay out the bank. The investors lose their loans
and investment and the contract for works. If interest relief is limited to 38% EBITDA the
project become financially unstable. If the contract price had been negotiated with the
public sector on the basis of this interest relief restriction, it would have increased by
6%.
Specialist tax regimes and oil and gas companies
The approach in the Discussion Draft does not take any account of Government intervention
(e.g. in the power generation sector) where individual countries have policies which de-risk
and incentivise investments through tax credits or provide certainty over revenue streams
which result in investments being able to be funded directly with external debt. Neither does
the approach take account of the sector in which the subsidiary operates. For example, a
lender would usually be more comfortable lending to an oil company with proven oil reserves
than an as yet unestablished business.
In some industries many territories and tax regimes do not allow interest to be deducted
against income under domestic law. For example, for oil and gas companies who are party to
a Production Sharing Contract (PSC). PSC regimes will not allow any financing cost to be
deducted under domestic law and hence any allocation policy that assumes external interest
will be shared will disproportionately affect those companies that operate in such regimes.
Entity by entity allocations
As a practical matter, complications will arise with any method of interest allocation or using
group ratio rules where they are applied on an entity by entity basis. A potentially more
practical approach would be to do the allocation on a jurisdiction by jurisdiction basis with
groups being given the discretion as to how that allocation is applied between each entity
within the jurisdiction.
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8. Where group-wide rules are already applied by countries, what practical difficulties do they
give rise to and how could these be overcome?
There is no current example of a country which uses a group wide interest allocation method
as a general limitation on interest. This is an untried measure.
In the UK, the World Wide Debt Cap (“WWDC”) rules have some similarity to what is
proposed. Under WWDC, tax relief for interest is only limited to a Group’s total external
debt, not an allocation of the total as proposed here. The WWDC also rely on accounting
rules for determining the group and third party interest expense of the group.
Recent accounting changes for investment entities have created unforeseen consequences
which create uncertainty for tax payers. The rules only apply to corporate groups and not
groups owned by investment partnerships which leads to certain funds being at a competitive
advantage to others.
New Zealand applies a group ratio test in determining whether to limit interest deductibility.
There were issues applying this test as it was not easy to determine what entities fell within
the group and again there were competitive differences caused by an entity’s ownership
structure.
Mechanism to mitigate double tax through corresponding adjustments of income
Given the UK does not operate a tax consolidation regime, the WWDC rules contain
provisions to mitigate unintended double taxation arising on intra-group loan balances, from
the denial of interest in one entity in the UK group and the taxation of the corresponding
amount in another entity in the UK group. In these cases, where an amount is denied under
the WWDC rules, the corresponding amount of income in other members of the UK group
can be exempted to prevent double taxation.
When applying a group-wide rule on a global basis which caps deductions to allocated
amounts, the risk of double taxation on intra-group balances will be high unless the
corresponding income amounts are exempted. This will require countries to accept the nontaxation of income where another country has restricted a deduction otherwise double
taxation will arise (which in practical terms means that the overall tax result will be that the
net deduction claimable by the group as a whole will be less than their actual net interest
expense).
Collation of information
Finally, there are practical difficulties for UK group entities of foreign groups in obtaining the
relevant information and some groups may not disclose their group financial statements under
their rules of constitution.
These difficulties could be overcome to a large extent if all countries adopt the same rules and
practices regarding information requirements and allocation of interest / exemption of income
corresponding to denied expenses. It would also be necessary that existing country rules
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would be amended as otherwise the combination of all rules could lead to uncertainty and
even greater restriction of tax relief than intended.
What entities should be included in an interest limitation group?
The Discussion Draft proposes that a group should be determined by reference to the
accounting requirement to prepare consolidated financial statements (paragraph 94). We
would suggest that it might be appropriate to exclude entities (and entities controlled by such
excluded entities) which are themselves publicly listed. For example, if US parent owns 55%
of UK subsidiary and the remaining 45% of the shares in UK subsidiary are listed on the
London stock exchange then UK subsidiary (and its subsidiaries) would not form part of the
US parent group.
9. Do any difficulties arise from basing a group-wide rule on numbers contained in a group’s
consolidated financial statements and, if so, what are they?
Pension funds and government-related / sovereign wealth funds
As noted earlier in our response to question 4, pension funds and government-related /
sovereign wealth funds (collectively, “Institutional Funds”) play a crucial role in the global
economy 1, supporting various sectors of the economy in OECD countries, in particular
through their investments into infrastructure assets. They act as a barrier to systemic risk and
contribute to the economic development of OECD countries by broadening the depth of their
financial systems and providing long-term patient capital.
The allocation approach based on a group’s worldwide financial position is an issue of
particular concern to Institutional Funds. By their nature they have a low amount (or no)
external debt ‘at parent level’. In some instances they are not permitted to incur debt by
regulation or statute. However, they will often choose to invest via debt instruments in
infrastructure projects with a stable yield to match their obligations to pensioners, provided
the stable yield is supported by a low level of risk.
Additionally, International Financial Reporting Standards typically require Institutional Funds
to record all investments (including majority-owned investments) on a mark-to-market basis 2.
As such, these organisations do not consolidate the accounts of their majority-owned
investments and, therefore, their consolidated financial statements would not reflect any of
the underlying external debt owing by majority-owned investments.
If deductible interest of the group was determined (as outlined in the Discussion Draft) based
on the third party net interest expense of the Institutional Fund as reported in its consolidated
financial statements, in many situations, no amount of interest would be deductible, including
interest on third party debt payable by their majority-owned investments (and potentially their
minority owned investments depending on how the 25% control test in the Discussion Draft is
eventually applied). This complete absence of tax relief for majority-owned and related entity

1
2

In 2012, total assets held by pension funds and SWFs amounted to USD 26.8 trillion.
For example, IFRS 10
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investments would put the Institutional Funds (and the companies they own) at a significant
competitive disadvantage compared to other investors.
A mechanical application of a methodology limiting interest deductions with reference to the
position of an entity’s group would therefore result in an investment by an Institutional Fund
facing a restriction with respect to gearing that would not apply to other categories of
investors. As illustrated in our response to question 4, this is especially problematic given the
nature of some of the investments made by these organisations, most notably infrastructure
projects, and these rules would create new barriers to investment.
Further, not all organisations which are groups are able to disclose their financial statements,
e.g. some sovereign wealth funds. To illustrate the potential impact of the proposed rules in
this situation, take an example of a sovereign wealth fund which owns a controlling stake in a
listed global transport facility owner and operator where a significant percentage is widely
held by independent investors. The transport operator raises long term bank debt to build a
new facility in another country. The financial model on which its debt terms have been
agreed assumes the bank interest has tax relief. It has difficulties demonstrating its global net
third party debt position because the SWF is constitutionally unable to disclose its
consolidated financial statements and so no tax relief is given on the interest. The entity over
which the bank has taken security is unable to meet the debt and so defaults.
Examples of other difficulties which would arise should Institutional Funds be deemed by
these rules to be consolidated with their investments for the purposes of applying the group
allocation approach and/or required for tax purposes to prepare consolidated financial
statements include:
•

•

•

•

Various asset classes that are invested in (for example typical alternative investment
classes of real estate, private equity and infrastructure) have different debt profiles and the
‘blended rate’ and consolidation level is unlikely to be representative;
The ownership level varies greatly and so there will be a number of assets that are held
via consortia vehicles where ownership falls just below or above any chosen ‘control’ /
‘related’ threshold, so the results of any ‘group’ level tests are essentially a function of
chance (and leading potentially to behaviour of carefully sizing investments so as to fall
outside any ‘group’ definition as described above);
Ownership levels may fluctuate year on year as there may be changes in the investment
consortia that invests in an infrastructure project which may result in additional or
reduced debt capacity in relation to completely unrelated projects and jurisdictions; and
Any allocation method that includes in the denominator the assets/income of the public
markets portfolio of Institutional Funds could swamp an allocation of third party debt
against private investments (generally, the public markets portion of growing global
Institutional Funds will typically be significantly larger than the amount invested in its
private investments which could lead to large skews in allocations).

Paragraph 215 of the Discussion Draft acknowledges that special provisions may be required
for groups engaged in infrastructure projects: our view is that the OECD should consider the
unique aspects of Institutional Funds’ financial reporting in framing its guidance on crossborder interest deductibility. The result of applying a methodology that limits interest
deductions with reference to the position of an entity’s group financial indebtedness is not
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appropriate for Institutional Funds as it may in many instances prohibit interest deductibility
by their major investments with regard to their external debts as well as and any debts owing
by that investment to the Institutional Fund. This could cause significant market distortions
and could result in certain countries and important sectors finding it harder or more expensive
to attract long-term investment capital.
Corporate groups
We would emphasise that the difficulties above are not limited to Institutional Funds, there
are various corporate parent headed groups who invest globally into infrastructure, energy and
‘PPP’ projects, who prepare their consolidated financial statements the same way under
IFRS10 (which exempts many funds and similar corporate investing entities from
consolidating controlled investees). That is, the consolidated accounts reflect their
subsidiaries as investments on the balance sheet recorded at fair value, and the underlying
project level debt in the subsidiaries owned by the group do not appear in the consolidated
financial statements.
Since the Discussion Draft was issued on 18 December 2014, some of these groups have
spent a number of weeks attempting to ‘road-test’ the application in practice of the groupwide allocation principle using the information available from their historic consolidated
financial statements and subsidiary-level interest expense data. Various difficulties arose:
Which set of accounting information to use?
In practice, there are a number of permutations on what financial information can / will be
used for these purposes:
•
•
•

•

Should the allocation be based on the IFRS10 consolidated accounts alone (which do not
contain the quantum of underlying consolidated net interest expense)?
Should the allocation be based on the ‘fair value’ group alone (for which a separate set of
consolidated financial statements may not necessarily be prepared)?
Should the allocation be based on consolidation of the financial information of the IFRS
10 entities and the ‘fair value’ group (requiring a set of financial statements to be
prepared for nothing other than implementation of these tax rules, creating additional
administrative burden)?
How should FX and goodwill items in the consolidated accounts be dealt with?

Challenges in determining net interest expense from the accounts
•

•

Groups who invest in private public partnership (‘PPP’) projects in some cases are
required to account for these projects as ‘finance debtors’ pursuant to IFRIC12 – the
effect of this is that, even though the underlying revenue represents a service fee stream
from government counterparties, the particular accounting standards sometimes disclose
the amounts as interest income, even though they are not sums that are ‘economically
equivalent to interest’ for tax (and BEPS) purposes.
The consequence is that the actual net interest expense in the consolidated financial
statements of a corporate group which invests in PPPs across the world may be a lot
lower than its true net interest expense due to the appearance of PPP project revenue as
interest income in its accounts.
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•

As outlined in our response to question 2, care is needed to determine whether and how to
net such amounts off when arriving at a group’s net interest expense or an entity’s interest
expense that is subject to the cap.

Groups containing 3rd party funded subsidiaries at varying points of maturity
•

•

•

•

Groups who invest in a variety of infrastructure / energy and PPP projects own vehicles
which are at multiple different points within their ‘lifecycle’ (e.g. early stage
construction, late stage construction, early stage operations, mature stage operations etc.).
Although these projects have typically been financed with 3rd party debt at the outset
(based on their long-term projected cashflows), the annual earnings and annual asset
positions fluctuate depending on where each project is at in its lifecycle (e.g. interest
cover typically rises over time, gearing ratio and cashflow cover typically fall over time).
When considering a group which had ~60+ projects at varied points in the lifecycle, it
was found that some projects at an early stage had high levels of interest expense and low
earnings/assets (sometimes negative EBITDA), whereas some projects at a later stage had
lower levels of interest expense but high earnings/assets.
The effect of applying an allocation mechanically across all these 60+ projects was that
almost all of the interest expense was allocated to the projects with the higher measures
but which had less interest expense and very little of the expense allocated to those
projects in their earlier stages (due also to accounting timing rules).
For a long-term project which follows a pre-ordained build and operate strategy, this
deeming of where economic activity is occurring through a single annual snapshot of
where the EBITDA within the group is sitting is of absurd/meaningless, as the debt
economically belongs in the special purpose project to which the 3rd party has lent it for
the term of the debt / the project life.

Outcomes of applying the group-wide and ratio tests to these organisations
•

•

•

The scenarios that were run under these various accounting group, earnings and assets
permutations showed that in the most recent year, the rules would have resulted in a
disallowance of up to 95.5% of the group’s 3rd party interest expense in the entities
containing that 3rd party expense.
The group would therefore need to rely on being able to push down/transfer an equivalent
amount of interest expense into the other projects with apparent capacity under this
allocation. For the various commercial and legal reasons outlined in our response to
question 17 (e.g. existence of security structures, actual 3rd party project finance,
covenants, minority holders, consent processes, public profile nature of affected
stakeholders etc.), the concept of moving interest expense to match the ‘tax allocation’
will simply be unworkable for most, if not all, groups.
Similarly, in applying the ratio tests, one group found that an EBITDA ratio of 30%
would have resulted in a disallowance of 52% of the group’s commercially negotiated 3rd
party project finance debt. A ratio of 20% would have increased the disallowance to 65%
and a ratio of 10% would have increased the disallowance to 82% of the group’s 3rd party
interest expense.

Material risk of disallowance of 3rd party debt, and grandfathering
As can be seen from these examples, there is significant concern amongst groups and
Institutional Funds, particularly those investing in infrastructure, around the impracticality of
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these rules and the highly likely outcome of material disallowance on genuine 3rd party debt
which is inconsistent with the objectives of action item 4.
As these are the results based on analysis of previous historic data, this raises the question of
how a transition to new rules would be achieved and the need for grandfathering rules to
prevent historic bona fide financing arrangements not going into immediate default under
their covenants.
Going forward, the prudent approach many organisations may need to take is to assume little
or no tax relief upfront when bidding for new infrastructure projects, which as previously
described would have a significant adverse impact on the economy, consumers and further
shake investor confidence.
10. In what ways could the level of net third party interest expense in a group’s consolidated
financial statements be manipulated, and how could a rule address these risks?
The level of third party interest expense could be increased by groups issuing debt
instruments rather than equity to investors. This is not manipulation as such but new tax rules
driving changes in commercial behaviour. The group would then have some financial
constraints because it would need to service debt whereas a dividend can be reduced or
suspended.
Perhaps some major institutional investors may split their funds into a separate bank to make
loans to investments made by the fund.
Groups may also revisit the risk allocation between the private and public sector on bids and
push more risk back to the public sector which may drive different accounting incomes and
hence different tax results.
11. What approach to measuring earnings or asset values would give the most accurate picture
of economic activity across a group? Do any particular difficulties arise from this approach
and how could these be addressed?
Neither measure would lead to a perfect match with entity level third party interest. This is
because different commercial considerations drive different types and pricing of debt at
different levels in groups. Overall it is likely that total entity level interest tax relief, in
practice, would be less than total net group third party debt.
This problem could be partly addressed by including a rule that entity level third party debt
(particularly where that debt has been lent on a non-recourse basis) is always deductible or is
a first allocation of group net third party debt, before the earnings or asset measures are
applied.
A formulaic approach whether earnings or asset based would lead to mismatches over time
because both assets and earnings fluctuate according to a wider range of variables than
interest costs.
This means interest could potentially be allocated to entities which have incurred no interest
or not allocated to entities which have. Overall the result would inevitably be a loss of tax
relief for third party interest.
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Groups engaged in multiple sectors
This problem is exacerbated in the case of groups engaged in different sectors or covering an
asset lifecycle. The problem is they may include capital intensive businesses with high
borrowings (since borrowings represent the lowest cost of capital) and for example service
based businesses. An earnings based ratio would allocate some interest expense to the latter
but there may be no interest incurred.
The oil and gas and mining industries operate historic cost accounting so that their balance
sheets do not usually represent their value (e.g. oil reserves are not recognised) and hence any
balance sheet basis for calculating their ability to support financing will most often be
understated.
In addition, any balance sheet approach would seemingly give inconsistent answers
depending on how businesses acquired their interests with a company that has come in late to
a project (and therefore had to fair value their investment) being able to deduct more interest
than a company that has been in the project since inception and has not fair valued their
investment.
12. Are there any other difficulties in applying (a) an earnings-based or (b) an asset valuebased approach? If so, what are they and how could these difficulties be dealt with?
As illustrated in our answers to questions 9 and 11, infrastructure businesses span long-term
lifecycles where both earnings-based and asset value-based ratios fluctuate significantly,
albeit following a predictable trend that is taken into account from the outset of these projects
when establishing a commercially negotiated 3rd party financing structure.
Applying a unilateral fixed ratio on an annual basis throughout the life of the project will
result in meaningless results on an annual basis as to what can and cannot be claimed despite
the fact that the actual interest paid by the project year on year and over its life will be entirely
consistent with the project’s economic position at any point in time.
Additionally, group ratio rules that rely on EBITDA and/or asset value metrics will create
disproportionate burdens on struggling businesses as for a struggling business their EBITDA
and/or asset values will be in decline, increasing their tax payable through a group ratio test
and potentially pushing them to insolvency.
On a systematic basis these tax rules would tend to reinforce the peaks and troughs of the
business cycle which cannot be consistent with prudent economic policy as advocated by
OECD.
13. What categories of tax exempt or deferred income should be excluded from the definition
of earnings? How could these be identified by entities?
14. Do any particular difficulties arise from asking groups to identify entities with positive and
negative earnings balances? What other approaches could be taken to address issues raised
by groups with loss making entities under an earnings-based approach?
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15. Where an entity’s earnings or asset values need to be converted into the currency used in
the group’s consolidated financial statements, what exchange rate should be used for this
conversion?
This is a difficult issue requiring closer consideration. Any conversion of net assets including
period earnings is a consolidation/accounting adjustment and does not reflect the underlying
trading performance of individual entities in the group.
16. What specific issues or problems would be faced in applying a group-wide rule to a group
engaged in several different sectors? Would an assets or earnings-based approach be more
suitable for this kind of group?
The problem is a group may include capital intensive businesses with high borrowings (since
borrowings represent the lowest cost of capital) and for example service based businesses. An
earnings based ratio would allocate some interest expense to the latter but there may be no
interest incurred.
As described in our response to question 9, Institutional Funds own a broad range of
‘alternative investment’ classes such as real estate, private equity and infrastructure which
have different debt, asset and earnings profiles. For these and other similar investors who
have a diversified investment portfolio, it is not possible to choose just an earnings-based or
assets approach as the reality is that commercial lending arrangements are sector-specific and
look to both earnings and asset based ratios depending on the sector.
A group-wide approach relying on one or the other would always result in a blended (and
meaningless) result which would not address BEPS and would make it incredibly difficult for
such groups to understand the tax treatment of any of their financing arrangements. A
preferred approach would be to allow such groups to take an entity-based and sector-specific
approach (but on a ratio-based approach rather than a group-wide approach), at least, where
there is 3rd party financing in place at an entity-level.
In sectors that have long term investments with long lead times the uncertainty that result
from the proposals would be a concern. Some of these industries are seeking to attract
investors that are looking for as close to guaranteed returns as possible and are therefore very
sensitive to any risks. The risk of the lack of tax relief could reduce the attraction of
investments across all infrastructure sectors (e.g. PPP, conventional energy, renewable
energy, transport, airports, roads, ports, water, power, transmission, distribution etc.), and oil
and gas companies as they have long term projects that can often endure for several decades.
17. What barriers exist which could prevent a group from arranging its intragroup loans so
that net interest expense is matched with economic activity, as measured using earnings or
asset values? How could this issue be addressed?
Commercial, legal and accounting barriers
It would not be possible to address all issues with tax rules because the barriers arise from
commercial, accounting and legal causes. For example, entity level third party debt is usually
secured over the shares or assets in the entity to obtain the lowest cost of finance. Such debt
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cannot be moved from the entity. Internal debt often cannot be repaid because there is
insufficient cash available or not distributable reserves to waive debt. Consents of 3rd party
financiers, bondholders, minority investors, government counterparties etc. may all be
required meaning it would become impossible to drive such a ‘tax-driven’ set of steps through
multiple stakeholders.
In practice, attempts to ‘match’ the formulaic tax outcome of the group-wide rule by
‘cascading’ it through a group’s myriad of internal entity-level capital structures would in the
case of most groups entail multiple (ongoing) prohibitive international re-organisation
exercises, which themselves would carry inherent tax risk and potentially have an air of
artificiality which could result in other anti-abuse rules being invoked (e.g. tests such as the
UK’s ‘unallowable purpose’ test may need to be suspended if the only reason a reorganisation is made is to allow an entity a deduction up to its formulaic cap).
Also international tax and legal rules treat reorganisations of debt differently and depending
on, for example, market value of debt there may be tax costs or capital adequacy rules.
Examples – China and India
To illustrate the complications that arise when considering re-organisations of capital
structures to utilise unused caps, such re-organisations would typically require the
introduction of debt via a loan from the parent company which is then returned to the parent
through a dividend or repayment of capital. The examples below illustrate the difficulties of
achieving this with two countries, China and India:
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Finally, many oil and gas companies operate in different currency environments – for
example revenues will often be in USD (as the global market for oil is traded in USD) while
costs often in local currency. A mechanism to ensure any currency differences do not
influence the amount of interest to be deducted will need to be considered to ensure such
businesses are not adversely impacted by changes in foreign exchange rates.
18. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of a group-wide allocation rule to
groups with centralised treasury functions? If so, what are these difficulties and do they
vary depending upon how the treasury function is structured and operates?
The rule could impact on otherwise commercial decisions to optimise returns on surplus cash
deposits and manage group-wide FX exposures – whereby better returns are driven through
the pooling of resources via intra-group arrangements.
Given than many large Institutional Funds have AAA credit rating, they are able to borrow at
the parent entity level at a low cost of capital (if permitted under their regulatory regime). If
this debt financing is then used to fund investments by structuring the capital of investee
companies with both debt and equity, this should not be seen as base erosion. The preferred
method should allow for the transfer of the cost of third-party financing to specific
investments through ‘on-lending’. Tax rules should not incentivise Institutional Funds to seek
a higher cost of external financing in order to ensure the deductibility of interest.
19. If practical difficulties arise under an earnings or assets-based approach, would these
difficulties be reduced if a rule used a combination of earnings and asset values (and
possibly other measures of economic activity)? If so, what could this combined approach
look like? What further practical difficulties could arise from such an approach?
No, see answer to 11, above.
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20. In what situations could significant permanent or timing mismatches arise if an entity’s
interest cap or group ratio is calculated using accounting rules while its taxable net interest
expense is calculated using tax rules?
Different countries apply different rules for accounting from tax based rules. In some
countries, tax follows accounts and in others tax contains multiple timing and permanent
differences from the accounts. Coupled with whether the country has a particular tax regime
applicable to PPP or infrastructure, there will be a wide range of different book/tax timing
profiles within a large international group.
The interaction of the proposed rules with local country tax timing regimes and cross-border
mismatches in tax profile will undoubtedly generate unforeseen/unintended permanent
mismatches unless all country tax regimes are homogenised.
As explained in our response to question 9, consolidated accounts prepared under IFRS10 do
not reflect the tax basis of the group’s underlying subsidiaries, and fair value accounting can
impact accounting profits but not necessarily the level of earnings for tax.
21. Could all types of timing mismatch be addressed through carry forward provisions
(covering disallowed interest expense and/or unused capacity to deduct interest expense)?
What other approaches could be taken to address timing mismatches?
Many scenarios where permanent mismatches would arise
Mismatches may be permanent and carried forward interest expense/unused capacity never
used. For example:
•

A group which includes different sectors includes an entity which has borrowed third
party debt to build a power station. Once built it sells its power on a long-term, fixed
contract. Its earnings over the life of the power station are stable but low and are expected
to cover its interest costs. The group allocates net interest on an earnings basis and so the
power station company is never allocated sufficient interest to match its actual interest
expense and so pays more tax. The unused interest expense is carried forward. In later
years when debt is repaid and interest expense reduced, its earnings increase and so it
receives a greater allocation of interest expense which means it never uses the carry
forward.

•

Alternatively the group allocates net interest on an assets basis. However, the debt
amortises to nil whereas the asset amortises slowly and there is a substantial asset value
remaining when the debt has been repaid. Group net interest is allocated in excess of that
incurred especially in later years. The unused capacity is never used because actual
interest costs reduce eventually to nil.

Material loss of tax relief for long-term projects
For infrastructure projects, funding may be taken out (and interest accrued) to fund capital
investments but ‘economic activity’ (identified through EBITDA type measures) may only
arise several years later. While provisions with respect to the ability to carry forward
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disallowed interest expense or unused capacity to deduct interest into future periods are
considered in the Discussion Draft as a method to address these concerns (albeit with some
form of limit to the carry forward e.g. 5 years), for long term construction based projects this
does not provide a viable solution.
Large infrastructure projects typically can take a lot longer than 5 years to construct, and it
may be even longer before an income stream is generated, which would effectively result in a
permanent disallowance of interest (and associated risk of lock up and likely default –
concepts explained further in our response to question 27).
Carry forward rules and changes of ownership
Any carry forward of interest expense/unused capacity should also be able to survive a
change of ownership to prevent permanent disallowances arising.
22. It is proposed that any group-wide rule included in a best practice recommendation should
apply to the entities included in a group’s consolidated financial statements. This could
introduce competition concerns where a group-wide rule applies to entities held under a
parent company (which typically would prepare consolidated financial statements) but does
not apply to those held under a trust, fund or individual (which may not prepare
consolidated financial statements). Would these concerns be more effectively addressed by
including connected parties within an interest limitation group, or through targeted rules?
For a sector such as infrastructure which receives capital from multiple investor types
(corporate groups, funds, pension and sovereign investors) in varying proportions, and whose
ownership profile changes over the life of the asset and its 3rd party financing arrangements, it
is important that an interest limitation rule applies consistently throughout the asset’s life and
its financing arrangements and is not sensitive to / disturbed by changes in the shareholder
base.
Accordingly we believe that the best way to address BEPS in these situations is to apply
targeted rules which directly seek to address the mischief rather than group-wide or
connected/related party-specific rules which result in the interest relief outcomes within a
business being recast unpredictably each time there is a change in shareholder composition, as
this would act as a barrier to investment and in fact distort the flow of capital and competition
by introducing tax advantages and disadvantages into the ownership profile of such assets
over time.
Please also see our response to question 9.
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23. Payments to connected parties may be disguised through back to back arrangements, where
the payment is effectively routed via a related party (such as a bank under a structured
arrangement). In applying a group-wide rule, how might payments made through such
arrangements be detected?
We believe that such arrangements would be relatively easy to detect through targeted rules
which identify where such banks have received guarantees or other forms of credit support
from related parties – transfer pricing mechanisms already do this.

Whether interest deductions should be limited with reference to a fixed ratio
24. What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or earnings?
Precedent for ratio-based testing
Generally, a methodology that looks to economic ratios as a means of determining interest
deductibility is workable, and is already a feature of many countries’ tax regimes.
The UK in particular has a robust methodology for determining whether both an entity’s 3rd
party and related party interest expense is excessive or not through assessing that entity’s
ability to service its debt through ratios such as interest:EBITDA, debt:EBITDA, debt service
cover ratios, interest cover ratios etc. These rules are supported by other group wide rules
(such as UK’s debt cap rules and wide range of targeted anti-abuse rules), which, on a
combined basis, address BEPS.
Critically, this approach looks both to earnings and asset values depending on the type of
sector which the entity is involved in, and applies the relevant ratio applicable to that sector,
rather than a fixed one, to determine whether the entity’s total debt position is excessive or
not.
As this is an approach that has been widely used for years we do not see obvious practical
issues from the concept of using ratio rules, but we do see practical issues arising from (a)
setting ‘fixed’ ratios that are not sector-sensitive and (b) mandating a group-wide / ‘top-down’
approach rather than allowing taxpayers who have the means and inclination to apply these
rules on an entity-based / ‘bottom-up’ basis.
A further issue to consider when applying the ratio rules relates to the accounting treatment of
public private partnership (‘PPP’) infrastructure projects, which in some cases are accounted
for under IFRIC 12 as financial assets, where the service revenues from the government
counterparty are accounted for as financial income in the P&L against a financial asset in the
balance sheet – please see our response to question 2 for further details.
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25. What would be the appropriate measure of asset values or earnings under a fixed ratio
rule?
There is no one size fits all due the complexity and variety of activities within a global
organisation. Parts of a group may sell energy, others trade energy and others build energy
assets. Commercially these are very different activities with completely different debt
requirements, balance sheets and earnings.
However, for infrastructure and capital-intensive business, EBITDA (rather than EBIT)
would be a much more appropriate measure of earnings as it is closer to the concept of cash
available for debt servicing which is more relevant to a lender than EBIT.
Even within the infrastructure sector, accounting rules can require assets to be held at market
value and others at amortised cost, and in some entities assets are accounted for as fixed
assets while others are financial assets. These permutations result in different amortisation
(and EBITDA) profiles over the life of an infrastructure asset meaning that a single fixed ratio
limitation rule would result in increased distortion between time periods if applied.
26. For what reasons would the interest to earnings or interest to asset value ratios of an
individual entity significantly exceed the equivalent ratios of its worldwide group?
A group which has a subsidiary involved in a 3rd party entity-level financed infrastructure
project is likely to have a higher ratio than its blended group ratio, if the group is also
involved in other activities that require less gearing than the infrastructure project undertaken
by its subsidiary. It would be the norm that groups would find themselves in this situation
because in practice the acquisition and disposal by a group of assets and businesses happens
over time in different economic conditions, according to different debt markets, country legal
and commercial restrictions and opportunities.
Most groups do not constantly reorganise to rationalise their arrangements unless there is
some benefit because of the costs and trouble of doing so. Net third party debt at a group level
will depend on the timing and opportunity for capital raising.
One option may be to allow an entity-based approach with ratios determinable with reference
to what is suitable for that particular sector, and to overlay a targeted rule which seeks to
compare an entity’s outcome to its group-wide ratio: a restriction can be applied only if it is
clear that the difference arises from abusive arrangements.
27. Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems for entities in certain sectors? If so,
which sectors would be affected and how could this be addressed?
Sectors such as infrastructure rely on much higher 3rd party leverage than most sectors
As explained in para 149 a fixed ratio set low to reduce opportunities for BEPS will not take
account of sectors which require high leverage. Such sectors are capital intensive and include
energy, transport, waste management, water and other infrastructure. These businesses require
large amounts of long-term financing and debt has the lowest cost of financing. These
businesses are very low risk, often with government backed revenues or providing essential
public services and so support very high levels of debt sometimes in excess of 95% loan to
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value – importantly, it is the cashflows of the project on a standalone basis that support the
servicing and repayment of debt, so by definition it is not excessive and does not give rise to
BEPS.
Revenues are set to cover costs plus a small profit for investors and costs are kept low through
competition and value for money or regulatory pressures to protect consumers from high
charges for essential services. Moreover, as outlined in our response to question 9, an
infrastructure project’s annual interest to earnings ratio can fluctuate over time (a typical
transport infrastructure business may swing between 40% to 80% of interest:EBITDA).
Impact of uncertainty on investment
If at the time of arranging finance in advance, there is uncertainty about whether tax relief
will be available, even on the third party debt, then no tax relief on interest can be assumed.
Therefore the amount and cost of borrowing will be increased. It is likely this will feed back
to consumers of energy, transport services etc in the price agreed for provision of the
infrastructure or services and hamper the wider OECD objectives of economic growth
through removal of investment and financing barriers to infrastructure investment.
Solutions
To address this problem a fixed ratio test would need to be sophisticated to flex for different
sectors and not be sensitive to ownership changes over the asset’s life or the term of its
financings, but it is thought possible that guidance could be written such that acceptable
ratio’s for entities which have certain characteristics would be identified as supporting
different levels of debt on a commercial basis. For capital intensive businesses, asset ratios
and benchmarked standard interest cover ratios could be used as a basis for developing
standard tests to be included in guidance issued by each country.
There could be carve outs for example for non recourse third party financing secured on
shares in an entity which, as noted above, presents no opportunity for BEPS as debt is
determined as a function of what that entity can service based on its cashflows alone. This
would secure tax relief for third party finance and would enable third party finance to be
raised taking account of tax relief on interest costs.
It is expected that sector specific carve outs would be state aid and so would not be possible.
Worked examples illustrating problems caused by a fixed ratio to the infrastructure sector
Two organisations who own various infrastructure / public private partnership ‘PPP’ projects
undertook some testing to determine the impact of applying a fixed ratio of 25% of EBITDA
to those 3rd party debt funded projects, in particular, what additional disallowance it would
create and its consequential impact under the senior debt covenants of the projects. The
testing assumed that EBITDA includes finance debtor interest (as explained in our responses
to questions 2 and 24).
Typically, lenders to infrastructure/PPP projects monitor the ability for a project to meet its
ongoing debt obligations with reference to forward-looking ratios such as annual debt service
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cover ratios (ADSCR) which are sensitive to unforeseen changes in cash flows arising for
example, from withdrawal of previously assumed tax relief in the project.
•

5 PPP projects (accommodation, hospitals and a prison) and an offshore energy
transmission (“OFTO”) project in the UK, Netherlands, Italy and France were tested.
It was found that across the 6 projects, an average of 49% of the 3rd party debt expense
was denied as a result of adjusting the tax assumptions to only allow interest up to a fixed
25% EBITDA ratio:

The effect on the project economics was significant enough on 4 of those projects that
they would enter a ‘lock up’ period, some lasting for up to 12 years. ‘Lock up’ means
that the projected cash flows available to the project to service its senior debt on an
ongoing basis would become so reduced after the change in the tax rules (compared to the
lenders’ original covenants which were determined on the basis of originally assumed
available cash flows) that the 3rd party lenders would exercise their rights to lock up (i.e.
prevent) further distributions to equity investors.
Of these 4 projects, the impact of the denial of interest expense was material enough on
one of them that it would also enter into ‘default’, which in turn triggers the risk of that
entire project being terminated.
This in turn would result in numerous complicated consequences, amongst other things
including large compensation payments potentially becoming payable by the public sector
to the lenders which they may not have the funds to pay (i.e. a real cost for government).
Practically the impact on projects would be to make them potentially dysfunctional and
from the perspective of governments/the public sector, materially increase the amount of
time and resources they would need to spend directing and managing the project which
they may not be equipped to do).
Projects defaulting (or entering ‘lock up’ which makes them far more vulnerable to
default) in turn wipes out investor returns, which already reflect the relatively low return
that was bid in order to win the contract, the pricing of which is fixed thereafter and not
adjustable for the remainder of its life. Across the 4 projects entering lock up / default,
the value destruction ranged from 11% up to potentially 100% for the owners.
•

10 PPP projects were tested (accommodation, transport, health and education projects)
It was found that across the 10 projects, an average of 60% of the 3rd party debt expense
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was denied as a result of adjusting the tax assumptions to only allow interest up to a fixed
25% EBITDA ratio.
The effect on the project economics was significant enough on 4 of those projects that
they would enter a ‘lock up’ period in 2016 in most cases, preventing further distributions
to equity investors. Of these 4 projects, one of them would also enter into ‘default’ in
2016, in turn triggering the risk of that entire project being terminated with the same
consequences as outlined above regarding potential termination compensation payable by
government to lender and funding/resourcing concerns for the public sector.
Across the 10 projects tested, there was an average 18.3% reduction in value to the
investors. The value reduction was closer to 25% for the 4 projects that would go into
lock up and 30%+ for the one that would go into default.
Conclusions from the illustrations / impact on investor confidence and economy
The near-term effect of even the possibility of numerous ‘low-risk’ investments defaulting
would, in addition to the public sector concerns outlined above, be to create immediate
concern amongst the investor community of shock risks reducing returns and potentially lack
of interest in bidding for projects / investing in the sector and/or the requirement for higher
returns looking forward, all of which act as significant barriers to investment/efficiently
priced infrastructure for governments and consumers.
As a result, it is important to preserving the confidence of global investors of capital into and
bidding for long-term infrastructure projects, and their affordability to governments and
consumers, that any form of ratio-based approach allows projects that can support higher
levels of gearing based entirely on their standalone economic circumstances to apply the
ratios that are specific to that sector.
As illustrated above, application of a homogenous fixed ratio that is set at a level too low for
the sector is too inflexible, goes well beyond targeting BEPS motivated financing, and could
prompt material destruction of value to lenders, governments and owners in the immediate
near-term and act as a huge disincentive to future investment,
We maintain that the aim of BEPS is to tackle profit shifting through interest, and the above
examples illustrate that structures with 3rd party debt secured at the level of the borrowing
entity by definition have a matching between borrowings and economic activity. These
structures should be seen as no risk from a BEPS perspective and not penalised.
28. What objective information is available to evidence the actual interest to EBITDA ratios of
entities and groups across different countries and sectors?
What is clear from the evidence incorporated into the discussion draft (the “Global top 100
companies by market capitalisation” published by PricewaterhouseCoopers in March 2014) is
that this is a unsuitable document on which to base any potential ‘fixed ratios’.
This paper focuses on the largest 100 global companies by market capitalisation which, by
definition, are at the very extreme of the business spectrum and therefore cannot be used as
suitable comparables for the vast majority of global business.
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Under accepted transfer pricing practices it is appropriate to always consider a range of
outcomes and limiting the evidence in the discussion draft to the ‘elite’ of the business world
is not in keeping with this core principle. To any informed businessman or advisor it would be
expected that the top 100 largest listed companies in the world would have a relatively low
level of gearing and therefore a low net interest expense/EBITDA position.
However, these businesses are the largest in the world because they are successful businesses
that generate cash and are attractive to investors. The size and reputation of these businesses
mean that they have access to a wider range of funding options than would not be available to
other businesses and the need to access the debt markets may not be as important.
A far more meaningful analysis would be to consider the position for a range of different size
businesses from different sectors and also different countries in order to identify the range of
positions for each. It is not feasible to brand all businesses under one category and apply a
one size fits all approach.
This level of information is readily available in the form of databases such as the Standard
and Poors Capital IQ database which allows analyses to be carried out based on a broad range
of factors. A very limited amount of time spent interrogating this database has shown that for
smaller businesses that are outside the Top 100, the position is very different.
For these entities a significantly greater proportion of companies (20% of those with a
turnover less than £1bn, compared to 1% of the global top 100) have a net interest expense to
EBITDA ratio in excess of 20% (equivalent to 5 times interest cover).
As such, if a fixed ratio test is preferred we would strongly advocate that a more thorough
analysis is carried out to determine the appropriate level at which these should be set
according to their sectors.
The use of a very limited and narrow comparison to the position for ‘elite’ businesses and a
referral to ‘anecdotal’ evidence is, in our view, not sufficiently robust to challenge the
existing levels of fixed ratio tests that exist in certain jurisdictions.
Whether a combined approach could be applied
29. What particular issues arise for groups if a combined approach uses (a) the same measure
of economic activity in a general rule and a carve-out or (b) different measures of
economic activity? In particular, what issues arise where a carve-out uses a test based on
(i) earnings, (ii) asset values or (iii) equity?
Consistency between the two approaches within a combined approach will be important,
however, the underlying issue is that even a combined approach will be ineffective if it
considers only one ratio rather than comprising the flexibility to look at different types of
ratios which are common to the sector in which a particular group or entity operates.
The risk of taking forward any approach that does not have regard to how 3rd party lenders
themselves assess creditworthiness (which is sector-sensitive and considers multiple ratios) is
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that the result becomes artificial and more and more removed from how debt functions
commercially.
We disagree that it is too complex to apply these kinds of principles – whilst it may not
necessarily be the OECD’s preferred best practice approach, the OECD guidance should
recognise the right of countries to allow such an approach as we believe it is the most
effective way of aligning interest deductibility with economic activity.
30. A combined approach should provide an effective solution to base erosion and profit
shifting using interest, while allowing lower risk entities to apply a simpler test. What other
options for combined approaches which meet this objective should be considered as
possible best practices?
With a simple fixed ratio test approach, capital intensive businesses such as infrastructure
face a higher risk of losing interest relief even if they can commercially support higher levels
of gearing, and so more sophisticated financing based ratios can be applied as carve outs. In
the case of infrastructure a group allocation carve out would only be effective for groups of
course and would require that group entity level third party debt secured on a particular entity
would not be subject to reallocation under a group formula.
The role of targeted rules
31. Which situations do you think would need to be covered by targeted rules to effectively and
comprehensively address base erosion and profit shifting risks posed by interest expense?
Which of these could also be addressed though a general interest limitation rule and where
would a general rule need to be supported by targeted rules?
The best protection against BEPS through use of interest is to apply the arm’s length rule that
a third party borrower could and would have borrowed on the same terms. In practice, this
rule operates through an assessment of the levels of debt an entity can support which is
typically analysed using various ratios which are not that dissimilar to the concepts in the
ratio-based approach.
The burden of proof should be on the tax payer and the tax authority should offer advance
agreements such that certainty is possible in taking advance financing decisions. General and
targeted rules which are not based on the commercial situation create opportunities for
gaming and structuring. Taxpayers could be asked to pay for advance agreements so that tax
authorities are properly resourced to identify BEPS and to support commercial arrangements
with timely responses.
We recognise that an arm’s length rule in isolation may not necessarily constitute world-wide
best practice but, supported by other targeted measures (such as the package of targeted
measures currently adopted in the UK interest deductibility regime e.g. ‘unallowable
purpose’, distribution reclassification, and arbitrage tests etc.) it presents the best opportunity
to address BEPS within a framework that remains commercially relevant and transparent to
lenders, borrowers, investors and tax authorities across all sectors.
We believe that the guidance should recognise countries’ right to apply such a rule where
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that country can demonstrate that the collective / substantive effect of all of its rules taken
together extinguishes BEPS risk.
The treatment of non-deductible interest expense and double taxation
32. To what extent could a carry forward of disallowed interest expense or unused capacity to
deduct interest help to smooth the effects of a general interest limitation rule?
See response to 21 above
33. Working on the assumption that countries would like to limit carry forwards in terms of the
number of years what would be the issues presented by say a five year limit? If this does
present problems what are they and how and when do they arise?
See response to 21 above. In practice, for entities which have long-term assets / long-term
financing such as infrastructure, five years is an arbitrary / short amount of time relative to the
period over which interest is typically incurred and utilised.
For large projects, it can take years for assets to be constructed before they start to generate
operational / taxable revenues, so it is possible that a limit like five years could result in a
material amount of interest expense being lost permanently.
This also depends on how each country’s ‘tax timing’ rules and tax / accounting interaction
rules work – e.g. some countries may recognise interest expense during construction as a
deductible cost of that year, while other countries may treat it as capitalised for tax purposes
and incurred from the year in which operations commence.
Even if a uniform method were mandated in the guidance, the effects in each country could be
materially different where ‘tax accounting’ rules are not consistent as between the countries.
Considerations for groups in specific sectors
34. Regulatory capital may be described as performing a function for financial sector groups
comparable to that of equity and debt for groups in other sectors. How could a general rule
be made to apply to the interest expense on a group’s regulatory capital without having an
undue impact on the group’s regulatory position (for example, by limiting a group’s net
interest deductions on regulatory capital to the level of its interest expense on instruments
issued to third parties)?
If an interest restriction rule is introduced it is likely to make debt finance relatively less
attractive than it is today for corporate issuers in comparison with equity finance.
Consequently, we would expect that there will be relatively more equity finance issued and
relatively less debt finance issued by corporates.
This would have particular implications for the insurance industry for which corporate debt is
an important asset class. Scarcity of this asset would likely result in insurance companies
having to invest more in either government bonds (which carry lower returns but have lower
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risk) or equities (which carry potentially higher returns but have higher risk). It is possible
that the knock-on effect would be higher-priced products for consumers.
35. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general interest limitation rules
to entities (a) operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes; (b) engaged in
infrastructure projects; or (c) entities engaged in financial activities other than banking or
insurance? If so, how do these difficulties arise and how could they be addressed?
Significant difficulties exist. As a general observation, we see much thought has gone into
the Discussion Draft on how to counter BEPS involving large multinational operating groups.
What is not clear in a lot of cases is how the rules would apply to sectors where ownership
stakes are more fragmented or not owned solely by traditional corporate groups. It is
therefore doubly important that due consideration is given to the consequences of applying a
set of rules principally designed for a single large multinational group to a much broader
range of ownership structures spanning multiple sectors.
Characteristics of infrastructure projects and associated difficulties / solutions
Due to the size of infrastructure projects, it is common practice for them to involve a
consortium of multiple international and domestic investors (corporate investor groups, funds
and institutional investors), lenders and other participants. They are typically large-scale
capital intensive projects that require significant amounts of debt and equity capital, with high
levels of leverage. They are long-term in nature, heavily regulated and/or procured through
highly transparent public procurement processes, and their financing arrangements can span
multiple ownership changes as developers recycle capital for new projects by selling their
stakes in the projects to institutional investors who prefer to own mature projects.
From both a lenders’ perspective and an investors’ perspective, their creditworthiness and
investor-returns are usually priced on a ‘project finance’ or ‘single asset’ basis i.e. taking into
account only the cashflows from the project. Once financing and equity has been priced
(typically on a ‘post-tax’ basis), this is typically used to bid a revenue stream to a government
counterparty which is ‘sticky’ in that it is committed to for a very long-term with little or no
scope to be adjusted upwards.
Lenders and equity investors are therefore extremely sensitive to prospective changes or
fluctuations particularly in areas such as interest deductibility as these can send the projects
into real 3rd party default situations and/or wipe out an investor’s anticipated returns.
As outlined throughout our responses in this document, and re-summarised here, the features
described above means that infrastructure projects have certain essential characteristics which
mean that the current proposals of interest allocation or fixed ratios would deny tax relief for
all kinds of infrastructure projects ranging from PPP investments, through to transport and
energy (including new nuclear) projects. These characteristics include:
•

Unusual ratios – very long construction lead times with high levels of capital expenditure
and borrowings but no earnings.
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•
•

•

•

Credit risk mitigation – the requirement of lenders to lend directly to the project company
or ring-fenced project group of companies.
Stable earnings stream – global financial investors that are unable and/or unwilling to
take equity risk but do require the predictable long term, low risk return infrastructure
provides. These investors wish to lend directly to the asset owners, not to the equity
providers of such projects (and the debt instrument provides them with a stable yield that
‘matches’ their long-term yield-style obligations to pensioners)
Insufficient capital – strategic investors (those with the knowledge and capability to build,
operate maintain and decommission) do not have the financial strength or depth to fund
these projects from their own balance sheets and therefore are forced to raise debt to
allow the projects to proceed.
High gearing – the stable earnings stream and lack of equity capital characteristics
combine to ensure gearing levels in infrastructure projects are normally very high and
well above the levels in Chapter IX of the Discussion Draft.

Accordingly, from the perspective of infrastructure projects, it is important that the rules for
interest relief (a) remain conducive to long-term investing i.e. enable lenders and
infrastructure investors to determine with sufficient certainty ‘up front’ how much interest
relief will be available in the project in the future, as this is key to efficient pricing, the
beneficiaries of which are governments and consumers and (b) do not distort outcomes as
between different investor/owner combinations as this would create barriers to investment and
have the effect of narrowing the flow of capital into a sector that greatly needs it.
An approach which recognises and allows a ‘standalone’ entity-based approach, for example,
to structures which are ‘ring-fenced’ or ‘non-recourse’ to the investor base, is the best way of
achieving these outcomes as the financing in such structures has already been determined
with regard to what the project alone can service and therefore carry minimal BEPS risk.
So, to ensure that the rules do not capture by accident any non-BEPS motivated lending, it
will be essential to exclude pure commercial debt (i.e. not created or structured to push tax
deductions into higher tax territories) from the rules, irrespective of the borrowing entity’s
current or future ownership situation. This will still satisfy the remit of BEPS action item 4.
We refer back to our response to questions 4, 9 and 27 which emphasise the OECD’s wider
objectives to encouraging investment into infrastructure projects to further the growth of the
global economy, and the potentially damaging effect on governments, consumers and investor
certainty that would be caused by jeopardising the ability to claim genuine commercial
interest expense across the sector.
Real estate sector
The real estate sector (as referred to in paragraph 214 of the Discussion Draft) is also a capital
intensive sector which shares various attributes and characteristics in common with the
infrastructure sector.
The development of a good stock of commercial, industrial and multi-family residential real
estate is an important form of infrastructure and economic development, especially in
emerging markets such as Brazil, India and China. As with infrastructure, achievement of
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these economic goals is highly dependent on debt and certainty of tax treatment for investors
and lenders.
Oil and gas sector
Comments relating to the oil and gas sector have been included in our responses to questions
7, 11, 16 and 17.
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Email: interestdeductions@oecd.org

Date: 6 February 2015
Dear Sir/ Madam
OECD discussion draft on BEPS action 4: interest deductions and other financial
payments
The Investment Association 1 welcomes the opportunity to comment on the BEPS Action 4
consultation.
We recognise the need to address any double non-taxation which arises as a result of
deductible interest or other similar payments. However, in setting out to achieve this, it’s
important to recognise the ways in which businesses operate and why, and ensure that the
commerciality of operations is not undermined. We also support the broader objectives of the
BEPS Action Plan.
We fully endorse the analysis and comments put forward by the Association of Real Estate
Funds (AREF) in its response to this consultation paper. The paper highlights the role of debt
finance in property fund structures.
We would like to emphasise that debt plays a significant role in structuring many forms of
investment fund. Investment funds serve an important social purpose in the pooling of capital
from a number of sources to finance economic activity. Capital may be pooled from pensions
and other forms of savings vehicle used by citizens, as well as from life assurance companies,
endowments and charities. The capital raised is used to finance small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) through private equity investment, infrastructure projects, and commercial
and residential property.
As the volume of traditional lending to SMEs and infrastructure projects has been in decline,
the need for these alternative sources of financing has never been greater.

1

The Investment Association (formerly the Investment Management Association) represents the asset
management industry operating in the UK. Our Members include independent fund managers, the
investment arms of retail banks, life insurers and investment banks, and the managers of occupational
pension schemes. They are responsible for the management of around £5.4 trillion of assets, which are
invested on behalf of clients globally. These include authorised investment funds, institutional funds
(e.g. pensions and life funds), private client accounts and a wide range of pooled investment vehicles.
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As is explained in the AREF letter, debt is vitally important in ensuring that investments
through funds achieve the same outcome for tax purposes as direct investment. This tax
neutrality is critical to the viability of funds. Funds often comprise various legal entities, and
interest deductions in fund structures ensure that tax is not levied more than once.
We urge that any specific recommendations in relation to limiting interest deductions should
take into account the specific nature of fund investment, the types of fund structures, the
purpose of funds, and their role in providing a vital source of capital to the economy.
We would also like to expand on the points made by AREF on questions 7, 16 and 27 by giving
an example of a typical investor in investment funds.
Question 7: Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a)
interest allocation rules or (b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the
consultation document?
Question 16: What specific issues or problems would be faced in applying a groupwide rule to a group engaged in several different sectors? Would an assets or
earnings-based approach be more suitable for this kind of group?
Question 27: Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems for entities in certain
sectors? If so, which sectors would be affected and how could this be addressed?
Life assurance companies often invest in collective investment schemes open to a wide range
of investors. They do this to support their liabilities to policyholders. Given the quantum of
assets invested by life assurance companies, it is relatively common for a life assurance
company to hold a majority interest in a collective investment scheme such that the scheme is
included on the consolidated balance sheet of the relevant life group.
The effect of this would be that any form of group-wide rule (whether an interest allocation
rule or a group ratio rule) or fixed ratio rule applicable to the life group would also be applied
to the collective investment scheme. The funding requirements of collective investment
schemes are often very different to those of the rest of a life group, so applying one rule to
both would almost inevitably lead to interest deductions being partially denied.
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the discussion draft. We hope to continue
to be able to contribute to the consultation and I am available at your convenience to discuss
anything in this letter at jmorley-smith@investmentuk.org or on +44 (0)20 7831 0898.

Yours sincerely

Jorge Morley-Smith
Director, Head of Tax
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Comments on the OECD Public Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4:
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments
Paris, 6 February 2015
The TUAC welcomes the opportunity to comment on the OECD Discussion Draft “Interest
Deductions and Other Financial Payments” for public consultation regarding implementation
of Action 4 of the Base Erosion Profit Shifting (BEPS) initiative. We have a number of
observations to share on the draft with regard to (i) scoping issues (connecting parties and
related parties), (ii) the basis for measuring the allocation (earnings or assets) and (iii) sectorspecific treatment (other than in the banking and insurance sectors).
Application to connected parties and to related parties
We fully agree with the Draft’s assertion that a “robust response to tackling base erosion and
profit shifting should apply to all incorporated and unincorporated entities and arrangements,
including permanent establishments, which may be used to increase the level of interest
deductions claimed in a country” (#37) and, further down the text, that “some groups may
attempt to reduce the impact of group-wide rules by artificially increasing the level of net
third party interest expense […] through transactions with connected parties and related
parties” (#139). That is why we pay particular attention to the Draft’s discussion related to
scoping issues (and corresponding questions), including the definition of connected parties
and related parties (#38) and whether these should be included in a group-wide allocation rule,
or alternatively should be subject to a targeted rule (#143-145).
Trade union experience with international businesses points to a growing diversity and
complexity of corporate structures which may significantly depart from the “traditional”
company group in which the accounting and reporting requirements (as required by a listed
company) would match the economic perimeter of the group and of its effective sphere of
control. Group structures can indeed be organised in a variety of ways – including pyramid
groups and private pools of capital – in which some transactions and assets are moved offbalance sheet, with the associated risk of abusive mismatch between the accounting and the
economic perimeters of the group 1.

1

From a corporate governance point of view the excessive deduction of interest within a group can be
assimilated to an abusive form of related party transaction (RTP) whereby a controlling party forces a controlled
entity to conduct a transaction that has no economic rationale for or runs against the entity’s interest or the
interest of certain stakeholders (minority shareholders, creditors, workers, and obviously the tax collector). The
OECD has developed considerable work in this area. In its most recent report on RTP, it states that “financial
support for one company to another must have an economic quid pro quo and may not break the balance of
mutual commitments between the concerned companies; the support from the company must not exceed its
possibilities” (Related Party Transactions and Minority Shareholder Rights, OECD, 2012
http://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/50089215.pdf )
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Q 3. Are there any other scenarios you see that pose base erosion or profit shifting risk? If so,
please give a description of these scenarios along with examples of how they might arise.
Scenarios 2 (connected parties) and 3 (related parties) should consider in greater details the
various “controlling enhancing mechanisms” that allow a group-wide controlling entity to
separate cash flow rights from voting rights within the group with the risk of a mismatch
between the reporting perimeter of the company group (covered by consolidated financial
accounts) and the perimeter of effectively controlled entities. The most common form of
controlling enhancing mechanisms are dual class shares (one class with voting rights, the
other with limited or no voting rights), pyramid structures (cascading ownership of different
entities) and cross-shareholdings. They are relatively common in continental Europe, East
Asia and Latin America.
Scenario 2 (connected parties) specifically excludes companies that are controlled by a
collective investment vehicle (CIV) “if there is no connection between them”. In doing so, the
draft does not distinguish between retail CIVs (mutual funds in the US, and as UCITS funds
in Europe) and private pools of capital such as private equity and hedge funds (regulated by
the AIFM Directive in Europe). There may be ground to exclude retail CIVs from the scope of
the discussion. It can be argued that the asset manager of a retail CIV has a purely passive
portfolio approach to the invested companies (they do not intervene in the management of the
companies) and that the portfolio composition is diverse by sector (and hence by debt funding
needs).
It is an entirely different story for private equity funds, the business model of which precisely
rests upon the capacity of the general partner (the private equity firm) to exert management
and financial responsibilities over the companies controlled by the fund. These control
mechanisms are laid out in the limited partnership agreements (between the general partner
and the investors) and in the covenant that binds individual companies to the fund with regard
to debt finance. Contrary to what is alluded to in #143, it should not be assumed that private
equity funds are operated across different sectors – in many cases the funds are sector
specific. Debt plays such a central role in the private equity business model that it is in fact
more than just a source of finance, it is a tool for control and for holding companies to account
to the general partner 2. Because of its overreliance on debt finance and the opacity of its
governance arrangements, private equity should be considered as a business at risk of
aggressive tax planning of debt finance.
Q 4. Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether
entities are related?
The proposition of a fix 25% “control test” as a minimum threshold for defining significant
control needs to be clarified, whether it be voting rights or cash flow rights. As argued above,
with the excessive use of controlling enhancing mechanisms it is possible to exert significant
influence over the company’s management, including decisions on debt finance, with a
comparable small amount of equity. In a pyramid structure with six layers for example, an
investor controlling just above 50% at every level of the pyramid, in effect controls the entire
group structure with about 2% of the overall group equity. At the opposite end, in a listed
company with a free float capital ratio of 95%, a given shareholder can control the board of
directors with just 5% ownership (if the remaining 95% are held by passive investors).
2

For OECD corporate governance experts: “Debt is used by the general partners of a private equity fund not just
as a source of finance but also as a corporate governance tool. The management team of a portfolio company
has a powerful incentive to succeed but is also under strong pressure from debt repayments and the associated
covenants (covenant lite does not mean no covenants) to stay on track in the shorter term”. The Role of Private
Equity and Activist Hedge Funds in Corporate Governance – Related Policy Issues, OECD 2008
http://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/corporategovernanceprinciples/40037983.pdf
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Design of a group-wide rule
We welcome the Draft’s group-wide approach in proposing rules for interest deductions from
corporate income tax base within international business groups. Tax treatment of debt interest
is best dealt with on a consolidated basis – debt interest deductions are measured at grouplevel, and then reallocated to its various entities according to an allocation key that reflects the
economic reality of the business group – rather than on the basis of the arm’s length principle
– which treats business groups’ entities as if they were independent from one another.
Q 7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation
rules or (b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
In line with the above considerations on related and connected parties, a concern for the
effective observance of a group-wide rule is the possibility of a mismatch between the
accounting perimeter of the business group – as reported in the consolidating accounts – and
its real sphere of control. Off balance sheet transactions, including those involved in special
purpose vehicles, are of frequent use in private equity funds and in joint venture investments,
such as in Public-Private Partnerships. As legitimate as they may be from an investor point of
view, off-balance sheet transactions should be considered as high-risk transactions from a tax
collector point of view.
Q 11. What approach to measuring earnings or asset values would give the most accurate
picture of economic activity across a group? Do any particular difficulties arise from this
approach and how could these be addressed?
In theory a measurement based on assets would best reflect the allocation of value creation
and of risks within a business group. The design of the allocation rule should however give
priority to the objectively verifiable measurement methods that leaves little or no space to
interpretation and manipulation by corporate insiders. Asset valuation methods however are
not necessarily consistent and robust enough across jurisdictions to meet this criteria (not least
because of the absence of uniformed accounting rules).
An earnings-based methodology (before depreciation, which bears the same kind of risk for
accounting manipulation than asset valuation) would provide for a more robust and
objectively verifiable measurement. Its volatility and dependence on external market factors
might not accurately reflect the allocation of risk and value creation within the group on the
long term.
One alternative measurement that is not considered is the Draft consisting in including the
distribution of the workforce within the business group in the measurement method – be it
headcount, payroll, or a combination hereof. Workforce distribution (including directly
employed workers and contracted workers) would provide for both a robust, objective
measurement and an adequately representative picture of where value creation and risks are
located within the business group.
Sector-specific considerations
In addition to the separate treatment of the banking and insurance sectors (#203-213), the
Draft considers a selected number of other “sectors” for which a group-wide allocation rule
might need some form of adjustments, including the oil and gas sector, the real estate sector
(#214), infrastructure projects (#215) and the banking sector.
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Q 35. Do any particular difficulties arise from the application of general interest limitation
rules to entities (a) operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes; (b) engaged in
infrastructure projects; or (c) entities engaged in financial activities other than banking or
insurance? If so, how do these difficulties arise and how could they be addressed?
At the outset we recommend strictly limiting the number of sector-specific adjustments. As is
the case for exemptions, sector-based differentiated treatments bear the risk of creating new
forms of arbitrage by international businesses to precisely, escape the requirements under the
general rule. If some sectors deserve special considerations with regard to long term debt
management, there are other means to achieve it than adding another layer of complexity in
the tax code. The suggestion that “infrastructure” is a stand-alone sector is also contestable.
Apart from in the banking and insurance sectors – in which business models are indeed
entirely different than that of non-financial businesses – we recommend not applying a sectorbased approach and to rather focus on non-traditional forms of corporate structures and
transactions. In the case of “infrastructure” for example, attention might be best placed on the
tax treatment of Public-Private Partnerships, including that of special purpose vehicles.
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Attn. Mr. Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration
Division, OECD/CTPA
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development
Paris, France

Via Email: interestdeductions@oecd.org

Amsterdam, 9 February 2015

Subject: Comments on Discussion Draft on Interest deductions and other financial payments (Action 4)

Dear Mr. Pross,
Transfer Pricing Associates Global (“TPA”) is pleased to contribute through this representation to the valuable
work performed by the OECD in the context of the Base Erosion Profit Shifting (“BEPS”) project on the Public
Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4 Interest deductions and other financial payments, published on 18
December 2014 (“draft report”).
TPA and its Global Alliances would like to congratulate the OECD with the progress being made on Action 4
of the BEPS project.
TPA sees some areas of concern as well, especially how other OECD publications – which are based on
concepts like “economic substance” and “people functions” - do interact with the current work in this report.
The draft report is taking a very legalistic approach and ends up mostly listing formulae based restriction on tax
deduction of intercompany interest charges. This potentially creates two standards for application of the arm’s
length principle.
TPA has structured its comment and suggestions as follows:
- Two schools of thinking; “formula and economic approach” (section I)
- The formula driven approach (section II)
- Practical considerations on the formula driven approach (section III)
- The economic approach (section IV)
- Practical considerations on the economic approach (section V)

Yours Sincerely,

Steef Huibregtse
On behalf of TPA Global and its Alliance Partners
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TPA’s comments on the Public Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4 Interest
deductions and other financial payments.
I.

Two schools of thinking

1.

II.

III.

Within the OECD two ways can be identified of looking at debt/equity and/or interest deduction
limitations. The OECD tries to define cases of base erosion via looking at excessive debt and/or
excessive interest positions and other financial payments economically equivalent to interest. Firstly,
there is a formalized manner and mainly formula driven. Secondly, there is an economic point of
view.

The formula driven approach

2.

The strength of the formula driven approach may be that it would be relatively simple to apply.
However, ambiguities can exist with respect to the use of such ratios. The debt-equity ratio can be
unclear for example due to the use of certain definitions, i.e. long term loans for an indefinite period
of time can be reclassified as equity under circumstances. Also the application of other thin cap rules
can be corrupted by unclear definitions, for instance the difference between gross and net and the
linking of debt to earnings or assets, whether or not on a group level basis.

3.

The real issue may be in the area of excessive situations, i.e. battling against excessive intercompany
loans and/or excessive intercompany interest rates. One of the options suggested in this regard is the
introduction of monetary thresholds. The report is only tackling debt or interest positions, whether or
not these are qualified being excessive, via the introduction of monetary thresholds to limit
deductions for interest expense. As a consequence, a very legalistic and formulae based approach is
taken.

4.

Moreover, recent tax treaties contain certain arbitrage clauses proving for a relief being ruled by art.
9 model treaty based on value creation (control over risk), which would need alignment with the
content of this draft report on the point of the formula proposals. TPA feels that no clear guidance is
provided about the boundaries of what should be accepted and/or would be preferred in specific
cases. Formula based interest limitation rules almost by definition create double taxation positions.

Practical considerations on the formula driven approach

5.

In correlation with the formal and formula based school of thinking working party no. 11 on
aggressive tax planning (“WP 11”) was consulted with the subsequent outcome of formula driven
apportionment and limits. However, as the topic of action 4 relates to typical tax structuring, there
are also interfaces with the action program of working party no. 6 on the taxation of multinational
enterprises (“WP 6”). Consideration could be given to involving WP 6 in the technical discussions
on action 4.
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IV.

V.

6.

Involving WP 6 would be recommended, so that they can give input on the different options for
approaches to tackle base erosion and profit shifting the OECD is looking at, especially in the area
of the formula driven general interest limitation rules which set an overall limit on the amount of
interest expense in an entity by linking interest deductibility to the position of a group or to fixed
ratios. The highly formula driven proposed interest limitation potentially results in restraining
flexibility between parties acting in cross-border situations with the risk of double taxation.

7.

The output of the draft report in principle follows the system of the domestic tax laws and the
specific formulas to be imputed thereto instead of taking a more economic frame of reference. The
latter would in TPA’s perspective be more in line with the present economic reality in view of the
actual business behavior of multinational enterprises. Action 4 is not addressing interest on
intercompany loans from a transfer pricing point of view and has no connect with value creation as
stipulated in art. 9 model treaty. TPA feels that WP 11 has taken a narrow view on the topic with a
focus on anti-abuse behavior of multinational enterprises. This undermines the “economic
dimension” of a treasury group of a multinational enterprise providing loans at market conditions to
group borrowers.

The economic approach

8.

Therefore the question could be asked if box 2 on page 26 of the draft report is still a reflection of
the economic reality of today. The attractiveness of a country would decrease in case of a monetary
threshold, as it would have practical consequences on the financial structures which are being
operated by big corporates. It could increase the effective tax rates beyond the nominal tax rates and
increase the tax bill of a corporate. TPA would therefore recommend creating an economic rationale
for the options to limit interest expenses as addressed in the draft report and alignment with the
impact on the company’s financials and urges WP 11 in allowing such an economic rationale as the
prevailing concept for transfer pricing purposes.

9.

TPA feels that the draft report could focus less on anti-abuse and include concepts from today’s
transfer pricing theory and practice, i.e. economic benchmarks for determining the market compliant
levels of debt and interest rules. Insofar the draft report does take account of transfer pricing related
set of rules no reference is made to true economic substance and the developments in the field of
economic value creation taxed in a normal way (EBIT). Form and substance should not be separated
but considered in combination and the OECD should align these concepts in order to enhance
economic substance considerations. According to TPA intercompany pricing should be based on
economic value creation going forward and financial markets indicators should be taken into
account.

Practical considerations on the economic approach

10. TPA suggests creating a different set of references to combat BEPS on this point. The economic
reality would be misconceived by just applying formal ratios, for example regarding the treasury
management function. Another important practical point in this regard is the interaction with the
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other BEPS actions and how/where to report such an interest deduction limitation, especially in view
of BEPS action 13 on CbC reporting. CbC reporting forms the 3rd layer of transfer pricing
documentation. The CbC tries to capture economically relevant financials and other data points as a
reflection of the business model a multinational enterprise is running. In case of formulae based
restrictions, such information on intercompany loans and interest is not relevant for completion of
such CbC.
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Stowarzyszenie Centrum Cen Transferowych
(„Transfer Pricing Centre” Association)
ul. Foksal 10
00-366 Warsaw, Poland
e-mail: kontakt@cct.org.pl
Warsaw, 6 February 2015
For the attention of
OECD/CTPA
interestdeductions@oecd.org
sent by e-mail
Subject:

COMMENTS ON THE DISCUSSION DRAFT ON INTEREST DEDUCTIONS AND OTHER
FINANCIAL PAYMENTS (Action 4 of the BEPS Action Plan)

Dear Sirs,
“Transfer Pricing Centre” Association (“TPCA”) welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on
the discussion draft on interest deductions and other financial payments.
“Transfer Pricing Centre” Association (“TPCA”) is a non-profit organization aimed
at promoting transfer pricing knowledge in Poland, founded by specialists working for capital groups
in Poland, mainly in energy and industry sector. Hence we hereby present the comments as
representatives of business. However, since the Association is a legal person, we present the
comments only on behalf of the Association. The comments expressed in the letter should be
interpreted as opinion of the Association and not particular members of the Association.
We would like to confirm that have no objections with posting our comments on the OECD website.
We are at your disposal to discuss any aspect of our comments. We look forward to developments
and further discussions on the topic.

Yours faithfully,
Sylwia Rzymkowska
Chairman of TPCA
sylwia.rzymkowska@cct.org.pl
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Subject:

COMMENTS ON THE DISCUSSION DRAFT ON INTEREST DEDUCTIONS AND OTHER
FINANCIAL PAYMENTS (Action 4 of the BEPS Action Plan)

Comments to questions in the discussion paper:
1. In our belief, it is important to be able to understand and compare the cost of financing (loans)
from associated parties towards market offers. Instead of applying a best practice, which is unlikely
to catch all different elements from country to country, we believe the most important is that
companies provide documentation of their borrowing cost and the basis for this, and a comparison
towards market conditions to justify the cost of borrowing.
We are concerned by the fact that FX gains and losses are included on the list on items to which
interest deductions restrictions should be applicable. We recognise that FX gains/losses are
connected with raising finance but they arise due to various currencies used and not due to base
erosion and profit shifting.
4. A 25 per cent control test may not necessarily be the ultimate test to decide whether entities are
related. The distribution of ownership interests may be so that even a control of less than 25 per cent
could provide real control over an entity (if, for example, the remaining ownership structure is widely
spread e.g.). On the other hand, a 25 per cent control may not provide control. In our opinion, a
standardized control test will most likely fail to give a good judgement.
5. In our opinion, the main issue is to compare the total (gross) interest expenses to the average level
of debt, for instance on a yearly basis. This will provide information of the actual loan cost, which
should then be most applicable for comparison to what could be achieved if securing loans in the
market. We are under the belief that this is the ultimate test to proof that loans are a basis for
shifting profits.
6. There should be a lower limit for “materiality”, preferably a general fixed cap (low) and in addition
a company specific one. For instance, comparing the ratio of interest cost to EBITDA, or as
equivalent, gross cost (for companies in a development phase with no significant revenue). It is in our
belief that such limitations need to be partly company specific. A general cap of a fixed amount might
open for smaller companies to achieve (unappropriate) deduction.
7. Both interest allocation rules or group ratio rules do not address the situation of a start-up phase
when assets are under development (there are only expenditures) and earnings are not available yet.
Such situations happen very often in capital groups that there are companies under development
with no or very limited assets and with no revenues. Interest allocation rules and group ratio rules
would imply that such companies are not allowed to deduct any interest. However, those companies
need financing and should be allowed to bear interest costs (to be offset against the future
revenues).
9. Basing a group-wide rule on numbers contained in a group’s consolidated financial statements will
mean that one does not take into account the potential very different nature (and size) of the
entities in the group. For example in the oil and gas industry, there might be one subsidiary focusing
on capital intensive exploration/development projects, whilst there might be another subsidiary
focusing on downstream activities. Such companies might be based in different countries. These will
have very different financial data (revenue/cost, balance sheet, cash flow) which will not be taken
into account when basing a rule on group-wide consolidated financial statements. It should also be
noted that tax systems may be significantly different from country to country, segment to segment
etc.
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11. Reference is given to question 9. It might be uneasy to evaluate economic activity on a group
basis. We are under the opinion that one has to evaluate on an entity level to get a good picture of
the cost of financing. Of course it is interesting to understand what the cost of borrowing is for the
group as whole, to compare this towards any margins applied in intercompany loans. However, once
again, the cost for an entity for borrowing is most likely not the same as for a group.
13. Once again this questions leads towards each entity. This because the tax subject is on entity
level, and the fact that tax exempt and/or deferred income, is based on entity level. It should be
expected that one has a good understanding of tax exempts and/or deferred income on entity level,
however it is uneasy to have a good understanding of this in a complex group structure.
20. Depreciation schedule is obviously significantly different in the accounting perspective versus a
tax perspective. Also, there might be a permanent difference (non-taxable) part of depreciation
arising from acquisition of oil and gas assets (exploration, development or production licences). This
can result in huge gaps between accounting and tax profit.
21. All types of timing mismatch cannot be addressed through carry forward provisions, as all cost
(and revenue) in the accounting profit will not be subject to taxation (and potential vice versa).
31. Obviously, the risk is at highest where companies in high tax-rate countries incur interest cost on
loans from companies in countries with a lower tax rate. We believe these circumstances are most
important when evaluating initiatives. In our opinion, typical situations which need to be covered by
targeted rules is a situation where a company in a high tax-rate country is highly leveraged with loans
from associated companies in a lower tax-rate country.
32. A carry forward of disallowed interest or unused capacity to deduct interest will provide some
help to smooth the effects of a general interest limitation rule. However, we are worried that such a
system will be extensive to maintain and update, in especial taking into account already
comprehensive requirements in relation to accounting and tax data. There is also a disadvantage due
to the fact that limited deduction of interest may increase the burden of companies struggling to
achieve sustainable profits.
33. A time-limit of carry-forward for disallowed interest may increase the burden of companies
struggling to achieve sustainable profits, and thereby to achieve full deduction of interest.
35. Particular difficulties when operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes: For instance,
a Norwegian oil and gas company is subject both to corporate taxation (CT) at the level of 27 % and
special petroleum taxation (SPT) at the level of 51 %. Interest cost on loans related to offshore
investments can be allocated partly to the 51 % SPT regime. Limitations in the interest deduction will
as such potentially mean that a company does not get a total 78% deduction. As the oil and gas
industry is capital intensive and also taking into account the long-term perspective of such
companies, this may cause significant impact for the economic performance of the companies. In
especial, this can affect companies heavily engaged in exploration and development projects as they
will have low/no revenue for years until production commences. Also taking into account that such
companies often use intercompany loans because of the intensive capital demand and the fact that
loans are not often easily available on the market, the impact for such companies may be crucial.
This may result in some companies not being interested or able to continue business in
exploration/development projects.
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c/o Andrew Enever
UK Country Tax Lead
Shell International Ltd
Shell Centre
York Road
London SE1 7NA

Achim Pross,
Head,
International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division,
OECD/CTPA

6 February 2015

interestdeductions@oecd.org

BEPS Action 4 – Interest Deductibility
I am writing to you on behalf of the UK Oil Industry Taxation Committee (UKOITC). For the past fifty
years, UKOITC has been representing the interests of companies with oil and gas exploration and
production activities within the UK and on the UK Continental Shelf.
We welcome the opportunity to comment on the OECD's Public Discussion Draft on the follow -up
work on Action 4: Interest Deductions and other financial payments published on 18 December 2014
(the "Discussion Draft"), which forms part of the OECD's Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting ("BEPS"). We would like to focus our submission on how these proposals could specifically
impact the oil and gas sector.
General comments
We believe that two key principles should be applied to these discussions:
1. Any changes to interest deductibility should not impede genuine commercial transactions,
instead being focused on tackling actual avoidance entered into by the minority.
2. The arm’s length approach is the best method for judging what debt and interest a stand
alone entity could obtain. Moving to a group rather than standalone entity perspective
starts to create different results which can have a significant impact for a MNE, yet there is
no difference in motive or tax avoidance behind any interest deduction.

Impact on Oil and Gas
The Oil and Gas sector has certain characteristics which mean that it may be uniquely impacted by
these proposals and we outline our concerns below.
The Discussion Draft puts forward three proposed new methodologies for limiting interest
deductions. The first one is a group-wide allocation basis. This has serious problems for our
particular industry and would inevitably lead to the withdrawal of significant tax relief (For example,
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where interest would be allocated under this methodology to a country that operates a Production
Sharing Contract or similar tax regime for oil and gas companies which disallow the deduction of
interest payments). In addition, the practicalities of operating a group-wide allocation basis for a
worldwide oil and gas group would be severely costly and burdensome from a compliance
perspective.
The second alternative proposed is to use a fixed ratio approach. This too would cause particular
problems for our industry to the extent that a company’s earnings were to be used as a measure.
The nature of our industry involves the need for very substantial amounts of capital and upfront
investment which generate losses in the early years of a resource project with earnings only
emerging many years later. The third alternative proposed involves a permutation of the two
previous proposed methodologies and so carries with it similar concerns.
Paragraph 214 of the Discussion Draft specifically mentions the oil and gas sector as one that may
require special attention. We agree and suggest that the fiscal circumstances of our industry warrant
an exemption from any additional interest restrictions. The UK oil industry has an upstream tax
regime which is specific to the sector. This includes Petroleum Revenue Tax, ring fence corporation
tax and a supplementary charge to corporation tax which result in current marginal tax rates of 81
per cent and 62 per cent. Some of these unique taxes (specifically Petroleum Revenue Tax and the
supplementary charge to corporation tax) already deny any tax deductions for financing costs and
the ring fence corporation tax rules include additional tests that have to be met to secure interest
deductibility.
Finally, the Discussion Draft proposes that a 25 per cent or greater investment in another party
should lead to those two entities being treated as part of the same group (paragraph 38). The oil and
gas industry regularly uses joint ventures to make substantial investments and the use of such a low
percentage test of control would cause both practical problems and potential multiple disallowances
under a group test.
We urge the OECD to consider the disproportionate impact that these proposals could have on the
Oil and Gas Industry. Any method proposed should continue to allow deductions for genuine
commercial structures. Using current or historic profits as a basis for limiting deductions will not
encourage future investment in capital intensive industries like the Oil and Gas sector. Any changes
should tackle true avoidance and not be a general disallowance for all interest.
I would be more than happy to discuss any aspect of this letter with you in more detail.
Yours sincerely
Andrew Enever,
UKOITC Chairman
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February 5, 2015
VIA EMAIL
Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
2 rue Andre-Pascal
75775, Paris
Cedex 16
France
(interestdeductions@oecd.org)
Re: USCIB Comment Letter on the OECD Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4: Interest
Deductions and Other Financial Payments
Dear Mr. Pross,
USCIB 1 is pleased to have this opportunity to provide comments on OECD’s discussion draft on
interest deductions and other financial payments.
USCIB generally supports the comments submitted by BIAC. We write separately in order to
emphasize certain points, note some differences, and highlight our member’s perspective on
the discussion draft.
The December discussion draft is focused on the first part of the Action 4 work stream. That is:
Develop recommendations regarding best practices in the design of rules to prevent
base erosion through the use of interest expense, for example through the use of
related-party and third-party debt to achieve excessive interest deductions or to finance
the production of exempt or deferred income, and other financial payments that are
economically equivalent to interest payments.2
In USCIB’s view the discussion draft is not targeted at practices described above that lead to
BEPS and is instead attempting to get interest allocation “just right”.3 That should not be the
1

USCIB promotes open markets, competitiveness and innovation, sustainable development and corporate
responsibility, supported by international engagement and prudent regulation. Its members include top U.S.based global companies and professional services firms from every sector of our economy, with operations in
every region of the world. With a unique global network encompassing leading international business
organizations, USCIB provides business views to policy makers and regulatory authorities worldwide, and works to
facilitate international trade and investment.
2
Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting, page 17.
3
Goldilocks and the Three Bears or Voltaire, “the perfect is the enemy of the good”.
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goal of Action 4. Rather the goal of Action 4 should be the elimination of practices that lead to
BEPS. That goal should determine the best practices that the OECD adopts.
Key Policy Aims
Paragraph 10 (page 10) of the discussion draft provides that the work on interest deductibility
should:
Encourage groups to adopt funding structures which more closely align the interest
expense of individual entities with that of the overall group. Overall, however, in
general groups should still be able to obtain tax relief for an amount equivalent to their
actual third party interest cost.
USCIB welcomes that acknowledgement that groups should be able to obtain tax relief for third
party interest expense. We believe, however, that parts of this statement of key policy aims
are misguided.
As to the notion that interest expense of individual entities should be more closely aligned with
the overall group, is both conceptually flawed and difficult to achieve in practice. The
conceptual premise underlying this conclusion is that money is fungible across national borders,
between different currencies, across multiple lines of business, and between different
markets. 4 Money may be fungible in narrower circumstances, but it is not true that companies
can simply shift earnings, assets, and debt among related entities without regard to these
concerns. Multinational groups are not monoliths. Tax is not the only or even the most
important determinate of where an MNE locates debt. Non-tax considerations determine the
capital structure of MNEs; how and where they borrow money, and how equity and debt
funding is allocated to particular members of the group. Different parts of a business may have
different funding needs; some parts of a business may be more capital intensive than others.
MNEs may, in many cases, centralize third-party debt in the parent entity or an affiliate resident
in the parent country. There are many reasons for this including the desire to borrow in the
home country currency or creditors’ desire to have the assets of the group available to fund the
repayment of the debt. The proposals in the discussion draft, particularly the group wide ratio,
would essentially require MNEs to establish financing entities to manage their interest expense
by pushing debt down to affiliated entities. The financing entities may neither need nor have
full time employees. The discussion draft on risk, characterization and special measures may be
read as not recognizing these transactions or applying special measures to them. Thus, the
proposals in the two discussion drafts may be working at cross purposes. That is, if MNEs must
establish financing entities to manage their interest deductions to the extent possible 5, then
those entities must be permitted to earn a time value of money return regardless of whether
they are considered “minimally functional”. Both the discussion draft on interest deductibility
and the discussion draft on risk, recharacterisation and special measures should be clear that
4

Paragraph 5 of the discussion draft asserts the fungibility of money as part of the reason for the approach of the
discussion draft.
5
See the BIAC comment letter for detailed comments on why this is very difficult to achieve in practice.
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such entities earning a time value of money return do not raise issues under non-recognition or
special measures notwithstanding their passive nature.
In some situations, for example project financing, MNEs may not have any choice with respect
to which entity is required to borrow. Third party lenders may require an entity that is
acquiring a valuable asset to take on the debt being used to acquire that asset because they
want recourse to the asset and the earnings from that asset in the event of a default. This may
be the case regardless of whether this entity is more or less leveraged than other entities in the
group. For example, it would be unrealistic to expect an Australian mining group that is
borrowing money to develop a new property in Chile to spread the costs of developing that
property across 50 subsidiaries located in other countries. The lenders are likely to require
covenants concerning the Chilean assets in recognition that those assets will be the source of
repayment while other assets of the group may be off-limits to the lenders because they are in
separate legal entities and are protected by the limited liability available to corporate entities
and the loans funding those purchases contain covenants restricting the transfer of those assets
or the encumbering of those assets with additional debt.
The discussion draft fails to acknowledge its potential impact on creditors’ rights. At least with
respect to existing debt, creditors have entered into creditor/debtor relationships based on
expectations with respect to cash flow sufficient to fund debt. To the extent that interest
expense disallowances undercut those assumptions (and the actual ability to make payments
on pre-existing debt), then third party rights might be compromised. The discussion draft
ought to prescribe transition/grandfather rules to deal with this issue.
Action 4 relates to the coherence pillar of the BEPS project. That is the notion that expenses in
one jurisdiction ought to result in income inclusions either in that jurisdiction or in another
jurisdiction. Countries are of course concerned when deductions are taken in a high tax
jurisdiction and income is included in a no or low tax jurisdiction (see box on page 7). However,
there is no acknowledgement that in many cases interest income will be deductible in one hightax country and includable in that same country or another high-tax country and that such a
payment and inclusion does not raise BEPS coherence issues. Coherence is maintained whether
the income is taxable in the entity that receives the interest or by that entity’s parent under
appropriate CFC rules. Thus the proper scope of these rules cannot be determined without
reference to the CFC design principles. A common example of high-tax deduction and inclusion
would be an entity in a high-tax jurisdiction has a revolving line of credit with a local bank which
it uses to fund working capital needs. The entity may use this line of credit more when business
is down and therefore incur more interest expense when it would have less cap (under an
earnings measure).
The key policy aims only acknowledge the need to permit a deduction for third-party interest
expense. Related-party debt serves important functions. As the OECD acknowledges, earnings
can be volatile and inter-company debt can address some of that volatility at less cost to
companies. That is, a company with excess cash may make a loan to a related entity that needs
cash. This may be the result of business cycles and may be between high-tax jurisdictions such
that BEPS concerns are not raised. Nevertheless such a loan could result in a disallowance even
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though there should be no BEPS concern. Related party debt may also be the only cash
available in a liquidity constrained market place. Encouraging third-party debt (which this rule
clearly does) is contrary to much recent economic advice that attributes at least part of the
recent financial crisis to over leveraging. Thus rules that encourage third-party debt should not
to be favored.
For all these reasons, the goal of Action 4 should not be to align the interest expense within the
group, but to determine what level of interest deduction limitation appropriately protects
countries against BEPS practices.
Best Practices
USCIB believes that best practices should be determined by the goal of preventing BEPS. Thus,
Action 4 should function as an anti-abuse rule and the policy choices should flow from that.
Because any broad interest limitation has the potential to disallow interest expense that is
unrelated to BEPS and such disallowance would have a negative impact on investment, the
thrust of the rule should be to allow interest up to a relatively high threshold. Thus, a relatively
high fixed ratio applied to a consolidated group within a particular jurisdiction should be the
primary rule. 6 Particular abuse cases could be addressed by targeted rules.
Existing ratios in countries that currently have fixed ratio approaches should not be reduced
until there is better information on actual ratios.7 The Global 100 ratios, even if they are
correct, are not likely indicative of ratios for other entities. USCIB also believes that a global
approach adopting a fixed ratio – even one that the OECD perceives as high – will likely have an
impact simply because it is a global approach and taxpayers cannot avoid its impact by moving
debt to a jurisdiction that does not have a disallowance rule.
Taxpayers should have an option whether to use earnings or assets to determine the fixed ratio
as long as they apply that choice consistently. As the OECD acknowledges there are difficulties
with both approaches and those difficulties will affect MNEs differently. Taxpayers are in the
best position to know which approach works from their company.
The world-wide group ratio will be very difficult for taxpayers to apply and tax administrations
to audit (particularly developing countries with capacity constraints).

6

The discussion draft appears to contemplate allowing a consolidated approach. USCIB believes a consolidated
approach better achieves the anti-abuse goals of BEPS. That is, if the consolidated group as whole is below the
threshold, then business decisions on where to locate debt within the group should not be second guessed.
7
USCIB has asked members to look at these numbers. We may provide feedback on this as it becomes available.
We have attached a spread sheet prepared by S & P Capital IQ Leveraged Commentary and Data (2014). The
universe represented in this spread sheet is non-investment grade (rating below BBB) US SEC filers with
outstanding debt as of 9/30/2014. We think that it is important for the OECD to look not just the world’s largest
companies, but a range of companies that may be affected by these fixed ratios. Non-investment grade filers will
have much less access to equity markets and, therefore, will rely more on debt to fund their businesses.
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World-wide group ratios also have the substantial practical problems (only a few of which are
raised here) that are worse under a deemed interest rule. 8
Assuming that a world-wide rule applies on the basis of earnings, if earnings are adjusted on
audit does that have a ripple effect on the world-wide allocation? Do the caps in all countries
need to be recomputed? Obviously, this would be unnecessarily burdensome for routine
adjustments, but at some level would this be required?
A world-wide ratio especially one that is not very high, will almost certainly result in the denial
of interest deductions. This would be the case even if the MNE made its best efforts to get the
interest allocation “just right” because it will be impossible to know in advance what “just right”
is. A fixed ratio, on the other hand, gives MNEs more certainty concerning whether their level
of debt in a particular country will be allowable and the interest therefore deductible.
If the world-wide group rules are not adopted universally, how do such rules interact with
jurisdictions that do not adopt such rules? Does interest expense in that jurisdiction create or
reduce cap depending on how leveraged that entity is?
USCIB appreciates the opportunity to comment on the discussion draft and looks forward to
working with the OECD to achieve appropriate outcomes.
Sincerely,

William J. Sample
Chair, Taxation Committee
United States Council for International Business (USCIB)

8

USCIB believes that a deemed interest rule would be a very bad choice. We are pleased that the OECD has
rejected it, but raise these concerns because this is not a consensus document and countries may still be
considering this option. This letter does not identify the difficulties with an interest allocation approach, but
USCIB would be happy to do that if the interest allocation approach is being seriously considered.
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Cash Interest
Coverage Ratio
On Outstanding Debt
1.7x
2.6x
2.8x
2.8x
2.9x
3.0x
3.2x
3.3x
3.5x
3.6x
3.7x
3.9x
4.0x
4.1x
4.2x

Interest Expense /
EBITDA
On Outstanding Debt
57.3%
39.2%
35.7%
35.7%
34.5%
33.1%
31.1%
30.4%
28.8%
28.0%
27.1%
25.5%
24.9%
24.7%
24.0%

Industry Sector*
Observations
Nonferrous metals/minerals
6
Forest products
2
Broadcast radio and television
9
Home furnishings
2
Building and Development
6
Surface transport
3
Cosmetics/Toiletries
2
Food products
5
Containers and glass products
2
Telcommunications
11
Food service
7
Health care
24
Utilities
4
Cable television
8
Aerospace and Defense
5
Hotels/motels/inns and
4.2x
10
casinos
24.0%
Clothing/Textiles
4.4x
2
22.8%
Drugs
4.6x
5
21.9%
Oil and gas
4.7x
6
21.1%
Retailers (other than
5.0x
10
food/drug)
20.2%
Food/drug retailers
5.0x
3
19.9%
Business equipment and
5.4x
13
services
18.7%
Industrial equipment
5.5x
6
18.0%
Leisure
5.6x
10
17.7%
Air Transport
5.8x
5
17.3%
Publishing
5.8x
5
17.2%
Chemical/Plastics
5.9x
10
17.1%
Financial Intermediaries
5.9x
7
17.0%
Conglomerates
6.0x
4
16.7%
Automotive
6.2x
8
16.2%
Electronics/electric
7.0x
13
14.3%
* To be included, companies must be U.S. SEC filers and have outstanding third-party debt as of 9/30/2014

Source: S&P Capital IQ Leveraged Commentary & Data (2014)
Copyright 2015, S&P Capital IQ (and its affiliates, as applicable). U.S. CIB use of the information in this table
permitted by S&P Capital IQ (“S&P”). None of S&P, its affiliates or their suppliers guarantee the accuracy,
adequacy, completeness or availability of any information and is not responsible for any errors or omissions,
regardless of the cause or for the results obtained from the use of such information. In no event shall S&P, its
affiliates or any of their suppliers be liable for any damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost
income or lost profit and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of S&P information.
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Achim Pross
Head, International Co-operation and Tax Administration Division
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
OECD
Submitted by email to: interestdeductions@oecd.org
Amsterdam, 5 February 2015
Public Discussion Draft: BEPS Action 4: Interest Deduction and other Financial Payments
Dear Mr. Pross,
We would like to make two comments on the public discussion draft.
1. Optimum of deemed interest rule and interest cap rule
We understand that countries engaged in Action 4 agree to structure a group-wide interest
allocation rule as an interest cap rule instead of a deemed interest rule. The risk of mismatches
(multiple deduction of the same interest) caused by a deemed interest rule may outweigh the risk
of economic double taxation caused by an interest cap rule. The risk of multiple deduction of the
same interest occurs if groups have the opportunity to raise interest – and deduct actual interest
cost – in countries which do not apply the rule deemed interest rule (see also p. 30-31 of the report
and example 4 on p. 77-78). A policy choice for the interest cap rule instead of the deemed
interest rule may therefore be warranted. However, in our view it is worth trying to find an
optimum, where there is no double dip and economic double taxation is kept at a minimum. This
may be achieved by applying the deemed interest rule within a sub-group located (either through
subsidiaries resident thereof or through permanents establishments located therein) in jurisdictions
that apply equivalent interest allocation rules (hereinafter: qualifying sub-group). The rule could
operate as follows:
Stage 1: Determination of an interest cap within qualifying jurisdictions
a) A Co calculates the total net third party interest expense for its group.
b) A Co identifies its group’s total earnings or assets.
c) A Co calculates the interest cap for the qualifying sub-group, which is an allocation of part of
the group’s net third party interest expense, determined on the basis of the ratio of the qualifying
sub-group’s earnings or assets to the group’s total earnings or assets.
Stage 2: Application of the interest cap within qualifying jurisdictions
d) A Co calculates the net interest income or expense of the qualifying sub-group.
e) If the qualifying sub-group has net interest income, A Co cannot deduct any interest in excess
of its taxable interest income.
f) If the qualifying sub-group has net interest expense, this is compared against its interest cap. Net
interest expense up to the interest cap is allocated within the qualifying sub-group.
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Stage 3: Allocation of interest within qualifying subgroup
g) A Co calculates its allocation of part of the qualifying sub-group’s net third party interest
expense, based on the ratio of its earnings or assets to the qualifying sub-group’s total earnings or
assets.
2. Economic double taxation of interest spread under the interest cap rule
It is explicitly stated in the Discussion Draft that under the worldwide interest cap rule a group
should in principle be able to claim deductions for an amount equal to its actual third party interest
costs. In order to achieve this, the intra-group financing of a group must be organized in such a
way that the net interest expense of each group company reflects the interest cap allocated to it. In
our view this is a very theoretical approach, which neglects the practical difficulties for a group to
organize its financing structure in such a way. Moreover, the arm’s length principle may prevent a
group from allocating intra-group debt to a group company. The result is that the cap cannot be
fully utilized. 1
But even if a group were able to set-up an arms’ length intra-group financing structure reflecting
the interest cap allocated to each group company, the world wide interest cap rule would cause
economic double taxation. An example may illustrate this.
Example
A Co borrows € 10 million from the bank at a fixed interest of 5% and lends the full amount to its
only subsidiary B Co at an arms’ length interest rate of 6%. Hence, the spread on the intra-group
loan is 1% (6% -/- 5%). The EBITDA of A Co and B Co is nil and € 100 million, respectively.
Under the interest cap rule B Co is allowed to deduct net interest expenses up to the level of its
interest cap. On the basis of an EBITDA allocation, B Co’s interest cap equals the interest A Co
paid to the bank. In numbers: of the € 600.000 interest paid to A Co, only € 500.000 is deductible.
A Co is not confronted with the interest cap rule because its net interest position is positive (€
600.000 -/- € 500.000). In other words: A Co can offset the interest paid to the bank against the
interest received from B Co. However, the € 100.000 spread income at the level of A Co remains
taxable.
The example illustrates that groups will suffer economic double taxation on spread income when
using intra-group debt to re-allocate third party debt within the group. In our view this ‘built in’
economic double taxation on spread income is both in theory and practice undesirable. A solution
that avoids this economic double taxation on a case-by-case-approach may not be viable. A viable
solution may be the allowance of an additional fixed percentage of the net third party interest cost
that may be added to the interest cap. By allowing such increase, the group is roughly
compensated for the economic double taxation it potentially suffers on its interest spread.
Sincerely yours,
Otto Marres and Jan van de Streek, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam Centre for Tax Law
(ACTL) 2
1

In the Draft Discussion (p. 28) it is submitted that countries introducing a group wide rule may no longer be
concerned about the at arms’ length pricing of individual intra-group instruments. However, there are no
guarantees that this issue will be resolved.
2
Both authors are professor at the University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam Centre for Tax Law (ACTL). They are
also practicing as tax lawyer at Meijburg & Co and Loyens & Loeff, respectively. This letter does not necessarily
reflect the views of the abovementioned organizations.
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OECD Centre on Tax Policy and Administration
Attn. Achim Pross
Head International Co-operation and Tax
Administration

Submitted by e-mail: interestdeductions@oecd.org

Subject

The Hague

VNO-NCW comments to the Discussion February 6, 2015
Te lep ho ne nu mber
Draft on BEPS Action 4: Interest
+31 70 3490423
Deductions and Other Financial
E-ma il
Payments
lammers@vnoncw-mkb.nl
Reference nu mber

15/10.144/Jla

Dear Mr. Pross,
The Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers VNO-NCW welcomes the
opportunity to provide comments to the Public Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4:
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments that was published on 18 December
2014.
General comments
The Discussion Draft addresses three types of rules that could be applied to interest
deduction. These are (i) group-wide interest allocation rules, (ii) group-wide ratio rules,
and (iii) fixed ratio rules.
VNO-NCW would like to express deep concern that by limiting the Draft to these three
types of rules, the OECD appears to be suggesting that intra-group interest partly should
be deemed prima facie evidence of base erosion. This is simply not a fair and objective
reflection of reality.
Moreover, the absence of other options than the three types of rules presented in the
Draft implies that the OECD has completely abandoned the arm’s length principle
where intra-group interest is concerned. We find this very disconcerting. Situations that
reflect the economic and commercial reality should not be subject to interest deduction
limitations or be otherwise impeded by international tax policy.

VNO-NCW Postbus 93002 2509 AA Den Haag
983
T: 070 3490 349 F: 070 3490 300
www.vno-ncw.nl

At the very least, the final OECD recommendations regarding this Action Point should
include the possibility for taxpayers to offer rebuttal that the arm’s length principle has
been observed. Such rebuttal should result in the override of any limitation of interest
deduction following from these tests. Together with this possibility, the OECD should
provide clear guidance or safe-harbour rules explaining in which situations and on the
basis of what grounds such rebuttal should generally be accepted, for instance if it can
be substantiated that third parties apply a similar approach.
Without such a rebuttal possibility the proposal will not target avoidance, but will
simply (partly) do away with the possibility of deducting interest at the national level.
This would be too great an invasion of tax sovereignty by the OECD and therefore
would make it impossible to reach the level of international consensus that is crucial for
this Action Point to be successful.
Secondly, it is important that any limitation on interest deductions should not favour
one group or type of taxpayer over another. However, the rules described in the
Discussion Draft appear to favour domestic groups over MNEs and thus potentially
create an uneven playing field. This manifests itself through the fact that taxpayers that
are active in more than one country would in practice almost certainly be confronted
with an (overall) limitation on the amount of deductible interest, while domestic groups
– even if they are leveraged exactly the same – would not suffer this limitation. The
OECD addresses this limitation but does not offer a solution in its draft to avoid this
unacceptable limitation on deductibility of gross (third party) interest costs.
Additionally, this bias to domestic groups also puts smaller economies at a disadvantage
to bigger economies vis-à-vis attracting capital investments. Decreased investment in
the smaller economies will cause a lag in job creation and cause harm to the overall
health of the economy. Such bias would therefore put strain on reaching the
international consensus required for this Action Point to be effective.
Additionally, the automatic consequence of this world-wide approach is that if no broad
international consensus is reached on this Action Point this will cause double taxation as
taxpayers will be faced with both the application of the arm’s length principle in some
countries and the mechanical allocation rules in others. This would be an unacceptable
outcome for business.
Finally, we would like to reiterate the importance that the final OECD recommendations
regarding the BEPS project follow a holistic and integral approach. This means that
layering of measures to achieve essentially the same objective has to be avoided. We
can imagine that as a result of the recommendations flowing from Action 2 on Hybrid
Mismatch Arrangements a major part of the identified problems regarding interest
deduction already have been addressed or can be addressed in a more efficient and
economically less distorting manner. We would therefore suggest that any
recommendation on implementing rules as laid out in this Discussion Draft be made
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conditional to the question to what extent the underlying problem can be adequately
dealt with through other Action Points.
Specific comments on the Discussion Draft tests
Regarding the three types of rules that are described in the Discussion Draft we would
offer the following, more specific comments.
1.

Group-wide interest allocation rules

There are serious conceptual issues with this test. This test would in practice make it
impossible for MNEs to achieve a deduction for the full amount net third party
interest. The MNE would need to actually move debt into each entity of the group
and over time continuously keep moving this debt to be in alignment with the EBIT
and/or assets of each of the group companies relative to the entire MNEs assets and
EBIT. This would be unrealizable, incredibly costly and – not least – have no basis
whatsoever in economic and commercial reality. Moreover, currently several
countries do not accept the tax deductibility of interest related to moved debt, for
instance in case of debt push down related to acquisitions.
One could theoretically solve the unfair outcome that these rules inherently cause by
including a carry forward of both non-deductible interest and unused capacity.
However, such a carry forward rule would in practice be next to impossible to
administrate for both taxpayers and tax authorities. In addition, the inclusion of these
provisions would only be a partial solution to the problem. It would be more
appropriate to utilize rules that do not create the situation in the first place.
As most groups borrow centrally, they will have to allocate third party debt
throughout the group. While this is highly impractical from an administrative point
of view, it also means that external interest costs will increase as these loans need to
be hedged back to the currency of the third party debt. As third party interest
increases, the net interest to be ‘distributed’ increases, which will increase hedging
costs and so on in an endless cycle. Moreover, this means that the currency of the
debt could very well differ from the currency in which the acquired business or
assets generate earnings, which does not make sense from an economic perspective.
Furthermore, this ongoing-lending will increase the amount of cross-border interest
paid and as such increases withholding tax on the interest payments which in effect
creates a further limitation to the deduction of third party interest. Alternatively, all
debt would need to be incurred locally, which is highly inefficient, probably not
possible and even this would not insulate the MNE against having to continuously
move debt around as assets or EBIT of the different group companies of the MNE
fluctuate over the years.
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Also, different entities in the group may be engaged in different types of business
lines, which have different debt requirements (e.g. services versus real estate). Again,
spreading out the debt does not make sense economically and even less so if the
currency of the debt also changes. Think of German real estate being partially
financed in Indian rupees by having to allocate part of the interest incurred in relation
to the acquisition of this real estate to India. The one-size-fits-all approach simply
does not do justice to economic reality.
Finally, the position of joint ventures and minority shareholders needs to be
examined. Under the proposed rule a large part of the interest would have to be
allocated to the majority partner’s other entities. Conversely there will be an issue to
the extent that interest needs to be allocated to entities with minority partners. These
minority partners will not agree to fund the group’s other projects in which they have
no stake.
In summary, this proposal will not be implementable as it breaks the economic
connection between the interest paid and the economic activities and assets acquired
with the debt. It will increase third party interest and will render large parts of
external interest non-deductible.
2.

Group-wide ratio rules

The group-wide ratio is essentially no different from the group-wide allocation. As in
group-wide allocation, the debt centrally issued will have to be broken up into as
many entities and currencies as are part of the group. Therefore, the conceptual
issues are comparable to the concerns expressed above: continuously fluctuating
ratios, currency conversion, increased withholding taxes, different business lines
requiring different types of financing, and issues with joint ventures and minority
shareholders.
3.

Fixed ratio rules

While fixed ratios do not reflect actual arm’s length commercial situations, it can be
a useful tool to provide certainty and clarity as a means of providing a safe-harbour
level of deduction.
However, underlining the general comments made above, there would have to be a
route to rebut the fixed ratio for certain industries or commercial situations, in order
to show that the arm’s length principle has been observed and the situation in fact
reflects genuine economic and commercial reality.
Further refinement of the fixed ratio rules can be found in appropriate carry forward
rules for both unused capacity as well as non-deductible interest. Such carry forward
rules are essential for entities to adapt their debt level to changes in (economic)
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circumstances.
With regard to the level of fixed ratio in existing rules it would be helpful if the
secretariat would make the anecdotal evidence that 30% is too high available, and
would conduct additional research into ratios and make this available for discussion.
The data, as cited currently, does not adequately suffice to prove that the 30% ratio is
too high. The percentages set forth in DD4 Box 3 range from 25% to 50% and were
adopted in each of the countries after considerable analysis and debate, discarded
such percentages summarily is imprudent.
At annex to this letter you will find answers to the questions posed in the Discussion
Draft insofar these questions have not yet been addressed in the above comments.
We hope you will take these comments into account while further developing this very
important Action Point. We are of course available to further elaborate on the raised
issues, should this be helpful. We look forward to doing so during the public
consultation.
Sincerely Yours,

Jeroen Lammers
Manager Fiscal Affairs
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Annex to VNO-NCW comments to the Discussion Draft on BEPS Action 4:
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments
Below answers are provided to the questions in the Discussion Draft that are not
addressed above and that require additional consideration.
Answers to the questions
3. Are there any other scenarios you see that pose base erosion or profit shifting risk? If
so, please give a description of these scenarios along with examples of how they might
arise.
Dual Listed Companies would need to be included. The definition from the work on the
LOB article in Action 6 can be useful for this purpose.
4. Where do you see issues in applying a 25 per cent control test to determine whether
entities are related?
A 25% control test is low, but the extent to which this will be an issue depends on what
the consequences will be of being deemed related. Best practice rules as to the meaning
of related parties should be focused on control, with controlled and controlling parties
defined with reference to more than 50% direct or indirect investment interests.
5. What are the problems that may arise if a rule applies to net interest expense? Are
there any situations in which gross interest expense or the level of debt would be more
appropriate?
Many MNEs have cash trapped in entities with insufficient dividend capacity in local
books. This cash is not available to the group to lower the level of external debt. As
such, it ought not to be included.
7. Are there any practical issues with respect to the operation of (a) interest allocation
rules or (b) group ratio rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation document?
The conceptual issues related to interest allocation rules and group ratio rules are
described above. In addition, the main practical issue will be that it is impossible to lend
(relatively) small amounts to all, which can potentially amount to large numbers, of the
legal entities in a group. The administrative burden of doing so will be prohibitive.
Another practical issue will be that not one legal entity in the group will have the exact
right amount of interest in any given year, which means that a special sets of books will
need to be maintained to calculate the carry forward of interest or capacity, the
expiration date of the carry forward and the use made. Thirdly, accounts based on the
group’s consolidated accounting method will usually not be available for individual
legal entities.
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11. What approach to measuring earnings or asset values would give the most accurate
picture of economic activity across a group? Do any particular difficulties arise from
this approach and how could these be addressed?
The link between assets and income is usually not very strong and therefore assets are in
most sectors not appropriate for allocation. For example, the value of assets does not say
anything about the risks associated with that asset, and similarly does not say much
about the return. As a result an asset rich entity (real estate) could have a high asset
value, but low risk and income. This poses the risk that the interest cap allocated to this
entity exceeds its income.
However for industries with high levels of capital investment, and delayed income
streams (such as oil and gas, and mining), an EBITDA based restriction, where there
may be no EBITDA for a number of years, can be inappropriate for early years of the
investment.
12. Are there any other difficulties in applying (a) an earnings-based or (b) an asset
value-based approach? If so, what are they and how could these difficulties be dealt
with?
Under a fixed ratio allowance could be made for different types of businesses.
13. What categories of tax exempt or deferred income should be excluded from the
definition of earnings? How could these be identified by entities?
The obvious example would be dividends, but a carve-out would be required for
dividends that are taxable as many countries – if not most – outside of Europe do not
exempt dividends paid by subsidiaries.
14. Do any particular difficulties arise from asking groups to identify entities with
positive and negative earnings balances? What other approaches could be taken to
address issues raised by groups with loss making entities under an earnings-based
approach?
See #7.
15. Where an entity’s earnings or asset values need to be converted into the currency
used in the group’s consolidated financial statements, what exchange rate should be
used for this conversion?
The exchange rate that is used in the consolidated accounts. This will yield the most
consistent outcome.
16. What specific issues or problems would be faced in applying a group-wide rule to a
group engaged in several different sectors? Would an assets or earnings-based
approach be more suitable for this kind of group?
Different business sectors operate with different levels of debt. By way of example, a
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group with two entities each with an EBIT of 100, one is in real estate and owns hotel
property, but does not manage the hotel itself, and the other manages a hotel owned by a
third party. The real estate entity has assets worth 1500, equity of 500, debt of 1000 and
pays interest of 80. The service entity has equity of 25, no assets, no debt and EBIT of
60. Under a group wide rule the third party interest would have to be split between the
two entities as follows. Real estate entity 100/160*80=50. And the service entity
60/160*80=30. The third party debt to be allocated to the service entity would be
30/80*100=375. The outcome would make no sense economically. Who would finance
a service provider with no assets at a 15:1 debt equity ratio?
17. What barriers exist which could prevent a group from arranging its intragroup
loans so that net interest expense is matched with economic activity, as measured using
earnings or asset values? How could this issue be addressed?
See the points made in the general comments as well as #7 and #16 above.
19. If practical difficulties arise under an earnings or assets-based approach, would
these difficulties be reduced if a rule used a combination of earnings and asset values
(and possibly other measures of economic activity)? If so, what could this combined
approach look like? What further practical difficulties could arise from such an
approach?
To a small extent this would mitigate the issues with the asset based approach, but it
would add considerably more complexity.
20. In what situations could significant permanent or timing mismatches arise if an
entity’s interest cap or group ratio is calculated using accounting rules while its taxable
net interest expense is calculated using tax rules?
This would arise in all cases where an asset is depreciable for tax purposes, but not for
accounting purposes. If such an asset would be acquired with debt, than a considerable
part of the related debt – and in an asset based allocation, over time most of the related
debt – would have to be allocated to other entities in the group.
Consider a group with two entities: One entity acquires the business of a competitor,
most of the value is in intangibles such as goodwill. The acquisition is largely financed
with third part debt. If this entity is allowed to depreciate the intangibles, its income will
be reduced by the amount of depreciation and therefore part – possibly a material part –
of the interest incurred in relation to the acquisition will be allocated to the other entities
of the group.
Group accounts may recognize income which is not reflected in any local entity, either
due to differences in GAAP, or due to consolidation adjustments. In such
circumstances, effectively there would be an allocation of interest to profits which do
not appear in any entity, and are therefore not available for deduction anywhere in the
group.
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21. Could all types of timing mismatch be addressed through carry forward provisions
(covering disallowed interest expense and/or unused capacity to deduct interest
expense)? What other approaches could be taken to address timing mismatches?
See #7.
22. It is proposed that any group-wide rule included in a best practice recommendation
should apply to the entities included in a group’s consolidated financial statements.
This could introduce competition concerns where a group-wide rule applies to entities
held under a parent company (which typically would prepare consolidated financial
statements) but does not apply to those held under a trust, fund or individual (which
may not prepare consolidated financial statements). Would these concerns be more
effectively addressed by including connected parties within an interest limitation group,
or through targeted rules?
Although this will depend on the definition of ‘connected’ it is likely – given the above
– that including connected parties and entities in the group will add further complexity.
Targeted rules may be better able to address this.
23. Payments to connected parties may be disguised through back to back
arrangements, where the payment is effectively routed via a related party (such as a
bank under a structured arrangement). In applying a group-wide rule, how might
payments made through such arrangements be detected?
This would be very difficult unless the tax authority would have access to the financial
accounts of the connected party that receives the payment. It should then be possible to
compare payments made by one party and to which bank with payments received and
from which bank by the other party. Using a group ratio would not solve this as it would
be equally possible to inflate third party interest, but a fixed ratio would.
24. What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio rules based on asset values or
earnings?
Using a single ratio may not be appropriate for different types of businesses and
possibly for the same business, but in a different phase of market development, or in a
different country.
25. What would be the appropriate measure of asset values or earnings under a fixed
ratio rule?
In our opinion, it would be necessary to have additional research into ratios and make
this available for consultation to come up with a proper and well documented decision
on this. For now, we would not agree with the OECD that the mentioned – but not made
available – anecdotal evidence is adequate to prove that the 30% ratio is too high. The
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percentages set forth in DD4 Box 3 range up to 50% and were adopted in each of the
countries after considerable analysis and debate.
In any event, we would argue – as pointed out above – that there would have to be a
rebuttal possibility together with a carve-out in case the group ratio is higher,
differentiation by industry, and carry forward of unused capacity and non-deductible
interest.
26. For what reasons would the interest to earnings or interest to asset value ratios of
an individual entity significantly exceed the equivalent ratios of its worldwide group?
Capital expenditure, recent acquisitions, start-up losses.
30. A combined approach should provide an effective solution to base erosion and
profit shifting using interest, while allowing lower risk entities to apply a simpler test.
What other options for combined approaches which meet this objective should be
considered as possible best practices?
See #25. Any option which includes group apportionment should not be followed, due
to the issues identified in relation to that proposal. We would therefore recommend a
fixed ratio approach alone, and remove the group allocation route entirely.
31. Which situations do you think would need to be covered by targeted rules to
effectively and comprehensively address base erosion and profit shifting risks posed by
interest expense? Which of these could also be addressed though a general interest
limitation rule and where would a general rule need to be supported by targeted rules?
Under a fixed ration regime there would be virtually no scope for manipulation. Under
group wide allocation, risks would be related mostly to undisclosed related parties and
back to back arrangements.
32. To what extent could a carry forward of disallowed interest expense or unused
capacity to deduct interest help to smooth the effects of a general interest limitation
rule?
See #25. Assuming that the fixed ratio is set at a realistic level, the majority of taxpayers
ought to be able to stay below that level in the majority of its legal entities, which
avoids the prohibitive administrative burden outlined in #7. By setting the ratio at the
right level, only situations of avoidance should be caught, and therefore the objective of
the proposals achieved without damaging genuine commercial activities.
33. Working on the assumption that countries would like to limit carry forwards in
terms of the number of years what would be the issues presented by say a five year
limit? If this does present problems what are they and how and when do they arise?
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This will differ mostly on the economic cycle of various industries as well as on the
volatility of the earnings. If earnings can be volatile over an extended period, five years
may not be appropriate.
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Executive Summary
1

This submission considers how proposals to address the issue of Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
through the manipulation of interest deductions might impact on the operation of the companies
represented by Water UK and provides recommendations to the OECD on how to avoid unintended,
and potentially severe, damage to the UK water sector.
Tax and regulatory system already protects against BEPS in the Water Industry.
Operating in the UK, water companies are already subject to effective controls through the arm’s length
test which recognises that entities may have different levels of interest expense depending on their
circumstances and does not disturb genuine commercial behaviour. We believe that this, together with
the other aspects of the UK tax system, provide sufficient protection for this sector against the BEPS
risks set out in the Discussion Draft.
Moreover, the protections against abuse within the UK tax system are powerfully augmented for the
water sector by a detailed regulatory framework which applies to the capital structure and financial
operation of the water companies. This means that the debt financing structures and operating
models of these companies are subject to detailed Government oversight and to regular review by the
independent regulator under a five year cycle. These arrangements effectively address the concerns
regarding the arm’s length test identified in paragraph 22 of the Discussion Draft.
The combination of economic regulation and the arm’s length test delivers such a high level of
protection against the risks of base erosion and profit shifting identified in Action 4 that no further action
should be needed. Indeed, given that the additional measures that the Discussion Draft proposes are
clearly likely to disturb genuine commercial behaviour, it can be seen that any such actions would
provide no benefit but could distort behaviour, impose unwarranted tax costs and increase bills for the
end customer.
Risk of unintentionally damaging UK water sector
Nevertheless, if you do proceed, given needs elsewhere, the UK water sector – operating as it does
with commercially appropriate high levels of debt finance – would be particularly vulnerable to
unintended effects if measures emerging from the Action 4 project were applied in a one-size-fits-all
manner. The impact of such unintended effects would also be severe, since the regulatory cycle locks
the companies into a pricing model for a five year period. It will, therefore, be important to ensure that
any recommendations emerging from Action 4 are sensitive to the circumstances of this sector.
Designing an appropriate sector specific solution
Given the specific features of the UK water industry, and the fact that it is clearly bounded both by
geography and regulation, it will be entirely possible to ensure that the outcome of the Action 4 process
can effectively deal with the risk of base erosion and profit shifting without having unintended impacts
on the sector. The challenge will be to strike the right balance between addressing the specific
circumstances of particular sectors and not weakening the effectiveness of the overall response to
BEPS. Such a balance can be achieved by developing an approach where individual countries are
given the flexibility to tailor their actions to the specific conditions in their territories, but within the
framework of a risk based checklist. This could provide that additional action on interest deductibility is
not required in cases where it can be objectively established that the risks of base erosion and profit
shifting are either minimal or can be effectively managed through existing controls. This paper sets out
a number of mechanisms that could be used to provide such a solution.
This response is intended to support the analysis being undertaken under Action 4. It is designed to
assist the OECD in ensuring that the recommendations emerging from the process are accurately
targeted on areas of genuine BEPS risk and avoid collateral economic damage where the BEPS risk is
low.

1

As set out in the OECD’s BEPS Action 4: Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments Discussion Draft.
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1.

Introduction
This submission is motivated by the concern that measures to address base erosion and
profit shifting through the use of debt interest could have unintended consequences for low
risk sectors such as the water industry in the UK. Such unintended consequences might
arise in a situation where the outcome of the work on Action 4 was the adoption of a onesize-fits-all framework which did not take due account of the specific circumstances applying
in sectors such as water.
To understand the extent of this risk, it is necessary to examine how the ideas set out in the
Discussion Draft would impact on the distinctive features of the sector. This paper sets out
such an examination, drawing out the extent to which the UK regulatory framework, and
existing arm’s length rules applying to UK water companies makes them a very low risk for
BEPS. It also shows how the capital structure best suited to these companies, given the
long-term nature of their underlying infrastructure assets, results in high levels of long term
debt financing, and debt profiles which might, in other circumstances, give rise to the
concerns being addressed by Action 4.

1.1

Water UK
Water UK represents all major statutory water and wastewater service supply organisations in
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. It works for a strong water industry on behalf
of our members and the interests of all our stakeholders. Its primary focus is on high-level
policy - instigating and facilitating the development of sustainable water policy that ensures
lasting economic, social and environmental benefits for the UK. Its aims are to promote the
highest levels of drinking water quality, an environmentally sustainable industry and a stable
regulatory regime able to attract the investment which the industry needs.
Membership of Water UK is open to all businesses authorised to supply water and
wastewater services in the United Kingdom, and to the equivalent government or statutory
authorities providing these services in Scotland and Northern Ireland. We seek to maintain
our ability to represent the whole sector by broadening the membership to include market
entrants competing with the established suppliers.
A list of our members is available at http://www.water.org.uk/about/our-members .

1.2

Structure of this paper
This paper is structured as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Section 1, Introduction
Section 2, setting out the aims of the BEPS review and identifying the key elements that
are relevant in the discussion of interest deductions and the UK water industry
Section 3, providing an overview of the key features of the water industry as they are
relevant to the discussion of BEPS through interest deductions, including an analysis of
the capital structure of the sector
Section 4, considering the proposals of the Discussion Draft in this context
Section 5, drawing conclusions and recommendations.
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2.

The concerns regarding BEPS and interest
In taking forward the G20 Finance Ministers’ remit to address Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
(“BEPS”) the OECD has elaborated the following definition of BEPS as:
“instances where the interaction of different tax rules leads to double non-taxation or
less than single taxation. It also relates to arrangements that achieve no or low
taxation by shifting profits away from the jurisdictions where the activities creating
2
those profits take place.”
The BEPS Action Plan specifically addresses the issue of interest deduction in Action 4 which
calls for the development of:
“… recommendations regarding best practices in the design of rules to prevent base
erosion through the use of interest expense, for example through the use of relatedparty and third-party debt to achieve excessive interest deductions or to finance the
production of exempt or deferred income, and other financial payments that are
economically equivalent to interest payments. 3
The OECD’s BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion
Draft, published on 18 December 2014, stresses
“the need to address base erosion and profit shifting using deductible payments such
as interest that can give rise to double non-taxation in both inbound and outbound
4
investment scenarios.”
Specifically the Discussion Draft provides the following background to the issues that the
OECD has stated it is seeking to address:
“Most countries tax debt and equity differently for the purposes of their domestic law.
Interest on debt is generally a deductible expense of the payer and taxed at ordinary
rates in the hands of the payee. Dividends, or other equity returns, on the other hand,
are generally not deductible and are typically subject to some form of tax relief (an
exemption, exclusion, credit, etc.) in the hands of the payee.
While, in a purely domestic context, these differences in treatment may result in debt
and equity being subject to a similar overall tax burden, the difference in the
treatment of the payer creates a tax-induced bias, in the cross-border context,
towards debt financing. The distortion is compounded by tax planning techniques that
may be employed to reduce or eliminate tax on interest income in the jurisdiction of
5
the payee.”
Importantly, in setting out the key policy aims for Action 4, the Discussion Draft notes that
“…in general groups should still be able to obtain tax relief for an amount equivalent
6
to their actual third party interest costs”

2

OECD – Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting, 19 July 2013.
Ibid
4
OECD – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion Draft, 18 December 2014,
Introduction.
5
OECD – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion Draft, 18 December 2014,
Para 2.
6
OECD – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion Draft, 18 December 2014,
Para 10.
3
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2.1

The issue in different contexts
From an inbound perspective, the Discussion Draft outlines concerns regarding excessive
interest deductions reducing taxable profit even in situations in which the group as a whole
may have little or no external debt. The Discussion Draft raises concerns regarding groups in
which subsidiaries have a disproportionately large quantum of debt compared to the
consolidated group.
From an outbound perspective, the Discussion Draft outlines concerns regarding companies
using debt to produce tax exempt or deferred income. As such, the Discussion Draft outlines
how a company may claim a deduction for the interest expense on the debt while the related
income is brought into tax later or not at all. Therefore, the Discussion Draft raises concerns
regarding groups which may be “claiming a deduction for interest expense while the related
7
income is brought into tax later or not at all.”

2.2

Intended outcomes
The overall aim of Action 4 is to identify:
“coherent and consistent solutions to address base erosion and profit shifting using
interest on third party and related party loans, to fund both inbound and outbound
8
investment” .
This might result in the development of a single international standard to be applied across
countries, while the Discussion Draft emphasises the scope for achieving this through the
identification of a best practice recommendation that aligns the interest expense of individual
entities with the overall funding structure of the group.
Furthermore, the Discussion Draft states that by identifying best practice rules groups should
9
benefit from a consistent approach as “similar rules based on the same principles” should:







Minimise distortions to the competitiveness of groups;
Minimise distortions to investment in a country;
Avoid double taxation;
Minimise administrative costs to countries and compliance costs to groups;
Promote economic stability; and
Provide certainty.

For the water sector it will be important to ensure that the pursuit of these outcomes does not
produce unintended consequences.

7

OECD – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion Draft, 18 December 2014,
Introduction.
OECD – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion Draft, 18 December 2014,
Para 10.
9
OECD – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion Draft, 18 December 2014,
Para 5.
8
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3.

Features of the UK Water Sector
In order to appreciate the impact of changes proposed in the Discussion Draft, it is necessary
10
to understand the features of the UK water sector . This section provides an overview of
those features and further detail can be provided as needed.

3.1

The structure of the UK water industry
The retail water market in the UK is currently structured as a monopoly. As a result,
households and non-household customers (with the exception of large volume business
users) are not at liberty to switch between different service providers, or search for the best
price. Consequently, water service providers are regulated by Ofwat, the independent
regulator for the water and sewage sector, to ensure that consumers receive high standards
of service at a fair price.
Under this regulation all undertakings operating in the market are required to meet the
technical and environmental standards imposed by Ofwat, a non-ministerial government
department which functions as the economic regulator for water and sewerage services in
England and Wales.
There are currently 32 licensed water companies across England and Wales:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

10 regional companies provide both water and sewerage services;
9 regional companies providing water services only;
5 local companies providing either water or sewerage services or both; and
8 water supply licensees offering water services to large use customers.

Each company is appointed by Ofwat and holds a regional monopoly for providing water and
sewerage services in a particular geographical area.

3.2

Regulatory framework
The defining feature of UK water companies is the extent to which they are regulated by
Government. The activities of water companies in England and Wales are principally
regulated by the provisions of the Water Industry Act 1991 (“WIA”), the Water Resources
Act 1991 (‘WRA’) and the Water Act 2003 (as amended by subsequent legislation).
Ofwat’s duties in its capacity as the regulator are defined as:
•

Primary Duties
 ensuring that efficient companies are able to finance their functions;
 protecting the interests of consumers, by promoting competition where appropriate;
and
 ensuring that the companies properly carry out their functions.

•

Secondary Duties
 Promoting economy and efficiency; and
 Contributing to the achievement of sustainable development.

10

While this submission represents the position of water companies across the UK, for purposes of exploring the
issues set out in the Discussion Draft it focuses on the model applying to the privatised companies of England and
Wales through the economic regulator Ofwat. Separate, but broadly similar, regulatory frameworks apply to
companies operating in Scotland (regulated by the Water Industry Commission for Scotland) and in Northern Ireland
(regulated by the Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation).
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A water company is authorised to operate in a specified area by the Secretary of State or by
Ofwat under section 6 of the WIA (an “Appointment”). Under the WIA, the Secretary of State
has a duty to ensure that there is a regulated water company for every area of England and
Wales at all times. Upon Appointment, the water company is given a 25-year rolling
instrument of appointment (“Licence”) which specifies the geographic area served by the
company and, in return for certain protections, imposes a number of conditions on the
company which include, inter alia, the following:
Area
Economic regulation
Financial ring-fencing

Financial/managerial
resources
Board composition
Conducting regulated
business

Requirements include:
•
Limits on charges which can be levied on customers
•
All transactions with associated companies to be carried out on an
arm's length basis or at cost;
•
Maintenance of an investment grade credit rating;
•
Dividend lock-up in the event that the company either:
•
no longer holds an investment grade rating or
•
holds a BBB-/Baa3 rating and is on review for possible downgrade
or has a negative outlook
•
Maintenance of sufficient financial and managerial resources to carry
out regulated activities
•
At least three independent non-executive directors on the board;
•
Executive director representation on the board of the licenced entity;
•
All regulated activities to be conducted as if such activities were
substantially the sole activities of the company and as if the regulated
business were a separate company

The regulatory framework requires that companies perform a Return on Regulated Equity
(‘RORE’) assessment and include this in their business plan submission. The assessment
considers key upside and downside factors and the range of return on equity is published as
part of Ofwat's Draft and Final Determinations. Variances that are outside of Ofwat
expectations require companies to provide appropriate explanations.
When assessing a water company’s financeability, the regulator has regard to the optimal
gearing level that would apply (in its judgement) to an efficient notional company. Achieving
the optimal gearing point enables Ofwat to reduce the weighted average cost of capital
(“WACC”), whilst maintaining investment grade ratings. Therefore, achieving high gearing is
an integral part of a water company’s compliance with the requirements of the regulator.
In determining the gearing to use in its evaluation rate Ofwat commissions consultants to
assess the required level of return that an efficient water companies should earn. They use a
number of approaches, the main one being the capital asset pricing model (CAPM).
The level of gearing identified by the regulator is considered to be the minimum level of
gearing and gearing below this amount is not considered to be delivering best value. In
contrast, individual companies may conclude that a higher gearing level may be more
optimal. This is likely to be based more upon the ability of the company to maintain industry
leading efficiency in one or more areas and the desired risk/return profile of their investors as
opposed to the kind of avoidance activity which is the target of Action 4. Therefore it can be
seen that high levels of gearing are a function of the regulatory framework.
As can be seen, this detailed regulatory framework subjects UK water companies and their
financial management to thorough and on-going government oversight, providing a high level
of protection against the types of harmful practices being targeted by Action 4.

3.3

The appropriate capital structure for the sector
The capital structure of a group will be determined by its capital needs as a whole and the
level of debt prevalent in industry sectors will generally be determined by the nature of that
industry.
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The price of debt (and hence the relative attractiveness of the debt compared to equity) is
11
dependent essentially on three items , being the:
1)

required rate of return on riskless (in terms of default) debt (e.g. government bonds
or very high grade corporate bonds);

2)

various provisions and restrictions contained in the indenture (e.g. maturity date,
coupon rate, call terms, seniority in the event of default, sinking fund etc.); and

3)

probability that the firm will be unable to satisfy some or all of the indenture
requirements (i.e. the probability of default).

In essence, as seen from item three above, high debt funding is attractive, cheap and
available when there is a high level of certainty in relation to the income flow and a large
amount of assets against which debt can be secured. These features are particularly present
in the water sector.
The regulatory framework establishes the sector as a stable and low risk sector for long term
investment. As such it is able to secure high levels of debt funding. In part, this reliance on
debt funding is driven by the requirements of the regulator that water companies should
operate efficiently and maintain capital investment. Under conditions where the cost of debt
finance is cheaper than equity finance there are obvious commercial drivers for increasing
the proportion of debt financing.
The OECD has itself considered the appropriate level of financing within the Water and
12
Sanitation Services (WSS). In its report in 2010 , the OECD noted that:
“Given that WSS are very capital intensive and financing costs represent a sizeable
share of the revenue requirement to be covered via [tariffs, taxation and transfers],
reducing the cost of financing should be a key objective of all water service providers
as it can help reduce the need for subsidies and bring tariffs down. The main
objectives of financial innovation are to increase access to repayable finance [i.e.
debt], to reduce the cost of capital and to extend the tenor of financing so as to
leverage more repayable financing from a given stream of basic revenues.”
It further comments favourably on the innovation in the UK:
“These innovations have been effective at reducing the cost of capital and allowed
companies to increase gearing (the ratio of debt over equity) from about 20% in 1995
to 66% in 2008 while maintaining investment grade ratings.
In addition, longer-term financing has been obtained by tapping into the market for
institutional investors, such as pension funds, which matches the long-term capital
programmes of the sector.”
The regulator will necessarily be involved in determining the gearing of the sector as the cost
of capital is a critical assumption in any price control for a capital intensive industry. It
provides the incentives for companies to invest in repairing and enhancing networks, and it
accounts for a considerable proportion of customer bills. In 2009, Ofwat set allowed returns
based on its assessment of the cost of capital for water industry companies. The cost of
capital was based on an assessment of the cost of equity, cost of debt and appropriate mix of
equity and debt financing.

11

Merton, Robert C., "On the Pricing of Corporate Debt: The Risk Structure of Interest Rates", Journal of Finance,
Vol. 29, No. 2, (May 1974), pp. 449-470
12
Innovative Financing Mechanisms for the Water Sector, OECD, 15 March 2010, ISBN :9789264083660 (PDF) ;
9789264083653 (print)
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The history of the capital structure in the UK market was commented on by PwC in its report
to Ofwat on the key practical and methodological issues relating to setting allowed returns for
the 2014 Price Review. The report noted that:
“Water sector financing has evolved considerably over the past 20 years. Whilst there
was little debt financing at the point of privatisation of the water industry, debt has
since become the primary source of financing water and wastewater infrastructure
investment, and in some cases has financed additional payments to shareholders. As
shown below, the average gearing level rose to Ofwat’s historic 50% notional capital
structure assumption by 2002. It increased above Ofwat’s notional capital structure
assumptions through to 2009, but has been gradually reducing since 2009.
Ofwat has progressively increased its notional gearing assumption in calculating
allowed returns, increasing it from 50% to 55% in PR04 and then to 57.5% in PR09.

In concluding on the capital structure, the report notes that:
“We have established … that the water sector has been able to withstand major
economic risks, as shown by its financial performance during the 2008/9 recession.
But is this true of financial risks? [The Figure below] shows that water industry
companies have been able to gear themselves at higher levels, while retaining their
interest cover protection. This has been helped by lower interest rates and in some
cases the switch to index-linked debt (which lowers the ongoing debt service charge,
but increases the debt refinancing requirement).
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There remains a concern that dramatically higher interest rates could in future place
a number of water industry companies in financial difficulties. We have stress tested
water industry companies at a higher debt interest rate of 10% [and, assumed] a
modest growth across the water industry, so certain water companies may have
faster growth plans which require additional debt finance. [This] shows that the water
industry is generally well insulated from a higher interest rate shock. One reason for
this is the long-term debt financing profile, which means that debt refinancing risks
are more limited over the short term (and in AMP6 in particular).
We conclude that the water sector to date has not significantly increased multiple
failure risk through higher leverage.”
This indicates the robustness of the sector and the appropriateness of debt (or repayable
finance, as it is referred to in the OECD report) as a major source of finance. The debt levels
may therefore be expected to be well in excess of other types of companies and this should
not be considered to be an indication of BEPS-inspired leverage.
The latest evaluation by the regulator concluded on a gearing level of 62.5% for financial
evaluation. Based on a sample of the results for the year to 31 March 2014, the weighted
average gearing level was 65% and net interest as a percentage of EBITDA was 33%.

3.4

The structuring of debt
Water companies will generally obtain a mixture of senior and junior debt, which will either be
borrowed directly by the regulated entity or by other companies in the wider group. An
example structure of a publicly held water group is outlined below:
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Figure 1: Typical simplified structure and debt funding arrangements of a publicly listed water group

However, it should be noted that there has been an increase in foreign direct investment
(“FDI”) into the UK water industry and a number of water companies are ultimately owned by
foreign investors rather than public UK companies. The capital provided by the foreign
investors tends to be a mix of debt and equity. The funding structure of a private UK water
company is similar to the funding arrangements of publicly held water companies. A privately
held water company will continue to use the regulated entity to obtain third party senior debt
based on its Regulatory Capital Value (RCV). However, given the mix of capital provided by
the overseas investors, the shareholders often provide shareholder debt which essentially
replicates the third party junior debt obtained by publicly held water companies. The typical
funding structure of a privately held UK water group is demonstrated below:
Figure 2: Typical simplified structure and debt funding arrangements of a privately held water group

In order for a foreign owned water company to be in similar position to a UK listed water
company, it is essential that the shareholder debt is treated in the same manner as the
external debt in the above example. It is likely that any restrictions on debt based on criteria
that are not aligned directly to the water industry conditions would seek to disallow such debt.
It is also significant that debt in the water sector, in line with the need for long term capital
investment, operates over longer time scales than apply typically.
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3.5

Application of the current UK tax rules
Under the existing thin capitalisation legislation in the UK, the arm’s length principle is applied
to determine the level of shareholder debt on which interest deductions are allowable. The
level of shareholder debt which may be considered consistent with the arm’s length principle
is generally determined through a benchmarking process. The benchmarking process aims to
identify comparable water companies which obtain debt from third parties rather than through
intra-group funding arrangements. Following the identification of water companies which
obtain debt from third parties, the quantum of debt and interest expense of these companies
is commonly assessed and used to determine the level of interest expense a water company
would be able to obtain at arm’s length. In the case of the UK water industry, the third party
quantum of debt and interest expense thereon would typically be determined by reference to
the publicly held groups.
Furthermore, many groups discuss the benchmarking process undertaken with HMRC
through the Advance Thin Capitalisation Agreement (“ATCA”) process to obtain HMRC’s
agreement to the quantum of shareholder debt and interest which is consistent with the arm’s
length principle. Once the ATCA has been agreed, the water companies will have certainty
over the amount of interest deduction which is considered allowable for tax purposes.
As such, the current thin capitalisation rules maintain a level playing field between public and
private water companies and thereby prevent any form of deduction in excess of what would
be achieved in normal and commercial circumstances. They ensure that within the UK there
is parity of results between public and private groups and that there are no distortions created
through the use of interest expense (or other financial payments) within the UK water
industry.
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4.

The proposals in the Discussion Draft
This section considers the proposals that are put forward in the Discussion Draft, firstly
identifying concerns in principle and then identifying the particular concerns of the Water
Industry.

4.1

Arm’s length test
General observations
As noted above, water companies are already subject to effective controls through the arm’s
length test which recognises that entities may have different levels of interest expense
depending on their circumstances and does not disturb genuine commercial behaviour. This,
together with the other aspects of the UK tax system, would appear to provide sufficient
protection against the BEPS risks set out in the Discussion Draft.
On this basis, the use of an arm’s length test should be one of the options that the OECD
considers to be best practice. The concerns expressed in paragraph 22 of the Discussion
Draft can be addressed through other mechanisms:
•

Resource intensive and uncertain: this can be addressed through the cooperative
compliance approach that is recommended by the OECD. The use of advance
agreements can provide clarity and certainty to both parties. For those countries already
operating arm’s length tests, there is clearly no additional cost and there is a large
amount of shared knowledge.

•

Only apply to intra-group payments: it is right that the tests should only be applied to
connected party debt, since other payments will necessarily be at arm’s length.
Furthermore, additional protection is available, such as unallowable purpose rules or the
General Anti-Abuse Rule, to address any weaknesses in the provisions in relation to
third-party debt.

•

May be supported by non-taxable income sources: this is a policy choice of the
government and, as such, can be reformed if considered warranted. If this is considered
to be a concern, this should be addressed directly in the legislation rather than replacing
the whole arm’s length provisions.

Water industry observations
In applying this to the water industry, it should also be noted that the industry has sufficient
comparators that it is relatively easy to identify an arm’s length rate of interest. This limits the
complexity of discussion and further supports why this is sufficient protection.
The protections against abuse operating through the UK tax system are powerfully
augmented for the water sector by the detailed regulatory framework which governs the
capital structure and financial operation of the water companies. This means that the debt
financing structures and operating models of these companies are subject to detailed
regulatory oversight and to regular review under a five year cycle. This addresses the
concerns regarding the arm’s length test identified in paragraph 22 of the Discussion Draft.
The combination of the regulation and the arm’s length test means that there exists such a
high level of protection against the risks of base erosion and profit shifting identified in Action
4 that no further action should be needed. Indeed, given that the additional measures that
the Discussion Draft proposes are clearly likely to disturb genuine commercial behaviour, it
can be seen that any such actions would provide no benefit but could distort behaviour and
impose unwarranted tax costs.
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4.2

Group-wide tests
General observations
The Discussion Draft considers two group-wide tests as potential best practice rules for
establishing an amount of allowable interest deduction:
►

A group-wide interest allocation rule which allocates a group’s overall net third party
interest expense between group entities based on a measure of economic activity for
each entity (the measures considered are earnings or asset values). It considers two
alternative methods to implementing the interest allocation rule as follows:
►

Deemed interest rule – Each group entity will be allocated a part of the group’s net
third party interest expense in accordance with each entity’s share of overall
economic activity (based on either earnings or asset values). The deemed interest
expense for each entity would be tax deductible and all interest actually paid or
received would be disregarded.

►

Interest cap rule – Each group entity will be allocated a part of the group’s net third
party interest expense in accordance with each entity’s share of overall economic
activity (based on either earnings or asset values which will act as a cap). An
entity’s net interest expense on intra-group and third party debt up to the allocated
cap would be tax deductible, whilst net interest over the cap would not be tax
deductible. Any net interest income would be subject to tax.

The Discussion Draft concludes that the Deemed Interest Rule might in itself give rise to
opportunities for abuse, and concluded that “if an interest allocation rule is included in a
best practice approach to tackling base erosion and profit shifting, it should be structured
13
as an interest cap rule” and hence this response focussed only on the Interest Cap
Rule.
►

A group ratio rule which compares a financial ratio of a group entity with the equivalent
financial ratio of the overall group (the financial ratios considered are net interest to
earnings and net interest to asset values). The Discussion Draft outlines that the group
ratio rule would typically be applied in two stages as follows:
►

Stage one – An entity calculates its overall group’s ratio as specified under the
group ratio rule. For the purposes of calculating the group’s ratio, only net third
party interest expense should be included.

►

Stage two – An entity compares the group’s ratio to its individual company ratio to
establish the maximum amount of net interest expense which will be deductible for
tax purposes. Any amount of net interest expense above the ratio would be
disallowed for tax purposes.

There are a number of concerns with this proposal (either of these approaches), including:
•

Distorting investment
A key driver of the BEPS project is to ensure that domestic companies are not put at a
competitive disadvantage to multinationals purely due to the tax system. However, this
proposal would not “level the playing field” but would in fact skew the playing field against
investment from abroad, just at the time that countries are seeking to encourage FDI.

13

Discussion Document paragraph 77
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Consider a business currently trading with a debt:equity ratio of 1:1. If the equity and
debt were acquired by a cash rich multinational (i.e. with no net debt), the immediate
effect of these rules would be to deny all tax relief for the interest and thereby increase
the effective tax rate in the investee company. This would act as a disincentive to
investment by such investors, promoting investment only by debt-laden (and hence
potentially less robust) investors.
•

Different borrowing profiles
A conglomerate can have many different businesses within the same group and each of
these businesses can have a different level of borrowing capacity and a different cost of
debt, determined by (amongst other factors) the risk in the business and the assets that
debt can be secured upon. The fact that two distinct businesses are owned by the same
shareholder should not restrict one business from obtaining debt that it would be able to
obtain under independent ownership.

•

Inability to structure debt to suit the revised tax system
The Discussion Draft appears to assume that it is relatively simple for a company to
introduce debt into companies, such that the actual interest cost would be aligned with
the numerical result of the formula that is determined by the group rules. In practice
there can be many reasons why this is not the case and hence a rule which imposes a
cap based on a proportion of the interest is likely to result in some companies having
interest below the cap and others above, meaning that the global interest expense would
not be relieved.

Water industry observations
Considering the application of the group-wide rules proposed in the Discussion Draft to
entities within the UK water industry, this rule could restrict the ability for water companies to
be owned by groups which have a lower ability to support debt financing. In such a case, as
noted above, interest costs in the UK would be restricted and the after-tax cost would
increase. This would deter private groups making FDI into the UK water industry as such
investment would restrict the return generated from the investment despite the return being
considered consistent with the arm’s length principle.
As noted above, the UK water industry currently consists of a mixture of listed and privatelyowned entities. Each group currently competes on a level playing field, given the appetite in
the industry for debt. The rules would therefore have an immediate anti-competitive effect.
Therefore we conclude that there may be a number of unintended and adverse
consequences and distortions for the UK water industry created by the proposed best
practice regarding the group-wide rules outlined in the Discussion Draft. These could
ultimately impact the attractiveness of the UK water industry to FDI.

4.3

Fixed ratio test
General observations
The Discussion Draft also considers a fixed ratio test as a potential best practice
recommendation for establishing an amount of allowable interest deduction. Under this
approach, a fixed benchmark ratio would be determined and mandated by a country’s
government and applied to entities within that country irrespective of the actual leverage of an
entity or the overall group. The fixed benchmark ratio would be set with respect to earnings or
assets. Interest expense on third party or intra-group debt up to the fixed ratio mandated
would be tax deductible while interest expense resulting in the entity’s ratio exceeding the
fixed ratio would not be tax deductible.
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A great deal of care needs to be taken in determining the level at which a fixed ratio would be
set. The discussion draft includes a summary of fixed interest to earnings (EBITDA) ratios for
certain territories which currently operate an earnings based rule. The ratios range from 25%
to 50%. There is clearly a risk that ratios developed to meet the needs of particular
jurisdiction become arbitrary when applied to other jurisdictions and contexts.
The Discussion Draft does not go as far as recommending a percentage figure, though it
does refer to anecdotal evidence that ‘those benchmark ratios may be too high to be effective
14
Example 11 in Annex 3 uses a benchmark fixed ratio of 15%.
in preventing BEPS.’
Although the rationale for this percentage is unclear, we would caution strongly against any
exercise which looks to model a fixed ratio based on a sample of the ‘Global top 100
companies.’
We note that the ability to carry forward excess deductions is unhelpful in circumstances
where the gearing structure is such that the fixed ratio would be exceeded annually.
As noted above, it would appear that countries would be free to set their own benchmark
ratios. At this stage it is unclear whether, as part of any best practice recommendation
guidance will be provided on what an appropriate fixed ratio may be. It will be important to
enable countries to determine this appropriately, given that the basis for a restriction is to
address avoidance risk.
If fixed ratios are applied on a country by country basis, it will be important to ensure that
group companies within the same territory are able consolidate the interest capacity as loans
may not necessarily match EBITDA and EBITDA can be expected to vary each year. In
setting a fixed limit, some companies may be below that limit and others above. A territorial
‘grouping’ approach would reduce the need to take self-help measures (where possible) or
otherwise restructure debt. Particularly in the context of regulated businesses, such
restructuring may simply not be possible.
Water industry observations
Applying this to the water industry, it is clear that the industry’s leverage is far higher than
could be expected to be the average of all companies, given the security offered by the
industry. Consequently, the sector would be particularly hard hit by the restriction.

4.4

Combined method
The Discussion Draft also looks at the possibility of developing a “combined approach” which
would allow “entities with a lower level of interest expense to apply a simple fixed ratio rule,
15
while more highly leveraged entities apply a more complex group-wide test” . Two variants
of a combined approach are considered. The first variant would apply a main rule on group
wide interest allocation, while allowing a carve-out for entities with levels of net interest
expense below a fixed percentage. The second variant would apply a fixed ratio test as the
main rule, but with a carve-out which would allow entities to obtain a higher level of interest
deductions by a applying a group ratio rule.
General observations
The combined method would provide some benefit over the fixed test alone, but would retain
the issues related to the group tests.

14

OECD – BEPS Action 4: Interest deductions and other financial payments Discussion Draft, 18 December 2014,
Para 159.
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Discussion document paragraph 165
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Water industry observations
Both the variants of combined approach set out in the Discussion Draft take as their starting
point the assumption that “low risk” is equated to low levels of interest expense. As has been
shown above, in the case of the UK water industry, high levels of interest expense can also
represent a low risk given the regulatory controls placed on the sector.
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5.

Conclusion and options for consideration
While approaches to tackling BEPS through the use of debt interest and other financial
payments is intended to target aggressive tax planning and avoidance, they risk impacting
sectors where the risk is already adequately constrained. As this submission has shown, the
UK water industry is one such sector.
In order to avoid the risk that important and sensitive sectors such as water are not
inadvertently disadvantaged, it will be crucial for the conclusions of the Action 4 to recognise
the special features applying in these sectors and to provide sufficient flexibility within the
emerging BEPS framework to allow national governments to tailor their actions to the
particular conditions and control applying in their jurisdiction.
Of the approaches considered in the Discussion Draft, the most problematical for the UK
water industry would be the application of an across-the-board debt interest cap. The high
rate of debt financing which is an inherent feature of the UK water industry mean that any cap
which was set low enough to address genuine BEPS risks would have a significant and
negative impact on water companies. The group structure of UK water companies, with their
very limited cross-border aspects, means that group allocation methods would be likely to
have less of a negative impact (assuming that the rules applied on a territorial rather than
entity basis), but could still unnecessarily and negatively impact water companies.
There are a number of methods that could be used to ensure that businesses that do not
pose a risk in relation to BEPS are excluded from the impact of the provisions, while
maintaining the overall integrity of the proposed Action. Set out below are a number of
options that could be included within the best practice recommendations or left to national
governments to implement, depending on their views of the risks.
In considering what element or elements to add, it will also be important to ensure that the
rules can be applied without undue administrative burden: an exemption that nevertheless
required extensive testing would impose a large cost for business for no benefit to
government. Any provision should therefore be as simple as possible and applied as early in
the process.
1. Gateway for low risk business
This option would apply a “gateway” for low risk businesses and satisfying the gateway
would avoid the application of the fixed rate ratio or group test. The other provisions in
relation to interest restrictions inherent in national legislation would continue to apply.
This gateway would need to be carefully designed by the national government, to ensure
that it did not weaken the reform. Requirements could therefore include that it applied
only to regulated businesses (where there are additional controls to address BEPS risk),
to businesses with an Advance Thin Capitalisation Agreement with the tax administration,
and/or other similar controls. This approach could also be used to provide an exemption
for other low risk categories identified in the Discussion Draft, such as for SMEs.
The tests would rely on objective criteria and could be the subject of peer review on an
ongoing basis, thereby ensuring adherence to the principles behind the BEPS initiative.
This option has the benefit of applying early in the process and therefore minimising the
burden placed on low risk businesses.
2. Exemption for predominantly domestic business
As noted in the Discussion Draft, the intention of the Action is to address the interaction
of multiple tax systems from allowing BEPS to provide an unfair competitive advantage to
multinationals over domestic businesses. However, raw application of the tests could
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apply to predominantly domestic businesses, potentially undermining the policy decisions
of the domestic government in relation to the relief that is provided in relation to interest
costs. Therefore an exemption could be introduced where the activities of the business
are predominantly based in a single country. In such a case, the domestic rules of the
country should be designed to address any risk of excessive interest relief and there
would be no role for the tests proposed under Action 4.
In undertaking such a domestic test, it would be important to ensure that the exemption
was not voided by some small level of international activity. Such a test could therefore
consider the source of turnover and apply where (say) 95% of the turnover was within
one country.
This option has the benefit of applying early in the process and therefore minimising the
burden placed on low risk businesses.
3. Different fixed ratio rules for specific sectors / types of taxpayer
As noted above, the ability for a group to borrow is determined by the characteristics of
the underlying business and a “one size fits all” approach is clearly not going to deliver an
appropriate outcome. A further option would be to provide different ratios for different
sectors, each targeted at the rate most appropriate to that business.
Whilst helpful, this would still require the application of the tests and would therefore
impose additional burdens for no benefit.
4. External interest
The group rules test the interest in relation to the quantum of external interest costs. In
some cases, there can be valid reasons for why debt that could be raised externally is
nevertheless funded internally. In such situations, where there are clear comparables,
countries could be allowed to categorise some forms of such debt as external for the
purposes of the group test. The ability to do so could be subject to similar constraints
identified in item 1 above.
The flow chart in Appendix A illustrates how these options would operate in the context of a
combined approach, as suggested by the Discussion Draft.
The above examples represent initial thoughts as to ways to address the risk of collateral
damage from Action 4 and are included in order to promote dialogue and further
consideration, rather than as specific recommendations.
Water UK is committed to making a positive contribution to the BEPS project and to working
with the OECD to identify effective solutions to the issues identified in the Discussion Draft
and in this submission.
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Appendix A

Options to exempt low risk entities
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Appendix B

Responses to specific questions in the
Discussion Draft

This submission is focused on the specific issues which arise for the UK water industry in the
context of Action 4. It does not, therefore, address the whole range of issues and questions
covered by the Discussion Draft. Where the specific questions posed by the Discussion Draft
have a bearing on the issues which are of specific concern to the Water UK the table below
indicates where that issue is discussed in the submission.
Discussion Draft Question

Water UK submission

6.
Are there any other approaches that could be
used to exclude low risk entities? What are these and what
advantages would they have?
Whether interest deductions should be limited with
reference to the position of an entity’s group

Section 4.2 - pages 12 and 13

7.
Are there any practical issues with respect to the
operation of (a) interest allocation rules or (b) group ratio
rules, in addition to those set out in the consultation
document?
9.
Do any difficulties arise from basing a group-side
rule on numbers contained in a group’s consolidated
financial statements and, if so, what are they?
11.
What approach to measuring earnings or asset
values would give the most accurate picture of economic
activity across a group? Do any particular difficulties arise
from this approach and how could these be addressed?
12.
Are there any other difficulties in applying (a) an
earnings-based or (b) an asset value-based approach? If
so, what are they and how could these difficulties be dealt
with?

17.
What barriers exist which could prevent a group
from arranging its intragroup loans so that net interest
expense is matched with economic activity, as measured
using earnings or asset values? How could this issue be
addressed?

23.
What practical issues arise in applying fixed ratio
rules based on asset values or earnings?
24.
What would be the appropriate measure of asset
values or earnings under a fixed ratio rule?
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Section 3.2 – page 6

Section 4.3 – page 13

25.
For what reasons would the interest to earnings or
interest to asset value ratios of an individual entity
significantly exceed the equivalent ratios of its worldwide
group?

Section 3.3 – page 9

26.
Would a fixed ratio rule pose particular problems
for entities in certain sectors? If so, which sectors would
be affected and how could this be addressed?

Section 4.3 - page 14

29.
A combined approach should provide an effective
solution to the base erosion and profit shifting using
interest, while allowing lower risk entities to apply a
simpler test. What other options for combined approaches
which meet this objective should be considered as
possible best practices?

Section 5

30.
Which situations do you think would need to be
covered by targeted rules to effectively and
comprehensively address base erosion and profit shifting
risks posed by interest expense? Which of these could
also be addressed through a general interest limitation rule
and where would a general rule need to be supported by
targeted rules?

Section 5

35.
Do any particular difficulties arise from the
application of general interest limitation rules to entities (a)
operating in sectors subject to special taxation regimes;
(b) engaged in infrastructure projects; or (c) entities
engaged in financial activities other than banking or
insurance? If so, how do these difficulties arise and how
could they be addressed?

Executive
Section 5
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